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Foreword

After the success of NOLISP'03, NOLISP'04 summer school and NOLISP'05, we are pleased to present NOLISP'07.
The fourth event in a series of events related to Non-linear speech processing.

Many speci�cs of the speech signal are not well addressed by conventional models currently used in the �eld of
speech processing. The purpose of NOLISP is to present and discuss novel ideas, work and results related to alter-
native techniques for speech processing, which depart from mainstream approach.

With this intention in mind, we provide an open forum for discussion. ALternate approaches are appreciated,
although the results achieved at present may not clearly surpass results based on stat-of-the-art methods.

Please, try to establish as many contacts with your colleagues and discussions as possible: these small-size work-
shops make it feasible. Please, enjoy the workshop; enjoy the city, and the french meals and drinks.

We want to acknowledge our colleagues for their help and the reviewers for their very exhaustive reviews.

Best wishes for NOLISP

Mohamed Chetouani
Bruno Gas

Jean-Luc zarader
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HMM-based Spanish speech synthesis using CBR as F0 estimator

Xavi Gonzalvo, Ignasi Iriondo, Joan Claudi Socoró, Francesc Alı́as, Carlos Monzo

Department of Communications and Signal Theory
Enginyeria i Arquitectura La Salle, Ramon Llull University, Barcelona, Spain

{gonzalvo,iriondo,jclaudi,falias,cmonzo}@salle.url.edu

Abstract
Hidden Markov Models based text-to-speech (HMM-TTS) syn-
thesis is a technique for generating speech from trained statisti-
cal models where spectrum, pitch and durations of basic speech
units are modelled altogether. The aim of this work is to de-
scribe a Spanish HMM-TTS system using CBR as a F0 esti-
mator, analysing its performance objectively and subjectively.
The experiments have been conducted on a reliable labelled
speech corpus, whose units have been clustered using contex-
tual factors according to the Spanish language. The results
show that the CBR-based F0 estimation is capable of improving
the HMM-based baseline performance when synthesizing non-
declarative short sentences and reduced contextual information
is available.

1. Introduction
One of the main interest in TTS synthesis is to improve quality
and naturalness in applications for general purposes. Concate-
native speech synthesis for limited domain (e.g. Virtual Weather
man [1]) presents drawbacks when trying to use in a different
domain. New recordings have the disadvantage of being time
consuming and expensive (i.e. labelling, processing different
audio levels, texts designs, etc.).

In contrast, the main benefit of HMM-TTS is the capabil-
ity of modelling voices in order to synthesize different speaker
features, styles and emotions. Moreover, voice transforma-
tion through concatenative speech synthesis still requires large
databases in contrast to HMM which can obtain better results
with smaller databases [2]. Some interesting voice transfor-
mation approaches using HMM were presented using speaker
interpolation [3] or eigenvoices [4]. Furthermore, HMM for
speech synthesis could be used in new systems able to unify
both approaches and to take advantage of their properties [5].

Language is another important topic when designing a TTS
system. HMM-TTS scheme based on contextual factors for
clustering can be used for any language (e.g. English [6] or
Portuguese [7]). Phonemes (the basic synthesis units) and their
context attributes-values pairs (e.g. number of syllables in
word, stress and accents, utterance types, etc.) are the main
information which changes from one language to another. This
work presents contextual factors adapted for Spanish.

The HMM-TTS system presented in this work is based on
a source-filter model approach to generate speech directly from
HMM itself. It uses a decision tree based on context cluster-
ing in order to improve models training and able to characterize
phoneme units introducing a counterpart approach with respect
to English [6]. As the HMM-TTS system is a complete tech-
nique to generate speech, this work presents objective results to
measure its performance as a prosody estimator and subjective
measures to test the synthesized speech. It is compared with a

tested Machine Learning strategy based on case based reason-
ing (CBR) for prosody estimation [8].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
HMM system workflow and parameter training and synthesis.
Section 3 concerns to CBR for prosody estimation. Section 4
describes decision tree clustering based on contextual factors.
Section 5 presents measures, section 6 discusses results and sec-
tion 7 presents the concluding remarks and future work.

2. HMM-TTS system
2.1. Training system workflow

As in any HMM-TTS system, two stages are distinguished:
training and synthesis. Figure 1 depicts the classical training
workflow. Each HMM represents a contextual phoneme. First,
HMM for isolated phonemes are estimated and each of these
models are used as a initialization of the contextual phonemes.
Then, similar phonemes are clustered by means of a decision
tree using contextual information and designed questions (e.g.
Is right an ’a’ vowel? Is left context an unvoiced consonant?
Is phoneme in the 3rd position of the syllables? etc.). Thanks
to this process, if a contextual phoneme does not have a HMM
representation (not present in the training data, but in the test),
decision tree clusters will generate the unseen model.
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Figure 1: Training workflow

Each contextual phoneme HMM definition includes spec-
trum, F0 and state durations. Topology used is a 5 states left-
to-right with no-skips. Each state is represented with 2 inde-
pendent streams, one for spectrum and another for pitch. Both
types of information are completed with their delta and delta-
delta coefficients.

Spectrum is modelled by 13th order mel-cepstral coeffi-
cients which can generate speech with MLSA filter [9]. Spec-
trum model is a multivariate Gaussian distributions [2].

Spanish corpus has been pitch marked using the approach
described in [10]. This algorithm refines mark-up to get a
smoothed F0 contour in order to reduce discontinuities in the
generated curve for synthesis. The model is a multi-space prob-
ability distribution [2] that may be used in order to store contin-
uous logarithmic values of the F0 curve and a discrete indicator
for voiced/unvoiced.

State durations of each HMM are modelled by a Multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution [11]. Its dimensionality is equal to the
number of states in the corresponding HMM.7



2.2. Synthesis process

Figure 2 shows synthesis workflow. Once the system has been
trained, it has a set of phonemes represented by contextual fac-
tor (each contextual phoneme is a HMM). The first step in the
synthesis stage is devoted to produce a complete contextualized
list of phonemes from a text to be synthesized. Chosen units are
converted into a sequence of HMM.
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Figure 2: Synthesis workflow

Using the algorithm proposed by Fukada in [9], spectrum
and F0 parameters are generated from HMM models using dy-
namic features. Duration is also estimated to maximize the
probability of state durations. Excitation signal is generated
from the F0 curve and the voiced and unvoiced information. Fi-
nally, in order to reconstruct speech, the system uses spectrum
parameters as the MLSA filter coefficients and excitation as the
filtered signal.

3. CBR system
3.1. CBR and HMM-TTS system description

As shown in figure 2, CBR system for prosody estimator can be
included as a module in any TTS system (i.e. excitation signal
can be created using either HMM or CBR). In a previous work
it is demonstrated that using CBR approach is appropriate to
create prosody even with expressive speech [8]. Despite CBR
strategy was originally designed for retrieving mean phoneme
information related to F0, energy and duration, this work only
compares the F0 results with the HMM based F0 estimator.

Figure 3 shows the diagram of this system. It is a corpus ori-
ented method for the quantitative modelling of prosody. Anal-
ysis of texts is carried out by SinLib library [12], an engine de-
veloped to Spanish text analysis. Characteristics extracted from
the text are used to build prosody cases.

density for each HMM is equal to the number of states in the 
corresponding HMM. 

2.3. Synthesis process 

Once the system has been trained, it has a set of units 
represented by contextual factors. During the synthesis 
process, first the input text must be labeled into contextual 
factors to choose the best synthesis units. 

Chosen units in the sentence are converted in a sequence 
of HMM. Duration is estimated to maximize the probability of 
state durations. HMM parameters are spectrum and pitch with 
their delta and delta-delta coefficients. These parameters are 
extracted form HMM using the algorithm proposed by [11]. 

 
Figure 3: Time differences reproducing speech with and 

without dynamic features. 
 

Finally spectrum parameters are the filter coefficients of 
MLSA that will filter an excitation signal made by the 
estimated pitch. The standard excitation model with delta for 
voiced and white noise for unvoiced frames was used. 

3. CBR system 

3.1. System description 

As shown in figures 2, CBR [15] system works as a prosody 
estimator which can be included as a new module in any TTS 
system. The retrieval objective is to map the solution from 
case memory to the new problem. 

 

 
Figure 4: CBR Training workflow 

 
Figure 3 shows how this system is based on the analysis of 

labeled texts from which the system extracts prosodic 
attributes. Thus, it is a corpus oriented method for the 
quantitative modeling of prosody. It was originally designed 
for pitch, energy and duration but this work only uses the pitch 
estimation.  

There exist various kinds of factors which can characterize 
each intonational unit. The system described here will 
basically use accent group (AG), related to speech rhythm and 
intonation group (IG). Some of the factors to consider are 
related with the kind of IG that belongs to the AG, position of 
IG in the phrase and the number of syllables of IG and AG. 
Curve intonation for each AG is modeled by polynomials. 

3.2. Training and retrieval 

CBR is a machine learning system which let an easy treatment 
of attributes from different kinds. The system training can be 
seen as a two stages flow: selection and adaptation. Case 
reduction is reaches thanks to grouping similar attributes. 
Once the case memory is created and a new set of attributes 
arrives, the system looks for the most similar stored example. 
Pitch curve is estimated by firstly estimating phoneme 
durations, normalizing temporal axis and associating each 
phoneme pitch depending on the retrieved polynomial.  

4. Unit Selection 
This work presents a clustering based scheme [12] in order to 
choose the best unit model. As described next subsections, 
there are many contextual factors which can be used to 
characterize synthesis units. Therefore, the more contextual 
factors used, the more units extracted from the utterances. As 
the system is based on statistical models, parameters cannot be 
estimated with limited train data. As done in speech 
recognition systems, a decision tree technique is used to 
cluster similar state units. Unseen units’ model states will be 
clustered in the best estimated group. Spectrum, f0 or 
durations are clustered independently as they are affected by 
different factors. 

Systems working with HMMs can be considered as 
multilingual as far as the contextual factors used are language 
dependent. Moreover, the system needs the design of a set of 
questions in order to choose the best clustering for each unit. 
These questions were extended to each Spanish unit and their 
specific characteristic. In table 1, units are classified in two 
groups: consonants and vowels. 

Table 1: Spanish units. 

Vowel {frontal, back, Half 
open, Open, Closed } a,ax,e,ex,i,ix,o,ox,u,ux 

Consonant {dental, velar, 
bilabial, alveolar, palatal, 
labio dental, Interdental, 
Prepalatal, plosive, nasal, 
fricative,lateral, Rhotic } 

zx,sx,rx,bx,k,gx, 
dx,s,n,r,j,l,m,t,tx,w,p, 

f,x,lx,nx,cx,jx,b,d,mx,g 

 
All languages have their own characteristics. This work 

presents a performance comparison between standard 
utterance features and Spanish specific attributes extracted.  

4.1. Festival Utterance features for Spanish 

As used for other languages, these attributes affect phonemes, 
syllables, words, phrases and utterances (Table 2). Notice that 
most of them relates to units position in reference to over-units 
(e.g. phonemes over syllables or words over phrases). Features 
were extracted from a modified Spanish Festival voice [14]. 
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Figure 3: CBR Training workflow

Each file of the corpus is analysed in order to convert it into
new cases (i.e. a set of attribute-value pairs). The goal is to
obtain the solution from the memory of cases that best matches
the new problem. When a new text is entered and converted in a
set of attribute-value pairs, CBR will look for the best cases so
as to retrieve prosody information from the most similar case it
has in memory.

3.2. Features

There are various suitable features to characterize each into-
national unit. Features extracted will form a set of attribute-
value pair that will be used by CBR system to build up a mem-
ory of cases. These features (table 1) are based on accentual

group (AG) and intonational group (IG) parameters. AG in-
corporates syllable influence and is related to speech rhythm.
Structure at IG level is reached concatenating AGs. This system
distinguishes IG for interrogative, declarative and exclamative
phrases.

Table 1: Attribute-value pair for CBR system

Attributes

Position of AG in IG IG Position on phrase
Number of syllables IG type

Accent type Position of the stressed syllable

3.3. Training and retrieval

The system training can be seen as a two stages flow: selection
and adaptation. In order to optimize the system, case reduc-
tion is carried out by grouping similar attributes. Once the case
memory is created, the system looks for the most similar stored
example. Mean F0 curve per phoneme is retrieved by firstly
estimating phoneme durations, normalizing temporal axis and
associating each phoneme pitch in basis on the retrieved poly-
nomial.

4. Context based clustering
Each HMM is a phoneme used to synthesize and it is identi-
fied by contextual factors. During training stage, similar units
are clustered using a decision tree [2]. Information referring
to spectrum, F0 and state durations are treated independently
because they are affected by different contextual factors.

As the number of contextual factors increases, the number
of models will have less training data. To deal with this prob-
lem, the clustering scheme will be used to provide the HMMs
with enough samples as some states can be shared by similar
units.

Text analysis for HMM-TTS based decision tree clustering
was carried out by Festival [13] updating an existing Spanish
voice. Spanish HMM-TTS required the design of specific ques-
tions to use in the tree. Questions design concerns to unit fea-
tures and contextual factors. Table 2 enumerates the main fea-
tures taken into account and table 3 shows the main contextual
factors. These questions represent a yes/no decision in a node of
the tree. Correct questions will determine clusters to reproduce
a fine F0 contour in relation to the original intonation.

Table 2: Spanish phonetic features.

Unit Features

Phoneme

Vowel Frontal, Back, Half open, Open, Closed

Consonant Dental, velar, bilabial, alveolar
lateral, Rhotic, palatal, labio-dental,
Interdental, Prepalatal, plosive, nasal,
fricative

Syllable Stress, position in word, vowel

Word POS, #syllables

Phrase End Tone

5. Experiments
Experiments are conducted on corpus and evaluate objective
and subjective measures. On the one hand, objective measures
present real F0 estimation results comparing HMM-TTS versus8



Table 3: Spanish phonetic contextual factors.

Unit Features

Phoneme {Preceding, next} Position in syllable

Syllable {Preceding, next} stress, #phonemes
#stressed syllables

Word Preceding, next POS, #syllables

Phrase Preceding, next #syllables

CBR technique. On the other hand, subjective results validate
Spanish synthesis 1. Results are presented for various phrase
types (interrogative, declarative and exclamative) and lengths
(number of phonemes). Phrase classification is referenced to
the corpus average length. Thus, a short (S) and a long (L) sen-
tence are below and over the standard deviation while very short
(VS) and very long (VL) exceed half the standard deviation over
and below.

The Spanish female voice was created from a corpus devel-
oped in conjunction with LAICOM [8]. Speech was recorded
by a professional speaker in neutral emotion and segmented and
revised by speech processing researchers.

The system was trained with HTS [14] using 620 phrases of
a total of 833 (25% of the corpus is used for testing purposes).
Contextual factors represent around 20000 units to be trained
and around 5000 are unseen units.

Firstly, texts were labelled using contextual factors de-
scribed in table 3. Then, HMMs are trained and clustered.
Next, decision trees for spectrum, F0 and state durations are
built. These trees are different among them because spectrum,
F0 and states duration are affected by different contextual fac-
tors (see figure 4). Spectrum states are basically clustered ac-
cording to phoneme features while F0 questions show the in-
fluence of syllables, word and phrase contextual factors. Du-
rations work in a similar manner to F0 as reported in [2]. In
order to analyse the effect of the number of nodes in the deci-
sion trees, results are presented through two HMM configura-
tions in basis of γ that controls the decision tree length (HMM1,
γ(spectrum) = 1, γ(f0) = 1, γ(duration) = 1 and HMM2,
γ(spectrum) = 0.3, γ(f0) = 0.1, γ(duration) = 1). Both
systems present the best RMSE over other tested configurations
and a tree length below 30% of used units.

5.1. Objective measures

Fundamental frequency estimation is crucial in a source-filter
model approach. Objectives measures evaluate F0 RMSE (i.e.
estimated vs. real) of the mean F0 for each phoneme (figure 5)
and for a full F0 contour (figures 6 and 7).

In order to analyse the effect of phrase length figure 5 shows
CBR as the best system to estimate mean F0 per phoneme. As
the phrase length increases HMM improves its RMSE. F0 con-
tour RMSE in figure 6 also shows a better HMM RMSE for
long sentences than for short. However, CBR gets worse as the
sentence is longer, although it presents the best results. Figure 7
demonstrates a good HMM performance for declarative phrases
but low for interrogative type. Pearson correlation factor for
real and estimated F0 contour is presented in table 4. While
CBR presents a continuous correlation value independently of
the phrase type and length, HMM presents good results when
sentences are long and declarative.

1See http://www.salle.url.edu/∼gonzalvo/hmm, for some synthesis examples

Number of phonemes 
Position in current word 
Number of syllables in 
relation with phrase 

 

Phrases 
{preceding, current, 
next} Number of words 

 

Table 2: Festival based contextual factors.  

4.2. CBR features 

As specific for Spanish, table 3 represents the important 
information factors that could increase prosody reproduction. 
Main difference with section 4.1 is that the following 
attributes are based on AG and IG as used for CBR engine 
now applied to a phoneme based cluster scheme. 

Table 3: CBR factors.  

Attributes 
Previous phoneme 
Current phoneme 
Next phoneme 
C. phoneme stressed 
AG position in IG 
Ph. position in IG 
Ph. position in AG 
IG type 
Accent type 
Number of syllables 

Ph. of the syllable 
Begin of word 
End of word 
Begin of AG 
End of AG 
Begin of IG 
End of IG 
Begin of syllable 
End of syllable 

 
AG incorporates syllable influence. Structure at IG level is 

reached concatenating AGs. In contrast to qualitative systems 
that use ToBi, this system distinguishes IG for interrogative, 
affirmative and exclamation phrases. This characteristics were 
extracted using SinLib [13], an engine develop to phrase 
analysis for Spanish. 

5. Experiments 
Experiments are oriented to objective and subjective measures. 
Objectives measures try to present a real performance level 
comparing HMM system versus a CBR technique. 
Fundamental frequency estimation is crucial in a source-filter 
model approach. In the other hand, subjective user validation 
of test speech files has contributed to test HMM based speech 
synthesis as a full-blown system. 

The Spanish voice was created from a corpus developed in 
conjunction with LAICOM [15]. Text were recorded in neutral 
emotion, segmented and revised by professional staff. 

The systems were trained with HTS [16] using 620 
utterances labeled with the above contextual factors using 
either Festival or SinLib. Full corpus has 833, so results are 
analyzed over the 25%. Some synthesis examples can be 
found here:  

http://www.salle.url.edu/~gonzalvo/hmmdemos 
 
Decision tree based clustering presents interesting tree 

reproduction different with spectrum and f0. Spectrum models 
are clustered using basically phoneme characteristics while 
pitch trees tends to cluster syllables, words and sentences 
features. 
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Figure 5: Decision trees clustering 1) spectrum 2) f0. 

5.1. Objective measures 

Objectives measures evaluate RMSE of the mean pitch for 
each phoneme. This measurement differences between 
estimated and real f0. Figure 4 shows a comparison among 
some configurations. F stands for HMM with Festival features 
while C names HMM with CBR features. Configurations are 
presented basis on gamma factor to control tree building. As 
gamma varies, trees are larger. Figure 5, shows the mean 
percentage of units used. As noted from performance in figure 
4 and tree depth in figure 5, larger trees does not strictly 
represent the best RMSE. 
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Figure 6: Mean f0 RMSE (Hz) for each phoneme. 

Trained models present around 20000 units to train and around 
25000 in total. Figure 5 shows the percentage of useful units 
depending on the gamma factor that controls the decision trees 
length. 
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Figure 7: Gamma factor and decision trees length. 

 
As noted in figure 4, CBR presents the best RMSE in 
comparison with any HMM configuration. CBR was originally 
designed for estimating phoneme’s mean pitch while HMM 
synthesis is designed to reproduce full f0 curves. As seen in 

Figure 4: Decision trees clustering for: 1) spectrum 2) F0
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Figure 5: Mean F0 RMSE for each phoneme and phrase length

5.2. Subjective evaluation

The aim of the subjective measures (see figure 8) is to test syn-
thesized speech from HMM-TTS using either CBR or HMM
based F0 estimators. Figure 8(a) demonstrates that synthesis
using CBR or HMM as F0 estimators is equally preferred. How-
ever, 8(b) presents CBR as the selected estimator for interroga-
tive while HMM as the preferred for exclamative.

6. Discussion

In order to demonstrate objective results some real examples
are presented. For a long and declarative phrase (figure 9) both
HMM and CBR estimate a similar F0 contour. On the other
hand, in figure 10, CBR reproduces fast changes better when
estimating F0 in a short interrogative phrase (e.g. frames around
200). AG and IG factors become a better approach in this case.
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hmm1 16,57 11,07 16,70
aff 46,241 23,791 31,708 28,72 38,423 48,948
exc 33,64 17,622 35,838 27,391 38,301 34,48
int 35,844 43,232 62,155 36,594 56,132 50,516

hmm2 15,99 8,97 16,70
aff 43,801 21,132 52,245 24,038 40,45 48,569
exc 30,067 22,422 32,225 32,713 34,955 33,148
int 42,014 42,853 59,339 38,036 64,876 46,607

cbr 14,75 9,27 11,24
aff 45,7 22,599 30,237 26,433 37,554 44,291
exc 4,9805 15,541 33,208 25,723 25,205 32,344
int 30,501 31,725 26,352 12,452 42,932 42,06

DEC EXC INT
HMM1 37,04 35,34 51,83
HMM2 38,18 34,70 51,51
CBR 33,41 28,06 37,95

c_hmm1 0,47 0,34 0,35
aff 0,48141 0,45434 0,76066 0,75085 0,67344 0,80646
exc 0,75254 0,68159 0,36188 0,83774 0,51515 0,7798
int 0,60099 0,41299 0,53028 0,16693 -0,024834 0,27747
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Figure 7: F0 contour RMSE and phrase type

Table 4: Correlation for different length and types of phrase

VS S L VL ENU EXC INT

HMM1 0,28 0,40 0,42 0,55 0,52 0,59 0,37
HMM2 0,21 0,37 0,37 0,46 0,47 0,55 0,36

CBR 0,55 0,61 0,55 0,57 0,59 0,69 0,61

7. Conclusions and future work
This work presented a Spanish HMM-TTS and compared its
performance against CBR for F0 estimation. The HMM sys-
tem performance has been analysed through objective and sub-
jective measures. Objective measures demonstrated that HMM
prosody reproduction has a few dependency on the tree length
but an important dependency on the type and length of the
phrases. Interrogative sentences which have intense intona-
tional variations are better reproduced by CBR approach. Sub-
jective measures validated HMM-TTS synthesis results with
HMM and CBR as F0 estimators. HMM estimates a plain F0
contour which is more suitable for declarative phrases while
CBR estimation is selected for interrogatives sentences. This
can be explained as CBR approach uses AG and IG attributes
to retrieve a changing F0 contour which are better in non-
declarative phrases and low contextual information cases.

Moreover, CBR approach presents a computational cost
lower to HMM training process although modelling all param-
eters together in a HMM takes advantage of voice analysis and
transformation. Therefore, future HMM-TTS system should in-
clude AG and IG information in its features to improve F0 es-
timation in cases where CBR has demonstrated a better perfor-
mance.
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Figure 9: Example of F0 estimation for HMM-TTS 2nd config-
uration (“No encuentro la informacin que necesito.” translated
as “I don’t find the information I need.”)
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Abstract 
This paper presents a wavelet-based technique to increase 

the quality and naturalness of LPC based synthesized speech 
signals. The proposed method is based on wavelet 
decomposition. We first obtain the wavelet coefficients, and 
then the variances of the wavelet coefficient at the last four 
scales (correspond the higher frequency region) of the 
synthetic speech are replaced by the original variances of the 
original speech. We apply the technique to synthetic speech. 
The results suggest that the wavelet-based technique increases 
the naturalness of the synthesized speech. 

1. Introduction 
Speech coding based on Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) 

is a successful and very commonly used method for years [1] 
and has found many application fields from mobile phones to 
voice mails [2, 3]. 

The common problem in the LPC based speech coding is 
to obtain more realistic speech synthesis at the receiver part. 
The synthesized speech segments may appear as metallic and 
buzz like due to the relatively smooth synthetic excitation 
signals and the use of insufficient number of filter coefficients. 
When we compare the metallic sounding speech with the 
natural sounding one, the richness and the naturalness are 
found to be detailed in the high frequency region of the voiced 
speech, i.e., the power of the high frequency component of 
natural speech is mostly higher than the metallic one. 

In this study, we use wavelet decomposition to rearrange 
the energy of the high-frequency components to have more 
realistic synthesized speech. 

First, as commonly used in speech coding, the LP 
coefficients, voiced/unvoiced decision, the gain and the pitch 
period (if voiced) is extracted and then they are used to 
synthesize the speech (at the receiver.) In our proposed 
method, additionally, variances of the wavelet coefficient at 
the last four scales (correspond to high frequency region) are 
extracted. These values are used for adjustment of the wavelet 
coefficients of the synthesized data yielding rich high 
frequency components. Experiments with real speech data 
show that the wavelet-based procedure increases the 
naturalness of the synthesized speech information. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give 
brief background information on LPC analysis, plus wavelet-
based analysis and synthesis. In Section 3, the proposed 
method is explained. The results are given in Section 4 before 
the conclusion. 

2. Background        
In this section LPC analysis and the wavelet–based 

analysis of speech are briefly explained. 

2.1. LPC Analysis 

The speech signals, s(n), are assumed to be generated by 
excitation of a linear filter by a residual source, r(n), as [1]: 
 

s(n) = r(n) * h(n)   (1) 
 

Here h(n) is the impulse response of the linear filter that 
models the vocal tract, * denotes convolution. The filtering 
procedure in z-domain can be given as: 
  

S(z) = R(z)H(z)    (2) 
 
where H(z) is the vocal tract transfer function which is mostly 
an all-pole model: 
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where G is the gain and ak are the LP coefficients. Then these 
coefficients are used for constructing the filter and the inverse 
filter that model the vocal tract. 

2.2. Wavelet-based Analysis of Speech 

Wavelet transform is an effective tool used in many 
signal processing applications. In this study we use the 
wavelet transform to obtain the variances of the wavelet 
coefficients which reveal the energy levels at different 
frequency regions. Orthonormal discrete dyadic wavelet 
transform (DWT) pair is given below [4]: 

∑∑=
m n

m
n

m
n )t(x)t(x ψ    (5) 

∫= dt)t()t(xx m
n

m
n ψ    (6) 

Here xn
m are the wavelet coefficients, ψn

m(t) is the normalized 
dilations and translations of the mother wavelet function ψ(t), 
m and n are the dilation (scale) and translation indices, 
respectively. After obtaining wavelet coefficients along scales 
we calculate the variances of the wavelet coefficients which 
will be used in the wavelet-based high frequency adjustment 
technique. 

3. Proposed Method 
The block diagram of the speech analysis/synthesis 

method is shown in Fig. 1. The speech segments are coded and 
a code vector is formed in the analysis part and it is used by 
the synthesis part. After generating the synthesized speech, the 
richness of this speech is increased by changing the variances 
of the coefficients of the last four scales of the wavelet 
transform. 
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The analysis and the synthesis procedures are 
summarized below. 

3.1. Analysis Part 

The analysis part has the following steps: 

3.1.1. Windowing and Pre-Emphasizing 

The sampling frequency of the speech signals used in this 
study is 16 kHz. The speech signal is segmented into 32ms 
windows so that the windowed data is now assumed to be 
stationary. 

3.1.2. LP Coefficients 

LP analysis is applied to the speech segments and the LP 
coefficients are stored. In this study the order of the LP 
analysis is chosen as 16. 

3.1.3. Wavelet-Based Analysis 

The wavelet coefficients of the speech segments are 
obtained by equation (6) and the variances are calculated. 
Variances of the coefficients at the last four scales are stored 
for the use of the synthesis part. 

In our labeling scheme, the higher scale coefficients 
correspond to the higher frequency regions. Therefore, we 
additionally store the variances of the last four scales which 
correspond the π/8 – π [radian] frequency band for the use of 
synthesis part. 

3.1.4. Inverse Filtering 

Inverse of the vocal tract filter is modeled by using the 
LP coefficients and the inverse filtering is performed to 
extract the residual signal. The variance of the residual also 
stored for the synthesis part. 

3.1.5. Voiced/Unvoiced Detection 

Speech signals can be classified in two basic 
characteristics: Voiced and unvoiced. Voiced speech signals 
show a pseudo-periodic structure whereas unvoiced speech 
signals are white noise-like. The other main difference 
between the voiced and unvoiced speech is the short-time 
energy. Voiced speech signals have higher energy than 
unvoiced speech signals. On the other hand, zero-crossing 
number of unvoiced speech signals is approximately 10 times 
higher than voiced speech signals [3]. In this study the 
voiced/unvoiced decision is made according to these criteria. 

3.1.6. Pitch Period Estimation 

If the corresponding speech segment is labeled as voiced, 
the pitch period of the speech is determined by cepstral pitch 
detection method [2]. 

3.1.7. Forming the Code Vector  

The code vector contains the information to synthesize 
the speech. LP coefficients are the most important components 
of the code vector. Other components of the code vector are 
voiced/unvoiced decision, pitch period, the variance of the 
speech segment, and the variances of the wavelet coefficients 
at the last four scales. These values are then use to adjust the 
high frequency components in the synthesized speech. 

3.2. Synthesis Section 

The synthesis of speech signals are presented in this 
section.   

3.2.1. Unvoiced Speech Synthesis 

The vocal tract filter is modeled by using the LP 
coefficients. Then the filter is excited by white Gaussian noise 
with the same variance carried in the code vector. For voiced 
speech segment, the filter is excited by a periodic residual 
signal. This signal represents the glottal flow. 

3.2.1.1 Glottal Pulse Model 
Glottal pulse shape selection is one of the most important 

aspects of speech synthesis. There are many types of models 
used to model glottal flow. In this study, commonly used 
Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model is used to represent the voice 
source [5]. 

3.3. High Frequency Adjustment in the Wavelet Domain 

The synthesized speech sounds as metallic and buzz like 
due to the relatively smooth synthetic excitation signals [6, 7]. 
The high frequency components of the synthesized speech 
have relatively low energy compared to the original speech. In 
this study we adjust the high frequency components by 
replacing the variances of the wavelet coefficients at the last 
four scales with the ones in the code vector. The procedure is 
shown in Fig. 2. The resulting speech now sounds more 
natural and rich. 
 

4. Simulation on Real Speech Data 
We apply the wavelet-based technique to 32 ms long 

synthesized voiced speech segment (/EE/) sampled at 16 kHz. 
The original, the synthesized and the adjusted high frequency 
components speech segments are given in Fig. 3- (a), (b) and 
(c), respectively. Even the visual inspection of Fig. 3-(b) and 
(c) show that Fig. 3-(c) has more detail (high frequency 
component) compared to Fig. 3-(b). 

We apply the high frequency adjustment technique to 
longer speech signal. The signal is segmented into 32ms 
windows. After the voiced/unvoiced decision, and the pre-
emphasizing filtering, the LP coefficients are calculated. If the 
segment is voiced, pitch period is estimated as well. The 
variances of the residual signals and the variances of the last 
four scales of the wavelet coefficients are also determined for 
every segment and the code vector is formed as explained in 
Section 3.1. In Fig. 4 - (a), the waveform of the Turkish 
sentence “Sayısal İşaret İşleme” which means “Digital Signal 
Processing” in English, is given. The sentence is articulated by 
an adult female speaker. The synthesized speech is given in 
Fig. 4 - (b) and the speech after our proposed method is 
applied is given in Fig. 4 - (c). These examples will be made 
available to listen for the audience during the presentation of 
this paper in the conference. 

5. Conclusions 
LPC based speech synthesis makes speech communication 
possible at low bit rates. However, a problem of metallic and 
buzz like speech is faced due to the relatively smooth 
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synthetic excitation signals. In this study, the high frequency 
components of the synthesized speech is adjusted and 
enhanced by a wavelet-based technique to improve the 
naturalness of the synthesized speech. The results show that 
the technique gives promising results. 
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7. Figures 
 

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram of the Speech Analysis/Synthesis Procedure. 
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Figure 2: Wavelet-based high frequency component adjustment. 
 

 
Figure 3: (a) A voiced speech segment /EE/ from the original speech data, (b) synthesized speech segment, (c) synthesized speech 

segment with the adjusted high frequency components. 
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Figure 4:  (a) The original speech waveform of “Sayısal İşaret İşleme” (in Turkish), (b) the synthesized speech, (c) resulting speech 

after the high frequency adjustment process. 
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Abstract

This paper presents the validation of the expressive content of
an acted oral corpus produced to be used in speech synthesis.
Firstly, objective validation has been conducted by means of au-
tomatic emotion identification techniques using statistical fea-
tures obtained from the prosodic parameters of speech. Sec-
ondly, a listening test has been performed with a subset of utter-
ances. The relationship between both objective and subjective
evaluations is analysed and the obtained conclusions can be use-
ful to improve the following steps related to expressive speech
synthesis.

1. Introduction
There is a growing tendency towards the use of speech in
human-machine interaction. Automatic speech recognition is
used to consult information or to make managements. Speech
synthesis let machines to communicate orally with users (au-
tomation of services or aid to disabled people). The incorpo-
ration of the recognition of emotional states or the synthesis
of emotional speech can improve the communication by do-
ing it more natural [1]. Therefore, one of the most important
challenges in the study of the expressive speech is the devel-
opment of oral corpora with authentic emotional content that
enable robust analysis according to the task for which they have
been developed. It is not the objective of the present work to
carry out an exhaustive summary of the available databases for
the study of emotional speech, since recently, complete studies
have appeared in the literature. In [2], a new compilation of
48 databases is presented showing a notable increase of multi-
modal databases. In [3], the databases used in 14 experiments
of automatic detection of the emotion are summarized. Finally,
in [4] a revision of 64 databases of emotional speech is done,
providing a basic description of each one and its application.

This paper describes the main aspects of the production of
an expressive speech corpus in Spanish faced to synthesis and
the objective and subjective evaluation of its emotional content.
Section 2 introduces different aspects about the corpora of ex-
pressive speech. Section 3 explains the production of our cor-
pus. Section 4 details the process of objective validation carried
out through techniques of automatic identification of the emo-
tion. The subjective evaluation by means of perception test is
explained in Section 5, and finally, the conclusions (Section 6).

2. Building emotional speech corpora
According to [5], there are four main aspects to be considered
in the development of an emotional speech corpus:i) thescope

This work has been partially supported by the European Commis-
sion, project SALERO FP6 IST-4-027122-IP.

that covers the database (number of speakers, the language, di-
alects, genre of the speakers and types of emotional states);ii)
the context in which a locution takes place (emotional signif-
icance perceived across the semantics, the prosody, the facial
expression, gestures and posture);iii) the descriptors that al-
low to represent the linguistic, emotional and acoustic content
of the speech; andiv) the naturalness of the locutions, which
will depend on the strategy followed to obtain the emotional
speech. With respect to the latter, the main debate is centred
on the compromise between authenticity of the expressed emo-
tion and the control on the recording. Campbell [1] and later
Schr̈oder [6] propose 4 emotional speech sources:

Natural occurrences. Spontaneous human interaction
presents the most natural emotional speech although it has some
drawbacks due to the lack of control on its content, the quality
of sound, the difficulty of labelling, and finally, legal and ethical
aspects (e.g.The Reading-Leeds, The Belfast Naturalisticand
The CRESTdatabases described in [5]).

Elicitation. The provocation of authentic emotions in peo-
ple in the laboratory is a way of compensating some of the
problems described previously, although the fullblown emo-
tions would remain out of place [1]. In [6], five types of mood
induction procedures are described.

Stimulated emotional speech. This method consists of the
reading of texts with a verbal content adapted for the emotion to
be expressed. The difficulty of comparing utterances with dif-
ferent texts should be counteracted with an increase of the cor-
pus size so that statistical methods allow to generalize models
[1]. This technique was followed in the creation of theBelfast
Structured Emotion Database[5].

Acted emotional speech. The great advantage of this
method is the control of the verbal and phonetic content of
speech since all the emotional states can be produced using the
same phrases. This allows direct comparisons of the phonetics,
the prosody and the voice quality for the different emotions.
The great objection that presents is the lack of authenticity of
the expressed emotion [1].

Another important aspect to keep in mind is the purpose
of the speech and emotion research. It is necessary to distin-
guish between processes of perception (centred on the speaker)
and expression (centred on the listener) [6]. The objective of
the former is to establish the relation between the speaker emo-
tional state and quantifiable parameters of speech. Usually, they
deal with the recognition of emotions from speech signal. Ac-
cording to [3], one of the challenges is the identification of oral
indicators (prosodic, spectral and vocal quality) attributable to
the emotional behavior and that are not simply own character-
istics of conversational speech. The latter model the parameters
of the speech with the goal to transmit a certain emotional state.
The description of emotional states and the choice of speech
parameters are key in the final result. There is a high consen-
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sus in the scientific community for obtaining emotional speech
by means of stimulated/acted speech for synthesis purposes [5]
[2], although other authors argue in favour of constructing an
enormous corpus gathered from recordings of the daily life of a
number of voluntary speakers [7].

This work combines methods of both types of studies. On
the one hand, the production of the corpus follows the guide-
lines of the studiescentred on the listenersince it is oriented
to speech synthesis. On the other hand, we apply techniques of
emotion recognition in order to validate its expressive content.

3. Our expressive speech corpus

We considered the development of a new expressive oral cor-
pus for Spanish due to lack of availability of a corpus with the
suitable characteristics within the framework of our research in
expressive speech synthesis. This corpus had a double purpose:
to learn the acoustic models of emotional speech and to be used
as the speech unit database for the synthesizer. This section
describes the steps followed in the production of the corpus.

3.1. Stimulated emotion and text design

For the recording of the present corpus, a female professional
speaker has been chosen due to her capability to use the suitable
expressive style to each text category (stimulted/acted speech).

For the design of texts semantically related to different ex-
pressive styles, we have made use of an existing textual database
of advertisements extracted from newspapers and magazines.
Based on a study of the voice in the audio-visual publicity
[8], five categories of the textual corpus have been chosen and
the most suitable emotion/style has been assigned to them:
New technologies (neutral-mature), education (joy-elation),
cosmetic (style sensual-sweet), automobiles (aggressive-hard)
and trips (sad-melancholic).

A set of phrases has been selected from each category by
means of agreedyalgorithm [9] that has allowed to obtain a
phonetic balance in each subcorpus. This type of algorithms
take the locally optimum choice at each stage with the hope to
find an adequate global solution. Therefore, the application of
this algorithm to the raised problem will obtain a valid solution,
although may be not the optimum one. In addition to looking
for a phonetic balance, phrases that contain exceptions (e.g. for-
eign words, abbreviations) have been avoided due to they make
difficult the automatic processes of phonetic transcription and
labelling. Moreover, the selection of similar phrases to others
previously selected has been penalized by thegreedyalgorithm.

3.2. Recording

The recording of the oral corpus has been carried out in a profes-
sional recording studio. Speech signals were sampled at 48 KHz
and quantized using 24 bits per sample and stored in WAV files.
Different recording sessions have been required and therefore a
preestablished protocol has been followed in order to minimiz-
ing errors that can cause deficiencies in the corpus labelling.
For the corpus segmentation in phrases, a semiautomatic pro-
cess has followed by means of a forced alignment using Hid-
den Markov Models from the phonetic transcription and later a
manual review and correction. This forced alignment also has
been used to segment the phrases in phonemes. The recorded
database has 4638 sentences and it is 5 h 12 min long.

4. Objective validation
The goal of the experiments described in this section was to val-
idate the expressive content of the corpus by means of automatic
emotion identification using different data mining techniques
applied to statistical features computed over the prosodic pa-
rameters of speech. An exhaustive subjective evaluation of the
full corpus (more than 5 hours of speech) would be a very te-
dious task and practically impossible. However, the whole cor-
pus can be validated by means of these automatic techniques.

4.1. Acoustic analysis

Prosodic features of speech (fundamental frequency, energy,
duration of phones and frequency of pauses) are related to vocal
expression of emotion [10]. In this work, an automatic acoustic
analysis of the sentences is performed using information of the
previous phonetic segmentation.

4.1.1. F0 related parameters

The analysis of the fundamental frequency (F0) parameters is
based on the result of the pitch marker described in [11]. This
system assigns marks over the whole signal. The unvoiced seg-
ments and silences are marked using interpolated values from
the neighboring voiced segments. For each phrase, three vec-
tors of local F0 values are obtained (complete, excluding si-
lences and unvoiced sounds, and only the stressed vowels). The
information about the boundaries of voiced/unvoiced (V/UV)
segments and silences is obtained from the corpus labelling.
Notice that if the phonetic segmentation was not available, an
automatic voice-activity detector (VAD) and a V/UV detector
would be required [12]. Moreover, F0 has been calculated in
both lineal and logarithmic scales.

4.1.2. Energy related parameters

For energy, speech is processed with 20-ms rectangular win-
dows and 50% of overlap, calculating the power (linear and
dBs) every 10ms. Following the same idea that for F0, three
vectors per utterance are generated (complete, excluding si-
lences, and only in the stressed vowels).

4.1.3. Rhythm related parameters

The duration of phones is an important cue for vocal expression
of emotion. However, some studies omit this parameter by the
difficulty to obtain it automatically [12]. In the present work we
have incorporated this information (thanks to the labelling of the
corpus) to generate datasets with and without this information in
order to contrast its relevance. Z-scores have been employed for
duration modeling in text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) to predict
individual segment durations and to control the lengthening or
the shortening of phones. As in [13], we take z-scores as a
means to analyze the temporal structure of speech:

z score =
dur(ms)− µ

σ
(1)

whereµ andσ are the mean and the standard desviation respec-
tively of the corresponding phoneme. Therefore, the rhythm
of an utterance is represented by a vector with the z-score of
each phoneme. The version of this vector with only the stressed
vowels is also computed.

Moreover, two pausing related parameters are added for
each utterance: the number of pauses per time unit and the per-
centage of silence respect to the total time.
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4.2. Statistical analysis and datasets

The prosody of an utterance is represented by some sequen-
cies of values by phoneme such as F0 (lineal and logarithmic),
energy (lineal and dB) and normalized durations (z-score). For
each sequence, the first and the second derivative are calculated.
For all these resulting sequences, the following statistics are ob-
tained: mean, variance, maximum, minimum, range, skew, kur-
tosis, quartiles, and interquartilic range. Finally, 464 parameters
by utterance are calculated, considering both parameters related
to the pausing.

This set of parameters has been divided into different sub-
sets according to different strategies to reduce the dimensional-
ity (see the diagram of the figure 1). A first criterion to reduce
it has been to omit the second derivative (from Data1 to Data2)
in order to valorate the significance of this function. Secondly,
preliminary experiments have shown that the use of the loga-
rithmic versions of F0 and energy obtain better results. For this
reason, two new datasets have been generated without the lin-
ear versions of both F0 and energy. Each one of these datasets
(Data1L and Data2L) has been divided in two new sets consid-
ering all the phonemes or only the stressed vowels. Moreover,
an automatic reduction of both initial datasets (with and without
the 2nd derivative) has been carried out by means of the simple
genetic algorithm (GA) implemeted in Weka [14] (Data1G and
Data2G). This reduction is independent of the later classifica-
tion algorithm and therefore all the techniques have been tryed
with these datasets. Finally, two similar datasets toNavas et
al. (2006)[12] have been generated to test the significance of
omiting the timing parameters (Data1N and DATA1NG).
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reduction

DATA 1NG
(39)

Figure 1: Generation of different datasets

4.3. Experiments and results

Numerous schemes of automatic learning can be used in a task
such as classifying the style/emotion from the acoustic analysis
of the speech. The objective evaluation of expressivity in our
speech corpus is based on [15], where a large-scale data min-
ing experiment about the automatic recognition of basic emo-
tions in short utterances was conducted. After different pre-
liminary experiments, the set of machine learning algorithms
showed in table 1 has been selected in order to be tested with
the different datasets. Some algorithms have been completed
with their boostedversions that achieve better results although
they present a greater computacional cost. All the experiments
have been carried out using Weka software [14] by means of
ten-fold cross-validation. Both tryed versions of SMO (Sup-
port Vector Machine of Weka) obtain the best results so much
on average as in maximum value (see table 1). SMO algorithms
achieve the highest results with Data1G, showing that the di-
mensionality reduction based in GA helps to these systems, al-
though differences with Data1L and Data1LC are minimum.
However, other algorithms(i.e. J48, IB1 and IBk) work better
with datasets genererated by two consecutive reductions (with-

Table 1: Learning Algorithms used for the automatic recogni-
tion experiment

Name Description mean(95%CI) max(Data)
J48 Decision tree based on C4.5 93.4± 2.0 96.4 (2G)
B.J48 Adaboosted version of J48 96.4± 1.4 98.3 (1L)
Part Decision Rules (PART) 94.2± 2.0 96.9 (2L)
B.Part Adaboosted version of PART 96.7± 1.3 98.4 (1G)
DT Decision Table 88.7± 2.6 92.3 (1L)
B.T Adaboosted version of D. T. 93.4± 1.6 96.1 (1L)
IB1 Instance-based (1 solution) 93.3± 2.8 97.5 (2G)
IBk Instance-based (k solutions) 94.0± 2.3 97.9 (2G)
NB Naive Bayes with discretization 94.6± 1.9 97.8 (1L)
SMO1 SVM with 2nd degree pol. Kernel 97.3± 1.2 99.0 (1G)
SMO2 SVM with 3rd degree pol. Kernel 97.1± 1.5 98.9 (1G)
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Figure 2: Identification percentage for the ten tested datasets

out 2nd derivative and latter GA reduction). And finally, we
can observe that there is a third group of algorithms that work
better if the linear/logarithic redundance of F0 and energy is re-
moved. Also we can observe that the boosted versions improve
significantively the results respect to their corresponding algo-
rithms. Figure 2 shows a comparison between different datasets
depending on the algorithm. Notice that Data1LC obtains al-
most the same results than Data1G and Data1L, but with less
than the half of parameters. The same effect is presented in
the datasets without de 2nd derivative. Results experiment a
slight loss when timing parameters are removed (Data1N and
Data 1NG). However, results worsen significantly when param-
eters are calculated only in the stressed vowels (Data1LS and
Data2LS). Table 2 shows the confusion matrix with the average
results for the eleven classifiers with Data2G, that has achieved
the best mean percentage of identification (97.02 %± 1.23).

5. Subjective evaluation
A subjective evaluation is a tool that allows to validate the ex-
pressivity of acted speech from a point of view of the users. An
exhaustive evaluation of corpus would be excessively tedious
(the corpus has 4635 utterances). For each style, 96 utterances
have been chosen, having done a total of 480. This test set
has been divided in 4 subsets, having 120 utterances each one.
An ordered pair of subsets has been assigned to each subject.
Therefore, 12 different tests have been generated. The alloca-
tion of ordered pairs tries to compensate the fact that the second
test could be easier to evaluate due to the previous training.

A forced answer test has been designed with the question
¿What emotional state do you recognize from the voice of the
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Figure 4: Boxplots of sorted pairs first-second round depending
on the style and the average

speaker in this phrase?. The possible answers are the 5 styles of
the corpus plus one more optionDon’t know / Another, with the
objective of avoid insecure or erroneous answers for the confus-
ing cases. Adding this option has the risk that some evaluators
use excessively this answer to accelerate the end of the test [12].
However, this effect has not been considerable in this test.

The process of evaluation has been carried out on a web
platform developed for this type of tests, that permits to leave
the test and to resume it subsequently. The evaluators belong
mainly to the staff ofEnginyeria i Arquitectura La Sallewith a
quite heterogeneous profile. Only the results of the 26 volun-
teers who finished the two tests have been taken into account.
The results of the subjective test show that all the styles achieve
a high percentage of identification. The figure 3 shows the per-
centage of identification by style and test, being the sad style
the best rated (98.8% of average), followed by sensual (86.8%)
and neutral (86.4%) styles, and finally the aggressive (82.7%)
and happy (81%) ones.

The confusion matrix (table 3), shows that the main errors
are in the agressive style (14.2% identified as happy) and the
happy one (15.6% identified as aggressive). Moreover, neutral
style is confused slightly with all and there is certain confusion
of sensual with sad (5.7%). If we compare these results with the
confusion matrix for the best average rated dataset (table 2), we
can conclude that the algorithms confuse mainly sensual with
neutral, however subjects show confusions between happy and
aggressive. This difference is due to the lack of voice quality
parameters because sadness and neutral have similar prosody,
but sensual voice is most whispered than neutral, a difference
which is clearly noticed by the subjects. Also, the influence of
order has been studied. In average, the second round obtains
better results than the first, especially for neutral, sensual, and
aggressive styles (see figure 4).

6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, the production of an oral corpus oriented to ex-
pressive speech synthesis has been presented. We have per-

Table 2: Average confusion matrix for the automatic identifica-
tion experiment with Data2G and the eleven algorithms

Agr Hap Sad Neu Sen

AGR 99.1% 0.8% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
HAP 1.6% 97.1% 0.0% 1.2% 0.2%
SAD 0.2% 0.1% 99.3% 0.4% 0.1%
NEU 0.2% 0.9% 0.4% 93.9% 4.5%
SEN 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 4.9% 94.8%

Table 3: Average confusion matrix for the subjective test
Agr Hap Sad Neu Sen Dk/A

AGR 82.7% 14.2% 0.1% 1.8% 0.1% 1.1%
HAP 15.6% 81.0% 0.1% 1.9% 0.2% 1.2%
SAD 0.0% 0.0% 98.8% 0.5% 0.6% 0.1%
NEU 5.3% 1.3% 0.7% 86.4% 3.6% 2.7%
SEN 0.0% 0.1% 5.7% 4.7% 86.8% 2.6%

formed subjective (listening test) and objective (automatic emo-
tion identification) evaluation in order to validate its expressive
content showing good results. The advantage of the automatic
experiments is that they are performed over the whole corpus,
while the listening test comprises a subset of utterances.

In future, we will introduce voice quality parameterization
in addition to prosody to minimize the confusion between sen-
sual and neutral styles. Moreover, this work should serve to
analyze the bad classified utterances in order to eliminate them
and to improve the latter modelling and synthesis processes.
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper compares the identification rates of a speaker 
recognition system using several parameterizations, with special 
emphasis on the residual signal obtained from linear and nonlinear 
predictive analysis. It is found that the residual signal is still useful 
even when using a high dimensional linear predictive analysis. On 
the other hand, it is shown that the residual signal of a nonlinear 
analysis contains less useful information, even for a prediction 
order of 10, than the linear residual signal. This shows the inability 
of the linear models to cope with nonlinear dependences present in 
speech signals, which are useful for recognition purposes. 
 

Index Terms— Neural networks, speaker recognition, 
nonlinearities, prediction methods 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Several parameterization techniques exist for speech [17] and 
speaker [15] recognition, cepstral analysis and its related 
parameterizations such as Delta-Cepstral features, Cepstral Mean 
Subtraction, etc. being the most popular. 
There are two main ways to compute the cepstral coefficients and 
one important drawback in both cases: relevant information is 
discarded, as follows. 
1. LP-derived cepstral coefficients. The linear prediction 

analysis produces two main components, the prediction 
coefficients (synthesis filter) and the residue of the predictive 
analysis. This latter signal is usually discarded. However, 
experiments exist [9] where it is shown that human beings are 
able to recognize the identity of the speaker listening to 
residual signals of LP analysis. Based on this fact several 
authors have evaluated the usefulness of the LPC-residue and 
have found that although the identification rates using this 
kind of information alone does not perform as well as the LP-
derived cepstral coefficients, a combination of both can 
improve the results [20,12,14,22,11]. 

2. Fourier Transform derived cepstral coefficients. Instead of 
working out a set of Linear prediction coefficients, are based 
on the power spectrum information, where phase information 
has been discarded. [19] proposed the use of new acoustic 
features based on the short-term Fourier phase spectrum. The 
results are similar to the LP-derived cepstral coefficients. 
Although these (phase spectrum) features cannot outperform 
the classical cepstral parameterization, the results are 
improved using a combination of both features. 

In this paper we will focus on the first kind of parameterization, 
because they are a clear alternative to the nonlinear predictive 
models, which have shown an improvement over the classical 
linear techniques in several fields (for a recent overview about 
these techniques [7]). 
In [4,6] we proposed a new set of features and models based on 
these types of nonlinear models and an improvement was also 
found when this information was combined with the traditional 
cepstral analysis, but so far, the relevance of the residual signals 
from linear and nonlinear predictive analysis has not been studied 
and compared. 
In this paper we will study if the relevance of the residual signal is 
due to an insufficient linear predictive analysis order or because of 
the incapability of the linear analysis to model nonlinearities 
present in speech and demonstrate is usefulness for speaker 
recognition purposes. This important question has not been solved 
in previous papers that focus on a typical 8 to 16 prediction order. 
 

2. EXPERIMENT SET UP 
2.1. Database 
For our experiments we have used the Gaudi database [16]. We 
have used one subcorpora of 49 speakers acquired with a 
simultaneous stereo recording with two different microphones. The 
speech is in wav format with a sampling frequency (fs) = 16 kHz, 
16 bit/sample and the bandwidth is 8 kHz. 

From this database we have generated narrow-band signals 
using the potsband routine that can be downloaded from [21]. This 
function meets the specifications of G.151 for any sampling 
frequency. Thus, our study has been performed on telephone 
bandwidth.  

 
2.2. Identification algorithm 
In this study, we are only interested in the relative performance 
between linear and nonlinear analyses. Thus, we have chosen a 
simple algorithm for speaker recognition. 
In the training phase, we compute, for each speaker, empirical 
covariance matrices based on feature vectors extracted from 
overlapped short time segments of the speech signals. As features 
representing short time spectra we use both linear prediction 
cepstral coefficients (LPCC) and mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients melceps [3]. In the speaker-recognition system, the 
trained covariance matrices for each speaker are compared with an 
estimate of the covariance matrix obtained from a test sequence 
from a speaker. An arithmetic-harmonic sphericity measure is used 
in order to compare the matrices [1]:  
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( ) ( )lCCCCd testjjtest log2)tr()tr(log 11 −= −− , where )tr(⋅ denotes 

the trace operator, l is the dimension of the feature vector, Ctest and 
Cj is the covariance estimate from the test speaker and speaker 
model j, respectively. 

 
2.3. Parameterizations 
We have used the following parameterizations 
1. LP-derived cepstral coefficients (LPCC) 
2. Fourier transform derived cepstral coefficients (melceps) 
3. LP- residue coefficients 
The first two first parameterizations can be found, for instance, in 
[17,15,3], while the third is proposed in [11] and will be described 
in more detail next. 
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Figure 1. LP residual signal parameterization 
 
Feature extraction from the LP-residual signal 
We will use the Power Difference of Spectrum in Subband (PDSS) 
obtained as follows [11]: 
1. Calculate the LP-residual signal using the Pth-order linear 

prediction coefficients. 
2. Calculate the Fast Fourier Transform (fft) of the LP-residual 

signal using zero padding in order to increase the frequency 

resolution: ( ) 2
S fft residue=  

3. Group power spectrum into P subbands. 
4. Calculate the ratio of the geometric to the arithmetic mean of 

the power spectrum in the ith subband, and subtract it from 1: 
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, where 1i i iN H L= − +  is the 

sample number of frequency points in the ith subband and Li, 
Hi is the lower and upper limit of frequency in ith subband 
respectively. We have used the same bandwidth for all the 
bands. 

PDSS can be interpreted as the subband version of spectral flatness 
measure for quantifying the flatness of the signal spectrum. Figure 
1 summarizes the procedure. 
 

3. NEW POSSIBILITIES USING NON-LINEAR 
PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS 

Although the relevance of residual NL-predictive analysis for 
speaker recognition has not been studied previously, nonlinear 
predictive analysis has been widely studied in the context of 
speech coding. For instance, [5] revealed that a forward ADPCM 
scheme with nonlinear prediction can achieve the same Segmental 
Signal to Noise Ratio (SEGSNR) as the equivalent linear 

predictive system (same prediction order) with one less 
quantization bit. 
We propose an analogous scheme replacing the linear predictor 
with a nonlinear predictor. Figure 2 shows the scheme. 
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Figure 2: Block diagram used to calculate PDSS parameters from 
NL-prediction residual signal. 
 
We have used a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). The structure of 
the neural net has 10 inputs, 2 neurons in the hidden layer, and one 
output. The selected training algorithm was the Levenberg-
Marquardt [10]. The number of epochs has been set up to 6. First 
layer and hidden layer transfer functions are tansig, while the 
output layer is linear. 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Obviously one important question when dealing with residual 

LP signals is: Is the information contained in this residual signal 
coming from an insufficient predictive analysis order? That is, 
what happens when the prediction analysis order is so high that it 
is not possible to extract more relevant information using a linear 
analysis? 

The experimental approach used to solve this question is to use 
a number of LP coefficients higher than usual. Two possible 
results can be obtained: 
1. When the analysis order is increased, the discriminative 

power of the residual signal is reduced to simple chance 
results. This means that there is potential for speaker 
recognition rate improvements through extraction of the LP 
coefficients in a more efficient manner, probably by 
increasing the number of coefficients. 

2. When the analysis order is increased, the residual signal still 
contains useful information. This means that a linear analysis 
is unable to extract this information, and there is room for 
improvement combining parameterizations defined on the LP 
coefficients and the residual signal. In order to obtain the 
optimal results, both signals should be extracted and 
optimized jointly. 

Figure 3 shows the results obtained with the following 
parameterizations: Melcepstrum, LPC –P residue, LPCC, LPC-80 
residue, MLP 10x2x1 and several combinations between them. 
LPC-P residue is the parameterization obtained from the residual 
P-analysis order. 
It is interesting to observe the following: 
 The residual signal of an LPC-80 analysis can produce a 

recognition rate higher than 80% for a 15 dimensional vector 
extraction. Thus, it was found that the residual signal of a LP 
analysis contains relevant information, and this is due to the 
inability to extract this information using a linear analysis 
(80th order analysis is enough to model short term and long 
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term dependencies between samples, but if the analysis is 
linear, it is limited to linear dependencies). 

 The residual signal of a nonlinear predictive analysis, as 
expected, produces the lower recognition rates, because the 
relevant information has been retained in the predictor 
coefficients. However, a maximum of 70% recognition rate is 
possible. 
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Figure 3: Identification for several parameterization algorithms. 
 
4.1. Opinion fusion 
One way to improve the results is by means of a combination of 
different classifiers opinion [13,8]. In our case, we will use the 
same classifier scheme, but different parameterizations. In order to 
study the complementarity of the parameterizations studied, we 
have computed the correlation coefficient and scatter diagrams. 
Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients between distances of 
several parameterizations. The higher the correlation, the smaller 
the complementarity of both measures. Figure 2 shows a scatter 
diagram, which represents points on a two-dimensional space. The 
coordinates correspond to the obtained distance measures, which 
correspond to each parameterization (one in each axis). Looking at 
the diagram we observe that the points diverge from a strip. Thus, 
they have complementary information and can be combined in 
order to improve the results. 
 

Table 1: Correlation coefficients between obtained distance 
values for P=20 

 LPCC Mel-
ceps 

LP-20 
resid 

LP-80 
resid 

MLP 
10x2x1 

LPCC  0,79 0,68 0,52 0,55 
melceps 0,79  0,69 0,56 0,62 
LP-20 resid 0,68 0,69  0,78 0,64 
LP-80 resid 0,52 0,56 0,78  0,60 
MLP 10x2x1 0,55 0,62 0,64 0,60  

 
When combining different measures, special care must be taken 
for the range of the values. If they are not commensurate, some 
kind of normalization must be applied. We have tested the 

following, based on a sigmoid function [18], 1
1 ii ko
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opinion of the ith classifier. ,i im σ  are the mean and standard 
deviation of the opinions of the i classifier, obtained with data 
from the authentic speakers (intra-model distances). 

We have limited the combinations to the outputs of two 
different classifiers, and the sum and product combination rules 
[13]. 

 
Table 2. Identification rates (combinations with sum rule) 

            P 
Param. 

5 10 15 20 25 30 40 

LPCC 46.9 90.6 93.5 97.1 98.0 98.8 94.7 
Melceps 65.7 89.8 92.7 95.5 93.5 91.8 87.4 
LP-P resid 44.1 75.9 84.1 78.4 82.0 78.8 77.1 
LP-80 resid 32.7 72.2 78.0 78.0 73.5 68.6 68.6 
MLP resid 20.0 65.3 70.2 66.1 65.3 62.9 53.5 
LPCC+LP-P 64.9 89.8 94.7 97.6 97.1 97.1 95.1 
LPCC+MLP 51.0 91.4 95.1 97.1 97.96 98.4 95.1 
 
We have experimentally observed that slightly better results are 
obtained without normalization. Looking at figure 4 it can be seen 
that the distance values obtained with the residual signal 
parameterization have less amplitude (about 2 to 3 times). Thus, if 
the normalization is not done, it is equivalent to a weighted 
combination where the LPCC distances have more influence over 
the combined result than the residual signal. 
Figure 3 and table 2 summarize the identification rates for several 
vector dimensions (P) and different combined parameters. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
So far several papers have established that a combination between 
classical parameters (LPCC, melceps) with some kind of 
parameterization computed over the residual analysis signal can 
yield improvements in recognition rates. In our experiments we 
have found that this is only true when the analysis order ranges 
from 8 to 16. These values have been selected mainly because a 
spectral envelope can be sufficiently fitted with this amount of 
data, so there was no reason to increase the number of parameters. 
Although we consider that this is true for speech analysis, 
synthesis and coding, it is interesting to observe that the 
parameterization step for a speaker recognition system is twofold: 
1. We make a dimensionality reduction, so it is easier to 

compute models, distances between vectors, etc. 
2. We make a transformation from one space to another one. In 

this new domain, it can be easier to discriminate between 
speakers, and some parameterizations are better than others. 

Thus, we are not looking for good quality representation of the 
speech signal (or a compromise between good representation with 
the smallest number of parameters). We are just looking for good 
discrimination capability. 
In our experiments we have found that for parameter vectors of 
high order, although the residual signal has a significant 
discriminative power among speakers, this signal seems to be 
redundant with LPCC or melceps, and it is not useful. 
If instead of using the residual signal of a linear analysis a 
nonlinear analysis is used, both combined signals are more 
uncorrelated and although the discriminative power of the NL 
residual signal is lower, the combined scheme outperforms the 
linear one for several analysis orders. 
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The results show that there is just a marginal improvement on the 
results when increasing the number of parameters (the 
identification rate plot saturates), but the residual signal is whiter 
when increasing the prediction order, especially for the nonlinear 
analysis. This is a promising result, because although a good 

parameterization based on nonlinear analysis has not yet been 
established, this paper reveals that the NL analysis can extract 
more relevant information with the same prediction order as a 
linear analysis. Thus, it opens a new way for investigation that has 
started to provide successful results [2]. 

 

 
Figure 4: Scatter diagram of distances for observing the correlation between parameters. 
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Abstract
Speech recognition systems usually need a feature extraction
stage which aims at obtaining the best signal representation.
State of the art speaker verification systems are based on cep-
stral features like MFCC, LFCC or LPCC. In this article, we
propose a feature extraction system based on the combination
of three feature extractors adapted to the speaker verification
task. A genetic algorithm is used to optimize the features com-
plementarities. This optimization consists in designing a set of
three non linear scaled filter banks. Experiments are carried out
using a state of the art speaker verification system. Results show
that the proposed method improves significantly the system per-
formances on the 2005 Nist SRE Database. Furthermore, the
obtained feature extractors show the importance of some spe-
cific spectral information for speaker verification.

1. Introduction
Speech feature extraction plays a major role in speaker verifica-
tion systems. State of the art speaker verification systems front
end are based on the estimation of the spectral envelope of the
short term signal, e.g., Mel-scale Filterbank Cepstrum Coeffi-
cients (MFCCs), Linear-scale Filterbank Cepstrum Coefficients
(LFCCs), or Linear Predictive Cepstrum Coefficients (LPCCs).
Even if these extraction methods achieve good performances
on speaker verification, they do not take into account specific
information about the task to achieve. To avoid this draw back,
several approaches have been proposed to optimize the feature
extractor to a specific task. These methods consist to simulta-
neously learn the parameters of both the feature extractor and
the classifier [1]. This procedure consists in the optimization of
a criterion, which can be the Maximization of the Mutual In-
formation (MMI) [2] or the Minimization of the Classification
Error (MCE) [3]. In this paper we proposed to used a genetic
algorithm to design a feature extraction system adapted to the
speaker verification task.
Genetic algorithms (GA) were first proposed by Holland in
1975 [4] and became widely used in various disciplines as a
new means of complex systems optimization. In recent years
their have been successfully applied to the speech processing
domain. Chin-Teng Lin and al. [5] proposed to apply a GA to
the feature transformation problem for speech recognition and
M. Zamalloa and al. [6] worked on a GA based feature selection
for speaker recognition. GAs most attractive quality is certainly
their aptitude to avoid local minima. However, our study relies
on another quality which is the fact that GAs are unsupervised
optimization methods. So they can be used as an exploration
tool, free to find the best solution without any constraint. In a

Figure 1: Feature extraction optimization

Figure 2: Linear scaled filter bank

previous work [7] we used this approach to show the importance
of specific spectral information for the speaker diarization task.
State of the art speaker verification systems are based on a cep-
stral feature extraction front end (LFCC, MFCC, LPCC) follow
by a GMM [8] or an hybrid GMM/SVM classifier [9]. Nowa-
days, an alternative an increasingly used approach consists in
fusing different systems. This technique can be divided in two
main categories depending on the source of this difference. The
systems based on a classifier’s variety [10] and the systems
based on different features. Our study deals with the second
principle. We can quote the work of M. Zhiyou and al. [11]
which consist of combining the LFCC and MFCC features, or
the study of Poh Hoon Thian & al. [12] who proposed to com-
plete the LFCC’s with spectral centroids subands features.
In this paper we proposed to fuse three systems based on differ-
ent feature extractors. A genetic algorithm is used to optimize
the feature extractor’s complementarities. Figure 1 describes
this approach. In the second section, a description of the feature
extraction method is given. Afterward, we describe the genetic
algorithm we used, followed by its application to complemen-
tary feature extraction. Then, the experiments we made and the
obtained results are presented.23



2. Filter bank based feature extractors
The conventional MFCC and LFCC feature extractor process
mainly consists of modifying the short-term spectrum by a filter
bank. This process has four steps:

• Compute the power spectrum of the analyzed frame;

• Sum the power spectrum for each triangular filter of the
bank;

• Apply the log operator to the obtained coefficients;

• Compute the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).

Figure 2 presents the linear scaled filter bank used for the
LFCC’s computation. This feature extractor is known to be the
most robust for the short band signals representation. The pur-
pose of our study is to find a set of three cepstrum based feature
extractors design for high level fusion. To this end, we propose
to use a genetic algorithm to optimize, the number of filters on
the bank, the scaled of the filter bank and the number of cepstral
output coefficients.

3. Genetic algorithm
A genetic algorithm is an optimization method. Its aim is to find
the best values of the system’s parameters in order to maximize
its performance. The basic idea is that of ”natural selection”, i.e.
the principle of ”the survival of the fittest”. A GA operates on
a population of systems. In our application, each individual of
the population is a feature extractor defined by its genes. Genes
consists in a condensed an adapted representation of the feature
extractor’s operational parameters.

3.1. Gene encoding

Parameter’s encoding plays a major role in a genetic algo-
rithm. By an adapted parameter representation, this method
can strongly increases the speed convergence of the algorithm.
Moreover it reduces the over fitting effect by reducing the pa-
rameters dimention. The parameters we chose to optimize are:

• Nf : Number of filters in the bank;

• Nc: Number of cepstral coefficients;

• Ci: Center frequency of the ith filter in the bank;

• Bi: Band width of the ith filter in the bank.

Parameters C and B are encoded with two polynomial
functions described by the equations (1) and (2). This encod-
ing method reduces the parameter’s dimention from 50 to 12
(in the average case) and guaranties the filter bank’s regularity.
The parameter Nf and Nc are not encoded and will be directly
muted.

Ci = gc0 +gc1 · i

Nf
+gc2 ·( i

Nf
)2 + ...+gcN ·( i

Nf
)N (1)

Bi = gb0 +gb1 · i

Nf
+gb2 ·( i

Nf
)2 + ...+gbN ·( i

Nf
)N (2)

Where {gc0,...,gcN} and {gb0,...,gbN} are the genes
relative to the parameters {C0,...,CNf} and {B0,...,BNf}; N
is the polynomial order; Nf represent the number of filter.

Figure 3: Genetic algorithm

3.2. Genetic algorithm description

The algorithm we used is made of four operators: Mutation,
Decoding, Evaluation and Selection (M, D, E, S). These opera-
tors are applied to the current population p(t) to produce a new
generation p(t + 1) by the relation:

p(t + 1) = S ◦ E ◦D ◦M(p(t)) (3)

Figure 3 represent this algorithm. The first step consists on
a random initialization of the feature extractor’s genes. Then,
the operators are iteratively applied.
The Mutation operator consists in a short random variation of
the genes.
The Decoding operator aim at decode the genes to obtain the
operational feature extractor’s parameters.
The Evaluation operator’s goal is to evaluate each feature ex-
tractor performances. The evaluation criterion we used is de-
fined on the section 3.3.
The Selection operator selects the Ns better feature extractors
of the current population. These individuals are then cloned ac-
cording to the evaluation results to produce the new generation
p(t + 1) of Np feature extractors. As a consequence of this
selection process, the average of the performance of the popu-
lation tends to increase and in our application adapted feature
extractors tend to emerge.

3.3. Application to complementary feature extraction

The objective is to obtain a set of three complementary feature
extractors. The main idea is to evolve three isolated populations
of feature extractors and to select the best combination. At each
generation, the fusion is done for all combination of feature ex-
tractors and the resulting Equal Error Rate (EER) is memorized.
At the end of this process, the fitness of an individual is defined
as the lower EER obtained (e.i. the EER corresponding to the
best combination including this feature extractor). As a conse-
quence of this process, each population tends to specialize on
specific feature, complementary with the others.

4. Experiments and results
4.1. Data bases

The databases used for the evolution phase and for the test are
extracted from the 2005 Nist SRE corpus [13]. This corpus
is composed of conversational telephone speech signals passed
through different channels, (landline, cordless or cellular) and
sampled to 8 kHz. We used 10 male and 10 female with one
utterance of 2 min 30s per speaker for the evolution phase. The
number of tests between model and test signal involved for each24



(a) Formant and fondamental frequency distributions

(b) Obtained filter banks for C1 (top) C2 (midle) and C3 (bottom)

Figure 4: Spectral analyse and obtained solutions

feature extractor evaluation was of 2052. For the test database,
we used 50 males and 50 females whose not appear on the train-
ing base. The number of tests involved was of 116942.

4.2. Speaker verification system

All experiments we made are based on a state of the art GMM-
UBM speaker verification system. This system, called LIA Sp-
kDet [14] was provided by the University of Avignon, France.
We used a system with 16 gaussian per mixture, with diagonal
covariance matrix.

4.3. Genetic algorithm parameters

The genes {gc0,...,gcN} and {gb0,...,gbN} which code for the
centres frequencies and the band widths are initialized with a
Gaussian normalized random. The parameter Nf are initialized
to 24, and Nc to 16.
The parameter we used for the feature extractor’s evolution are:

• Population size Np : 20;

• Number of selected individuals Ns : 5;

• Polynomial order for the genes encoding N : 5;

• Mutation method for the polynomials coefficients: Gaus-
sian random variation of ± 0.1;

• Mutation method for Nf : uniform random variation of
± 5;

• Mutation method for Nc : uniform random variation of
± 3;

4.4. Results

In this section, obtained feature extractors are presented and
analysed. Figure 4.b presents the obtained filter banks. In or-
der to interpret the obtained solution, a statistical analysis of the
fundamental frequency and formants was done on a database
composed of 20 male and 20 females. Figure 4.a presents the
probability distributions of these mesures.

Table 1: Comparative results

Feature extractor Nf Nc Fmin Fmax EER%
LFCC 24 16 300 3400 14.44
MFCC 24 16 300 3400 14.88

C1 23 15 360 1145 22.90
C2 25 20 266 3372 14.79
C3 19 19 156 3309 16.07

C1+C2+C3 - - - - - - - - 12.69

Table 2: Fusion analysis

Feature extractor Correlation EER obtained by fusion
C1+C2 0.51 13.21%

C2 + C3 0.83 13.45%
C1 + C3 0.64 15.39%

Table 1 details both the feature extractor’s characteristics
and the results obtained on the test base. The combination
method used is an arithmetic fusion, as illustrated by the fig-
ure 1.

Table 2 presents the correlation coefficients between the
compared system and the EER obtained by fusion. The cor-
relation is based on the log-likelihood outputs of the compared
systems for the whole tests of the test database. A test consists
to measure the log-likehood between a speaker model and test
signal. The r correlation coefficient is defined by:

r =

∑Nt
i=1(S1i − S̄1) · (S2i − S̄2)√∑Nt

i=1 (S1i − S̄1)2 ·
√∑Nt

i=1 (S2i − S̄2)2
(4)

Where S1i represent the log-likelihood obtained by the
system 1 on ith test; Nt is the number of test.

The correlation coefficient, which takes value in [-1;1],
is a measure of the system’s decision similarity. In our
application, the classifiers are identical. As a consequence,
this measure can be interpreted as the similarity between the
information provied by the feature extractors. A correlation of
1 means that the information supplied by the feature extractors
are equivalent (i.e. they lead to the same decision). A corre-
lation of 0 means that the information supplied are independent.

Taking into account these different information, we can no-
tice that:

• Information relative to the fundamental frequencies is
not used;

• C2 covers a large spectral zone and obtained results sim-
ilar are to the LFCC or MFCC feature extractors;

• C1 seems to focus exclusively on the first formant;

• C3 presents a high filter density centred on the first for-
mant, while keeping the whole spectre information;

• The de-correlation of the obtained systems are signifi-
cant.

• The final combination of the three feature extractors im-
prove the system performance of 12% compare to the
baseline system.25



These results show that the proposed method is reliable.
The correlation between the diferent systems and the improve-
ment supplied by the fusion show that the obtained feature ex-
tractors are complementary. This improvement seems to be re-
lated to the information provied by the first formant. In the
final article, a more detailed analyse of these results will be pre-
sented.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed to use a genetic algorithm to optimize
a feature extraction system adapted to the speaker verification
task. The proposed system is based on a combination of three
complementary feature extractors. Obtained results show that
the proposed method improves significantly the system perfor-
mance. Furthermore, the obtained feature extractors reveal the
importance of specific spectral information relatives to the first
formant.
Our future work will consist in study the robustness of the ob-
tained solutions according to both the initial conditions and the
base used for the evolution phase.
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Abstract
We use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to transform cep-
stral features into features better suited for speaker recogni-
tion. Two types of MLP output targets are considered: phones
(Tandem/HATS-MLP) and speakers (Speaker-MLP). In the for-
mer case, output activations are used as features in a GMM
speaker recognition system, while for the latter, hidden activa-
tions are used as features in an SVM system. Using a smaller
set of MLP training speakers, chosen through clustering, yields
system performance similar to that of a Speaker-MLP trained
with many more speakers. For the NIST Speaker Recognition
Evaluation 2004, both Tandem/HATS-GMM and Speaker-SVM
systems improve upon a basic GMM baseline, but are unable to
contribute in a score-level combination with a state-of-the-art
GMM system. It may be that the application of normalizations
and channel compensation techniques to the current state-of-
the-art GMM has reduced channel mismatch errors to the point
that contributions of the MLP systems are no longer additive.

1. Introduction
The speaker recognition task is that of deciding whether or not
a (previously unseen) test utterance belongs to a given target
speaker, for whom there is only a limited amount of train-
ing data available. The traditionally successful approach to
speaker recognition uses low-level cepstral features extracted
from speech in a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) system. Al-
though cepstral features have proven to be the most successful
choice of low-level features for speech processing, discrimina-
tively trained features may be better suited to the speaker recog-
nition problem. We utilize multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs),
which are trained to distinguish between either phones or speak-
ers, as a means of performing a feature transformation of cep-
stral features.

There are two types of previous work that are directly re-
lated to our research, both involving the development of dis-
criminative features. In the phonetically discriminative case,
the use of features generated by one or more MLPs trained to
distinguish between phones has been shown to improve perfor-
mance for automatic speech recognition (ASR). At ICSI, Zhu
and Chen, et al. developed what they termed Tandem/HATS-
MLP features, which incorporate longer term temporal infor-
mation through the use of MLPs whose outputs are phone pos-
teriors [1, 2].

In the area of speaker recognition, Heck and Konig, et
al. focused on extracting speaker discriminative features from
MFCCs using an MLP [3, 4]. They used the outputs from the
middle layer of a 5-layer MLP, which was trained to discrimi-
nate between speakers, as features in a GMM speaker recogni-
tion system. The MLP features, when combined on the score-

level with a cepstral GMM system, yielded consistent improve-
ment when the training data and testing data were collected
from mismatched telephone handsets [3]. A similar approach
was followed by Morris and Wu, et al.[5]. They found that
speaker identification performance improved as more speakers
were used to train the MLP, up to a certain limit [6].

In the phonetic space, we use the Tandem/HATS-MLP fea-
tures in a GMM speaker recognition system. The idea is that we
can use the phonetic information of a speaker in order to distin-
guish that speaker from others.

In the speaker space, we train 3-layer Speaker-MLPs of
varying sizes to discriminate between a set of speakers, and then
use the hidden activations as features for a support vector ma-
chine (SVM) speaker recognition system. The intuition behind
this method is that the hidden activations from the Speaker-
MLP represent a nonlinear mapping of the input cepstral fea-
tures into a general set of speaker patterns. Our Speaker-MLPs
are on a larger scale than any previous work: we use more train-
ing speakers, training data, and input frames of cepstral fea-
tures, and larger networks.

To begin, Section 2 outlines the experimental setup. The
results of our experiments are reported in Section 3. Finally, we
end with discussion and conclusions in Section 4.

2. Experiments
2.1. Overall Setup

The basic setups of the Tandem/HATS-GMM and Speaker-
SVM systems are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
Frames of perceptual linear prediction (PLP) coefficients, as
well as frames of critical band energies in the former case, are
the inputs to the MLPs. A log is applied to either the output
or hidden activations, and after either dimensionality reduction
or calculation of mean, standard deviation, histograms, and per-
centiles, the final features are used in a speaker recognition sys-
tem (GMM or SVM).

2.2. Baseline GMM Systems

We make use of two types of GMM baselines for purposes of
comparison. The first is a state-of-the-art GMM system, which
was developed by our colleagues at SRI, and which we will refer
to as SRI-GMM [7]. It utilizes 2048 Gaussians, CMS, T-norm,
H-norm, and channel mapping to improve its results. We use
this system for score-level combinations, in which the scores
from SRI’s GMM system are combined with the scores from
our MLP features systems. For more details, see Section 2.6.

The second system, on the other hand, is a very basic GMM
system, with 256 Gaussians, and which includes only CMS,
without any other normalizations. This system, which we will27
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refer to as Basic-GMM, is useful for the purpose of feature-
level combination (where we use MFCC features augmented
with MLP features as features in the GMM system), as well as
for score-level combination.

2.3. Tandem/HATS-MLP Features

There are two components to the Tandem/HATS-MLP features,
namely the Tandem-MLP and the HATS-MLP. The Tandem-
MLP is a single 3-layer MLP, which takes as input 9 frames
of PLPs (12th order plus energy) with deltas and double-deltas,
contains 20,800 units in its hidden layer, and has 46 outputs,
corresponding to phone posteriors. The hidden layer applies
the sigmoid function, while the output uses softmax.

The HATS-MLP is actually two stages of MLPs that per-
form phonetic classification with long-term (500-1000 ms) in-
formation. The first stage MLPs take as input 51 frames of log
critical band energies (LCBE), with one MLP for each of the
15 critical bands; each MLP has 60 hidden units (with sigmoid
applied), and the output layer has 46 units (with softmax) corre-
sponding to phones. For the HATS (Hidden Activation TRAPS)
features, the hidden layer outputs are taken from each first-stage
critical band MLP, and then input to the second-stage merger
MLP, which contains 750 hidden units, and 46 output units.

The Tandem-MLP and HATS-MLP features are then com-
bined using a weighted sum, where the weights are a normalized
version of inverse entropy. The log is applied to the output, and
a Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) dimensionality reduction
is applied to reduce the output feature vector to an experimen-
tally determined optimal length of 25. This process is illustrated
in Figure 1.

The Tandem/HATS-MLP system is trained on roughly 1800

hours of conversational speech from the Fisher [8] and Switch-
board [9] corpora.

2.4. Speaker-MLP Features

2.4.1. Speaker Target Selection Through Clustering

As a contrast to using all speakers with enough training data
available (with the idea that including more training speakers
will yield better results), we also implemented MLPs trained us-
ing only subsets of specifically chosen speakers. These speak-
ers were chosen through clustering in the following way. First, a
background GMM model was trained using 286 speakers from
the Fisher corpus. Then, a GMM was adapted from the back-
ground model with the data from each MLP-training speaker.
These GMMs used 32 Gaussians, with input features of 12th
order MFCCs plus energy and their first order derivatives. The
length-26 mean vectors of each Gaussian were concatenated
to form a length-832 feature vector for each speaker. Prin-
cipal component analysis was performed, keeping the top 16
dimensions of each feature vector (accounting for 68% of the
total variance). In this reduced-dimensionality speaker space,
k-means clustering was done, using the Euclidean distance be-
tween speakers, fork = 64 andk = 128. Finally, the sets of 64
and 128 speakers were chosen by selecting the speaker closest
to each of the (64 or 128) cluster centroids.

2.4.2. MLP Training

A set of 64, 128, or 836 speakers was used to train each Speaker-
MLP, with 6 conversation sides per speaker used for training,
and 2 for cross-validation (CV). The training speaker data came
from the Switchboard-2 corpus [9]. The set of 836 speakers in-
cluded all speakers in the Switchboard2 corpus with at least 8
conversations available. The smaller sets of speakers, selected
through clustering, used training and CV data that was balanced
in terms of handsets.

ICSI’s QuickNet MLP training tool [10] was used to train
the Speaker-MLPs. The input to each Speaker-MLP is 21
frames of PLPs (12th order plus energy) with first and second
order derivatives appended. The hidden layer applies a sigmoid,
while the output uses softmax.

Table 2 shows the sizes of MLPs (varying in the number of
hidden units) trained for each set of speakers.

2.5. SVM Speaker Recognition System

The GMM system is well suited to modeling features with fewer
than 100 dimensions. However, problems of data sparsity and
singular covariance matrices soon arise in trying to estimate
high dimensional Gaussians. Previous work in speech recog-
nition (HATS) has shown that there is a great deal of infor-
mation in the hidden structure of the MLP. Preliminary experi-
ments also showed that reducing the dimensionality of the hid-
den activations using principal component analysis (PCA) or
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), so that the features could
be used in a GMM system, yielded poor results. In order to take
advantage of the speaker discriminative information in the hid-
den activations of the Speaker-MLPs, we use an SVM speaker
recognition system, which is better suited to handle the high di-
mensional sparse features, is naturally discriminative in the way
it is posed, and has proven useful in other approaches to speaker
verification.

Since the SVM speaker recognition system requires the
same length feature vector for each speaker (whether a target,
an impostor, or a test speaker), we produce a set of statistics28



to summarize the information along each dimension of the hid-
den activations. These statistics (mean, standard deviation, his-
tograms of varying numbers of bins, and percentiles) are then
used as the SVM features for each speaker. For our experi-
ments, the set of impostor speakers used in the SVM system
is a set of 286 speakers from the Fisher corpus designed to be
balanced in terms of gender, channel, and other conditions.

2.6. System Combinations Using LNKnet

In order to improve upon the baseline of the SRI-GMM system,
we choose to combine our various systems on the score-level
with the SRI-GMM, using LNKnet software [11]. We use a
neural network with no hidden layer and sigmoid output non-
linearity, which takes two or more sets of likelihood scores as
input. We use a round-robin approach and divide our test data
into two subsets for development and evaluation.

3. Results
3.1. Testing Database

In order to compare the performance of our systems, we use the
database released by NIST for the 2004 Speaker Recognition
Evaluation (SRE) [12]. This database consists of conversational
speech collected in the Mixer project, and includes various lan-
guages and various channel types. We use only telephone data,
containing a variety of handsets and microphones.

One conversation side (roughly 2.5 minutes) is used for
both the training of each target speaker model and the testing of
each test speaker. As performance measures, we use the detec-
tion cost function (DCF) of the NIST evaluation and the equal
error rate (EER). The DCF is defined to be a weighted sum of
the miss and false alarm error probabilities, while the EER is
the rate at which these error probabilites are equal.

3.2. Tandem/HATS-GMM

For NIST’s SRE2004, the DCF and EER results are given in
Table 1 for the Basic-GMM system, the Tandem/HATS-GMM
system, and their score- and feature-level combinations, as
well as for the SRI-GMM system and its combination with the
Tandem/HATS-GMM. Changes relative to each baseline (where
a positive value indicates improvement) are shown in parenthe-
ses.

Alone, the Tandem/HATS-GMM system performs slightly
better than the Basic-GMM system. Feature-level combination
of MFCC and Tandem/HATS features in a GMM system, as
well as score-level combination of the Tandem/HATS-GMM
system with the Basic-GMM, both yield significant improve-
ments. When the Tandem/HATS-GMM system is combined on
the score-level with the SRI-GMM system, there is no gain in
performance over the SRI-GMM alone.

DCF×10 EER (%)

Basic-GMM 0.724 18.48
Tandem/HATS-GMM 0.713 (2%) 18.48 (0%)

Score-level fusion 0.618 (15%) 16.26 (12%)
Feature-level fusion 0.601 (17%) 16.35 (12%)

SRI-GMM 0.374 9.01
Tandem-GMM 0.713 18.48

Score-level fusion 0.378 (-1%) 9.09 (-1%)

Table 1: Tandem/HATS-GMM system improves upon Basic-
GMM system, especially in combination, but there is no im-
provement for SRI-GMM system.

3.3. Speaker-SVM

Both the cross-validation and SRE2004 results for the Speaker-
MLPs are shown in Table 2 for each size MLP. It is clear that
the CV accuracy increases with respect to the number of hidden
units, for each training speaker set. The accuracy increase on
adding further hidden units does not appear to have reached a
plateau at 2500 hidden units for the 836 speaker net, though
for the purposes of the current study the training times became
prohibitive. With the computation shared between 4 CPUs, it
took over 4 weeks to train the MLP with 2500 hidden units.

Similar to the CV accuracy, the speaker recognition results
improve with an increase in the size of the hidden layer when
considering a given number of training speakers.

# spkrs Hid. units CV acc. DCF×10 EER (%)

64 400 37.8% 0.753 21.04
64 1000 47.8% 0.715 20.41
128 1000 39.4% 0.702 20.45
128 2000 44.5% 0.691 19.70
836 400 20.5% 0.756 22.88
836 800 25.5% 0.734 21.37
836 1500 32.0% 0.711 20.45
836 2500 35.5% 0.689 19.91

Table 2:Speaker-SVM results improve as the number of hidden
units, as well as the CV accuracy, increase.

In Table 3, the results are given for the score-level combina-
tion of the 64 speaker, 1000 hidden unit, Speaker-SVM system
with the Basic-GMM and SRI-GMM systems. For the SRI-
GMM, the best combination is yielded when the Speaker-MLP
is trained with 64 speakers and 1000 hidden units (although
the 128 speakers with 2000 hidden units does somewhat bet-
ter in combination with the Basic-GMM). There is a reason-
able gain made when combining the Speaker-SVM system with
the Basic-GMM, but there is no significant improvement for the
combination of the Speaker-SVM and SRI-GMM systems.

DCF×10 EER (%)

Basic-GMM 0.724 18.48
Speaker-SVM 0.715 20.41

Score-level fusion 0.671 (7%) 17.52 (5%)

SRI-GMM 0.374 9.01
Speaker-SVM 0.715 20.41

Score-level fusion 0.373 (0%) 9.01 (0%)

Table 3:System combination with 64 speaker, 1000 hidden unit,
Speaker-SVM improves Basic-GMM results, but not the SRI-
GMM.

3.4. Mismatched Train and Test Conditions

We now consider matched (same gender and handset) and mis-
matched (different gender or handset) conditions between the
training and test data. Such a breakdown is given in Table 4 for
both the Tandem/HATS-GMM and Speaker-SVM systems and
their score-level combinations with the Basic-GMM and SRI-
GMM. For each combination, changes relative to the appropri-
ate baseline system are given in parentheses.

When considering a score-level fusion with the Basic-
GMM system, gains are made in the matched and especially
the mismatched conditions for both the Tandem/HATS-GMM
and Speaker-SVM. For the SRI-GMM baseline, combination
with the Tandem/HATS-GMM and Speaker-SVM systems has
marginal impact in either the matched or mismatched case.29



System Alone Fusion with Basic-GMM Fusion with SRI-GMM
Matched Mismatched Matched Mismatched Matched Mismatched
EER (%) EER (%) EER (%) EER (%) EER (%) EER (%)

Basic-GMM 9.13 22.65 – – – –
SRI-GMM 5.74 10.71 – – – –

Tandem/HATS-GMM 12.53 21.54 8.67 (5%) 19.84 (12%) 5.74 (0%) 10.77 (-1%)
Speaker-SVM (1000hu, 64ou) 13.93 23.56 8.78 (4%) 20.95 (7%) 5.74 (0%) 10.64 (1%)

Table 4:Breakdown of results for matched and mismatched conditions for the MLP-based systems and their score-level fusions with
the Basic-GMM and SRI-GMM.

4. Discussion and conclusions

For the first time, phonetic Tandem/HATS-MLP features were
tested in a speaker recognition application. Although developed
for ASR, the Tandem/HATS-MLP features still yield good re-
sults for a speaker recognition task, and in fact perform better
than a basic cepstral GMM system; even more improvement
comes from score- and feature-level combinations of the two.

Prior related work used discriminative features from MLPs
trained to distinguish between speakers. Motivated by having
a well-established infrastructure for neural network training at
ICSI, we felt that there was potential for making greater gains
by using more speakers, more hidden units, and a larger con-
textual window of cepstral features at the input. Even though
preliminary experiments confirmed this, ultimately, however,
a smaller subset of speakers chosen through clustering proved
similar in performance and could be trained in less time.

Although the MLP-based systems do not improve upon the
SRI-GMM baseline in combination, this result could be ex-
plained by considering the difference in the performance be-
tween the two types of systems: standalone, each MLP-based
system performs much more poorly than the SRI-GMM. The
addition of channel compensating normalizations, like T-norm
[13], to an MLP-based system should help reduce the perfor-
mance gap between the MLP-based system and the SRI-GMM.
It may then be possible for the MLP-based system to improve
upon the state-of-the-art cepstral GMM system in combination,
in the event that the performance gap is narrowed sufficiently.

Similar to results observed in prior work, the Speaker-SVM
system improved speaker recognition performance for a cep-
stral GMM system lacking sophisticated normalizations (such
as feature mapping [14], speaker model synthesis (SMS) [15],
and T-norm); such a result was also true for the Tandem/HATS-
GMM system. However, no gains were visible in addition with
the SRI-GMM, which is significantly improved from the Basic-
GMM (as well as the GMM systems of Wu and Morris, et al.
and Heck and Konig, et al.) by the addition of feature mapping,
T-norm, as well as increasing the number of Gaussians to 2048.

As shown in Table 4, combinations of the Basic-GMM with
the phonetic- and speaker-discriminant MLP-based systems of
this paper do yield larger improvements for the mismatched
condition (which refers to the training data and test data being
different genders or different handset types). However, such a
result does not hold for combinations of the MLP-based systems
with the SRI-GMM. The previous work of Heck and Konig, et
al., completed prior to the year 2000, showed that the great-
est strength of an MLP-based approach was for the case when
there is a handset mismatch between the training and test data,
however, the state-of-the-art has since advanced significantly in
normalization and channel compensation techniques. As a re-
sult, the contributions of the MLP-based systems, without any
normalizations applied, to a state-of-the-art cepstral GMM sys-
tem are no longer significant for the mismatched condition.
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Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce the use of bispectrum slice 
for mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients as robust text-
independent speaker identification. The main advantage 
of using the bispectrum is to be able to suppress 
additive Gaussian noise while preserving the phase 
information of the signal. In order to obtain cepstral 
coefficients, features of the speech signal are extracted 
by mel-frequency filter banks, the cosine transform and 
the logarithm operator. Under various noisy test 
utterances, we compare and present the performances of 
the methods which use the bispectrum and the classical 
mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients. 

 

1. Introduction 
Speech signals yield information about the identity of 
the speaker as well as the content of the speech. Speaker 
recognition methods have found various applications 
such as security, voiced internet applications and 
telephone banking. Such systems consist mainly two 
parts: Speaker identification and verification. While 
speaker identification determines the identity of the 
speaker among a group of people from text dependent or 
independent speech signal, speaker verification is 
utilized as a second step to ensure the validity of the 
resultant speaker obtained by the identification process.  
 
In speaker identification systems, speech signals are 
recorded and saved into a database. Training sets, which 
consist of the feature vectors of previously archived 
speech signals, are compared with the test sets. The 
conditions for obtaining the training set and the test set 
can be tremendously different. While the former can 
usually be obtained in noiseless environments, the test 
set may not. This may lead to an important decrease in 
the performance of a speaker identification system. 
Various methods have been proposed in literature in 
order to prevent this problem. They mainly include 
robust feature extraction, speech enhancement 
techniques and noise compensation [1]. 
 
The main advantage of using higher order statistics is to 
be able to suppress Gaussian noise unlike the classical 

autocorrelation-based (power spectrum-based) methods.  
For example, in [2] a particular part of bispectrum is 
suggested for feature extraction for speaker 
identification which is shown to be robust to additive 
Gaussian noise compared to the classical cepstrum.  
 
In this study, we propose to use a bispectrum slice for 
the computation of mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients 
as robust features in a text-independent speaker 
identification system. The organization of the paper is as 
follows: Section 2 is for a brief explanation of feature 
extraction, bispectrum and sum-of-cumulants. In 
Section 3, the speaker identification systems and 
Gaussian mixture models are summarized. Simulation 
results are presented in Section 4. Conclusion is given in 
Section 5. 
 

2. Feature Extraction Using Bispectrum Slice 

Feature extraction of a speech signal is mostly based on 
the spectrum because any information about the 
characteristics of the vocal track can be obtained from 
the spectrum [3]. Although the spectrum of a speech 
signal can be defined by different models, using filter 
banks instead of linear prediction analysis provides 
more robust speech features. In this study, we extend to 
use bispectrum slice instead of the classical spectrum 
cepstrum coefficients obtained by the mel-frequency 
filter banks. The brief introduction of the bispectrum 
slice is given below. 

 

2.1. Bispectrum Slice 

If the autotripplecorrelation of any discrete signal x(n) is 
 
                c(τ1, τ2) = E[x(n)x(n+ τ1)x(n+ τ2)]               (1) 
 
then the bispectrum B(ω1, ω2) is defined as the 2-D 
Fourier transform of its autotripplecorrelation [4]: 
  
             B(ω1,ω2)  =   Ғ{c(τ1,τ2)}                             (2) 
 
where E[.] is the expected value and Ғ{.} is Fourier 
transform. 1-D inverse Fourier transform of the 
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bispectrum, q(n), on the ω1 = ω2 line is defined as the 
sum of cumulants [4]: 
 
 q(n) = x(n)*x(n)*k(n)                                     (3) 
 
where * denotes convolution operator  and 
 
                            x(N-1-N/2)    n  odd 
 k(n)=                                                              (4) 
               0                    n  even 
 
for the signal with n=0,1,…,N-1. The sequence, q(n), 
has 4N-3 samples with n=-2(N-1),…,-1,0,1,…,2(N-1).  
 
 
2.2. Feature Extraction 
 
Before the analysis, speech signal is divided into 
segments of 16 ms length and 10 ms overlap. After the 
estimation of the sum of cumulants using (3) for these 
frames, Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) 
are obtained by utilizing mel-frequency filter banks. 
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the steps for the 
extraction of features. 
     
 
 
 
 
   

      

 

 

  
Figure 1: Feature Extraction Block Diagram 
 
 
3. Speaker Identification System 
 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used for speaker 
identification in this study. In text-independent speaker 
identification systems, the performance of GMM is 
known to be relatively high. Let M be the order, then 
GMM is expressed as: 
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In that expression x is a D dimensional random vector, 
wi (i=1,…,M) are weight coefficients and bi(x) are 
component density functions. The mixture weight 
coefficients satisfy the below equation: 
  
 ∑

=

=
M

i
iw

1
1                   (7) 

 
GMM is defined with λ = {wi, μi, Ci}, where μi is the 
mean value vectors and Ci is the covariance matrix. For 
speaker identification systems, λ can be represented to 
model the speaker. Then the model parameters are 
estimated by expectation maximization method, which 
maximizes the model likelihood iteratively [6]. 
 
 
4. Simulation Results  
 
For the training and test sets we use TIMIT database. 
The training set contains 50 male speech excerpts with 
the same dialect for various lengths. Test data contains 5 
different sentences from different speech segments for 
each training member. The order of GMM is chosen as 
M=40. The performance of the proposed bispectrum-
based mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients are 
compared with the classical mel-frequency cepstrum 
coefficients.  
 
The evaluation is done by the normalized total score 
which is the logarithmic extraction of the actual 
speaker’s likelihood from the maximum likelihood of 
the other speakers apart from the actual speaker:    
 

)),|(max(),|(log))(log( λλ cc SSXpSSXpXL ≠−== (9)                       
 
Here, X is the features in the test set, S is the speakers in 
the training set and Sc is the actual speaker with λ model 
parameters. If the normalized score is positive, the 
speaker is estimated correctly.  
 
First, we simulated our speaker identification system 
with noiseless training sets and noise-free test sets and 
reached almost %100 correct identification with both 
spectral and bispectral methods. Then, in order to 
compare the robustness of bispectrum to spectrum, we 
add white Gaussian noise with SNR = 40, 20, 15, 10, 5 
dBs to the speech signal. Speaker identification 
performances for both methods are given in Figure 2. 
Below 10 dB, the performance results of both the 
spectrum and the bispectrum slice is low but above 10 
dB, the speaker identification rate is better when the 
bispectral method is used.  
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Figure 2: Correct identification ratios vs. SNR for spectral 
(straight-line) and bispectral methods (dashed-line) are used 
when white Gaussian noise added. 
 
 
Various noises are also added to the speech signals in 
test set to show the effect of the proposed methods. Real 
noise samples, such as babble, car and factory noises, 
are collected from NOISEX database of NATO Speech 
Signal Workgroup [8]. We down sampled that noise 
samples from 19.98 kHz to 16 kHz and added them to 
speech signals with SNR = 30, 25, 15, 10, 5, 0 dBs. 
Although, the distributions of these noises may not be 
Gaussian, they are symmetric since their skewnesses are 
closer to zero. The histograms of the noises can be seen 
in Figure 3. Test results for real noise experiment are 
provided in Figures 4, 5, 6, which show that, at any 
SNR above 0 dB, the performance is higher when the 
bispectrum slice is utilized for feature extraction in our 
speaker identification system.  
    

 
Figure 3: Noise histograms for babble, car and factory 
 

 
Figure 4: Correct identification ratios vs. SNR for spectral 
(straight-line) and bispectral methods (dashed-line) are used 
when babble noise added. 

 
Figure 5: Correct identification ratios vs. SNR for spectral 
(straight-line) and bispectral methods (dashed-line) are used 
when factory noise added. 

 
Figure 6: Correct identification ratios vs. SNR for spectral 
(straight-line) and bispectral methods (dashed-line) are used 
when car noise added. 
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The next step in our study is to compare the robustness 
of spectral and bispectral methods to colored noise 
produced by wavelet-based methods. We will present 
the results and the comparisons during the presentation 
and in the final version of the paper.  
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
It is known that additive Gaussian noise deteriorates the 
identification rate seriously in speaker identification 
systems. We propose to use bispectrum slice mel-
frequency cepstrum features as robust and efficient 
features for text-independent speaker identification 
systems. We show the comparisons between the 
classical and bispectrum based methods. 
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Abstract

We present a method to use multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) for
a verification task, i.e. to verify whether two vectors are from
the same class or not. In tests with synthetic data we could show
that the verification MLPs are almost optimal from a Bayesian
point of view. With speech data we have shown that verification
MLPs generalize well such that they can be deployed as well
for classes which were not seen during the training.

1. Introduction

Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) are successfully used in speech
processing. For example they are used to calculate the phoneme
posterior probabilities in hybrid MLP/HMM speech recognizers
(see for example [1]). In this case their task is to output for every
phoneme the posterior probability that a given input feature vec-
tor is from this phoneme. They are thus used to identify a feature
vector with a given phoneme. Expressed in more general terms
the MLPs are used for the identification of input vectors with a
class from within a closed set of classes.

There are applications however, where the identification of
input vectors is not necessary but it has to be verified whether
two given input vectors x and y are from the same class or not.
In Section 2 we present two verification tasks in the domain of
speech processing. In this work we show that MLPs have the ca-
pability to optimally solve verification problems. Furthermore
we have observed in a task with real-world data that the verifi-
cation MLPs can even be used to discriminate between classes
which were not present in the training set. This is an especially
useful property for two reasons:

• The verification MLP is usable for an open set of classes.

• Since we do not need training data from the classes
present in the application but can collect training data
from other classes which have the same classification
objective (e.g. classifying speakers). Therefore we can
build a training set of a virtually unlimited size.

In Section 2 we present the motivation for our approach to
class verification and outline how MLPs can be used for that
purpose. The structure and training of our verification MLPs is
described in Section 3. Our evaluation methods are described
in Section 4. In order to test whether verification MLPs are
capable of performing the verification task in an optimal way
from a Bayesian point of view we made experiments with syn-
thetic data. These experiments and their results are described
in Section 5. The results of experiments with speech data are
shown in Section 6. Finally, our conclusions are summarized in
Section 7.

2. Motivation
Our method to decide whether two speech signals are spoken
by the same speaker or not includes the following 3 steps: First
equally worded segments are sought in the two speech signals.
This results in a series of frame pairs where both frames of a pair
are from the same phoneme. In a second step for each frame pair
the probability that the two frames come from the same speaker
is computed. Finally, the global indicator that the two speech
signals were spoken by the same speaker can be calculated from
these frame-level probabilities. See e.g. [2] for a more detailed
description of the speaker-verification approach. We used the
verification MLPs for the following two tasks:

• In order to seek phonetically matching segments in two
speech signals with a method based on dynamic pro-
gramming we need a phonetic probability matrix. This
matrix is spanned by the two signals and every element
Pij(x1i, x2j) gives the probability that frame i of sig-
nal 1 given as feature vector x1i and frame j of signal 2
given as feature vector x2j are from the same phoneme.
The probabilities Pij(x1i, x2j) are calculated by an ap-
propriately trained verification MLP.

• For every frame pair we use a verification MLP to calcu-
late a score which stands for the probability that the two
phonetically matching frames are from the same speaker.
In this case we use a MLP which was trained with data
from speakers which are not present in the test. There-
fore we make use of the generalization property of the
verification MLP.

3. Verification MLP
Since the MLP has to decide whether two given input vectors
x and y are from the same class the MLP has to process vector
pairs rather than single vectors. The target output of the MLP
is os if the two vectors of the pair are from the same class and
od if they are from different classes. The vectors are decided
to belong to the same class if the output is closer to os and to
different classes otherwise.

The sizes of the 3-layer perceptrons used for the experi-
ments described in Sections 5 and 6 are as follows:

input 1st hidden 2nd hidden outputdataset
size layer layer layer

synthetic
data

2 · 2...5 20 (tanh) 10 (tanh) 1 (tanh)

phoneme
verification

2 · 26 80 (tanh) 35 (tanh) 1 (tanh)

speaker
verification

2 · 16 70 (tanh) 18 (tanh) 1 (tanh)
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The verification MLPs are trained by means of the backpropa-
gation algorithm. For a hyperbolic tangent output neuron a good
choice for the output targets is os = 0.75 and od = −0.75 such
that the weights are not driven towards infinity (see for example
[3]).

4. Performance evaluation
In order to evaluate a verification MLP, we measure its verifica-
tion error rate for a given dataset and compare it to a reference
error rate which is optimal in a certain sense. By formulating
our verification task as a classification problem, we can use the
Bayes error as a reference. The Bayes error is known to be
optimal for classification problems given the distribution of the
data.

To reformulate a verification task as a classification prob-
lem, each pair of vectors is assigned one of the following two
groups:

GS group of all vector pairs where the two vectors are from
the same class

GD group of all vector pairs where both vectors are from dif-
ferent classes.

In the case of synthetic data it is possible to calculate the Bayes
verification error since the data distributions are given in a para-
metric form. For real-world problems the data distributions are
not given in a parametric form and hence the Bayes verification
error can’t be computed directly. In this case we can use a k
nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier to asymptotically approach
the Bayes error as described below.

The KNN approach is a straightforward means of classifi-
cation. The training set for the KNN algorithm consists of train-
ing vectors with known classification (atr,i, btr,i) where atr,i is
the training vector and btr,i is its associated class. A test vector
atst,j is classified by seeking the k nearest training vectors atr,i

and it is assigned to the class which is most often present among
the k nearest neighbors. The KNN classifier is known to reach
the Bayes error when an infinite number of training vectors is
available (see e.g. [4]) and is therefore a means to approximate
the Bayes error if the data distributions are not known in a para-
metric form.

5. Experiments with synthetic data
The aim of the experiments with synthetic datasets, i.e. datasets
with known data distributions, was to test if the verification
MLP achieves the lowest possible verification error from a
Bayesian point of view. The data sets had 2 to 4 classes and
were 2- to 5-dimensional. We illustrate these investigations by
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Figure 1: Structure of the verification MLPs.
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Figure 2: Synthetic data: 2 classes with 2-dimensional non-
Gaussian distributions.

means of an experiment with a 2-dimensional dataset with 2
classes that are distributed as shown in Figure 2.

The number of training epochs which were necessary to
train the verification MLP depended largely on the type of the
dataset. We observed the following dependencies:

• If only a few features carried discriminating information
and all other features were just random values the verifi-
cation MLP learned quickly which features were useful
and which ones could be neglected.

• The shape of the distributions strongly influenced the
number of epochs that were necessary for the train-
ing. For example, two classes distributed in two paral-
lel stripes or classes that had a non-linear Bayes deci-
sion boundary, such as those shown in Figure 2, required
many epochs.

Figure 3 shows the error rates of different verification methods
for data distributed as shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that
the error of the verification MLP is almost as low as the Bayes
error. Note that the MLP was trained with a fixed number of
20’000 vector pairs. We are only interested in the best possi-
ble verification error for a given task and not in the verification
error in function of the number of training vectors (see Section
1). Therefore the MLP training set was chosen as large as nec-
essary.

For all investigated datasets the verification error achieved
with the verification MLP was not significantly higher than the
Bayes verification error.

6. Experiments with speech data
6.1. Data description and feature extraction

For a speaker verification task with single speech frames we
used speech signals from 48 male speakers recorded from dif-
ferent telephones. From short speech segments (32 ms frames)
the 13 first Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) were
extracted and used as feature vectors for our experiments. For
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Figure 3: Class verification error for the test set as shown in
Figure 2: the KNN verification error is shown in function of the
training set size. As expected, with increasing size it approxi-
mates the Bayes limit which is indicated by the dotted line. The
error rate of the verification MLP is close to the Bayes error.

the phoneme verification task the first derivatives of the MFCCs
were used in addition to the static MFCCs. The data from all
speakers was divided into 3 disjoint sets (i.e. no speaker was
present in more than one set). The MLP and KNN training vec-
tor pairs were extracted from the training set (26 speakers). The
validation set (10 speakers) was used to stop the MLP training
at the optimal point and to find the optimal k of the KNN classi-
fier. The test vector pairs were taken from the test set (12 speak-
ers). Within all sets vector pairs were formed in a way that the
two vectors of a pair were always from the same phoneme. In
every set the number of pairs with vectors of the same speaker
and the number of pairs with vectors from different speakers
were equal.

6.2. Phoneme Verification

In this task the objective was to decide whether two speech fea-
ture vectors originate from the same phoneme. In this task the
same classes (phonemes) are present in all 3 datasets since all
signals have similar phonetic content. Yet all sets are extracted
from different speakers as is described in Section 6.1.

Because of the slow convergence of the KNN for this ver-
ification problem we used two types of input, namely pairs of
concatenated vectors pin = (x, y) as mentioned above and
coded vector pairs pin = (|x − y|, x + y) (see [5] for details
about the input coding). This input coding sped up the training
of the MLPs and led to a faster convergence of the KNN.

The verification error of an MLP trained with 580000 vector
pairs is shown in Figure 4. For comparison also the KNN error
rate in function of the training set size is drawn. It can be seen
that with this data the verification KNN converges much slower
than with synthetic data. This was expected because of the more
complex nature of the problem. It can only be guessed where
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Figure 4: Phoneme verification task: The KNN error rates de-
crease with increasing number of KNN training vectors. The
error rates of the verification MLPs are shown as dots. The error
rates for both, KNN and MLP are given for coded and uncoded
input vectors.

the asymptote and therefore the Bayes error will be. It seems
that the verification error of the MLP is close to the Bayes ver-
ification error however. Since we did not have enough training
data we could not prove this assumption. Furthermore it does
not seem that the input coding had a big effect on the optimal
verification result - the verification MLP which used coded in-
put vectors was even a bit better.

6.3. Speaker Verification

In this task the objective was to decide whether two speech
frames are from speech signals of the same speaker or not. In
this case all 3 sets of classes (speakers) were disjoint. Therefore
a good generalization of the verification MLP is required.

The experiment results are shown in Figure 5. It can be
seen that the KNN verification error in function of the training
set size decreases much slower than in the experiments done
with synthetic data and does not even reach the verification error
of the MLP. This is possible since the training and test set have
some mismatch because the speaker sets are disjoint. Here it can
be seen very well that the KNN which is based on coded vector
pairs converged much quicker. In this case the verification ANN
which used coded vector pairs was a bit worse however.

The MLP has a quite low verification error if it is consid-
ered that the feature vectors x and y were extracted from single
speech frames only. If all phonetically matching frame pairs of
two equally worded speech segments of about 1 s length are fed
separately into the MLP and the output values of the MLP are
averaged, the verification error rate is about 6 %.
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Figure 5: Speaker verification: The KNN error rates decrease
with increasing number of KNN training vectors. The error
rates of the verification MLPs are shown as dots. The error
rates for both, KNN and MLP are given for coded and uncoded
input vectors.

7. Conclusions
By means of experiments we have shown that the error rate of an
appropriately configured and trained verification MLP is close
to the Bayes error rate. Depending on the class distributions,
the training can be fairly time-consuming, however. This is not
critical in our application since the MLP is class independent
and does not need to be trained whenever new classes are added
to the application.

For speech data with a virtually unlimited set of classes, as
is for example the case in speaker verification, MLP-based class
verification has shown to be very efficient not only in terms of
verification error but also with respect to computational com-
plexity. For a speaker-verification task the good generalization
property of the verification MLP could be shown. Thus the ver-
ification MLPs are able to learn a general rule to distinguish
between classes rather than class-specific features.
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Abstract
This paper investigates approaches for low dimensional speech
feature transformation using manifold learning. It has recently
been shown that speech sounds may exist on a low dimensional
manifold nonlinearly embedded in high dimensional space. A
number of techniques have been developed in recent years that
attempt to discover the geometric structure of the underlying
low dimensional manifold. The manifold learning techniques
locally linear embedding and Isomap are considered in this
study. The low dimensional feature representations produced
by these techniques are applied to several phone classification
tasks on the TIMIT corpus. Classification accuracy is analysed
and compared to conventional MFCC features and PCA, a lin-
ear dimensionality reduction method, transformed features. It
is shown that features resulting from manifold learning are ca-
pable of yielding higher classification accuracy than these base-
line features. The best phone classification accuracy in general
is demonstrated by feature transformation with Isomap.

1. Introduction
Feature transformation is an important part of the speech recog-
nition process and can be viewed as a two step procedure.
Firstly, relevant information is extracted from short time seg-
ments of the acoustic speech signal using a procedure such
as Fourier analysis, cepstral analysis or some other perceptu-
ally motivated analysis. The resultingD-dimensional param-
eter vectors are then transformed to a feature vector of lower
dimensionalityd (d ≤ D). The aim of dimensionality reduc-
tion is to produce features which are concise low dimensional
representations that retain the most discriminating information
for the intended application and are thus more suitable for pat-
tern classification. Dimensionality reduction also decreases the
computational cost associated with subsequent processing.

Physiological constraints on the articulators limit the de-
grees of freedom of the speech production apparatus. As a result
humans are only capable of producing sounds occupying a sub-
space of the acoustic space. Thus, speech data can be viewed
as lying on or near a low dimensional manifold embedded in
the original acoustic space. The underlying dimensionality of
speech has been the subject of much previous research includ-
ing classical dimensionality reduction analysis [1, 2], nonlinear
dynamical analysis [3] and manifold learning [4]. The consen-
sus of this work is that some speech sounds, particularly voiced
speech, are inherently low dimensional.

Dimensionality reduction methods aim to discover this un-
derlying low dimensional structure. These methods can be cat-
egorised as linear or nonlinear. Linear methods are limited to
discovering the structure of data lying on or near a linear sub-
space of the high dimensional input space. The most widely
used linear dimensionality reduction methods include principal

component analysis (PCA) [5] and linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) [6]. These methods have been successfully applied to
feature transformation in speech processing applications [7, 8]
in the past.

However if speech data occupies a low dimensional sub-
manifold nonlinearly embedded in the original space, as pro-
posed previously [2, 4], linear methods will fail to discover
the low dimensional structure. A number of manifold learn-
ing, also referred to as nonlinear dimensionality reduction, al-
gorithms have been developed [9–11] which overcome the lim-
itations of linear methods. Manifold learning algorithms have
recently been shown to be useful in a number of speech pro-
cessing applications including low dimensional visualization of
speech [4,11–14] and limited phone classification tasks [14,15].

In this paper, we build upon previous work and apply two
manifold learning algorithms, locally linear embedding (LLE)
[9] and isometric feature mapping (Isomap) [10], to extract
features from speech data. These features are evaluated in
phone classification experiments using a support vector ma-
chine (SVM) [16] classifier. The classification performance of
these features is compared to baseline Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) and those resulting from the classical lin-
ear method, PCA.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the manifold learning algorithms LLE and Isomap are
briefly described. Section 3 details the experimental procedure,
data set, parameter extraction, feature transformation and clas-
sification technique used. Results are examined and discussed
in Section 4, with conclusions presented in Section 5. Finally,
possibilities for future work are outlined in Section 6.

2. Manifold learning algorithms
2.1. Locally linear embedding

LLE [9] is an unsupervised learning algorithm that computes
low dimensional embeddings of high dimensional data. The
principle of LLE is to compute a low dimensional embedding
with the property that nearby points in the high dimensional
space remain nearby and similarly co-located with respect to
one another in the low dimensional space. In other words, the
embedding is optimised to preserve local neighbourhoods.

The LLE algorithm can be summarised in three steps:

1. For each data pointXi, compute itsk nearest neighbours
(based on Euclidean distance or some other appropriate
definition of ‘nearness’).

2. Compute weightsWij that best reconstruct each data
pointXi from its neighbours, minimising the reconstruc-
tion errorE:

E(W ) =
∑

i

∣∣∣Xi −
∑

j

WijXj

∣∣∣2 (1)
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3. Compute the low dimensional embeddingsYi, best re-
constructed by the weightsWij , minimising the cost
functionΩ:

Ω(W ) =
∑

i

∣∣∣Yi −
∑

j

WijYj

∣∣∣2 (2)

In step 2, the reconstruction error is minimised subject to two
constraints: first, that each input is reconstructed only from its
nearest neighbours, orWij = 0 if Xi is not a neighbour of
Xj ; second, that the reconstruction weights for each data point
sum to one, or

∑
j Wij = 1 ∀i. The optimum weights for each

input can be computed efficiently by solving a constrained least
squares problem.

The cost function in step 3 is also based on locally linear
reconstruction errors, but here the weightsWij are kept fixed
while optimising the outputsYi. The embedding cost function
in Equation (2) is a quadratic function inYi. The minimisation
is performed subject to constraints that the outputs are centered
and have unit covariance. The cost function has a unique global
minimum solution for the outputsYi. This is the result returned
by LLE as the low dimensional embedding of the high dimen-
sional data pointsXi.

2.2. Isomap

The Isomap algorithm [10] offers a differently motivated ap-
proach to manifold learning. Isomap is a nonlinear generalisa-
tion of multidimensional scaling (MDS) [6] that seeks a map-
ping from high dimensional spaceX to low dimensional feature
spaceY that preserves geodesic distances between pairs of data
points—that is, distances on the manifold from which the data
is sampled.

While Isomap and LLE have similar aims, Isomap is based
on a different principle than LLE. In particular, Isomap attempts
to preserve the global geometric properties of the manifold
while LLE attempts to preserve the local geometric properties
of the manifold.

As with LLE, the Isomap algorithm consists of three steps:

1. Construct a neighbourhood graph - Determine which
points are neighbours on the manifold based on distances
l(i, j) between pairs of pointsi, j in the input space
(as in step 1 of LLE). These neighbourhood relations
are then represented as a weighted graph over the data
points with edges of weightl(i, j) between neighbour-
ing points.

2. Compute the shortest path between all pairs of points
among only those paths that connect nearest neighbours
using a technique such as Dijkstra’s algorithm.

3. Use classical MDS to embed the data in ad-dimensional
Euclidean space so as to preserve these geodesic dis-
tances.

3. Experiments
3.1. Classification tasks

The objective of these experiments is to perform phone clas-
sification using four different feature types: baseline MFCC
vectors and features produced by applying PCA, Isomap and
LLE to MFCC vectors. Each feature type was evaluated in
three phone classification experiments. The first experiment in-
volves distinguishing between a set of five vowels (‘aa’, ‘iy’,

‘uw’, ‘eh’, and ‘ae’). Phones are labeled using TIMIT sym-
bols [17]. In the second test, a further five vowels (‘ah’, ‘ay’,
‘oy’, ‘ih’ and ‘ow’) were added to the previous vowel set, form-
ing a more complex ten class vowel classification problem. The
final test involves classifying a set of 19 phones into their asso-
ciated phone classes. The phone classes and phones used were:
vowels (listed above), fricatives (‘s’, ‘sh’), stops (‘p’, ‘t’, ‘k’),
nasals (‘m’, ‘n’) and, semivowels and glides (‘l’, ‘y’).

3.2. Data

The speech data used in this study was taken from the TIMIT
corpus [17]. This corpus contains 6300 utterances, 10 spoken
by each of 630 American English speakers. The speech record-
ings are provided at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz.

3.3. Parameter extraction

Based on the phonetic transcriptions and associated phone
boundaries provided in TIMIT all units of a subset of phones,
listed in Section 3.1, were extracted from the corpus. One 40 ms
frame was extracted from the middle of each phone unit (units
of duration less than 100 ms were discarded). The raw speech
frames were amplitude normalised, preemphasized with the fil-
ter H(z) = 1− 0.98z−1 and Hamming windowed. Following
this preprocessing, 19-dimensional MFCC vectors were com-
puted for each frame. These MFCC vectors serve as both a
baseline feature and high dimensional input for PCA, Isomap
and LLE methods.

3.4. Feature transformation

For each of the three phone classification experiments, 250 units
representing each of the required phones were chosen at ran-
dom from those extracted above to make up the data set. PCA,
Isomap and LLE were applied to the equivalent set of MFCC
vectors.

In order to examine the ability of the feature transformation
methods to compute concise representations of the input vec-
tors retaining discriminating information, the dimensionality of
the resulting feature vectors was varied from 1 to 19. A sepa-
rate classifier was subsequently trained and tested using feature
vectors with each of the 19 different dimensionalities. Thus the
ability of these feature transformation methods to produce use-
ful low dimensional features could be evaluated and changes in
performance with varying dimension analysed. As a baseline
the original MFCC vectors were used, also varying in dimen-
sionality from 1 to 19.

The number of nearest neighbours,k, used in Isomap and
LLE was set equal to 14 and 6 respectively. These values were
chosen empirically by varyingk and examining classification
performance. The performance of both methods was found to
be sensitive to the choice ofk.

3.5. Support vector machine classification

SVM [16], a powerful classification tool, was used in these ex-
periments. SVM is a binary pattern classification algorithm.
For our experiments it is necessary to construct a multiclass
classifier. This was achieved using a one-against-one training
scheme, training one classifier for every possible pair of classes.
The final classification result was determined by majority vot-
ing.

It is also necessary to choose an appropriate kernel func-
tion to be used in the SVM. In order to select an effective
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Figure 1:Five vowel classification results for baseline MFCC,
PCA, Isomap and LLE features on the TIMIT database.

kernel, different SVM models using linear, polynomial and ra-
dial basis function (RBF) kernels were evaluated in a number
of phone classification tasks. SVM with RBF kernel demon-
strated the best classification accuracy and is used for classi-
fication throughout this work. The RBF kernel used is given
in Equation (3) below, withx andx′ feature vectors andd the
feature vector dimensionality.

K(x, x′) = exp(−1

d

∥∥x− x′
∥∥2

) (3)

In all classification experiments 80% of the data was as-
signed as training data with the remaining 20% withheld and
used as unseen testing data.

4. Results
In each experiment the classifier was evaluated on each of the
four feature types. The dimensionality of the feature vectors
used in the experiment vary from 1 to 19—the original, full di-
mension. Results are presented for evaluation on both the train-
ing data and testing data.

Fig. 1 shows the results of the five vowel classification task
using the baseline MFCC, PCA, Isomap and LLE features. The
percentage of phones correctly classified is given on the verti-
cal axis. The horizontal axis represents the dimensionality of
the feature vector. The results in Fig. 1 can be summarized as
follows:

• The performance of the baseline MFCC vectors im-
proves with increasing dimensionality, plateauing at a
dimensionality of approximately 8.

• PCA features offer improvements over baseline MFCC
for low dimensions, 1 to 7.

• For the training data, maximum classification accuracy
in all dimensions is demonstrated with Isomap features,
outperforming all other features including the original
full 19-dimensional MFCC vectors.

• Isomap features also offer performance comparable to,
and in some dimensions better than, other features on
the testing data.

• Accuracy with LLE features is better than both MFCC
and PCA in low dimensions, (d < 3). However in higher
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Figure 2: Ten vowel classification results for baseline MFCC,
PCA, Isomap and LLE features on the TIMIT database.

dimensions LLE features do not offer a performance in-
crease over other methods.

Results for ten vowel classification are given in Fig. 2. The
results are similar to those of the task above, with reduced clas-
sification accuracy due to increased complexity and increased
possibility of phone confusion. The important findings are as
follows:

• Again, Isomap performs best for the training data, and
also for testing data in low dimensions (d < 8).

• Isomap, PCA and MFCC performance reach a flat per-
formance level from approximately 10 dimensions.

• A classification accuracy of 48.2% is achieved on the
testing data with 5-dimensional Isomap features. This
performance is only exceeded by much higher dimen-
sional, (d > 12), MFCC and PCA features.

The mean classification accuracy results for each feature type in
the ten vowel classification task are presented in Table 1. The
mean accuracy scores were computed for the testing data eval-
uation. Averages are computed for three dimensionality ranges.
It can be seen that Isomap gives the highest average accuracy
in all ranges. LLE is shown to perform better than PCA and
MFCC in low dimensions.

Dimensions MFCC PCA Isomap LLE

1–5 32.2000 38.3200 43.5600 38.6000
6–19 47.0000 47.0143 47.5286 44.6286
1–19 43.1053 44.7263 46.4842 43.0421

Table 1: Mean classification accuracy in the ten vowel classifi-
cation task for MFCC, PCA, Isomap and LLE features.

Phone class classification results are presented in Fig. 3.
The following is evident:

• Best accuracy is achieved in all dimensions with Isomap
features.

• PCA and MFCC features yield similar performance,
with PCA features offering improved accuracy for low
dimensional features.
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Figure 3:Phone class classification results for baseline MFCC,
PCA, Isomap and LLE features on the TIMIT database.

• LLE features give the lowest classification rates, except
for 2 and 3 dimensional features where they are second
only to Isomap.

5. Conclusions

In this paper a phone classification system based on nonlinear
manifold learning was proposed and evaluated against a base-
line linear dimensionality reduction method, PCA, and con-
ventional MFCC features. All of the dimensionality reduction
methods presented outperform the baseline MFCC features for
low dimensions. This illustrates the capability of these meth-
ods to extract discriminating information from the original 19-
dimensional MFCC features.

Higher classification accuracy is shown for manifold learn-
ing derived features compared to baseline MFCC and PCA fea-
tures for low dimensions. Also, in general Isomap yields su-
perior performance to both MFCC and PCA features. This in-
dicates that nonlinear manifold learning algorithms are more
capable of retaining information required for discriminating be-
tween phones, especially in low dimensional space.

Comparing the manifold learning methods, Isomap demon-
strates better classification accuracy than LLE. This indicates
that preserving global structure rather than local relationships
may be more important for speech feature transformation.

6. Future Work

Possible future work includes the application of the mani-
fold learning feature transformation procedure presented here
to continuous ASR. The manifold learning methods described
above are batch processing algorithms. A number of out-of-
sample extensions have been proposed to overcome this limi-
tation. In the future these out-of-sample approaches could be
developed for use with speech data.
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a feedforward neural network for syl-
lable recognition. The core of the recognition system is based
on a hierarchical architecture initially developed for visual ob-
ject recognition. We show that, given the similarities between
the primary auditory and visual cortexes, such a system can suc-
cessfully be used for speech recognition. Syllables are used as
basic units for the recognition. Their spectrograms, computed
using a Gammatone filterbank, are interpreted as images and
subsequently feed into the neural network after a preprocessing
step that enhances the formant frequencies and normalizes the
length of the syllables. The performance of our system has been
analyzed on the recognition of 25 different monosyllabic words.
The parameters of the architecture have been optimized using an
evolutionary strategy. Compared to the Sphinx-4 speech recog-
nition system, our system achieves better robustness and gener-
alization capabilities in noisy conditions.

1. Introduction
The aim of the proposed speech recognition architecture is to
overcome the limitations of conventional, HMM-based, sys-
tems which substantially lack robustness against noise.

It has recently been shown that the time-frequency recep-
tive fields in the primary auditory cortex of ferrets have strong
similarities to those of the visual cortex [1]. They are selective
to modulations in the time-frequency domain and have Gabor-
like shapes. A mathematical model of these receptive fields was
given in [2] and has already been used for source separation [3]
and speech detection [4]. As Gabor-like filters are extensively
used in object recognition systems [5, 6], we decided to develop
a system for speech recognition by adapting the feedforward
neural network initially developed by Wersing and Körner for
object recognition [6].

Syllables are the basic units for speech production and
show less co-articulatory effects across their boundaries. There-
fore, we believe that they are the adequate speech units for our
biologically-inspired system. Moreover, the syllable segmenta-
tion required for the training of the system seems biologically
plausible for speech acquisition.

The building blocks of the system (Fig. 1) are detailed in the
following sections. After explaining how we optimized the pa-
rameters of the architecture using an evolutionary strategy, we
will compare our results to a state of the art speech recognition
system and conclude with a discussion of the obtained results.

2. Preprocessing of the spectrogram
The preprocessing mainly aims at transforming a previously
segmented speech signal, corresponding to one syllable, into
an ”image” that is fed into the hierarchical recognition architec-
ture. A two-dimensional representation of a signal is obtained
by computing its spectrogram. In addition to the phonetic in-
formation, the speech signal also contains many speaker and
recording specific information. As the phonetic information is
chiefly conveyed by the formant trajectories, we enhance them
in the spectrograms prior to recognition.

We used a Gammatone filterbank to compute the spectro-
gram of the signal. It models the response of the basilar mem-
brane in the human inner ear and is, therefore, adapted to a
biology-inspired system. The signal’s sampling frequency is
16 kHz. The filterbank has 128 channels ranging from 80 Hz to
8 kHz. The left part of Fig. 2 shows the response of the Gam-
matone filterbank after rectification and low-pass filtering. To
compensate for the influence of the speech excitation signal, the
high frequencies are emphasized by +6 dB per octave resulting
in a flattened spectrogram (Fig. 2 center). Next, the formant
frequencies are enhanced by filtering along the channel axis us-
ing mexican-hat filters (Fig. 2 right), only the positive values
are kept. For the filtering the size of the kernel is channel-
dependent, varying from 90Hz for low frequencies to 120Hz
for high frequencies. This takes the logarithmic arrangement
of the center frequencies in the Gammatone filterbank into ac-
count.

Finally, the length of the spectrogram is scaled using linear
interpolation so that all the spectrograms feeding the recogni-
tion hierarchy have the same size. The sampling rate is then
reduced to 100Hz. By doing so syllables of different lengths
are scaled to the same length. This relies on the assumption that
a linear scaling can handle variations in the length of the same
syllable uttered at different speaking rates. However, these are
known to be non-linear. In particular, some parts of the signal,
like vowels, are more affected by variation in the speech rate
than other parts, e.g. plosives. The generalization over these
variations is a main challenge in the recognition task. In order
to also assess the performance of the recognition hierarchy in-
dependent of this non-linear scaling, we applied the Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) method to the spectrograms. For each
syllable, we selected one single repetition as reference template
and aligned the other by DTW.

Afterwards the syllables were again scaled to the same
length and downsampled. At the output of the preprocessing
stage the spectrograms feeding the recognition hierarchy have
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Figure 2: Overview of the preprocessing step for the word ”list” spoken by a female American speaker. The 128 channels logarithmi-
cally span the frequency range from 80Hz to 8 kHz. Left: Response of the basilar membrane. Center: After a low-pass filtering over
time and a preemphasis has been applied. Right: The harmonic structure has been removed using a filtering along the frequency axis.

all the size of 128 × 128, i.e. 128 time frames over 128 fre-
quency channels. Note, however, that the application of DTW
requires that a hypothesis for the syllable is available. Thus, it
cannot easily be applied to a real recognition test.

3. The recognition hierarchy
The preprocessed two-dimensional spectrogram is from now on
considered to be an image and feeds into a feedforward archi-
tecture initially aimed at visual object recognition. However,
the structure of spectrograms differs from the structure of im-
ages taken from objects and, while keeping the overall layout
of the network described in [6], the receptive fields and the pa-
rameters of the neurons were retrained for the task of syllable
recognition. The recognition hierarchy is illustrated in Fig. 3.

3.1. Feature-Selective Layer

The first feature-matching stage consists of a linear receptive
field summation, a Winner-Take-Most (WTM) and a pooling
mechanism. The preprocessed spectrogram is first filtered by
eight different Gabor-like filters. The purpose of these filters is
to extract local features from the spectrogram. In [6] the recep-
tive fields were chosen as four first-order even Gabor filters. For
syllable recognition, 8 receptive fields were learned using inde-
pendent component analysis on 3500 randomly selected local
patches of preprocessed spectrograms.

The WTM competition mechanism between features at the
same position introduces nonlinearity into the system. The
value rl(t, f) of the spectrogram in the lth neuron of the
feature-selective layer after the WTM competition is given at
the position (t, f) by the following equation:

rl(t, f) =

(
0, if ql(t,f)

M(t,f)
< γ1 or M(t, f) = 0

ql(t,f)−γ1M(t,f)
1−γ1

, else
(1)

where ql(t, f) is the value of the spectrogram before the WTM
competition, M(t, f) = maxk qk(t, f) the maximal value at
position (t, f) over the eight neurons and 0 ≤ γ1 ≤ 1 is a pa-
rameter controlling the strength of the competition. A threshold
θ1 is applied to the activity rl(t, f). This threshold is common
for all the neurons in the layer. The pooling performs a down-

sampling of the spectrogram by four in both time and frequency
direction. It is done by a Gaussian receptive field with width
σ1. The feature-selective layer transforms the 128× 128 origi-
nal spectrogram to eight 32× 32 spectrogram feature maps.

3.2. Combination Layer

The goal of the combination layer is to detect relevant local fea-
ture combinations in the first layer. Similar to the previous layer
it consists of a linear receptive field summation, a Winner-Take-
Most and a pooling mechanism. These combination cells are
learned using the non-negative sparse coding method (NNSC)
as in [6], however no invariance transformations have been im-
plemented at this stage. Similarly to Non-Negative Matrix Fac-
torization (NMF), the NNSC method decomposes data vectors
Ip into linear combinations (with non-negative weights sp

i )
of non-negative features wi by minimizing the following cost
function:

E =
X

p

‖Ip −
X

i

sp
i wi‖2 + β

X
p

X
i

|sp
i |.

NNSC differs from NMF by the presence of a sparsity en-
forcing term in the cost function, controlled by the parameter β,
which aims at limiting the number of non-zero coefficients re-
quired for the reconstruction. Consequently, if a feature appears
often in the data, it will be learned, even if it can be obtained by
a combination of two or more other features. Therefore, the
NNSC is expected to learn complex and global features appear-
ing in the data. An comprehensive description of this method
can be found in [7].

For the proposed syllable recognition system 50 complex
features wi have been learned from image patches extracted
from the output of the feature-selective layer. At last, a WTM
competition (γ2, θ2) and pooling (σ2) are applied to the 50 neu-
rons and their size is reduced to 16× 16.

3.3. Syllable-Tuned Units

In the last stage of the architecture, linear discriminant classi-
fiers are learned based on the output of the combination layer.
A classical gradient descent is used for this supervised learn-
ing including an early stopping mechanism to avoid overfitting.
The obtained classifiers are called Syllable-Tuned Units (STUs)
in reference to the View-Tuned Units used in [5] and [6].
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4. Optimization of the architecture
The performance of the recognition highly depends on the
choice of the non-linearities present in the hidden layers of the
architecture, i.e. the coefficients and the thresholds of the WTM
competitions (Eq. 1) and the width of the poolings. The six pa-
rameters (γ1,2, θ1,2 and σ1,2) have to be tuned simultaneously
and the receptive field of the combination layer as well as the
Syllable-Tuned Units have to be learned at each iteration, simi-
larly to the method used in [8].

Practically, this tuning of the model parameter set has been
realized within an evolutionary optimization aiming at maxi-
mizing the recognition performance in a clean speech scenario.
Due to the stochastic components and the use of a population
of solutions evolutionary algorithms need more quality evalu-
ations than other algorithms, but on the other hand they allow
for a global search and are able to overcome local optima. In
the present context, an evolutionary strategy with global step
size adaptation (GSA-ES) has been applied relying on similar
ranges of the object variables. Initially, standard values, see
[9, 10], have been used and then tuned in some test experiments
to this specific task. Based on these experiments we have cho-
sen a population size of 32 individuals. Each generation, the
two individuals with the best performance have been chosen
as parents for the next generation. The optimization parame-
ters have been scaled and the initial global step size was set to
0.003.

Although the evolutionary optimization used a clean sce-
nario for the performance evaluation of each individual we will
show that the optimized parameters are robust with respect to
noisy signals.

5. Recognition performance
In order to evaluate the performance of the system, a database
was built using 25 very frequent monosyllabic words extracted
from the DARPA Resource Management (RM) database. Iso-
lated monosyllabic words have been chosen in lack of a syllable
segmented database with sufficient size. The words were seg-
mented using forced-alignment. For each of the monosyllabic
words we selected 140 occurrences from 12 different speakers
(6 males and 6 females) from the speaker dependent part of the
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Figure 4: Improvement of the recognition performance using
an evolutionary algorithm to tune the parameters, compared to
manual tuning one layer after the other. The spectrograms are
scaled using a linear interpolation.

database. 70 repetitions of each word were used for training,
20 for the early stopping validation of the Syllable-Tuned Units
and 50 for testing.

The performance of our system has been compared to the
Sphinx-4 speech recognition system, an open source speech
recognition system that performs well on the whole RM corpus
[11]. The Hidden Markov Models for Sphinx were trained only
on the segmented monosyllabic words. The robustness towards
noise has been investigated by adding babble noise to the test
database at different signal to noise ratios (SNR) while training
was still performed on clean data.

Figure 4 illustrates the gain in performance obtained us-
ing the evolutionary algorithm, compared to a manual tuning
of the parameters one layer after the other. Following the no-
tation introduced in [6], the optimal parameters given by the
evolution strategy are γ1 = 0.82, θ1 = 2.66, σ1 = 3.16 for
the first layer and γ2 = 0.84, θ2 = 2.78, σ2 = 1.87 for the
second layer, when linear interpolation is used to scale the sig-
nals. Using a DTW, the optimal set of parameters is γ1 = 0.99,
θ1 = 0.32, σ1 = 4 for the first layer and γ2 = 0.89, θ2 = 0.99,
σ2 = 1.93. As can be seen, the performance increased due to
the optimization at all SNR levels. With clean speech we ob-
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Figure 5: Comparison of the Word Error Rates (WER) between the proposed system and Sphinx-4 in the presence of babble noise.
Left: The spectrograms are scaled using a linear interpolation. Comparison between Sphinx-4, a nearest neighbor classifier on the
preprocessed spectrograms and the proposed hierarchy. Right: Improvement of the performance when a Dynamic Time Warping
method is used to scale the signals.

serve an improvement from 6.72% to 5.44% (19% relative).
The largest improvement was achieved at 15 dB SNR from
30.72% to 17.04% (44.5% relative).

Fig. 5 summarizes the performance of both Sphinx-4 and
the proposed system. To measure the baseline similarities of
the image ensemble, we also give the performance of a nearest
neighbor classifier (NN) that matches the test data against all
available training ”views”. An exhaustive storage of examples
is, however, not a viable model for auditory classification. With
clean signals, the STUs show better generalization capabilities
and perform better than a nearest neighbor on the input layer
(Fig. 5 left). For noisy signals, the STUs are slightly worse,
however, at a strong reduction of representational complexity.

With a simple linear time scaling our system only outper-
forms Sphinx-4 in noisy conditions but shows inferior perfor-
mance on clean data. When Dynamic Time Warping is used to
properly scale the signals, the STUs improve the already good
performance obtained directly after the preprocessing in all the
cases and our system outperforms Sphinx-4 even for clean sig-
nals (Fig. 5 right). With clean data Sphinx obtains a 3.1% Word
Error Rate (WER), our system achieves 0.9% WER with the
DTW and 5.4% without the DTW.

6. Discussion
In this paper, we presented a novel approach to speech recog-
nition interpreting spectrograms as images and deploying a hi-
erarchical object recognition system. To optimize the main free
parameters of the system, we used an evolutionary algorithm
which allows us to quickly change the system without the need
for manual parameter tuning.

We could show that our system performs better than a state
of the art system in noisy conditions even when we applied a
simplistic linear scaling of the input for time alignment. When
we aligned the current utterance with the DTW to a known rep-
resentation in an optimal non-linear way, we obtained better
than state of the art results for all cases tested. However, in its
current form the DTW makes use of information not available
in real situations.

From this we conclude that our architecture and the under-
lying features are more robust against noise than the commonly
used mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). This robust-
ness against noise is very important for real world scenarios
which are usually characterized by significant background noise
and variations in the recording conditions. A similar robustness

was also observed for visual recognition in clutter scenes [6].
Our comparison between the linear scaling and the DTW

shows that the performance of the model could be significantly
improved by better temporal alignment. We therefore consider
methods for improving this alignment as interesting future re-
search directions.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a new approach for keyword spotting,
which is not based on HMMs. The proposed method employs
a new discriminative learning procedure, in which the learn-
ing phase aims at maximizing the area under the ROC curve,
as this quantity is the most common measure to evaluate key-
word spotters. The keyword spotter we devise is based on non-
linearly mapping the input acoustic representation of the speech
utterance along with the target keyword into an abstract vector
space. Building on techniques used for large margin methods
for predicting whole sequences, our keyword spotter distills to
a classifier in the abstract vector-space which separates speech
utterances in which the keyword was uttered from speech ut-
terances in which the keyword was not uttered. We describe a
simple iterative algorithm for learning the keyword spotter and
discuss its formal properties. Experiments with the TIMIT cor-
pus show that our method outperforms the conventional HMM-
based approach.

1. Introduction
Keyword (or word) spotting refers to a proper detecting of any
occurrence of a given word in a speech signal. Most previous
work on keyword spotting has been based on hidden Markov
models (HMMs). See for example [1, 2, 3] and the references
therein. Despite their popularity, HMM-based approaches have
several known drawbacks such as convergence of the training
algorithm (EM) to a local maxima, conditional independence
of observations given the state sequence and the fact that the
likelihood is dominated by the observation probabilities, often
leaving the transition probabilities unused. However, the most
acute weakness of HMMs for keyword spotting is that they do
not aim at maximizing the detection rate of the keywords.

In this paper we propose an alternative approach for key-
word spotting that builds upon recent work on discriminative
supervised learning and overcomes some of the inherent prob-
lems of the HMM-based approaches. The advantage of discrim-
inative learning algorithms stems from the fact that the objective
function used during the learning phase is tightly coupled with
the decision task one needs to perform. In addition, there is both
theoretical and empirical evidence that discriminative learning
algorithms are likely to outperform generative models for the
same task (see for instance [4, 5]). One of the main goals of
this work is to extend the notion of discriminative learning to
the task of keyword spotting.

Our proposed method is based on recent advances in ker-
nel machines and large margin classifiers for sequences [6, 7],
which in turn build on the pioneering work of Vapnik and col-
leagues [4, 5]. The keyword spotter we devise is based on non-

linear mapping the speech signal along with the target keyword
into a vector-space endowed with an inner-product. Our learn-
ing procedure distills to a classifier in this vector-space which is
aimed at separating the utterances in which the keyword was ut-
tered from those in which the keyword was not uttered. On this
aspect, our approach is hence related to support vector machine
(SVM), which has already been successfully applied in speech
applications [8, 9]. However, the model proposed in this paper
is different from a classical SVM since we are not addressing a
simple decision task such as binary classification or regression.
Our algorithm is in fact closer to recent work on kernel machine
methods for sequence prediction, such as [10, 6, 11], with the
main difference that we avoid the costly optimization problems
introduced by such models. Instead, we propose an efficient it-
erative algorithm for learning a discriminative keyword spotter
by traversing the training set a single time.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we formally
introduce the keyword spotting problem. We then present an
iterative algorithm for keyword spotting in Sec. 3. The imple-
mentation details of our learning approach and the non-linear
set of feature functions we use are presented in Sec. 4. Next,
we present experimental results in Sec. 5. Finally, concluding
remarks and future directions are discussed in Sec. 6.

2. Problem Setting
Any keyword (or word) is naturally composed of a sequence
of phonemes. In the keyword spotting task, we are provided
with a speech utterance and a keyword and the goal is to de-
cide whether the keyword is uttered or not, namely, whether the
sequence of phonemes was articulated in the given utterance.

Formally, we represent a speech signal as a sequence of
acoustic feature vectors x̄ = (x1, . . . ,xT ), where xt ∈ X ⊂
Rd for all 1 ≤ t ≤ T . We denote a keyword by k ∈ K, where
K is a lexicon of words. Each keyword k is composed of a
sequence of phonemes p̄k = (p1, . . . , pL), where pl ∈ P for
all 1 ≤ l ≤ L and P is the domain of the phoneme symbols.
We denote by P∗ the set of all finite length sequences over P .
Our goal is to learn a keyword spotter, denoted f , which takes
as input the pair (x̄, p̄k) and returns a real value expressing the
confidence that the targeted keyword k is uttered in x̄. That is, f
is a function from X ∗ × P∗ to the set R. The confidence score
outputted by f for a given pair (x̄, p̄k) can then be compared
to a threshold b to actually determine whether p̄k was uttered
in x̄. Let us further define the alignment between a keyword
phoneme sequence and a speech signal. We denote by sl ∈ N
the start time of phoneme pl (in frame units), and by el ∈ N
the end time of phoneme pl. We assume that the start time of
phoneme pl+1 is equal to the end time of phoneme pl, that is,47



el = sl+1 for all 1 ≤ l ≤ L − 1. The alignment sequence
s̄k corresponding to the phonemes sequence p̄k is a sequence of
start-times and an end-time, s̄k = (s1, . . . , sL, eL), where sl is
the start-time of phoneme pl and eL is the end-time of the last
phoneme pL.

Our construction is based on a set of predefined non-linear
feature functions {φj}nj=1. Each feature function is of the form
φj : X ∗ × P∗ × N∗ → R . That is, each feature function
takes as input an acoustic representation of a speech utterance
x̄ ∈ X ∗, together with a keyword phoneme sequence p̄k ∈ P∗,
and a candidate alignment sequence s̄k ∈ N∗, and returns a
scalar in R which represents the confidence in the suggested
alignment sequence given the keyword p̄k. For example, one
element of the feature function can sum the number of times
phoneme p comes after phoneme p′, while other elements of the
feature function may extract properties of each acoustic feature
vector xt provided that phoneme p was pronounced at time t.
The complete set of the non-linear feature functions we use is
described in Sec. 4.

As mentioned above, our goal is to learn a keyword spotter
f , which takes as input a sequence of acoustic features x̄, a
keyword p̄k, and returns a confidence value in R. The form of
the function f we use is

f(x̄, p̄k) = max
s̄

w · φ(x̄, p̄k, s̄) , (1)

where w ∈ Rn is a vector of importance weights that should be
learned and φ ∈ Rn is a vector function composed out of the
feature functions φj . In other words, f returns a confidence pre-
diction about the existence of the keyword in the utterance by
maximizing a weighted sum of the scores returned by the fea-
ture function elements over all possible alignment sequences.
The maximization defined by Eq. (1) is over an exponentially
large number of all possible alignment sequences. Neverthe-
less, as in HMMs, if the feature functions φ are decomposable,
the maximization in Eq. (1) can be efficiently calculated using
a dynamic programming procedure.

The performance of a keyword spotting system is often
measured by the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)
curve, that is, a plot of the true positive (spotting a keyword
correctly) rate as a function of the false positive (mis-spotting
a keyword) rate (see for example [1, 3, 2] and the references
therein). The points on the curve are obtained by sweeping the
decision threshold b from the most positive confidence value
outputted by the system to the most negative one. Hence,
the choice of b represents a trade-off between different opera-
tional settings, corresponding to different cost functions weigh-
ing false positive and false negative errors. Assuming a flat
prior over all these cost functions, a criterion to identify a good
keyword spotting system that would be good on average for all
these settings could be to select the one maximizing the area
under the ROC curve (AUC). In the following we propose an
algorithm which directly aims at maximizing the AUC.

Recall that we would like to obtain an algorithm that max-
imizes the AUC on unseen data. In order to do so, we will
maximize the AUC over a large set of training examples. Let us
consider two sets of examples. Denote by X+

k a set of speech
utterances in which the the keyword k was uttered. Similarly,
denote by X−

k a set of speech utterances in which the keyword
k was not uttered. The AUC for the keyword k can be written
in the form of the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistics [12] as

Ak =
1

|X+
k ||X−

k |
X

x̄+∈X+
k

x̄−∈X−
k

1{f(x̄+,p̄k)>f(x̄−,p̄k)},

where 1{·} refers to the indicator function and p̄k refers to the
phoneme sequence corresponding to keyword k. Thus, Ak es-
timates the probability that the score assigned to an utterance
in which the keyword was uttered is greater than the score as-
signed to an utterance in which the keyword was not uttered.
The average AUC over the set of keywords K can be written as
A = 1

|K|
P

k∈K Ak. In the next section we describe an itera-
tive algorithm for learning the weight vector w, which aims at
maximizing the average AUC.

3. An Iterative Algorithm
We now describe a simple iterative algorithm for learning the
weight vector w based on a training set of examples. Each ex-
ample in the training set S is composed of a keyword phoneme
sequence p̄k, an utterance in which the keyword k was uttered
x̄+ ∈ X+

k , an utterance in which the keyword k was not uttered
x̄− ∈ X−

k , and an alignment sequence s̄k that corresponds to
the location of the keyword in x̄+. The algorithm receives as
input a set of training examples S = {(p̄ki , x̄+

i , x̄−i , s̄ki
i )}mi=1.

and examines each of them sequentially. Initially, we set w =
0. At each iteration i, the algorithm updates w according to the
current example (p̄ki , x̄+

i , x̄−i , s̄ki
i ) as we now describe. Denote

by wi−1 the value of the weight vector before the ith iteration.
Let s̄′ be the predicted alignment for the negative utterance, x̄−i ,
according to wi−1,

s̄′ = arg max
s̄

wi−1 · φ(x̄−i , p̄ki , s̄) . (2)

Let us define the difference between the feature functions of
the acoustic sequence in which the keyword was uttered and the
feature functions of the acoustic sequence in which the keyword
was not uttered as ∆φi, that is,

∆φi =
1

|X+
ki
||X−

ki
|
“
φ(x̄+

i , p̄ki , s̄ki)− φ(x̄−i , p̄ki , s̄′)
”

.

We set the next weight vector wi to be the minimizer of the
following optimization problem,

min
w∈Rn,ξ≥0

1

2
‖w −wi−1‖2 + C ξ (3)

s.t. w ·∆φi ≥ 1−ξ ,

where C serves as a complexity-accuracy trade-off parameter
(see [13]) and ξ is a non-negative slack variable, which indi-
cates the loss of the ith example. Intuitively, we would like to
minimize the loss of the current example, i.e., the slack variable
ξ, while keeping the weight vector w as close as possible to our
previous weight vector wi−1. The constraint makes the projec-
tion of the utterance in which the keyword was uttered onto w
higher than the projection of the utterance in which the keyword
was not uttered onto w by at least 1. It can be shown (see [13])
that the solution to the above optimization problem is

wi = wi−1 + αi∆φi . (4)

The value of the scalar αi is based on the different scores that
x̄+ and x̄− received according to wi−1, and a parameter C.
Formally,

αi = min


C,

[1−wi−1 ·∆φi]+
‖∆φi‖2

ff
. (5)

The optimization problem given in Eq. (3) is based on on-
going work on online learning algorithms appearing in [13].48



Input: training set S = {(p̄ki , x̄+
i , x̄−i , s̄ki)}mi=1; valida-

tion set Sval; parameter C

Initialize: w0 = 0

For i = 1, . . . , m

Predict: s̄′ = arg maxs̄ wi−1 · φ(x̄−i , p̄ki , s̄)

Set: ∆φi =
1

|X+
ki
||X−

ki
|
`
φ(x̄+

i , p̄ki , s̄ki)−φ(x̄−i , p̄ki , s̄′)
´

If wi−1 ·∆φi < 1

Set: αi = min


C ,

1−wi−1 ·∆φi

‖∆φi‖2
ff

Update: wi = wi−1 + αi ·∆φi

Output: The weight vector w∗ which achieves best AUC
performance on the validation set Sval.

Figure 1: An iterative algorithm.
Based on that work, it can be shown that, under some mild
technical conditions, the cumulative performance of the itera-
tive procedure, i.e., 1

m

Pm
i=1 1{wi·∆φi>0} is likely to be high.

Moreover, it can further be shown that if the cumulative perfor-
mance of the iterative procedure is high, there exists at least one
weight vector among the vectors {w1, . . . ,wm} which attains
high averaged performance on the test examples as well, that is,
there exists a vector which attains high averaged AUC over a
set of test examples. To find this weight vector, we simply cal-
culate the averaged loss attained by each of the weight vectors
on a validation set. A pseudo-code of our algorithm is given in
Fig. 1.

In the case the user would like to select a threshold b that
would ensure a specific requirement in terms of true positive
rate or false negative rate, a simple cross-validation procedure
(see [14]) would consist in selecting the confidence value given
by our model at the point of interest over the ROC curve plotted
for some validation utterances of the targeted keyword.

4. Non-Linear Feature Functions
In this section we present the implementation details of our
learning approach for the task of keyword spotting. Recall that
our construction is based on a set of non-linear feature func-
tions, {φj}nj=1, which maps an acoustic-phonetic representa-
tion of a speech utterance as well as a suggested alignment se-
quence into an abstract vector-space. In order to make this sec-
tion more readable we omit the keyword index k.

We introduce a specific set of feature functions, which is
highly adequate for the keyword spotting problem. We uti-
lize seven different feature functions (n = 7). These feature
functions are used for defining our keyword spotting function
f(x̄, p̄) as in Eq. (1).

Our first four feature functions aim at capturing transitions
between phonemes. These feature functions are the distance be-
tween frames of the acoustic signal at both sides of phoneme
boundaries as suggested by an alignment sequence s̄. The
distance measure we employ, denoted by d, is the Euclidean
distance between feature vectors. Our underlying assumption
is that if two frames, xt and xt′ , are derived from the same
phoneme then the distance d(xt,xt′) should be smaller than if
the two frames are derived from different phonemes. Formally,
our first four feature functions are defined as

φj(x̄, p̄, s̄) =

|p̄|−1X
i=2

d(x−j+si ,xj+si), j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} . (6)

If s̄ is the correct timing sequence then distances between
frames across the phoneme change points are likely to be large.
In contrast, an incorrect phoneme start time sequence is likely
to compare frames from the same phoneme, often resulting in
small distances. Note that the first four feature functions de-
scribed above use only the start time of the ith phoneme and do
not use the values of si−1 and si+1.

The fifth feature function we use is built from a frame-
wise phoneme classifier described in [15]. Formally, for each
phoneme event p ∈ P and frame x ∈ X , there is a confidence,
denoted gp(x), that the phoneme p is pronounced in the frame
x. The resulting feature function measures the cumulative con-
fidence of the complete speech signal given the phoneme se-
quence and their start-times,

φ5(x̄, p̄, s̄) =

|p̄|X
i=1

si+1−1X
t=si

gpi(xt) . (7)

The fifth feature function uses both the start time of the ith
phoneme and the (i + 1)th phoneme but ignores si−1.

Our next feature function scores timing sequences based on
phoneme durations. Unlike the previous feature functions, the
sixth feature function is oblivious to the speech signal itself.
It merely examines the length of each phoneme, as suggested
by s̄, compared to the typical length required to pronounce this
phoneme. Formally,

φ6(x̄, p̄, s̄) =

|p̄|X
i=1

log N (si+1 − si; µ̂pi , σ̂pi) , (8)

whereN is a Normal probability density function with mean µ̂p

and standard deviation σ̂p. In our experiments, we estimated µ̂p

and σ̂p from the training set (see Sec. 5).
Our last feature function exploits assumptions on the speak-

ing rate of a speaker. Intuitively, people usually speak in an
almost steady rate and therefore a timing sequence in which
speech rate is changed abruptly is probably incorrect. For-
mally, let µ̂p be the average length required to pronounce the
pth phoneme. We denote by ri the relative speech rate, ri =
(si+1 − si)/µ̂pi . That is, ri is the ratio between the actual
length of phoneme pi as suggested by s̄ to its average length.
The relative speech rate presumably changes slowly over time.
In practice the speaking rate ratios often differ from speaker to
speaker and within a given utterance. We measure the local
change in the speaking rate as (ri − ri−1)

2 and we define the
feature function φ7 as the local change in the speaking rate,

φ7(x̄, p̄, s̄) =

|p̄|X
i=2

(ri − ri−1)
2 . (9)

5. Experimental Results
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach we per-
formed experiments with the TIMIT corpus. We divided the
training portion of TIMIT (excluding the SA1 and SA2 utter-
ances) into three disjoint parts containing 500, 80 and 3116 ut-
terances. The first part of the training set was used for learning
the functions gp (Eq. (7)), which define the feature function φ5.
Those functions were learned by the algorithm described in [15]
using the MFCC+∆+∆∆ acoustic features and a Gaussian ker-
nel (σ = 6.24 and C = 5.0). The second set of 80 utterances
formed the validation set needed for our keyword spotting algo-
rithm. The set was built out of a set of 40 keywords randomly49
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Figure 2: ROC curves of the discriminative algorithm and the
HMM approach. The AUC of the ROC curves is 0.99 and 0.96
for the discriminative algorithm and the HMM algorithm, re-
spectively.

chosen from the TIMIT lexicon. The 80 utterances were chosen
by pairs: one utterance in which the keyword was uttered and
another utterance in which the keyword was not uttered. Fi-
nally, we ran our iterative algorithm on the rest of the utterances
in the training set. The value of C was set to be 1.

We compared the results of our method to the HMM ap-
proach, where each phoneme was represented by a simple left-
to-right HMM of 5 emitting states with 40 diagonal Gaussians.
These models were enrolled as follows: first the HMMs were
initialized using K-means, and then enrolled independently us-
ing EM. The second step, often called embedded training, re-
enrolls all the models by relaxing the segmentation constraints
using a forced alignment. Minimum values of the variances
for each Gaussian were set to 20% of the global variance of
the data. All HMM experiments were done using the Torch
package [16]. All hyper-parameters including number of states,
number of Gaussians per state, variance flooring factor, were
tuned using the validation set.

Keyword detection is performed with a new HMM com-
posed of two sub HMM models, the keyword model and the
garbage model. The keyword model is an HMM, which es-
timates the likelihood of an acoustic sequence given that this
sequence represents the keyword phoneme sequence. The
garbage model is an HMM composed of phoneme HMMs fully
connected with each others, which estimates the likelihood of
any acoustic sequence. The overall HMM fully connects the
keyword model and the garbage model and the best path found
by Viterbi decoding on this overall HMM either passes through
the keyword model (in which case the keyword is said to be ut-
tered) or not (in which case the keyword is not in the acoustic
sequence).

The test set was composed of 80 keywords, distinct from
the keywords of the training and validation set. For each key-
word, we randomly picked at most 20 utterances in which the
keyword was uttered and at most 20 utterances in which it was
not uttered. The number of test utterances in which the keyword
was uttered was not always 20, since some keywords were ut-
tered less than 20 times in the whole TIMIT test set. Both the
discriminative algorithm and the HMM based algorithm have
been evaluated against this data and their results are reported as
averaged ROC curves in Fig. 2. The AUC of the ROC curves
is 0.99 and 0.96 for the discriminative algorithm and the HMM
algorithm, respectively. In order to check whether the advan-

tage over the averaged AUC could be due to a few keyword, we
ran the Wilcoxon test. At the 95% confidence level, the test re-
jected this hypothesis, showing that our model indeed brings a
consistent improvement on the keyword set.

6. Conclusions
In this work, we introduced a discriminative approach to key-
word spotting. We adopted a large-margin formulation of the
problem and proposed a model relying on an objective function
related the area under the ROC curve, i.e., the most common
measure for keyword spotter evaluation. Compared to state-
of-the-art approaches which mostly rely on generative HMM
models, the proposed model has shown to yield an improve-
ment over the TIMIT corpus.
Acknowledgments: This research was partly conducted while
Joseph Keshet was visiting the IDIAP Research Institute. This
research was supported by the PASCAL European Network of
Excellence and the DIRAC project.
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Abstract
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are state-of-the-art methods
for machine learning but share with more classical Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) the difficulty of their application to
temporally variable input patterns. This is the case in Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR). In this paper we have recalled
the solutions provided in the past for ANN and applied them to
SVMs performing a comparison between them. Preliminary re-
sults show a similar behaviour which results encouraging if we
take into account the novelty of the SVM systems in compari-
son with classical ANNs. The envisioned ways of improvement
are outlined in the paper.

1. Introduction
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have become the most em-
ployed core technique for Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR). After several decades of intense research work in the
field, it seems that the HMM ASR systems are very close
to reach their limit of performance. Some alternative ap-
proaches, most of them based on Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs), were proposed during the late eighties and early
nineties. Among them, it is worth to draw out attention to hy-
brid HMM/ANN systems (see [1] for an overview), since the
reported results were comparable or even slightly superior to
those achieved by HMMs.

On the other hand, during the last decade, a new tool ap-
peared in the field of machine learning that has proved to be
able to cope with hard classification problems in several fields
of application: the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [2]. The
SVMs are effective discriminative classifiers with several out-
standing characteristics, namely: their solution is that with max-
imum margin; they are capable to deal with samples of a very
high dimensionality; and their convergence to the minimum of
the associated cost function is guaranteed.

Nevertheless, it seems clear that the application of these
kernel-based machines to the ASR problem is not straightfor-
ward. In our opinion, the main difficulties to be overcome are
three: 1) SVMs are originally static classifiers and have to be
adapted to deal with the variability of duration of speech utter-
ances; 2) the SVMs were originally formulated as a binary clas-
sifier while the ASR problem is multiclass; and 3) current SVM
training algorithms are not able to manage the huge databases
typically used in ASR. In order to cope with these difficulties,
some researchers have suggested hybrid SVM/HMM systems
[3, 4], that notably resemble the previous hybrid ANN/HMM
systems ([5]). In this paper we comparatively describe both
types of hybrid systems (SVM/ and ANN/HMM), highlighting

both their common fundamentals and their special character-
istics with the aim of also conducting an experimental perfor-
mance comparison for both clean and noisy speech recognition
tasks.

2. Hybrid systems for ASR
As a result of the difficulties found in the application of ANN to
speech recognition, mostly motivated by the temporal variabil-
ity of the speech instances corresponding to the same class, a
variety of different architectures and novel training algorithms
that combined both HMM with ANNs were proposed in the late
80’s and 90’s. For a comprehensive survey of these techniques
see [1]. In this paper, we have focused on those that employ
ANNs (and SVMs) to estimate the HMM state posterior proba-
bilities proposed by Bourlard and Morgan ([5, 6]).

The starting point for this approach is the well-know prop-
erty of using feed-forward networks such as multi-layer percep-
trons (MLPs) of estimating a posteriori probabilities given two
conditions:

1. There must be enough number of parameters to train a
good approximation between the input and output layers
and

2. A global error minimum criterion must be used to train
the network (for example, mean square error or relative
entropy).

The fundamental advantage of this approach is that it in-
troduces a discriminative technique (ANN) into HMM (genera-
tive systems) while retaining their ability to handle the temporal
variability.

However, this original formulation had to be modified to
estimate the true emission (likelihood) probabilities by apply-
ing Bayes’ rule. Therefore, the a posteriori probabilities output
should be normalized by the class priors to obtain what is called
scaled likelihoods. This fact was further reinforced by posterior
theoretical developments in the search of a global ANN opti-
mization procedure (see [7]).

Thus, systems of this type keep being locally discriminant
given that the ANN was trained to estimate a posteriori proba-
bilities. However, it can also be shown that, in theory, HMMs
can be trained using local posterior probabilities as emission
probabilities, resulting in models that are both locally and glob-
ally discriminant but the problem is that there are generally
mismatches between the prior class probabilities implicit to the
training data and the priors that are implicit to the lexical and
syntactic models that are used in recognition. In spite of this,51



some results imply that for certain cases the division by the pri-
ors is not necessary [7].

Among the advantages of using hybrid approaches we can
cite the following (from [7]):

• Model accuracy: both MLP and SVM have more flexi-
bility to provide more accurate acoustic models includ-
ing the possibility of including different combinations of
features as well as different sizes of context.

• Local discrimination ability (at a frame level).

• Parsimonious use of parameters: all the classes share the
same ANN parameters.

• Complementarity: since the combination of results from
standard HMM systems have been proved to provide bet-
ter results

3. Experimental Setup
3.1. Database

We have used the well-known SpeechDat Spanish database
[8] for the fixed telephone network. This database comprises
recordings from 4000 Spanish speakers recorded at 8 kHz over
the fixed PSTN using an E-1 interface, in a noiseless office en-
vironment.

In our experiments we have used a large vocabulary (more
than 24000 words) continuous speech recognition database.
The training set contains approximately 100 hours of voice from
3496 speakers (71000 utterances). The callers spoke 40 items
whose contents are varied, comprising isolated and connected
digits, natural numbers, spellings, city and company names,
common applications words, phonetically rich sentences, etc.
Most items are read, some are spontaneously spoken. The test
set, corresponding to a connected digits task, contains approx-
imately 2122 utterances and 19855 digits (3 hours) from 315
different speakers.

3.2. Parameterization

In our preliminary experiments we have used the classical pa-
rameterization based on 12 MFCCs (Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients) plus energy, and the first and second derivatives.
These MFCCs are computed every 10 ms using a temporal win-
dows of 25 ms. Thus, the resulting feature vectors have 39 com-
ponents. In this work, we have considered two different kinds
of normalization for the features.

The first normalization considered was a per utterance nor-
malization, that is, every parameter is normalized in mean and
variance according to the following expression:

x̂i [n] =
xi [n]− µf

σf + θ
, (1)

where xi [n] represents the ith component of the feature
vector corresponding to frame n, µf is the estimated mean from
the whole utterance, σf is the estimated standard deviation, and
θ is a constant just to avoid numerical problems (for our exper-
iments, we have chosen θ = 10).

Thus, per utterance normalization will be more appropriate
in the case of noisy environments where test and training con-
ditions do not match. Nevertheless, when we work in a noise-
less environment, the second normalization we consider pro-
vides better performance like we explain in following sections.
This normalization consist of a global normalization, that is, we
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Figure 1: The whole hybrid recognition system. First, initial
phone evidences are estimated using MLPs or SVMs, then these
evidences are integrated as local scores for decoding.

compute the global mean and variance for all the parameteri-
zation utterances in the training set, and finally each parameter
normalized in mean and variance according to the next expres-
sion:

x̂i [n] =
xi [n]− µ

σ
, (2)

where xi [n] represents the ith component of the feature
vector corresponding to frame n, µ is the estimated mean from
all the utterances in the training set and σ is the estimated global
standard deviation.

3.3. Baseline experiment with HMMs

Our reference result is the recognition rate achieved by an left-
to-right HMM-based recognition system. We use 18 context-
dependent phones with 3 states per phone. Emission probabili-
ties for each state were modelled by a mixture of 16 Gaussians,
as described in [8].

For this paper, we have partitioned every phone into three
segments and obtained a segmentation of the database by per-
forming a forced alignment with this HMM baseline experiment
considering each segment delimited by the state transitions of
this system (see [4]).

3.4. Experiments with Hybrid Recognition Systems

In this work we consider two different hybrid recognition sys-
tems, an ANN/HMM system and a SVM/HMM one. Both of
them use a Viterbi decoder using posterior probabilities as local
scores as discussed in 2.

The whole hybrid recognition system is composed of two
stages shown in Figure 1. The first stage estimates initial ev-
idences for phones in the form of posterior probabilities using
an MLP or an SVM. The second stage is a classical Viterbi de-
coder where we replace the likelihoods estimates provided by
the reference HMM-based recognition system by the posteriors
estimates obtained in the first stage.

While the reference HMM-based recognition system uses
the whole training data set (71000 utterances), the hybrid sys-
tems (SVM- and ANN-based recognition systems) only use a
small portion of the available training data, due to a practical
limitation respect to the number of training samples that the
SVM software can consider. Therefore, we have considered
useful to evaluate the evolution of the accuracy of each sys-
tem performing incremental tests using balanced subsets of the
available training data (equal number of frames per phone, ran-
domly selected from the whole training set), between 250 and
20000 frames per phone.

3.4.1. Experiments with SVMs

In this case, a multiclass SVM (using the 1-vs-1 approach) is
used to estimate posterior probabilities for each frame using52
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Figure 2: Frame recognition rate of SVMs and ANNs.

Platt’s approximation ([9]). The SVM uses a RBF (Radial Ba-
sis Function) kernel whose parameter, the standard deviation
σ, must be tuned by means of a cross-validation process, as
well as a parameter C, which establishes a compromise between
error minimization and generalization capability in the SVM.
The values we have used in our experiments are C = 256 and
σ = 0.007812 [4].

3.4.2. Experiments with ANNs

Posterior probabilities used by the Viterbi decoder are now ob-
tained using a MLP trained on a smaller version of the training
set, as we mentioned before. The MLP has one hidden layer
with 1800 units. MFCC features jointly with energy, delta and
acceleration features are used as inputs. There are 54 output
units, each of them corresponding to a different part of phone,
as we described in section 3.4. The MLP is trained using the
relative entropy criterion and the back propagation factor µ was
experimentally fixed at 0.14.

4. Preliminary Results and Discussion
This section is devoted to the presentation and discussion of
the results obtained by the systems described in the previous
section.

Preliminary experiments show a similar behaviour of both
SVMs and ANNs at a frame classification level. For the first
data normalization method presented in section 3, we observe
little differences between SVMs and ANNs. Also, we can see
in figure 2 that better results are achieved when more samples
are added to the training database, up to a final recognition
rate around 61% obtained for the maximum number of input
samples our SVM-based system can handle (1080000, 20000
frames per phone).

We have noticed that this first normalization method
presents a problem: delta and acceleration coefficients do not
have unitary variance. This is due to the constant θ added to
the standard deviation in (1). The value used in the experiments
(10) is not comparable with the standard deviation of the data
and it results in a excessive normalization. This is a problem
for the SVM and ANN-based systems. For the first case, the
SVM employs a RBF kernel with the same variance for all di-
mensions, while the training data present different variances for
each component (or, at least, for the static, delta and accelera-

tion coefficients). For the latter, this may cause to start in a point
far from the solution and, as a consequence, to slow down the
convergence of the algorithm. This has led us to apply a sec-
ond normalization stage to the database, in order to get a uni-
tary variance for all the components of the training data. Some
experiments show an important improvement of the previous
results (around 4.5%).

Preliminary experiments at word and sentence levels show
results are comparable with respect to those of the standard
HMM-based speech recognition system used as a baseline.
These results are specially promising due to the fact that SVM
and ANN-based systems are trained using a maximum of only
3.04% of the available data samples, whereas HMMs are trained
using the entire database. This limit is imposed by the SVM
software used in the experiments [10], which requieres to man-
tain the kernel matrix in memory.

In addition, as we have stated in section 2, both SVMs and
ANNs provide posteriors to the Viterbi decoder, whereas what
we really need and HMMs compute are likelihoods. We think
that the hybrid methods might benefit from the use of likeli-
hoods instead of posteriors [5], just by dividing them by the a
priori probabilities.

Finally, one of the major drawbacks of current HMM-based
automatic speech recognition systems is its poor robustness
against noisy conditions. During the last years, several tech-
niques aimed at increasing the performance of these systems
have been presented, most of them consisting in some pre-
processing of the voice signal or modifications of the parame-
terization stage. From previous experiments ([11]) we suspect
that SVM-based systems could provide inherent robust mod-
els. Besides, as discussed in section 2, hybrid systems are more
amenable for its use with different types of parameterizations
that do not comply with the restrictions of independence im-
posed by HMM. This could result advantageous in the search
of robustness.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have performed a comparison of the accuracy
of MLPs and SVMs at a frame level showing a similar perfor-
mance. However, we still think there is room for improvement
of the latter, specially in noisy environment conditions. The
maximum margin principle used for its training can make an
important difference under those conditions. There are also sev-
eral issues that should be address as the possibility to incorpo-
rate more training samples, the addition of a wider context in
the feature vectors, the selection of appropriate feature sets and
the computation of further results at a word level.
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Abstract
Automatic speech recognition mainly relies on hidden Markov
models (HMM) which make little use of phonetic knowledge.
As an alternative, landmark based recognizers rely mainly on
precise phonetic knowledge and exploit distinctive features. We
propose a theoretical framework to combine both approaches by
introducing phonetic knowledge in a non stationary HMM de-
coder. To demonstrate the potential of the method, we investi-
gate how broad phonetic landmarks could be used to improve a
HMM decoder by focusing the best path search. We show that,
assuming error free landmark detection, every broad phonetic
class brings a small improvement. The use of all the classes
reduces the error rate from 22% to 14% on a broadcast news
transcription task. We also experimentally validate that land-
marks boundaries does not need to be detected precisely and
that the algorithm is robust to non detection errors.

1. Introduction
In hidden Markov models (HMM) based speech recognition
systems, the decoding process consists in compiling a graph
which includes all the available sources of knowledge (language
model, pronunciations, acoustic models) before finding out the
best path in the graph in order to obtain the best word sequence

ŵ = arg max
w

p(y|w)p(w) . (1)

At the acoustic level, this approach relies on data-driven meth-
ods that learn from examples. Therefore, integrating explicit
phonetic knowledge in such systems is difficult.

Alternately, various studies aimed at explicitly relying on
phonetic knowledge to represent the speech signal for automatic
speech recognition [1, 2, 3]. These approaches are most of the
time based on the extraction of a set phonetic features, a.k.a.
landmarks, on top of which a model, either rule based or statisti-
cal based, is build for the purpose of recognition. Phonetically-
driven ASR relies on fine grain phonetic features such as onset
and offset times [2] and distinctive features [1, 3]. However, in
practice, automatically detecting such features might be diffi-
cult and error prone, in particular in the case of noisy signals or
spontaneous speech.

This work is a preliminary study which aims at bridging
these two paradigms in order to make use of explicit phonetic
knowledge in the framework of HMMs. While landmark-based
systems use phonetic landmarks as a feature describing the sig-
nal, the idea of our approach is to use landmarks in order to
guide the search for the best path during Viterbi decoding in an
HMM-based system. Hence, prior knowledge on the nature of
the signal is used as anchor points during decoding. We will

use indistinctly the two terms landmark and anchor to designate
constraints on the search.

The aim of this study is twofold. The first aim is to define
a theoretical framework to incorporate phonetic knowledge in
HMM based systems using anchor points and to experimentally
validate this approach. This framework allows for uncertainty
in the landmark detection step, though this is not validated in the
study as of now. The second aim is to study which landmarks
effectively complements the data-driven knowledge embedded
in HMM systems. We believe that detecting fine grain phonetic
features is a particularly challenging problem – in spite of recent
promising results on the detection of distinctive features, see
e.g. [4, 5, 3] – while detecting broad phonetic features can be
achieved with reasonably good performance [6, 7, 8]. Hence,
to avoid problems related to the detection of fine grain features,
we investigate if, and to what extent, broad phonetic landmarks
can help.

in this paper, we first extend the Viterbi algorithm in order
to incorporate prior knowledge carried out by landmarks. We
then study the impact of broad phonetic landmarks in an ideal
setting where landmarks are manually detected, with an em-
phasis on the temporal precision of the landmarks. Finally, we
discuss some upcoming experiments whose results are expected
to be presented at the workshop.

2. Landmark-driven Viterbi decoding
Most HMM-based systems rely on the Viterbi algorithm in or-
der to solve Eq. (1), along with pruning techniques to keep the
search tractable for large vocabularies. We briefly recall the ba-
sics of the Viterbi algorithm before extending this algorithm for
the integration of phonetic anchors.

2.1. Beam-search Viterbi decoding

The Viterbi algorithm aims at finding out the best alignment
path in a graph using dynamic programming (DP) on a trellis.
The DP algorithm proceeds incrementally by searching for the
best hypothesis reaching the state (j, t) of the trellis according
to

S(j, t) = max
i

S(i, t− 1) + ln(aij) + ln(p(yt|j)) , (2)

where j is the state in the decoding graph and t the frame in-
dex in the observation sequence. In Eq. (2), ln(aij) denotes the
weight for the transition from state i to j in the graph1 while

1Note that this weight actually combines the language model and
the acoustic model probabilities for cross-word transitions.
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p(yt|j) denotes the likelihood of the feature vector yt condi-
tional to state j. Hence, S(i, t) represents the score of the best
partial path ending in state i at time t.

In practice, not all paths are explored in order to keep the
algorithm tractable on large decoding graphs. Unlikely partial
hypotheses are pruned according to the score of the best path
ending at time t.

2.2. Introducing anchors

Anchors can be considered as hints on what the best path is.
For example, if a landmark indicates that a portion of an ut-
terance corresponds to a vowel, then we can constrain the best
path to be consistent with this piece of information since nodes
in the decoding graph are linked to phonemes. One easy way
to do this is to penalize, or even prune, all the paths of the trel-
lis which are inconsistent with the knowledge brought by the
vowel landmark. Assuming confidence measures are associated
with the landmarks, the penalty should be proportional to the
confidence.

Formally, the above principle can be expressed using non-
stationary graphs, i.e. graphs whose transition probabilities are
dependent on time. The idea is that if a transition leading to
state (i, t) of the trellis is inconsistent with the landmark knowl-
edge, then the transition cost increases. In order to do this, we
replace in (2) the transition weights ln(aij) by

ln(aij(t)) = ln(aij)− λ(t)Ij(t) . (3)

Ij(t) is an indicator function whose value is 0 if node j is com-
patible with the available anchor information and 1 otherwise.
The penalization term λ(t) > 0 reflects the confidence in the
anchor available at time t, if any. Hence, if no anchor is avail-
able or if a node is consistent with the anchor, then no penal-
ization is applied. In the opposite case, we apply a penalty
where the higher the confidence in the landmark, the higher
the penalty. In the extreme case where landmark detection is
perfect, setting λ(t) = ∞, enables to actually prune paths in-
consistent with the landmarks.

In (3), one can notice that the penalty term only depends on
the target state j and hence the proposed scheme is equivalent to
modifying the state-conditional probability p(yt|j) to include
a penalty. However, introducing the penalty at the transition
level might be useful in the future to introduce phonological
constraints or word-level constraints.

A by product of the proposed method is that decoding
should be much faster with landmarks as adding a penalty will
most likely result in inconsistent paths being pruned.

In this preliminary study, we use manually detected land-
marks in order to investigate whether or not broad phonetic
landmarks can help and to what extent in an ideal case. We will
therefore set λ(t) = ∞, ∀t in all the experiments described in
section 4.

3. Baseline system
Before describing the experiments, we briefly present the data
and baseline system used.

3.1. Corpus

Experiments are carried out on a radio broadcast news corpus
in the French language. The data used is a 4 hour subset of the
development data for the ESTER broadcast news rich transcrip-
tion evaluation campaign [9]. The corpus mostly contains high-

fidelity planned speech from professional radio speakers. In-
terviews, however, contain more spontaneous speech from non
professional speakers, sometimes in degraded acoustic condi-
tions.

The entire data set was labeled phonetically based on the
reference orthographic transcription, using our ASR system to
select pronunciation variants.

3.2. ASR system

Two reference systems were used in this study. Both systems
are two-pass systems where a first pass aims at generating a
word graph which is then rescored in a second pass with more
sophisticated acoustic models. The two systems differ in the
complexity of the acoustic models used for the word graph
generation, the first system using context-independent models
while word-internal context-dependent ones are used for the
second system. Clearly, using landmarks to guide the decod-
ing is more interesting when generating the word graph as it
should enable better and smaller word graphs which already
take into account the landmark knowledge. Therefore, the rea-
son for comparing two systems for word graph generation is to
determine to what extent phone models capture broad phonetic
information.

Both transcription passes are carried out with a trigram lan-
guage model. Monophone acoustic models have 114 states with
128 Gaussians per state while the word-internal triphone models
have 4,019 distinct states with 32 Gaussians each. Cross-word
triphones models are used for word graph rescoring, with about
6,000 distinct states and 32 Gaussians per state.

4. Broad phonetic landmarks

The experiments described in this section are performed using
manually detected broad phonetic landmarks, the goal being
to measure the best expected gain from the use of such land-
marks. The main motivation for using this type of landmarks,
as opposed to distinctive features, is that we believe that reliable
and robust automatic broad phonetic landmark detectors can be
build. For example, in [6, 7, 8] (to cite a few), good results are
reported on the detection of nasals and vowels. Fricatives also
seems relatively easy to detect using energy and zero crossing
rate information. Moreover, we observed that the heap of active
hypotheses in our ASR system most of time contains hypothe-
ses corresponding to different broad phonetic classes. Though
this is normal since hypotheses correspond to complete partial
paths rather than to local decisions, this observation indicates
that a better selection of the active hypotheses based on (locally
detected) landmarks is bound to improve the results.

4.1. Landmark generation

Five broad phonetic classes are considered in this study, namely
vowels, fricatives, plosives, nasal consonants and glides. Land-
marks are generated from the available phonetic alignments ob-
tained from the orthographic transcription. For each phone, a
landmark corresponding to the broad phonetic class to which
the phone belongs is generated, centered on the phone segment.
The landmark duration is proportional to the phone segment
length. In the first set of experiments, the landmark length is set
to 50% of the phone segment length. We study in section 4.3
the impact of the landmark duration.
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4.2. Which landmarks?

The first question to answer is what is the optimal improvement
that can be obtained using each broad phonetic class separately.
Results are given in table 1 for the monophone and triphone
systems after the first and second pass, with each landmark type
taken separately. Results using all the landmarks or a combina-
tion of vowel, plosive and fricative landmarks are also reported.

Results show a small improvement for each type of land-
marks, thus clearly indicating that the transcription system is
not misled by phones from a particular broad phonetic class.
The best improvement is obtained with landmarks for glides,
that correspond to highly transitory phones which are difficult
to model, in particular because of co-articulation effects. More
surprisingly, vowel landmarks yield a small but significant im-
provement, in spite of the fact that the phone models used in
the ASR system do little confusions between vowels and other
phones. This result is due to the fact that the DP maximization
not only depends on the local state-conditional probabilities but
also on the score of the entire path resulting in an hypothesis.
In other words, even if the local probabilities p(yt|i) are much
better for states corresponding to a vowel than for states corre-
sponding to some other class, some paths, incompatible with the
knowledge of a vowel landmark, might get a good cumulated
score and are therefore kept in the heap of active hypotheses.
Using the landmark-driven version of the Viterbi algorithm ac-
tually remove such paths from the search space, thus explaining
the gain obtained with vowel landmarks.

Clearly, using all the available landmarks strongly improves
the WER for both systems, the improvement being unsurpris-
ingly better for the monophone-based system. One interesting
point to note is that, when using all the landmarks, the two sys-
tems exhibit comparable levels of performance, with a slight
advantage for the monophone system. This advantage is due
to the fact that the word graph generated with the monophone
system contains more sentence hypotheses than the one gener-
ated with the triphone system, though both graphs have roughly
the same density. A last point worth noting is the rather good
performance obtained after the first pass using the monophone
system. This result suggest that combining landmark-driven
decoding with fairly simple acoustic models can provide good
transcriptions with a limited amount of computation. Indeed,
the average number of active hypotheses, and hence the decod-
ing time, is divided by a factor of four when using landmarks.

In a practical setting, the reliable detection and segmenta-
tion of a signal into broad phonetic classes is somewhat unre-
alistic, the detection of nasals and glides being a rather difficult
problem. However, detecting vowels, plosives and fricatives
seems feasible with a great accuracy. We therefore report results
using only landmarks from those three classes (VPF results in
table 1). Using such landmarks, a nice performance gain can
still be expected, in particular with a monophone-based word
graph generation.

These results show the optimal gain that can be obtained us-
ing broad phonetic landmarks as anchors in a Viterbi decoding,
thus justifying further work on landmark detection.

4.3. Landmark precision

Two questions arise regarding the precision of the landmark de-
tection step. The first question is to determine whether a precise
detection of the landmark boundaries is necessary or not. The
second question concerns the robustness to detection errors of
the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 1: WER (in %) as a function of the landmarks length,
using all landmarks. The landmark length is defined as a frac-
tion of the length of the phone which generated the landmark.
Figures reported on the graph correspond to the average size of
the active hypotheses heap during word graph generation.

4.3.1. Temporal precision

Figure 1 shows the word error rate for the two systems as a
function of the landmark extent, where the extent is defined as
the relative duration with respect to the phone used to generate
the landmark. An extent of 10 therefore means that the dura-
tion of a landmark is 0.1 times that of the corresponding phone.
All the landmarks are considered in these experiments. Unsur-
prisingly, the longer the landmarks, the better the transcription.
It was also observed that longer landmarks reduce the search
space and yield smaller, yet better, word graphs. In spite of this,
most of the improvement comes from the fact that landmarks
are introduced, no matter their extent. Indeed, with a landmark
extent of only 5%, the word error rate decreases from 22.3% to
14.3% with the monophone system. When increasing the land-
mark extent to 50%, the gain is marginal, with a word error rate
of 13.9%. Note that with an extent of 5%, the total duration
of landmarks corresponds to 4.4% of the total duration of the
signal, and therefore landmark-based pruning of the hypothe-
ses heap happens only for 4.4% of the frames. Similar conclu-
sions were obtained using only the vowel landmarks. This is a
particularly interesting result as it demonstrates that landmark
boundaries do not need to be detected precisely. Reliably de-
tecting landmarks on some very short portion of the signal (one
or two frames) is sufficient to drive a Viterbi decoder with those
landmarks.

4.3.2. Robustness to non-detection errors

In the absence of confidence measures, landmark-driven Viterbi
is highly sensitive to detection errors. Clearly, false alarms,
i.e. insertion and confusion errors, have detrimental effects
on the system. However, miss detection errors are less disas-
trous. Therefore, automatic broad phonetic landmark detection
systems should be designed to have as low as possible a false
alarm rate. However, lower false alarm rates unfortunately im-
ply higher miss detection rates. We tested the robustness of our
landmark-driven decoder by simulating miss detection errors
at various rates, assuming a uniform distribution of the errors
across the five broad phonetic classes. Results show that the
word error rate is a linear function of the miss detection rate.
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Table 1: Word error rate (in %) after each pass for the monophone and word-internal triphone systems, as a function of the landmarks
used. The landmark ratio indicates the amount of signal (in %) for which a landmark is available.

landmarks none all VPF vow. plo. fri. nas. gli.
landmark ratio 43.6 34.6 18.3 9.0 7.3 2.8 6.2

monophones passe 1 29.2 15.3 21.7 26.6 26.5 27.5 27.8 25.1
passe 2 22.3 13.9 17.6 21.2 20.7 21.0 21.5 20.1

triphones passe 1 27.3 19.6 23.9 27.0 26.3 26.0 26.4 24.9
passe 2 21.3 15.0 18.2 20.7 20.4 20.3 20.7 19.6

For example, with the monophone system, the word error rate
is 17.9% (resp. 15.8%) for a miss detection error rate of 50%
(resp. 25%).

5. Discussion
The preliminary experiments reported in this summary are en-
couraging and prove that integrating broad phonetic landmarks
in a HMM-based system can drastically improve the perfor-
mance, assuming landmarks can be detected reliably. These
results also validate the proposed paradigm for the integra-
tion of various sources of knowledge: phonetic knowledge via
landmarks and data-driven knowledge acquired by the HMMs.
However, results are reported in an ideal laboratory setting
where landmark detection is perfect. The first step is there-
fore to work on robust detectors of broad phonetic landmarks,
at least for vowels, plosives and fricatives, in order to validate
the proposed paradigm in practical conditions.

A naive method for broad phonetic landmark detection was
tested, based on broad phonetic class HMMs along with a tri-
gram language model. For each of the five broad phonetic
class, a context-independent left-right model with 3 states and
32 Gaussians per states was estimated on the training data of the
ESTER corpus. These models were then used for broad pho-
netic segmentation with a trigram language model, resulting in
an accuracy of 76.62. Assuming landmarks extracted from this
broad phonetic segmentation with a landmark extent of 20% of
the segment length, the amount of landmark time that is not cor-
rectly labeled is 10.8%, which did not prove sufficiently low to
help the ASR system. Indeed, we used the landmarks associated
with sufficiently long segments as anchors to prune inconsistent
hypotheses in our system, assuming long segments are more re-
liable than short ones. On a 1 hour show, the baseline word
error rate of 22.3% increased to 23.2% with vowel, plosive and
fricative landmarks and 24.3% considering all the landmarks.
However, the segmentation system is naive in the sense that it
relies on the same features and techniques than the ASR sys-
tem and therefore does not bring any new information. It seems
clear that a better broad phonetic segmentation system, based
on different features, can be devised. Moreover, segmentation
may not be the best strategy for landmark detection and tech-
niques that differs from the HMM framework (e.g. MLP, SVM)
should be used for the detection of broad phonetic landmarks.
Results with more robust landmark detectors and using confi-
dence measures will be presented at the workshop.

Finally, let us conclude this discussion with two remarks.
First, we believe that mixing the landmark paradigm with data-
driven methods offers a great potential to tackle the problem of
robustness. In this sense, broad phonetic landmarks seems a

2Most of the errors are due to the glides while vowels are well de-
tected. Surprisingly, fricatives are not very well detected.

reasonable choice to achieve robustness. In particular, we think
that human perception might actually follow a similar scheme
as the one presented here, where landmarks are used to disam-
biguate sounds and words. Second, we would like to stress
that the framework defined in this paper for the integration of
phonetic knowledge in a HMM based system is not limited to
speech recognition with landmarks. The framework offers a
way to integrate knowledge in a DP algorithm in a general way
and has many application fields such as multimodal fusion or
audiovisual speech recognition.
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Abstract

This paper presents a hybrid technique combining the
Karhonen-Loeve Transform (KLT), the Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to obtain less-variant
Mel-frequency parameters. The advantages of such an approach
are that the robustness can be reached without modifying the
recognition system, and that neither assumption nor estima-
tion of the noise are required. To evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed approach, an extensive set of continuous speech
recognition experiments are carried out by using the NTIMIT
telephone speech database. The results show that the proposed
approach outperforms the baseline and conventional systems.

1. Introduction
Adaptation to the environment changes and artifacts remains
one of the most challenging problems for the Continuous
Speech Recognition (CSR) systems. The principle of CSR
methods consists of building speech sound models based on
large speech corpora that attempt to include common sources
of variability that may occur in practice. Nevertheless, not all
situations and contexts can be exhaustively covered. As speech
and language technologies are being transferred to real applica-
tions, the need for greater robustness in recognition technology
becomes more apparent when speech is transmitted over tele-
phone lines, when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is extremely
low, and more generally, when adverse conditions and/or un-
seen situations are encountered. To cope with these adverse
conditions and to achieve noise robustness, different approaches
have been studied. Two major approaches have emerged. The
first approach consists of preprocessing the corrupted speech
input signal prior to the pattern matching in an attempt to en-
hance the SNR. The second approach attempts to establish a
compensation method that modifies the pattern matching itself
to account for the effects of noise. Methods in this approach
include noise masking, the use of robust distance measures, and
HMM decomposition. For more details see [5].

As an alternative approach, we propose a new enhancement
scheme based on the combination of subspace filtering, the
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to
obtain less-variant Mel-frequency parameters. The enhanced
parameters are expected to be insensitive to the degradation of
speech signals due to telephone-channel degradation. The main
advantages of such an approach over the compensation method
are that the robustness can be reached without modifying the
recognition system, and without requiring assumption or esti-
mation of the noise.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we de-
scribe the basis of the signal subspace approach, namely the
Karhonen-Loeve Transform (KLT) and the extension we pro-
posed to enable the use of the technique in the Mel-frequency
space. In section 3, we briefly describe the principle of MLP-
based enhacement method. Then, we proceed in section 4 with
the description of the evolutionary-based paradigm that we in-
troduced to perform noise reduction. In section 5, we evaluate
the hybrid MLP-KLT-GA-based front-end technique in the con-
text of telephone speech. Finally, in section 6, we conclude and
discuss our results.

2. Signal and Mel-frequency subspace
filtering

The principle of the signal subspace techniques is based on the
construction of an orthonormal set of axes. These axes point in
the directions of maximum variance, thus forming a represen-
tational basis that projects on the direction of maximum vari-
ability. Applied in the context of noise reduction, these axes
enable decomposing the space of the noisy signal into a signal-
plus-noise subspace and a noise subspace. The enhancement is
performed by removing the noise subspace and estimating the
clean signal from the remaining signal space. The decomposi-
tion of the space into two subspaces can be performed by using
KLT (eigendecomposition). Let x = [x1,x2, ..., xN]T be an
N -dimensional noisy observation vector which can be written
as the sum of an additive noise distortion vector w and the vec-
tor of clean speech samples s. The noise is assumed to be un-
correlated with the clean speech. Further, let Rx, Rs, and Rw

be the covariance matrices from x, s, and w respectively. The
eigendecomposition of Rs is given by Rs = QΛsQ

T where
Λs= diag(λs1, λs2, ...., λsN ) is the diagonal matrix of eigen-
values given in a decreasing order. The eigenvector matrix Q
of the clean speech covariance matrix is identical to that of the
noise. Major signal subspace techniques assume the noise to
be white with Rw = σ2

wI where σ2
w is the noise variance and

I the identity matrix. Thus, the eigendecomposition of Rx is
given by: Rs = Q(Λs + σ2

wI)QT. The enhancement is per-
formed by assuming that the clean speech is concentrated in
an r < N dimensional subspace, the so-called signal subspace,
whereas the noise occupies the N − r dimensional observa-
tion space. Then the noise reduction is obtained by consider-
ing only the signal subspace in the reconstruction of the en-
hanced signal. Mathematically it consists of finding a linear
estimate of s given by ŝ = Fx = Fs + Fw where F is the en-
hancement filter. This filter matrix F can be written as follows:
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F = QrGrQ
T
r in which the diagonal matrix Gr contains the

weighting factors gi with i = 1 , ..., r , for the eigenvalues of
the noisy speech. Perceptually meaningful weighting functions
exist to generate gi . These functions are empirically guided in
order to constitute an alternative choice for gi, which results
in a more or less aggressive noise suppression, depending on
the SNR. In [1], the linear estimation of the clean vector is per-
formed using two perceptually meaningful weighting functions.
The first function is given by :

gi =
[ λxi

λxi + σ2
w

]γ

, i = 1, ..., r, (1)

where γ ≥ 1.

The second function constitutes an alternative choice for gi

which results in a more aggressive noise suppression:

gi = exp
{−νσ2

w

λxi

}
. i = 1, ..., r, (2)

The value of the parameter ν is to be fixed experimentally.

Instead of dealing with the speech signal, we chose to use
the noisy Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) vector
C

′
as well. The reason is that these parameters are suited to

speech recognition due to the advantage that one can derive
from them a set of parameters which are invariant to any fixed
frequency-response distortion introduced by either the adverse
environments or the transmission channels [6]. The main ad-
vantage of the approach proposed here is that we do not need to
define weighting functions. In this approach, the filter matrix F
can be written as follows: Fgen = QGgenQ

T in which the di-
agonal matrix Ggen contains now weighting factors optimized
using genetic operators. Optimization is reached when the Eu-
clidian distance between the noisy and clean MFCCs is mini-
mized. To improve the enhancement of noisy MFFCs, we in-
troduce a preprocessing level which uses the MLP. As depicted
in Figure 1, the noisy (MFCC) vectors C

′
are first enhanced

by MLP. Then, a KLT is performed on the output of MLP, de-
noted by Ĉ. Finally, the space of feature representation is re-
constructed by using the eigenvectors weighted by the optimal
factors of the Ggen matrix.

3. MLP-based enhancement preprocessing
of the KLT

Numerous approaches were proposed in the literature to in-
corporate acoustic features estimated by the MLP under noisy
conditions [6] [12]. The connectionist approaches offer inher-
ent nonlinear capabilities as well as easy training from pairs
of corresponding noisy and noise-free signal frames. Because
the front end is very modular, the MLP estimator can be intro-
duced at different stages in the feature processing stream. For
instance, the MLP can estimate robust filterbank log-energies
that will then be processed with the traditional Distrete Cosine
Transform to get the unnormalized cepstral coefficients. Al-
ternatively, we can estimate the cepstral features directly with
an MLP. Yet another possibility is to estimate filterbank log-
energies but to measure the feature distortion at the cepstrum
level and optimize the filterbank log-energy estimator accord-
ingly [12]. The fact that the noise and the speech signal are
combined in a nonlinear way in the cepstral domain led us to

Figure 1: The proposed MLP-KLT-GA-based CSR system.

choose the second alternative described above. MLP can ap-
proximate the required nonlinear function to some extent [6].
Hence, the input of the MLP is the noisy MFCC vector C

′
,

while the actual response of the network Ĉ is computed during
a training phase by using a convergence algorithm to update the
weight vector in a manner to minimize the error between the
output Ĉ and the desired clean cepstrum value C. The weights
of this network are calculated during a training phase with a
back-propagation training algorithm using a mean square error
criterion.

The noisy 13-dimensional vector (12 MFCCs + energy) is
fed to an MLP network in order to reduce the noise effects
on this vector. This first-level pre-processing does not require
any knowledge about the nature of the corrupting noisy signal,
which permits dealing with any kind of noise. Moreover, using
this enhancement technique we avoid the noise estimation pro-
cess that requires a speech/non-speech pre-classification, which
may be not accurate enough for low SNRs. It is worth noting
that this technique is less complex than many other enhance-
ment techniques that requires either modeling or compensating
for the noise.

Once the enhanced vector is obtained, it is fed to the KLT-
GA module, which represents the second enhancement level.
This module refines the enhanced vector by projecting its com-
ponents in the subspace generated by a genetically weighted
version of the eigenvectors of the clean signal. The motivation
behind the use of a second level of enhancement after using
the MLP network is to compensate for the limited power of the
MLP network for enhancement outside the training space [6].

4. Hybrid MLP-KLT-GA speech front-end
The KLT processing on the MLP-enhanced noisy vectors

Ĉ gives the diagonal matrix Gr containing the weighting fac-
tors gi with i = 1 , ..., r . In the classical subspace filtering
approaches, a key issue is to determine the rank r from which
the high order components (those who are supposed to contain
the noise are removed). In the evolutionary-based method we
propose, all components are used in the optimization process.
Only the performance criterion will determine the final compo-
nents that are retained to perform the reconstruction of the space
of enhanced features.

The evolution process starts with the creation of a popula-
tion of the weight factors, gi with i = 1 , ..., N , which rep-
resent the individuals. The individuals evolve through many
generations in a pool where genetic operators are applied [4].
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Some of these individuals are selected to reproduce according
to their performance. The individuals’ evaluation is performed
through the use of an objective function. When the fittest indi-
vidual (best set of weights) is obtained, it is then use in the test
phase to project the noisy data. Genetically modified MFCCs,
their first and second derivatives, are finally used as enhanced
features for the recognition process. As mentioned earlier, the
problem of determining optimal r is not needed, since the GA
considers the complete space dimension N.

4.1. Initialization, termination and solution representation

A solution representation is needed to describe each individual
in the population. For our application, the useful representa-
tion of an individual for function optimization involves genes or
variables from an alphabet of floating point numbers with val-
ues within the variables’ upper and lower bounds, noted (ai , bi )
respectively. Concerning the initialization of the pool, the ideal
zero-knowledge assumption is to start with a population of com-
pletely random values of weights. These values follow an uni-
form distribution within the upper and lower boundaries. The
evolution process is terminated when a certain number of max-
imum generations is reached. This number corresponds to a
convergence of the objective function.

4.2. Selection function

A common selection method assigns a probability of selection,
Pj , to each individual, j, based on its objective function value.
Various methods exist to assign probabilities to individuals. In
our application, the normalized geometric ranking is used [7].
This method defines Pj for each individual by:

Pj =
q(1− q)s−1

1− (1− q)P
, (3)

where q is the probability of selecting the best individual, s is
the rank of the individual (1 is the rank of the best), and P is the
population size.

4.3. Crossover

In order to avoid the extension of the exploration domain of the
best solution, a simple crossover operator can be used [7]. It
generates a random number l from a uniform distribution and
does an exchange of the genes of the parents (X and Y) on the
offspring genes (X’ and Y’). It can be expressed by the following
equations:

{
X ′ = lX + (1− l)Y
Y ′ = (1− l)X + lY.

(4)

4.4. Mutation

The principle of the non-uniform mutation consists of randomly
selecting one component, xk , of an individual X , and setting it
equal to a non-uniform random number, x′k :

x′k =

{
xk + (bk − xk)f(Gen) if u1 < 0.5
xk − (ak + xk)f(Gen) if u1 ≥ 0.5,

(5)

where the function f(Gen) is given by:

f(Gen) = (u2(1− Gen

Genmax
))

t

, (6)

where u1 ,u2 are uniform random numbers in the range (0,1), t
is a shape parameter, Gen is the current generation and Genmax

is the maximum number of generations. The multi-non-uniform
mutation generalizes the application of the non-uniform muta-
tion operator to all the components of the parent X.

4.5. Objective function

The GA must search all the axes generated by the KLT of the
MEL-frequency space to find the closest to the clean MFCCs.
Thus, evolution is driven by a fitness function defined in terms
of a distance measure between noisy MFCCs pre-processed by
MLP and projected on a given individual (axis), and the clean
MFCCs. The fittest individual is the axis which corresponds to
the minimum of that distance. The distance function applied to
cepstral (or other voice representations) refers to spectral dis-
tortion measures and represents the cost in a classification sys-
tem of speech frames. For two vectors C and Ĉ representing
two frames, each with N components, the geometric distance is
defined as:

d(C, Ĉ) = (

N∑
k=1

(Ck − Ĉk)l)

1/l

. (7)

For simplicity, the Euclidian distance is considered (l = 2 ),
which turned out to be a valuable measure for both clean and
noisy speech. Note that −d(C,Ĉ) is used as a distance mea-
sure because the evaluation function must be maximized.

5. Experiments and Results
Extensive experimental studies were carried out to character-
ize the impairment induced by telephone networks [3]. When
speech is recorded through telephone lines, a reduction in the
analysis bandwidth yields a higher recognition error, particu-
larly when the system is trained with high-quality speech and
tested using simulated telephone speech [9].

In our experiments, the training set composed of the dr1
and dr2 subdirectories of the TIMIT database, described in [2],
was used to train a set of clean speech models. The speech
recognition system used the dr1 subdirectory of NTIMIT as
test set [2]. HTK the HMM-based speech recognition system
described in [11] has been used throughout all experiments. We
compared three systems: the KLT-based system as detailed in
[10], the new MLP-KLT-GA-based CSR system and the base-
line HMM-based system which uses a MFCC+first and second
derivatives front-end denoted: MFCC D A. The architecture of
the MLP network consists of three layers. The input layer con-
sists of 13 neurons, while the hidden layer and the output layer
consists of 26 and 13 neurons, respectively. The input to the
network is the noisy 12-dimensional MFCC vector in addition
to the energy. The weights of this network are calculated dur-
ing a training phase with a back-propagation algorithm with a
learning rate equal to 0.25 and a momentum coefficient equal
to 0.09. The obtained weight values are then used during the
recognition process to reduce the noise in the enhanced obtained
vector that is incorporated into the KLT-GA module. To control
the run behaviour of a genetic algorithm, a number of parame-
ter values must be defined. The initial population is composed
of 250 individuals and was created by duplicating the elements
of the weighting matrix. The genetic algorithm was halted after
500 generations. The percentages of crossover rate and muta-
tion rate are fixed respectively at 28% and 4%. The number of
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%εSub %εDel %εIns %CWrd

MFCC D A (1) 82.71 4.27 33.44 13.02
KLT-(1) 77.05 5.11 30.04 17.84
MLP-KLT-GA-(1) 52.15 5.07 21.36 43.22

[a] %CWrd using 1-mixture triphone models.

%εSub %εDel %εIns %CWrd

MFCC D A (1) 81.25 3.44 38.44 15.31
KLT-(1) 78.11 3.81 48.89 18.08
MLP-KLT-GA-(1) 49.78 3.68 49.40 46.48

[b] %CWrd using 2-mixture triphone models.

%εSub %εDel %εIns %CWrd

MFCC D A (1) 78.85 3.75 38.23 17.40
KLT-(1) 76.27 4.88 39.54 18.85
MLP-KLT-GA-(1) 50.95 3.58 22.98 49.10

[c] %CWrd using 4-mixture triphone models.

%εSub %εDel %εIns %CWrd

MFCC D A (1) 78.02 3.96 40.83 18.02
KLT-(1) 77.36 5.37 34.62 17.32
MLP-KLT-GA-(1) 47.85 5.86 25.39 50.48

[d] %CWrd using 8-mixture triphone models.

Table 1: Percentages of word recognition rate (%CWrd), in-
sertion rate (%εIns), deletion rate (%εDel), and substitu-
tion rate (%εSub) of the MFCC D A (denoted (1)), KLT-
MFCC D A, and MLP-KLT-GA-MFCC D A CSR systems us-
ing (a) 1-mixture, (b) 2-mixture, (c) 4-mixture and (d) 8-mixture
tri-phone models. (Best rates are highlighted in boldface.)

total runs was fixed at 70. After the GA processing, the MFCCs
static vectors are then expanded to produce a 39-dimensional
(static+dynamic) vector upon which the hidden Markov models
(HMMs), that model the speech subword units, were trained.

We found through experiments that using the MLP-KLT-
GA as a pre-processing approach to enhance the MFCCs that
were used for recognition with N -mixture Gaussian HMMs
for N=1, 2, 4 and 8, using tri-phone models, leads to an im-
portant improvement in the accuracy of the word recognition
rate. A correct rate of 50.48% is reached by the MLP-KLT-GA-
MFCC D A-based CSR system when the baseline and the KLT-
baseline systems achieve 18.02% and 17.32% respectively. This
represents an improvement of more than 32% comparatively
to the baseline system when the 8-mixture tri-phone model is
used. Expanding to more than 8 mixtures did not improve the
performance. The results in Table 1 show also that substitution
and insertion errors are considerably reduced when the hybrid
neural-evolutionary approach is included, leading to more ef-
fectiveness to the CSR system.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a hybrid genetic-neural front-end was proposed to
improve speech recognition over telephone lines. It is based on
an MLP-KLT-GA hybrid enhancement scheme which aims to
obtain less-variant MFCC parameters under telephone-channel

degradation. Experiments show that the use of the proposed ro-
bust front-end processing increases the recognition rate by 32%
when dr1 and dr2 TIMIT directories are used for the training
and dr1 directory of NTIMIT for the test. This indicates that
both subspace filtering and GA-based optimization gained from
the use of MLP as pre-processing. It is worthy of noting that the
neural-evolutionary-based technique is less complex than many
other enhancement techniques, which need to either model or
compensate for the noise. For further work, many other direc-
tions remain open. Present goals include the improvement of
the objective function in order to perform the online adaptation
of the HMM-based CSR system when it faces new and unseen
contexts and environments.
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Abstract 
The speaker’s biometric voice fingerprint may be derived 

from voice as a whole, or from the vocal tract and glottal 
signals, after separation by inverse filtering. This last 
approach has been used by the authors in early work, where it 
has been shown that the biometric fingerprint obtained from 
the glottal source or related speech residuals gives a good 
description of the speaker’s identity and meta-information, as 
gender or age. In the present work a new technique is 
proposed based on the accurate estimation of the glottal 
residual by adaptive removal of the vocal tract, and the 
detection of the glottal spectral singularities in continuous 
speech. Results on a reduced database of speakers 
demonstrate that the biometric fingerprint estimation is 
robust, and shows low intra-speaker variability, which makes 
it a useful tool for speaker identification as well as for 
pathology detection, and other fields related with speech 
characterization. 

1. Introduction 
In previous work it has been shown that the biometric 

fingerprint obtained from the glottal source or related speech 
residuals after careful removal of the vocal tract function by 
inverse filtering [1][2] gives a good description of the 
speaker’s identity and meta-information, as gender. The main 
inconvenience in using this technique was the requirement of 
using phonation cycles for the estimation of the fingerprint 
parameters, and its frame-based stationary nature. Besides, 
the variability of the estimates was strongly conditioned by 
the glottal gesture (tension, pitch extent and radiation – chest, 
mouth or head). To solve these problems a new technique is 
proposed, based on the accurate estimation of the glottal 
residual by adaptive removal of the vocal tract, and the 
detection of the glottal spectral singularities using lateral 
inhibition. The paper is organized as follows: an overview of 
the adaptive estimation of the glottal source and the vocal 
tract is briefly summarized. The glottal residual (glottal pulse, 
or first derivative of the glottal source) and the glottal source 
power spectral densities obtained by FFT in succesive sliding 
windows are scanned to detect their spectral singularities 
(maxima and minima) as these may be shown to be strongly 
related to vocal fold biomechanics [5]. Estimates from male 
and female voice show that these singularities are gender-
specific. Based on the estimations from a wide data base of 
100 subjects, it may be shown that specific parameters 
present in the glottal fingerprint may be used for gender 
classification [7]. The extension of the present results for age 

and gender characterization following well established 
research based on formant estimates [11] is foreseen. 

2. Glottal Source adaptive estimation 
The key for the accurate estimation of the glottal source is 

to obtain a good estimation of the vocal tract transfer 
function, and vice-versa. Traditionally it has been considered 
that the glottal source has a power spectral density of 1/f. This  
assumption, being acceptable as far as its spectral envelope is 
concerned, hiddens the fact that the glottal signals have 
spectral signatures of their own, on which the fingerprint of 
vocal fold biomechanics can be found and used for specific 
applications, as is the biometrical description of the speaker 
or pathology detection [4].  
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The iteration is based on the successive application of the 
following loop as shown in Figure 1.a: 
• Estimate the inverse glottal pulse model Fg(z) from input 

voice using an order-2 adaptive lattice (upper lattice in  
Figure 1.b). 

• Remove the glottal pulse from input voice using a paired 
fixed lattice (lower lattice in Figure 1.b) fed with the 
reflection coefficients obtained by the adaptive lattice for 
the glottal function. The resulting trace sv(n) will keep the 
vocal tract information but the glottal information will be 
diminished.  

• Estimate the vocal tract transfer function Fv(z) from this 
last trace using another adaptive lattice (typically of order 
20-30), similar to Figure 1.b. 

• Remove the vocal tract transfer function from input voice 
using a fixed lattice (lower lattice in Figure 1.b) fed with 
the reflection coefficients obtained by the adaptive lattice 
for the vocal tract function. The resulting trace sg(n) will 
keep the glottal information but the vocal tract influence 
will be small. 

This iteration is repeated several times till successive 
estimations of the vocal tract transfer function is almost free 
from glottal source information, and vice-versa. The results 
produced for the present paper were obtained after an 
initialization lap and two more iterations. The details for the 
adaptive lattice implemented may be found in [8]. An 
example of the traces obtained from the utterance of vowel /a/ 
by a typical male speaker is shown in Figure 2. 

3. Estimating the biometric fingerprint 
The fingerprint is estimated from the FFT power spectral 

density of the glottal residual, after normalization to obtain 
the positions of envelope singularities as follows:  
• The glottal residual and glottal source are windowed in 

512 sample frames sliding 2 msec and the power spectral 
density of each window is estimated by FFT in 
logarithmic (dB) scale as shown in  (full line) 
for two examples of typical male and female speakers. 

Figure 3

• The envelopes of the power spectral densities of these 
short-time power spectra are estimated (dot line). 

• The maxima (*) and minima (◊) found on the respective 
envelopes are detected and their amplitudes and 
frequencies collected as two lists of ordered pairs: {T , 
f } and {T , f }, with k the ordering index. 

Mk

Mk mk mk
• The largest of all maxima (T , f ) is used as a 

normalization reference both in amplitude and in 
frequency as given by:
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An important parameter derived from the ordered minima and 
maxima pairs is the slenderness factor, defined on each “V” 
trough formed by each minimum and the two neighbor 
maxima, which may be defined as: 
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The results of estimating the normalized singularity 
parameters for the cases under study may be seen in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 3. Short-term Power Spectral Density of Glottal 

Signals. Two top plots: Glottal Source(showing 
superimposed the singularities) and Glottal Residual for a 
typical male speaker (vowel /a/). Two bottom plots: idem 

for a typical female speaker  (vowel /a/).  

 
Figure 2. A typical male speaker utterance of vowel /a/ 
and derived glottal traces. From top to bottom: input 

voice, glottal residual after adaptive inverse removal of 
e vocal tract, glottal source, and glottal flowth  
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4. Materials and methods 
To establish the validity of the proposed biometric 
fingerpring data recorded on a population set of 100 normal 
speakers equally distributed by gender were used. Subject 
ages ranged from 19 to 39, with an average of 26.77 years 
and a standard deviation of 5.75 years. The normal phonation 
condition of speakers was determined by electroglottographic, 
video-endoscopic and GRBAS [9] evaluations. The 
recordings at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz consisted in three 
utterances of the vowel /a/ produced in different sessions of 
about 3 sec per record, a 0.2 sec segment derived from the 
central part being used in the experiments. For presentation 
purposes the traces were re-sampled at 11,025 Hz. This 
database was fully parameterized to obtain the singularity 
biometric fingerprint described in section 3. The normalized 
biometric fingerprints for the speakers presented are given in 
Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. Normalized singularity profiles for the male (top 

and female (bottom) typical utterances of vowel /a/ 

A first inspection of the fingerprints shows that the one 
from the male speaker exhibits deeper “V” troughs at lower 
relative frequencies than the female case. This is consistent 
with the biomechanical explanation of the nature of peaks and 
troughs, as these are based on the mechanical resonances and 
anti-resonances of the systems of masses and springs 
describing vocal fold vibration. In general, female vocal folds 
show more stiff links among body and cover masses, and this 

would explain the lower amount of less sharp anti-resonances 
(see [3] and [5] for a wider explanation). 

Important considerations are robustness and intra-speaker 
variability of estimates. The processing of the 0.2 sec 
segments in 512 sample windows sliding in 2 msec steps 
produce around 76 estimates per segment. The positions of 
the 3 minima and maxima for the male and female speakers 
(plus the origin value) vs time are given in Figure 5.    

 
Figure 5. Relative positions of the first 7 singularity points 
and the origin for a 0.2 sec segment of the reference male 

and female traces  

It may be observed that lower order are more stable than 
higher order estimates. This finding is consistent with the 
biomechanical explanation of the estimates. Lower frequency 
troughs and peaks are due to larger vocal fold masses, which 
for a given articulation and load do not change substantially 
during phonation, whereas higher order singularities are due 
to irregular small mass distributions on the cord, which may 
suffer important alterations during phonation and are more 
sensitive to vocal tract coupling effects. This is especially so 
when analyzing results from complete sentences including 
different voiced sounds, not shown here for the lack of extent. 

5. Results and discussion 
The issue of intra-speaker variability may be better illustrated 
giving the statistical dispersion of the estimates for sustained 
vowels as the cases studied in normalized amplitude and 
frequency as given in Figure 5. 
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Figure 6. Statistical distribution of the first 8 singularity 
points and the origin for a 0.2 sec segment of the traces 

shown in Figure 5. From top to bottom: Amplitudes 
(male), Normalized Frequencies (male), Amplitues 

e), and  Normalized Frequencies (female)(femal  

of vowels. The use of adaptive estimations allow a better 
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Abstract

We have previously proposed a trajectory model which is based
on a mixture density network trained with target variables aug-
mented with dynamic features together with an algorithm for
estimating maximum likelihood trajectories which respects the
constraints between those features. In this paper, we have ex-
tended that model to allow diagonal covariance matrices and
multiple mixture components. We have evaluated the model on
an inversion mapping task and found the trajectory model works
well, outperforming smoothing of equivalent trajectories using
low-pass filters. Increasing the number of mixture components
in the TMDN improves results further.

1. Introduction
Mainstream speech technology, such as automatic speech
recognition and concatenative speech synthesis, is strongly fo-
cuses on the acoustic speech signal. This is natural, consid-
ering the acoustic domain is where the speech signal exists in
transmission between humans, and we can conveniently mea-
sure and manipulate an acoustic representation of speech. How-
ever, an articulatory representation of speech has certain prop-
erties which are attractive and which may be exploited in mod-
elling. Speech articulators move relatively slowly and smoothly,
and their movements are continuous; the mouth cannot “jump”
from one position to the next. Using knowledge of the speech
production system could improve speech processing methods
by providing useful constraints. Accordingly, there is growing
interest in exploiting articulatory information and representa-
tions in speech processing, with many suggested applications;
for example, low bit-rate speech coding [1], speech analysis and
synthesis [2], automatic speech recognition [3, 4], animating
talking heads and so on.

For an articulatory approach to be practical, we need conve-
nient access to an articulatory representation. Recent work on
incorporating articulation into speech technology has used data
provided by X-ray microbeam cinematography and electromag-
netic articulography (EMA). These methods, particularly the
latter, mean we are now able to gather reasonably large quanti-
ties of articulatory data. However, they are still invasive tech-
niques and require bulky and expensive experimental setups.
Therefore, there is interest in developing a way to recover an
articulatory representation from the acoustic speech signal. In
other words, for a given acoustic speech signal we aim to es-
timate the underlying sequence of articulatory configurations
which produced it. This is termed acoustic-articulatory inver-
sion, or the inversion mapping.

The inversion mapping problem has been the subject of re-
search for several decades. One approach has been to attempt
analysis of acoustic signals based on mathematical models of
speech production [5]. Another popular approach has been to

use articulatory synthesis models, either as part of an analysis-
by-synthesis algorithm [6], or to generate acoustic-articulatory
corpora which may be used with a code-book mapping [7] or to
train other models [8]. Much of the more recent work reported
has applied machine learning models to human measured artic-
ulatory data, including artificial neural networks (ANNs) [9],
codebook methods [10] and GMMs [11].

The inversion mapping is widely regarded as difficult be-
cause it may be an ill-posed problem; multiple evidence exists
to suggest the articulatory-to-acoustic mapping is many-to-one,
which means that instantaneous inversion of this mapping re-
sults in a one-to-many mapping. If which case, an inversion
mapping method must take account of the alternative articula-
tory configurations possible in response to an acoustic vector.

In previous work [12, 9], we have successfully employed
the mixture density network (MDN) [13] to address this prob-
lem. The MDN provides a probability density function (pdf) of
arbitrary complexity over the target articulatory domain which
is conditioned on the acoustic input. In [14], we began to ex-
tend this work to provide a statistical trajectory model, termed
the Trajectory MDN, along similar lines as the HMM-based
speech production model of [15] and the GMM-based inver-
sion mapping of [11]. This was achieved by augmenting the
static articulatory target data with dynamic delta and deltadelta
features and incorporating the maximum likelihood parameter
generation (MLPG) algorithm [16]. This allows to calculate the
maximum likelihood estimate of articulatory trajectories which
respect the constraints between the static and derived dynamic
features.

This paper seeks to further the work in [14] with three spe-
cific aims: 1) to evaluate an extension to the TMDNs in [14]
which allows mixture models with diagonal covariance matri-
ces. 2) to evaluate the new implementation of TMDN on the full
set of articulator channels, and in comparison with a low-pass
filtering approach previously reported. 3) to evaluate TMDNs
with multiple mixture components.

2. The Trajectory Mixture Density Network
Model

We give here a very brief introduction to the MDN, and describe
how it may be extended with the MLPG algorithm to give a tra-
jectory model. For full details of the MDN and MLPG, the
reader is referred to [13] and [16] respectively. We have at-
tempted to retain the original notation as far as possible.

2.1. Mixture density networks

The MDN combines a mixture model with an ANN. Here,
we will consider a multilayer perceptron and Gaussian mixture
components. The ANN maps from the input vectorx to the
control parameters of the mixture model (priorsα, meansµ and67
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Figure 1: The mixture density network is the combination of a
mixture model and a neural network.

variancesσ2), which in turn gives a pdf over the target domain,
conditioned on the input vectorp(t|x). The toy-example MDN
in Figure 1 takes an input vectorx (dimensionality 5) and gives
the conditional probability density of a vectort (dimensionality
1) in the target domain. This pdf takes the form of a GMM with
3 components, so it is given as:

p(t|x) =

MX
j=1

αj(x)φj(t|x) (1)

whereM is the number of mixture components (in this exam-
ple, 3),φj(t|x) is the probability density given by thejth ker-
nel, andαj(x) is the prior for thejth kernel.

In order to constrain the GMM priors to within the range
0 ≤ αj(x) ≤ 1 and to sum to unity, thesoftmaxfunction is
used

αj =
exp(zαj )PM
l=1 exp(zαl )

(2)

wherezαj is the output of the ANN corresponding to the prior
for thejth mixture component. The variances are similarly re-
lated to the outputs of the ANN as

σj = exp(zσj ) (3)

wherezσj is the output of the ANN corresponding to the vari-
ance for thejth mixture component. This avoids the variance
becoming≤ 0. Finally, the means are represented directly:

µjk = zµjk (4)

wherezµjk is the value of the output unit corresponding to the
kth dimension of the mean vector for thejth mixture compo-
nent.

Training the MDN aims to minimise the negative log like-
lihood of the observed target data points

E = −
X
n

ln

(
MX
j=1

αj(x
n)φj(t

n|xn)

)
(5)

given the mixture model parameters. Since the ANN part of
the MDN provides the parameters for the mixture model, this
error function must be minimised with respect to the network
weights. The derivatives of the error at the network output units
corresponding separately to the priors, means and variances of
the mixture model are calculated (see [13]) and then propagated
back through the network to find the derivatives of the error
with respect to the network weights. Thus, standard non-linear
optimisation algorithms can be applied to MDN training.

V
TDTBTT

UL
LL

LI

Figure 2: Placement of EMA receiver coils in the MOCHA
database for speakerfsew0 . See Table 1 for the key to ab-
breviations.

2.2. Maximum likelihood parameter generation

The first step to an MDN-based trajectory model is to train an
MDN with target feature vectors augmented with dynamic fea-
tures, derived from linear combinations of a window of static
features. For the sake of simplicity and economy of space1,
we will consider MDNs with a single Gaussian distribution and
a single target static featurect at each time step. Next, given
the output of this MDN in response to a sequence of input
vectors, in order to generate the maximum likelihood trajec-
tory, we aim to maximizeP (O|Q) with respect toO, where
O = [oT1 ,o

T
2 , ...,o

T
T ]T , ot = [ct,∆ct,∆∆ct] andQ is the

sequence of Gaussians output by our MDN. The relationship
between the static features and those augmented with derived
dynamic features can be arranged in matrix form,

O = WC (6)

whereC is a sequence of static features andW is a transfor-
mation matrix composed of the coefficients of the delta and
deltadelta calculation window and0. Under the condition ex-
pressed in Eq. 6, maximisingP (O|Q) is equivalent to max-
imisingP (WC|Q) with respect toC. By setting

∂ logP (WC|Q)

∂C
= 0 (7)

a set of linear equations is obtained (see [16])

WTU−1WC = WTU−1MT (8)

where MT = [µq1 , µq2 , ..., µqT ] and U−1 =
diag[U−1

q1 ,U
−1
q2 , ...,U

−1
qT ] (µqT and U−1

qt are the 3 × 1
mean vector and3 × 3 (diagonal) covariance matrix respec-
tively). Solving Eq. 8 forC computes the maximum likelihood
trajectory.

3. Inversion mapping experiment
3.1. MOCHA articulatory data

The multichannel articulatory (MOCHA) dataset [17] used for
the experiments in this paper gives the acoustic waveform
recorded concurrently with electromagnetic articulograph (2D
EMA) data. The sensors shown in Figure 2 provide x- and
y-coordinates in the midsagittal plane at 500Hz sample rate.
Speakers were recorded reading a set of 460 short, phonetically-
balanced British-TIMIT sentences. Female speakerfsew0 was
used for the experiments here. This is the same data set as used

1the full version of this paper will require a description of MLPG in
the case of multiple mixture components68



label articulator label articulator
UL Upper lip TT Tongue tip
LL Lower lip TB Tongue body
LI Lower incisor TD Tongue Dorsum
V Velum

Table 1:Key for placement of coils in the MOCHA dataset for
speaker. Coil placement abbreviations are suffixed with “x”
and “ y” to designate the x- and y-coordinate for a given coil
in the midsagittal plane respectively.

previously [9, 14], and so enables comparison with those and
similar results reported in the literature (e.g. [11]).

3.1.1. Data processing

The acoustic data was converted to frames of 20 melscale fil-
terbank coefficients using a Hamming window of 20ms with a
shift of 10ms. These were z-score normalised and scaled to the
range [0.0,1.0]. The EMA trajectories were downsampled to
match the 10ms shift rate, then z-score normalised and scaled to
the range [0.1,0.9] using the normalisation method described in
[12]. Frames from silence at the beginning and end of the files
were discarded, using the labelling provided with MOCHA.

368 utterances were used for the training set, and the val-
idation and test sets contained 46 utterances each (the same as
[9, 14]). A context window of 20 consecutive acoustic frames
was used as input, which increased the order of the acoustic
vector paired with each articulatory vector to 400.

3.2. Method

We trained TMDNs with 1, 2 and 4 mixture components for
each of the 14 EMA channels, making a total of 42 models.
In [14], we trained separate MDNs for the static, delta and
deltadelta features for each articulatory channel. Here, in con-
trast, our implementation has been extended and now allows
diagonal covariance matrices, and so the three feature streams
for each articulator channel were trained in a single network.
All networks contained a hidden layer of 80 units. The scaled
conjugate gradients non-linear optimisation algorithm was run
for a maximum of 4000 epochs, and the separate validation
set was used to identify the point at which an optimum ap-
peared to have been reached. To generate output trajectories
from the TMDN, we simply ran the input data for an utterance
through the TMDNs for each articulatory channel, and then ran
the MLPG algorithm on the resulting sequences of pdfs.

To evaluate the Trajectory MDN, we compared the result-
ing trajectories with those of the output units corresponding to
the mean of the static feature. This output is approximately
equivalent to that of an MLP (with linear output activation func-
tion) trained with a standard least-squares error function2. In
this way, we can directly observe the effect of using the aug-
mented features without considering the effects of two systems
having been trained differently. Finally, we also low-pass fil-
tered the static mean trajectories as a smoothing step which has
been shown in the past to improve inversion results [12, 11], and
compared those smoothed trajectories with the TMDN output.

4. Results
Table 2 lists the results of 14 TMDNs trained on each articula-
tory channel separately, using an output pdf containing a single

2although this MLP has been trained with augmented target features,
which seems to have had a beneficial effect, possible due to “multitask”
learning

Correlation RMSE(mm) RMSE(mm)
Channel MLP TMDN MLP TMDN reduction %

ul x 0.58 0.68 0.99 0.90 9.5
ul y 0.72 0.79 1.16 1.05 9.9
ll x 0.60 0.69 1.21 1.10 9.2
ll y 0.75 0.83 2.73 2.27 16.8
li x 0.56 0.63 0.89 0.82 8.1
li y 0.80 0.85 1.19 1.03 13.3
tt x 0.79 0.85 2.43 2.12 12.9
tt y 0.84 0.90 2.56 2.08 18.7
tb x 0.81 0.85 2.19 1.96 10.4
tb y 0.83 0.89 2.14 1.76 17.6
td x 0.79 0.84 2.04 1.85 9.5
td y 0.71 0.82 2.31 1.89 18.2
v x 0.79 0.86 0.42 0.35 15.6
v y 0.77 0.83 0.41 0.37 10.2

Table 2: Comparison of results for Trajectory MDNs (TMDN)
with a single Gaussian with the MLP described in [9]. Exactly
the same training, validation and testing datasets have been
used. The Average RMSE(mm) in [9] was1.62mm, compared
with an average here of1.4mm.

Gaussian. Two error metrics have been used: correlation be-
tween the target and output trajectories, and root mean square
error (RMSE) expressed in millimetres. The table also lists the
results previously reported in [9], which used an MLP with ex-
actly the same dataset, for comparison. It can be seen that the
improvement is substantial. By way of further comparison with
other studies, [11] reported an average RMS error of1.45mm
for MOCHA speakerfsew0 .

In order to investigate the effect of using dynamic features
and the MLPG algorithm within the Trajectory MDN, we have
compared these results for TMDNs with a single Gaussian with
those obtained using low-pass filtering, as described in [12, 11].
Table 4 compares three conditions:“TMDN” , “static only” and
“static lpfilt” . For the“static only” condition, we have used the
TMDN’s output corresponding to the mean for the static target
feature as the output trajectory. For the“static lpfilt” condition,
we have further low-pass filtered the static mean above using
the cutoff frequencies listed in Table 3. These channel-specific
cutoff frequencies were determined empirically in [12], and are
very similar to those given in [11]. As expected, it can be seen
that low-pass filtering improves results for all channels. How-
ever, using the dynamic features and the MLPG algorithm in the
Trajectory MDN results in the best performance, with improve-
ments varying between0.6 and2.4% over low-pass filtering.

The improvements over using low-pass filtering in Table 4,
although consistent, are not huge. However, in contrast to low-
pass filtering, the TMDN is able to make use of multiple mix-
ture components, which can potentially increase performance
further. Table 5 performs this comparison, by the addition of
results for TMDNs with 2 and 4 mixture components. It can
be seen that increasing the number of mixture components im-
proves results by up to8.3% over those obtained using low-pass
filtering.3

5. Conclusion
The results of this paper show we have successfully extended
the Trajectory MDN first described in [14] to allow diagonal
covariance matrices. For all 14 articulator channels tested, the
TMDN with a single Gaussian output pdf performed better than

3at the time of submitting this proposal paper, results for the other
channels were still in preparation69



Correlation RMSE(mm) RMSE(mm)
Channel static only static lpfilt TMDN static only static lpfilt TMDN reduction %

ul x 0.63 0.67 0.68 0.93 0.90 0.90 0.6
ul y 0.74 0.77 0.79 1.13 1.06 1.05 1.5
ll x 0.64 0.69 0.69 1.17 1.11 1.10 1.0
ll y 0.81 0.83 0.83 2.40 2.31 2.27 1.6
li x 0.57 0.62 0.63 0.88 0.84 0.82 2.4
li y 0.83 0.84 0.85 1.07 1.05 1.03 1.5
tt x 0.82 0.84 0.85 2.26 2.14 2.12 1.0
tt y 0.88 0.89 0.90 2.19 2.12 2.08 1.8
tb x 0.83 0.85 0.85 2.05 1.99 1.96 1.2
tb y 0.87 0.89 0.89 1.88 1.80 1.76 1.8
td x 0.81 0.83 0.84 1.95 1.88 1.85 2.1
td y 0.78 0.81 0.82 2.04 1.92 1.89 1.7
v x 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.37 0.36 0.35 1.2
v y 0.80 0.82 0.83 0.39 0.37 0.37 1.6

Table 4:Comparison of correlation and RMS error (in millimetres) for Trajectory MDN model (“TMDN”) with the static mean MDN
output only (“static only”) and low-pass filtered static mean (“static lpfilt”). Low-pass filtering the static feature output, using the
cutoff frequencies in Table 3, improves results for all channels. However, using the delta and deltadelta features in the Trajectory MDN
gives the best performance for all channels. The TMDN here has a single Gaussian as its output distribution. Compare these results
with those in table 5.

ul ll li tt tb td v
x 3Hz 3Hz 3Hz 6Hz 6Hz 7Hz 5Hz
y 5Hz 8Hz 7Hz 9Hz 7Hz 6Hz 5Hz

Table 3:Channel-specific cutoff frequencies used for low pass
filtering (empirically determined in [12]).

static TMDN % best
Channel lpfilt 1mix 2mix 4mix reduction

tt x 2.14 2.12 2.09 2.10 2.1
tt y 2.12 2.08 1.98 1.94 8.3
td x 1.88 1.85 1.81 1.83 4.1
td y 1.92 1.89 1.85 1.88 3.6

Table 5: Comparison of RMS error (expressed in millimetres)
between using the low-pass filtered static feature mean (“static
lpfilt”) and Trajectory MDNs with 1, 2 or 4 mixture compo-
nents. Compared with the results in Table 4, using multiple
mixture components improves the performance of the TMDN
over low-pass filtering even further.

low-pass filter smoothing. Increasing the number of mixture
components improved results further. This is a unique advan-
tage of the TMDN model over smoothing single trajectories
with, for example, low-pass filters.
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Abstract 
The study of emotions in human-computer interaction is a 
growing research area. Focusing on automatic emotion 
recognition, work is being performed in order to achieve good 
results particularly in speech and facial gesture recognition. In 
this paper we present a study performed to analyze different 
machine learning techniques validity in automatic speech 
emotion recognition area. Using a bilingual affective database, 
different speech parameters have been calculated for each 
audio recording. Then, several machine learning techniques 
have been applied to evaluate their usefulness in speech 
emotion recognition. In this particular case, techniques based 
on evolutive algorithms (EDA) have been used to select 
speech feature subsets that optimize automatic emotion 
recognition success rate. Achieved experimental results show 
a representative increase in the abovementioned success rate. 

1. Introduction 
Human beings are eminently emotional, as their social 
interaction is based on the ability to communicate their 
emotions and perceive the emotional states of others [1]. 
Affective computing, a discipline that develops devices for 
detecting and responding to users’ emotions [2], is a growing 
research area [3]. The main objective of affective computation 
is to capture and process affective information with the aim of 
enhancing the communication between the human and the 
computer. 

Within the scope of affective computing, the development 
of affective applications is a challenge that involves analyzing 
different multimodal data sources. In order to develop such 
applications, a large amount of data is needed in order to 
include a wide range of emotionally significant material. 
Affective databases are a good chance for developing 
affective recognizers or affective synthesizers. 

In this paper different speech paralinguistic parameters 
have been calculated for the analysis of the human emotional 
voice, using several audio recordings. These recordings are 
stored in a bilingual and multimodal affective database. 
Several works have already been done in which the use of 
Machine Learning paradigms takes a principal role. 

2. Related work 
As previously mentioned affective databases provide a good 
opportunity for training affective applications. This type of 
databases usually record information such as images, sounds, 
psychophysiological values, etc. There are some references in 
the literature that present affective databases and their 
characteristics. In [4], the authors carried out a wide review of 

affective databases. Other interesting reviews are the ones 
provided in [5] and [6]. 

Many studies have been focused on the different features 
used in human emotional speech analysis [7, 8]. The number 
of voice features analysed varies among the studies, but 
basically most of these are based in fundamental frequency, 
energy and timing parameters, such as speech rate or mean 
phone duration. 

Works where the use of Machine Learning paradigms 
take a principal role can also be found in the literature. [9] 
presented a good reference paper. The Neural Networks 
Journal devoted a special issue to emotion treatment from a 
Neural Networks perspective [10]. The work by [4] is related 
with this paper in the sense of using a Feature Selection 
method in order to apply a Neural Network to emotion 
recognition in speech, although both, the methods to perform 
the FSS and the paradigms used, are different. In this line it 
has to be pointed out the work by [11] which uses a reduced 
number of emotions and a greedy approach to select the 
features. 

 

3. Study of automatic emotion recognition 
relevant parameters using Machine Learning 

paradigms 
 

3.1. RekEmozio Database 

The RekEmozio bilingual database was created with the aim 
of serving as an information repository for performing 
research on user emotion. The aim when building the 
RekEmozio resource was to add descriptive information about 
the performed recordings, so that processes such as extracting 
speech parameters and video features could be carried out on 
them. Members of different work groups involved in research 
projects related to RekEmozio have performed several 
processes for extracting speech and video features; this 
information was subsequently added to the database. The 
emotions used were chosen based on [12], and the neutral 
emotion was added. The characteristics of the RekEmozio 
database are described in [13]. The languages that are 
considered in RekEmozio database are Spanish and Basque. 

3.2. Emotional feature extraction 

For emotion recognition in speech, one of the most important 
questions is which features should be extracted from the voice 
signal. Previous studies show us that it is difficult to find 
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specific voice features that could be used as reliable 
indicators of the emotion present in the speech [14]. 

In this work, RekEmozio database audio recordings 
(stereo wave files, sampled at 44100 Hz) have been processed 
using standard signal processing techniques (windowing, Fast 
Fourier Transform, auto-correlation …) to extract a wide 
group of 32 features which are described below. Supposing 
that each recording in the database corresponds to one single 
emotion, only one global vector of features has been obtained 
for each recording by using some statistical operations. 
Parameters used are global parameters calculated over entire 
recordings. Selected features are detailed next (in italics): 

 
• Fundamental Frequency (F0): It is the most common 

feature analyzed in several studies [7, 8]. For F0 
estimation we used Sun algorithm [15] and  statistics are 
computed: Maximum, Minimum, Mean, Range, Variance, 
Standard deviation and Maximum positive slope in F0 
contour. 

• RMS Energy: The mean energy of speech quantified by 
calculating root mean square (RMS) value and 6 statistics 
Maximum, Minimum, Mean, Range, Variance and 
Standard Deviation. 

• Loudness: Absolute loudness based on Zwicker’s model 
[16]. 

• Spectral distribution of energy: Each emotion requires 
a different effort in the speech and it is known that the 
spectral distribution of energy varies with speech effort 
[7]. We have computed energy in Low band, between 0 
and 1300 Hz, Medium band, between 1300 and 2600 Hz 
and High band from 2600 to 4000 Hz [17]. 

• Mean Formants and Bandwidth: Energy from the 
sound source (vocal folds) is modified by the resonance 
characteristics of the vocal tract (formants). Acoustic 
variations dues to emotion are reflected in formants [18]. 
The first three mean Formants, and their corresponding 
mean Bandwidths. 

• Jitter: Perturbation in vibration of vocal chords. It is 
estimated based on the model presented by [19]. 

• Shimmer: Perturbation cycle to cycle of the energy. Its 
estimation is based on the previously calculated absolute 
loudness. 

• Speaking Rate: Rhythm is known to be an important 
aspect in recognition of emotion in speech. Progress has 
been made on a simple aspect of rhythm, the alternation 
between speech and silence [7]. The speaking rate 
estimation has been divided in 6 values based on their 
duration with respect to the whole elocution: Duration of 
voice part, Silence part, Maximum voice part, Minimum 
voice part, Maximum silence part and Minimum silence 
part. 

3.3. Machine Learning standard paradigms used 

In the supervised learning task, a classification problem has 
been defined where the main goal is to construct a model or a 
classifier able to manage the classification itself with 
acceptable accuracy. With this aim, some variables are to be 

used in order to identify different elements, the so called 
predictor variables. For the current problem, each sample is 
composed by the set of 32 speech related values, while the 
label value is one of the seven emotions identified. The single 
paradigms used in our experiments that come from the family 
of Machine Learning (ML) are briefly introduced 

3.3.1. Decision trees 

A decision tree consists of nodes and branches to partition a 
set of samples into a set of covering decision rules. In each 
node, a single test or decision is made to obtain a partition. 
The starting node is usually referred as the root node. In each 
node, the goal is to select an attribute that makes the best 
partition between the classes of the samples in the training set 
[20], [21]. In our experiments, two well-known decision tree 
induction algorithms are used, ID3 [22] and C4.5 [23]. 

3.3.2. Instance-Based Learning 

Instance-Based Learning (IBL) has its root in the study of 
nearest neighbor algorithm [24] in the field of machine 
learning. The simplest form of nearest neighbor (NN) or k-
nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithms simply stores the training 
instances and classifies a new instance by predicting the same 
class its nearest stored instance has or the majority class of its 
k nearest stored instances have, respectively, according to 
some distance measure as described in [25]. The core of this 
non-parametric paradigm is the form of the similarity function 
that computes the distances from the new instance to the 
training instances, to find the nearest or k-nearest training 
instances to the new case. In our experiments the IB paradigm 
is used, an inducer developed in the MLC++ project [26] and 
based on the works of [27] and [28]. 

3.3.3. Naive Bayes classifiers 

The Naive-Bayes (NB) rule [29] uses the Bayes theorem to 
predict the class for each case, assuming that the predictive 
genes are independent given the category. To classify a new 
sample characterized by d genes X = (X1,X2, ...,Xd), the NB 
classifier applies the following rule: 

 
 cj)|p(xi  c

d

1i
B - N p(cj)max  arg ∏

=∈

=
Ccj

 (1) 

where CN-B denotes the class label predicted by the Naive-
Bayes classifier and the possible classes of the problem are 
grouped in C = {c1, . . . , cl}. A normal distribution is assumed 
to estimate the class conditional densities for predictive 
genes. Despite its simplicity, the NB rule obtains better 
results than more complex algorithms in many domains. 

3.3.4. Naive Bayesian Tree learner 

The naive Bayesian tree learner, NBTree [30], combines naive 
Bayesian classification and decision tree learning. It uses a 
tree structure to split the instance space into sub-spaces 
defined by the paths of the tree, and generates one naive 
Bayesian classifier in each sub-space.  

3.3.5. Feature Subset Selection by Estimation of 
Distribution Algorithms 

The basic problem of ML is concerned with the induction of a 
model that classifies a given object into one of several known 
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classes. In order to induce the classification model, each 
object is described by a pattern of d features. Here, the ML 
community has formulated the following question: are all of 
these d descriptive features useful for learning the 
‘classification rule’? On trying to respond to this question, 
we come up with the Feature Subset Selection (FSS) [31] 
approach which can be reformulated as follows: given a set of 
candidate features, select the ‘best’ subset in a classification 
problem. In our case, the ‘best’ subset will be the one with the 
best predictive accuracy. 

Most of the supervised learning algorithms perform rather 
poorly when faced with many irrelevant or redundant 
(depending on the specific characteristics of the classifier) 
features. In this way, the FSS proposes additional methods to 
reduce the number of features so as to improve the 
performance of the supervised classification algorithm. 

FSS can be viewed as a search problem [32], with each 
state in the search space specifying a subset of the possible 
features of the task. Exhaustive evaluation of possible feature 
subsets is usually unfeasible in practice due to the large 
amount of computational effort required. In this way, any 
feature selection method must determine the nature of the 
search process. In the experiments performed, an Estimation 
of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) has been used which has the 
model accuracy as fitness function. 

To assess the goodness of each proposed gene subset for a 
specific classifier, a wrapper approach is applied. In the same 
way as supervised classifiers when no gene selection is 
applied, this wrapper approach estimates, by using the 10-fold 
crossvalidation [33] procedure, the goodness of the classifier 
using only the variable subset found by the search algorithm. 

4. Experimental Results 
The above mentioned methods have been applied over the 
crossvalidated data sets using the MLC++ library [26]. Each 
dataset corresponds to a single actor. Experiments were 
carried out with and without FSS in order to extract the 
accuracy improvement introduced by the feature selection 
process. Tables 1 and 2 show the classification results 
obtained using the whole set of variables, for Basque and 
Spanish languages respectively. Each column represents a 
female (Fi) of male (Mi) actor, and mean values 
corresponding to each classifier/gender is also included. Last 
column presents the total average for each classifier. 

Table 1: 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Basque 
Language using the whole variable set 

 Female Male Total 
 F1 F2 F3 mean M1 M2 M3 M4 mean  

IB 35.4 48.8 35.2 39.8 44.2 49.3 36.9 40.9 42.8 41.5 
ID3 38.7 45.5 44.7 42.9 46.7 46.9 43.3 51.1 47.0 45.3 
C4.5 41.5 52.2 35.0 42.9 60.4 53.3 45.1 49.5 52.0 48.1 
NB 42.9 45.8 37.7 42.1 52.2 44.1 36.2 41.4 43.5 42.9 

NBT 42.3 39.8 35.2 39.1 53.1 46.2 45.2 43.3 46.9 43.6 

Table 2: 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish 
Language using the whole variable set 

 Female Male Total 
 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 mean M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 mean  

IB 34.6 43.6 54.6 54.6 38.2 45.1 25.5 33.6 51.8 47.7 33.6 38.4 41.8 
ID3 36.4 52.7 49.1 47.3 42.7 45.6 20.9 30.9 40.9 47.3 40.0 36.0 40.8 
C4.5 30.9 50.0 46.4 43.6 42.7 42.7 29.1 31.8 46.4 42.7 35.5 37.1 39.9 
NB 38.2 42.7 49.1 40.0 42.7 42.5 24.6 30.9 49.1 45.5 34.6 36.9 39.7 

NBT 42.7 43.6 49.1 50.0 39.1 44.9 18.2 27.3 40.9 48.2 42.7 35.5 40.2 

Results don't seem very impressive; ID3 best classifies 
the emotions for female actresses, for both Basque and 
Spanish languages, while C4.5 outstands for Basque male 
actors and IB for Spanish male actors. 

Results obtained after applying FSS are more appealing, 
as can be seen in Tables 3 and 4. There, classifier IB appears 
as the best paradigm for all the categories, female and male, 
and Basque and Spanish languages. Moreover, the accuracies 
outperform the previous ones in more than 15%. It must also 
be highlighted that FSS improves the well classified rate for 
all the ML paradigms, as it can be seen in Figure 1. 

Table 3: 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Basque 
Language using FSS 

 Female Male Total 
 F1 F2 F3 mean M1  M2 M3 M4 mean  

IB 63.0 68.0 59.3 63.5 72.7 67.4 61.0 62.8 65.9 64.9 
ID3 62.7 60.5 65.5 62.9 72.7 62.0 56.5 62.7 63.4 63.2 
C4.5 60.2 66.0 60.0 62.1 71.8 62.8 60.1 63.6 64.6 63.5 
NB 64.5 64.6 48.9 59.3 74.6 62.5 62.7 60.0 64.9 62.5 
NBT 58.6 61.1 54.8 58.1 74.4 59.9 62.7 59.4 64.1 61.6 

Table 4: 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish 
Language using FSS 

 Female Male Total 
 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 mean M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 mean  

IB 61.8 66.4 75.5 71.8 68.2 68.7 42.7 57.3 69.1 63.6 60.9 58.7 63.7 
ID3 59.1 66.4 66.4 60.0 61.8 62.7 42.7 51.8 66.4 61.8 60.0 56.5 59.6 
C4.5 57.3 62.7 64.6 65.5 63.6 62.7 43.6 56.4 65.5 64.6 56.4 57.3 60.0 
NB 54.6 59.1 68.2 65.5 60.0 61.5 40.9 48.2 64.6 59.1 51.8 52.9 57.2 

NBT 53.6 66.4 63.6 58.2 60.0 60.4 38.2 47.3 60.0 63.6 59.1 53.6 57.0 

 

     

Figure 1: The improvement in Basque and Spanish languages 
using FSS in all the classifiers. 

5. Conclusions and future work 
RekEmozio database has been used to training some automatic 
recognition systems. In this paper we have shown that 
applying FSS enhances classification rates for the ML 
paradigms that we have used (IB, ID3, C4.5, NB and 
NBTree). 

An analysis of the selected features by FSS is required. 
Also, the speech data should be combined with visual 
information. This combination could be performed by means 
of a multiclassifier model [34]. 
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Voiced segments of speech are assumed to be composed of 
non-stationary voiced acoustic objects which are generated as 
stationary (secondary) response of a non-stationary drive 
oscillator and which are analysed by introducing a self-
consistent part-tone decomposition. The self-consistency 
implies that the part-tones (of voiced continuants) are suited to 
reconstruct a topologically equivalent image of the hidden 
drive (glottal master oscillator). As receiver side image the 
fundamental drive (FD) is suited to describe the broadband 
voiced excitation as entrained (synchronized) and/or 
modulated primary response and to serve as low frequency 
part of the basic time-scale separation of auditive perception, 
which separates phone or timbre specific processes from 
intonation and prosody. The self-consistent time-scale 
separation avoids the conventional assumption of stationary 
excitation and represents the basic decoding step of the phase-
modulation transmission-protocol of self-consistent (voiced) 
acoustic objects. The present study is focussed on the 
adaptation of the contours of the centre frequency of the part-
tone filters to the chirp of the glottal master oscillator.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Many methods being conventionally used to analyze non-
stationary (speech) signals like short time Fourier analysis or 
wavelet analysis [1, 2] are based on a complete and orthogonal 
decomposition of the signal into elementary components. The 
amplitudes of such components can be interpreted in terms of 
a time-frequency energy distribution. The elementary 
components are preferentially chosen as near optimal time-
frequency atoms, which are each characterized by a reference 
time 0  and angular frequency 0 . As a characteristic feature 
of wavelet analysis, the time-frequency atoms are chosen on 
different time scales. Time-frequency atoms are wave packets 
which are optimized to describe simultaneously event 
(particle) and wave type properties of non-stationary wave 
processes [3]. Their most general form can be written as 
second order logarithmic expansion of a complex signal 
around the reference time  resulting in a complex Gaussian 
of the form  
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Contrary to the conventional one [3], this parametric set of 
time-frequency atoms is characterized by a quadratic trend 
phase or a linear trend phase velocity (angular frequency)  
 
 ))(1( 00,0 ttct −+Ω=ω     (1b) 
 

with relative chirp rate c. Due to their neglect of the chirp 
parameter, the time-frequency atoms of short time Fourier 
analysis and wavelet analysis are preferentially aimed at linear 
time invariant (LTI) systems [1] (with a time periodic 
deterministic skeleton). In contrast to the latter approaches, the 
present one is aimed at non-stationary acoustic objects which 
represent a superposition of time-frequency atoms with 
chirped angular frequencies. The general aim, however, is not 
a complete and orthogonal decomposition of the speech signal, 
but a (potentially incomplete) decomposition into part-tones 
which can be interpreted as topologically equivalent images of 
plausible underlying acoustic modes [4-8]. The part-tones are 
generated by bandpass filters with impulse responses which 
represent optimal or near optimal time-frequency atoms. The 
preference of time-frequency atoms of the form (1a) results 
from the aim to generate part-tones with a maximal time reso-
lution, which is compatible with a frequency resolution being 
necessary to isolate a sufficient number of topologically 
equivalent images of the underlying acoustic modes.  
 

Like in auditory scene analysis, an a priori knowledge 
about the behaviour of the underlying acoustic modes can be 
used to remove a potential ambiguity of the unknown acoustic 
object parameters (in particular of the time course of the centre 
frequencies of the bandpass filters). In case of voiced speech it 
is “known” a priori that the common origin of the acoustic 
modes (the pulsed airflow through the glottis) and the 
nonlinearity of the aero-acoustic dynamics in the vocal tract 
lead to a characteristic phase locking of the acoustic modes [5-
8].  

In the situation of signal analysis the detection of a strict 
( ) synchronization of the phases of a priori independent 
part-tone pairs (with non-overlapping spectral bands) repre-
sents a phenomenon, which has a low probability to happen by 
chance, in particular, when the higher harmonic order n has a 
large value. For such part-tone pairs it can therefore be 
assumed that there exists an uninterrupted causal link between 
those part-tones, including the only plausible case of two 
uninterrupted causal links to a common drive, which can be 
identified as a glottal master oscillator [4-8]. Since the ( ) 
phase-locking with 

': nn

': nn
'nn ≠  is generated by the nonlinear 

coupling of the acoustic modes to the glottal oscillator, a 
stable synchronization of a priori independent part-tone 
phases can be taken as a confirmation of topological equiva-
lence between these part-tones and respective acoustic modes 
in the vocal tract of the transmitter.  

 
Based on the a priori knowledge about the phase locking 

of the acoustic modes, the phase velocity contours of the part-
tones can be assumed to be centered around harmonic mul-
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tiples ( hπ2  with integer h) of the frequency contour of the 
glottal oscillator. A cluster analysis of harmonically norma-
lized part-tone phase velocity contours can thus be used to 
identify a consistent set of part-tone phases, which is suited to 
reconstruct a unique phase velocity of the fundamental drive 
[6-8]. The present study is focussed on the construction of 
centre frequency contours of the bandpass filters which are 
consistent with the corresponding part-tone phase velocity 
contours. Self-consistently reconstructed part-tone phases are 
proven to be suited for a phase-modulation transmission 
protocol of voiced speech.  
 

2. VOICE ADAPTED PART-TONES 
 
In case of the characteristic isolated pulse type events of stop 
consonants, single time-frequency atoms are potentially suited 
to describe such events. For real time analysis of voiced conti-
nuants it is unavoidable to generate part-tones which result 
from causal bandpass filters. The present study uses an all 
pole approximation of complex -tone bandpass filters with 
approximately gamma-distribution like amplitudes of the 
impulse response [10]. For sufficiently high autoregressive 
order, the -function like amplitude distribution guarantees a 
near optimal time-frequency atom property of the impulse 
responses. (That is why an autoregressive order (

Γ

Γ

Γ -order) 
 will be used in the example instead of the more common 

choice  [11, 10].)  
5=Γ

4=Γ
 

The choice of (roughly) audiological bandwidths for the 
part-tone decomposition has the effect that we can distinguish 
a lower range of part-tone indices characterized by guaranteed 
single harmonic (resolved) part-tones and a range of potential-
ly multiple harmonic (unresolved) part-tones. In the resolved 
part-tone range  the harmonic order  is identical to 
the part-tone index j. To avoid a substantial over-completeness 
(and a priori correlation between neighbouring part-tones) in 
the unresolved range , the set of harmonic part-tones 
is pruned according to the respective equivalent rectangular 
bandwidths (ERB). A typical set of part-tones may have the 
harmonic orders 

61 ≤≤ j jh

Nj ≤<6

{ } { ...,15,12,10,8,6...,,2,1=jh }. (Diplophonic 
voice types may lead to rational winding numbers mnh jj /=  
with a common subharmonic period number  [5-8].) In 
particular for speech segments, which correspond to nasals or 
vowels it is typical that some of the part-tones in the (a priori) 
unresolved range are also dominated by a single harmonic 
acoustic mode. The under-completeness of the part-tones in 
the (a priori) resolved range has a welcome noise suppression 
effect.  

1>m

 
The all pole approximation of the gammatone filters has 

the advantage of a fast autoregressive algorithmic 
implementation [10]. For theoretical reasons we prefer its 
description in terms of a matrix recursion with a lower 
triangular matrix L of dimension  which plays the role of the 
cascade depth of the cascaded first order autoregressive filter,  

Γ
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with input signal  being sampled at discrete times t , tS Γ -
dimensional vectors , { }',,, ttt zwvtX L= { }'0,,0,11 L=e , 
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The scalar λ  represents the damping factor of every first order 
autoregressive filter and is directly related to the ERB of the 
Γ -tone filter, )exp( ERBaΓ−=λ , the Γ -order dependent factor 

 being given e.g. in [10]. The complex phase factor Γa
)exp( tiω  defines the instantaneous centre filter frequency 

being simply related to the instantaneous 
angular velocity .  The unusual feature is the time 
dependence of the angular velocity 

πω 2/ttF =

tω

tω  which will be specified 
later. The inverse of matrix L is the lower triangular matrix 
with ones on and below the diagonal. It can be used to obtain 

 as a power series of matrix tX 1−L , 
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The filter output is represented by the last component  of 
vector t . Therefore we are interested in the matrix element 
in the lower left corner of any power of matrix 

tz
X

1−L . For the 
(n+1)th power this element can easily be obtained by complete 
induction as the ratio of three factorials !)!1/()!1( nn −Γ−Γ+ . 
Taking into account the additional dependence on the part-
tone index j, the output of the (non-normalized) bandpass filter 
of part-tone j is thus obtained as  
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For  the set of (normalized) part-tones can be 
interpreted as a highly over-sampled time-frequency decom-
position of the speech signal 't  where the over-sampling is 
restricted to the time axis. The non-normalized part-tones (4) 
can be used to generate the part-tone phases (carrier phases)  

Nj ...,,1=

S
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as well as the (harmonically) normalized part-tone phases 

jtj h/,ϕ  in the frequency range of the pitch. If the trajectory 
(contour) of the centre filter frequency πω 2/, kj  is chosen as 
identical to the one of the instantaneous frequency  of 
a constant amplitude input signal  

= 0k
, the 

application of bandpass filter (4) generates the output  
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This filter output has the remarkable property that its instanta-
neous phase velocity is identical to the one of the input signal. 
For a given filter frequency contour, other input signals 
experience a damping due to interference of the phase factors. 
For a given input frequency contour, other filter frequency 
contours generate a phase distortion of the output. In the limit 

∞→t , the sum in equation (6) represents an asymptotic gain 
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factor . Being exclusively dependent on the bandwidth 
parameter j

Γ,jg
λ  and the Γ  order, the gain factors can be used to 

obtain the normalized part-tone amplitudes Γ= ,,, / jtjtj gza .  
 

For more general voiced input signals the determination 
of filter frequency contours, which are identical to frequency 
contours of some underlying acoustic modes, represents a non-
trivial problem. Conventionally [14-17] the adjustment of the 
filter frequency contours of part-tones (or “sinusoidal compo-
nents”) is achieved by introducing a short-time stationary 
(zero-chirp) subband decomposition which is densely sampled 
with respect to frequency and by determining for each point in 
time local maxima of the amplitudes of the subbands with 
respect to frequency. In a second step the maximizing 
frequencies of consecutive points in time are tested, whether 
they are suited to form continuous frequency contours. 
Suitable maxima are joined to form weakly non-stationary 
contours and part-tones. It is well known that the non-
stationarity of natural voiced speech leads to frequent death 
and birth events of such contours, even within voiced 
segments [14-16].  

 
The present approach is aimed at self-consistent centre 

filter frequency contours which are chosen as identical (or as 
consistent) to the frequency contours of the respective part-
tones (outputs). It is based on the assumption that sustained 
voiced signals are composed of one or several part-tones 
which can iteratively be disclosed and confirmed to be self-
consistent, when starting from appropriate contours of the 
centre filter frequency. In a first step we restrict the self-
consistency to a single part-tone. In this case the self-con-
sistency is defined as the existence of a centre filter-frequency 
contour of the bandpass filter being used to generate the part-
tone which can be obtained as stable invariant set of the 
iteration of two cascaded mappings, where the first mapping 
uses a filter-frequency contour (out of a basin of attraction of 
preliminary frequency contours) to generate a part-tone phase 
velocity contour and the second mapping relates this part-tone 
phase velocity contour to an update of the mentioned filter-
frequency contour. Whereas the first mapping is given by part-
tone filter (4) and phase definition (5), the second mapping is 
chosen according to the acoustic properties of the assumed 
underlying physical system.  

 
The acoustic properties include the physical law natura 

non facit saltus. The resulting smoothing of the centre filter 
frequency is suited to improve the convergence properties of 
the adaptation. Being inspired by equation (1b) the smoothing 
step might simply be chosen as a linear approximation of the 
trend of the filter-frequencies within each analysis window. 
However, due to the time reversal asymmetry of the Γ -tone 
filters, a negative chirp rate leads to a singularity of the instan-
taneous period length of the impulse response at finite times. 
This singularity can be avoided, if the time dependence of 
centre filter frequency  of part-tone j is chosen 
separately depending on the sign of the (relative) chirp rate 

. For negative chirp rate it is useful to assume alternatively 
a linear trend of the inverse of the respective centre filter 
frequency with a smooth transition at zero chirp rate  
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As is well known, human pitch perception is not limited 
to the frequency range of the separable part-tones. In particular 
it is known that the modulation amplitudes (envelopes) of the 
higher frequency subbands play an important role in hear 
physiology and psychoacoustics [11, 12]. It is therefore 
plausible to extend the analysis of part-tone phases to the non-
separable range, i.e. to phases, which can be derived from the 
envelopes of the part-tones. Being used preferentially for part-
tones with unresolved harmonics, the envelope phases are 
determined e.g. as Hilbert phases of (appropriately scaled and 
smoothed) modulation amplitudes (envelopes) of part-tones.  

 
To achieve a more uniform time evolution of the 

envelope phases and in agreement to well known results from 
hear-physiology and psycho-acoustics [11, 12], the normalized 
modulation amplitudes  Γ= ,,, / jkjkj gza  are submitted to a 
sublinear transformation (scaling) and smoothing prior to the 
determination of the Hilbert phases. It is common practice to 
choose a power law with an exponent in the range 33.0=ν  
[11, 12]. In contrast to the carrier phases (which do not need a 
correction due to their self-consistency as expressed in 
equation (6)) the envelope phases need a group delay 
correction of the respective part-tones. The part-tone index 
specific part of this correction has been derived from the 
maxima of the amplitude of the impulse responses of equation 
(4) [10]. The relative importance of the envelope phases is 
expected to increase, when the voice source changes from a 
modal (ideal) voice to a breathy one.  

 
3. PART-TONES OF A SIMPLE PULSED EXCITATION  

 
To demonstrate the generation of self-consistent part-tones of 
a non-stationary voiced acoustic object, a sequence of 
synthetic glottal pulses with a chirped frequency is chosen as 
input signal. For simplicity the pulses are chosen as constant 
amplitude saw teeth with a power spectrum, which is roughly 
similar to the one of the glottal excitation. The pulse shape is 
described by an impulse function [21] or wave shaper function 
[22] of the form  

 
  ( )))2,mod(2(),2,mod(min)( πψππψψ ttt sG −=  , (8) 

 
where tψ  represents the phase of an artificial glottal master 
oscillator [5-8]. The parameter s (chosen to be 6) determines 
the ratio of the modulus of the downhill slope of the glottal 
pulses to the uphill one. The chirp of the glottal oscillator is 
described by a time dependent phase velocity )()( tt ψω &=  
which is chosen in analogy to equation (7), however, with 
potentially different chirp rate  and initial phase velocity . 
(In the specific example, the glottal chirp parameter  is 
chosen to generate a doubling of the frequency (or period 
length) after about 25 periods.) The fundamental phase 

'c '
0ω

'c

'ψ  is 
obtained by integrating the analogue of equation (7) with 
respect to time t (replacing index k)  
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In the situation of signal analysis, appropriate contours of 

the centre filter frequency of the part-tone specific bandpass 
filters have to be obtained iteratively from the observed signal. 
As part of the time scale separation step of the second 
mapping of the last section, we assume that these contours can 
be described (within the current rectangular window of 
analysis) by a simple smooth function of time chosen as 
indicated in equation (7). The part-tone adaptation of the filter-
frequency contour of the bandpass filter of part-tone j can thus 
be achieved by estimating the parameters of equation (7). To 
reduce the dependence of the estimate on the size and position 
of the window of analysis (and/or to avoid the adaptation of 
the window length to the instantaneous period length), time 
scale separation ansatz (7) is extended by a π2  periodic 
function )/( , jtjj hP ϕ  of the respective normalized part-tone 
phase  
 
 )/(/ ,, jtjjjjtj hPth ϕαϕ +=&   (10a) 
 )/(/ ,, jtjjjtjj hPth ϕαϕ +−=& .  (10b) 
 
The π2  periodic function )(ϕjP  accounts for the periodic 
oscillations of the phase velocity around the long term trend 
being generated by the characteristic auto phase-locking and is 
approximated by an appropriate finite order Fourier series. 
The Fourier coefficients as well as the trend parameter jα  are 
obtained by multiple linear regression.  
 

Within a voiced segment of speech the adaptation of the 
parameters is performed sequentially for successive analysis 
windows. The initial value of the centre filter frequency of the 
current window is therefore typically given as result of the 
adaptation of the filter chirp of the preceding analysis window. 
Thus we treat the latter parameter as given ( ) and 
concentrate on the convergence properties of the chirp 
parameter of a filter-frequency contour. The adaptation of a 
single parameter can be represented graphically. To explain 
the approach to self-consistency we use a graph, which shows 
the trend parameter  of equations (10a or 10b) for several 
part-tone indices j as function of the common filter chirp rate 
c. To make figure 1 suited for the graphical analysis it gives 
the estimates of the relative trend  for the indices  j 
= 2, 4, 6, 9  (corresponding to the sequence of the fixed points 
from bottom to top) as function of the relative filter chirp rate 

.  

'
00, ωω jj h=

jα

)''/( 0 cj ωα

'/ cc
The iterative adaptation of the chirp parameter of each 

filter-frequency contour can be read off from figure 1 by an 
iteration of two geometric steps: Project horizontally from one 
of the described curves to the diagonal of the first quadrant 
(which indicates the line where the fixed points of the iteration 
are situated) and project vertically down (or up) to the curve 
again. As can be seen from figure 1, the chirp parameters of all 
four part-tones have a stable fixed point (equilibrium) within a 
well extended basin of attraction of the chirp parameter which 
exceeds the shown interval of the abscissa. The fixed points 
(corresponding to the more general invariant sets of the 
preceding section) indicate the final error of the filter chirp 

which depends not only on the part-tone index but also on the 
size of the analysis window (which was chosen to have a 
length of about five periods of the glottal process). Due to the 
simple least squares regression of equations (10a,b), the 
modulus of the trend jα  is systematically underestimated.  
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Figure 1: Estimated relative part-tone chirp rates as function 
of the relative chirp rate of the respective centre filter fre-
quency, given for the envelope phase of part-tone 9 (circles, 
top) and the three carrier phases of part-tones 2, 4, and 6 (lines 
crossing the diagonal from bottom to top). All chirp rates are 
given relative to the chirp rate of the input sawtooth process 
defined in equations (8-9). The arrows and the diagonal of the 
first quadrant explain the algorithm, to determine the self-
consistent centre filter frequencies.  
 

4. MULTI  PART-TONE STABLE ACOUSTIC OBJECTS 
 

It is well known that human pitch perception can be trained to 
switch between analytic listening to a spectral pitch and 
synthetic listening to a virtual pitch [12, 16]. It is thus 
plausible to correlate the described single part-tone stable 
acoustic objects (with a macroscopic basin of attraction of the 
filter frequency contour or contour parameters) to outstanding 
part-tones, which are potentially perceived as spectral pitches 
by analytic listening [16, 27]. The number of stable invariant 
sets (fixed points) with a macroscopic basin of attraction 
depends in particular on the width of the power spectrum of 
the voiced signal. In the example of the last section a strong 
asymmetry of the sawteeth (  in equation 10) favors the 
stability of higher order fixed points.  

1>>s

 
From psychoacoustic experiments it is also known that 

virtual pitch is a more universal and robust percept than 
spectral pitch [4, 16]. Based on the a priori assumption that 
the signal is generated by a voice production system, which 
generates several phase locked higher frequency acoustic 
modes, the observed (carrier or envelope) phase velocity of 
one part-tone might be used to adjust the centre filter 
frequency of other part-tones. This opens the possibility to use 
a more robust multi part-tone adaptation strategy which can be 
expected to converge even in cases with no single part-tone 
stability.  

In analogy to the single part-tone stability of the last sec-
tions we relate multipart-tone stability of an acoustic object to 
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the existence of a fundamental phase velocity contour which 
can be obtained as stable invariant set of the iteration of three 
cascaded mappings, where the first mapping relates a prelimi-
nary fundamental phase velocity contour (out of a macros-
copic basin of attraction) to a set of filter-frequency contours, 
the second mapping uses the set of filter-frequency contours to 
generate a corresponding set of part-tone phase velocity 
contours and the third mapping relates a subset of the part-tone 
phase velocity contours to update the fundamental phase 
velocity contour. The first mapping makes use of the charac-
teristic auto-phase-locking of the voiced excitation 
( ). The second mapping is given by filter (4) and 
phase (5) and the third mapping uses cluster analysis to 
identify invertible phase relations which are suited to re-
construct the phase velocity of the fundamental drive [4-8].  

kjkj h ,0, ωω =

 
This way the contradiction between Rameau’s concept of 

a son fundamentale or fundamental bass [20] and Seebeck’s 
observation, that pitch perception does not rely on a funda-
mental acoustic mode as part of the heard signal [21], can be 
reconciled by replacing Rameau’s son fundamentale by the 
described FD. Being an abstract order parameter and in need 
of a confirmation of its existence, the FD of a multi-part-tone 
voiced acoustic object cannot be reconstructed from a single 
part-tone alone. This qualifies the instantaneous fundamental 
phase velocity as acoustic correlate of virtual pitch perception. 
When reconstructed coherently for uninterrupted voiced 
speech segments, the fundamental phase becomes the central 
ingredient of a phase modulation decoder of voiced speech.  

 
Contrary to the conventional psycho-acoustic theory [12, 

16] (originating from Ohm and Helmholtz) which interprets 
the amplitudes of part-tones (with psycho-acoustically cali-
brated bandwidths) as primary acoustic cues, it is expected 
that the deviations of the phases of self-consistently 
determined part-tones from the synchronization manifold of 
the unperturbed ideally pulsed excitation have a comparable or 
higher relevance for acoustic perception than the corres-
ponding amplitudes [17]. At the present state of analysis this 
hypothesis is mainly based on deductive arguments, which 
favor phase modulation features as more differentiated and 
robust cues for the distinction of the voiced phones of human 
speech as well as for the distinction of their speakers.  

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
A transmission protocol of non-stationary self-consistent 

(voiced) acoustic objects is outlined, which are generated as 
stationary response of a non-stationary fundamental drive 
(FD) and which can self-consistently be decomposed into non-
stationary part-tones. Self-consistent part-tones are charac-
terized by phase velocities which are consistent with the centre 
filter frequencies being used to generate the part-tones. The 
second property of the self-consistent acoustic objects 
qualifies them as most elementary symbols of a voice 
transmission protocol which is centred on a time scale 
separation with a precise and robust decoding option. It is 
hypothesized that the self-consistent decomposition of speech 
segments, which are suited to transmit voiced continuants, 
leads to a subset of part-tones which shows generalized 

synchronization of their phases. The iterative identification of 
multi part-tone stable voiced acoustic objects relies on and 
enables a high precision reconstruction of a fundamental phase 
which can be confirmed as phase of a topologically equivalent 
image of a glottal master oscillator on the transmitter side. As 
topologically equivalent image on the receiver side, the self-
consistent FD represents the long time scale part of the basic 
time scale separation known from human acoustic perception. 
The self-consistent reconstruction of the FD avoids the 
assumption of a frequency gap being necessary to justify the 
conventional assumption of a stationary or periodic voice 
source.  
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1. Introduction 
 
This paper proposes the use of the Hartley Phase Cepstrum as a tool for signal analysis. The phase of a signal 
conveys critical information, which is exploited in a variety of applications. The role of phase is particularly 
important for the case of speech or audio signals. Accurate phase information extraction is a prerequisite for 
speech applications such as coding, synchronization, synthesis or recognition. However, signal phase extraction 
is not a straightforward procedure, mainly due to the discontinuities appearing in it (‘wrapping’ effect). A 
variety of phase ‘unwrapping’ algorithms have been proposed to overcome this point, when the extraction of 
the accurate phase values is required. In order to extract the phase content of a signal for subsequent utilization, 
it is necessary to choose a function that can encapsulate it. In this paper we propose the use of the Hartley 
Phase Cepstrum (HPC).  
 
2. The Hatrley Phase Cepstrum 
 
In general, computation of the cepstrum of a signal belongs to a class of methods known as homomorphic 
deconvolution processes, [1]. A homomorphic process describes the invertible procedure in which a signal is 
transformed into another domain via an orthogonal transform Ξ , a non-linear process is applied to the 
transformed signal in the new domain, and the result is transformed back to the original domain, via the inverse 
transform, :  1−Ξ

 
non-linear 

process 1−ΞΞ       x(n) x*(n)  
 

Figure 1: Summary of the homomorphic deconvolution process 
 

In the special case where  and  represent the DTFT (Discrete-Time Fourier Transform) and the IDTFT 
(Inverse Discrete-Time Fourier Transform), respectively, while the non-linear process is the evaluation of the 
Fourier phase spectrum,  

Ξ 1−Ξ

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
ℜ
ℑ

=
))((
))((arctan)(

ω
ωωϕ

S
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 (1) 

where ))(( ωSℜ and ))(( ωSℑ are the real and imaginary components of the Fourier transform )(ωS of the 
signal , respectively, we obtain the so-called Fourier Phase Cepstrum, )(ts )(τFc :  

))(()( ωϕτ IDTFTcF =         (2) 
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The Fourier phase spectrum (2nd stage of figure 1) experiences two categories of discontinuities. The first 
category of the discontinuities (‘extrinsic’) is related to the use of the arctan function and is overcome using 
the ‘unwrapping’ algorithm, [2]. The second category of discontinuities (‘intrinsic’) originates from the 
properties of the signal itself and is overcome with their compensation, [3]. Hence, for the Fourier case, the 
non-linear process (2nd stage of figure 1) can be divided into the three stages:  

 
 Compensation  of  

‘extrinsic’ 
discontinuities  
(Stage 2) 

Fourier 
phase  
spectrum 
evaluation 
- eq. (1) 
(Stage 1) 

Compensation  of 
‘intrinsic’ 
discontinuities 
(Stage 3) 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Stages of the non-linear part of the homomorphic deconvolution process applied to the Fourier case 
 
For the Hartley Phase Cepstrum case, the first, the second and the third stages of figure 1 are the DTHT 
(Discrete-Time Hartley Transform), the evaluation of the Hartley phase spectrum [4], i.e.  

)(ωY ))(sin())(cos( ωϕωϕ +=  (3) 

and the IDTHT (Inverse Discrete-Time Hartley Transform), respectively. Hence, the Harley Phase Cepstrum is 
defined as: 

))(()( ωτ YIDTHTcH =         (4) 

The Hartley phase spectrum (equation (3)), unlike its Fourier counterpart (equation (1)), does not have 
‘wrapping’ ambiguities. Hence, it experiences only the ‘intrinsic’ category of discontinuities, which can be 
detected and compensated, [4].  
So, for the Hartley case, the non-linear process (2nd stage of figure 1) can be divided in the following two 
stages:  

 
Hartley  phase 

spectrum 
evaluation – 
eq. (3) 
(Stage 1) 

Compensation of 
‘intrinsic’ 

discontinuities 
(Stage 2) 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Stages of the non-linear part of the homomorphic deconvolution process applied to the Hartley case. 
 
The proposed HPC is a signal feature that bears certain advantages over its Fourier counterpart, especially 
useful for practical applications in speech. These advantages are based on the properties of the respective 
spectra, which carry over to the cepstral domain thanks to the analytic relations that hold between the two 
domains. Localization ability and robustness to noise are two such advantages. As a simplified example of a 
signal, let us consider a pulse signal in the time domain. The Fourier Phase Cepstrum can identify only a single 
pulse, due to the ambiguities introduced by the use of the ‘unwrapping’ algorithm, whereas the Hartley Phase 
Cepstrum can indicate the location of a sequence of pulses, even for the case where noise is present [5]. 
Moreover, the HPC, unlike its Fourier counterpart, is more tolerant to noise – a property justified via the shape 
of the probability density function of the HPC, in the case where the time domain signal is pure Gaussian noise 
(section 3). Another property of the HPC, of interest in speech synthesis, is its invertibility: Unlike the Fourier 
case (figure 2), both stages of the non-linear process of the evaluation of the HPC (figure 3) are invertible, 
because the ‘unwrapping’ algorithm is not used. 
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3. Noise robustness of the HPC 
 
The aim of this section is to show why the Hartley phase spectrum is more immune to noise as compared to the 
Fourier phase spectrum. To this end are employed the Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of the Hartley and 
of the Fourier phase spectra, in the special case of a pure Gaussian noise signal. The PDF of the Hartley phase 
spectrum is given by: 

2

2
12

1)(

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
−

=
βπ

βHp
, 22 <<− β ,        (5) 

where β  denotes the Hartley phase function values, )(ωY . (See [5] for the proof of eq. (5) – proof not shown 
here because of lack of space).  

The shape of )(βHp  is shown in figure 4 (left). It can be observed from figure 4 (left) that the peaks of this 
PDF are in its upper and lower range of the horizontal axis (i.e. 2  and 2− ). However, the information 
content of the signal, in the Hartley phase spectrum, is encapsulated in the zero crossings with respect to the 
frequency axis rather than in the minimum / maximum values of the cosinusoidal signal (i.e. 2± ), [5]. 
Consequently, noise mainly affects the higher and the lower domain of the Hartley phase spectrum values and 
hence, its information content (encapsulated in the zero-crossings, middle part of its domain) is less affected.  
For the Fourier phase spectrum case though, assuming again a Gaussian noise signal, and if the arctan function 
is omitted from eq. (1), then the )(βFp  is a Cauchy distribution, assuming that the real and the imaginary 
parts of the Fourier spectrum are independent, [6]. In this case: 

21
1)(
βπ

β
+

=Fp , ∞<<∞− β         (6) 

where now β  denotes the Fourier phase spectrum, )(ωϕ . The Cauchy distribution )(βFp  (shown for 
5)(5 <<− ωϕ  in figure 4 (right)), similarly to the Gaussian distribution, is symmetrical about 0=β  with its 

maximum value at 0=β . However, the Cauchy distribution falls more rapidly as β  increases and also its 
tails are heavier, compared to the Gaussian. Audio signals (e.g. speech, mechanical sounds etc.), convey a 
heavy noise additive component and hence, the PDFs of their phase spectra are similar to the Cauchy 
distribution for the Fourier case and to the distribution in eq. (5) for the Hartley case, respectively.  

 
Figure 4: PDFs (a) of the Hartley phase spectrum, )(ωY , (left) and (b) of the Fourier phase spectrum, )(ωϕ , 

(right) for a pure Gaussian noise signal. 
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It should be noted here that, if the definition of the conventional Fourier phase spectrum is used (i.e. if the 
arctan function is not omitted in eq. (1) ) then the PDF of the phase spectrum is no more a Cauchy, (see, eg., 
[6], chapter V.5); rather, it becomes uniform in πωϕπ <<− )( . 
Nevertheless, in either of the above two choices for the definition of the Fourier phase spectrum (i.e., either 
including the arctan function or not), the information content is distributed across the whole range of )(ωϕ  
values and hence there does not exist a specific region of the PDF horizontal axis where the information 
content is mainly encapsulated. This constitutes a major difference to the case of the Hartley phase spectrum, 
where, as pointed out earlier, information lies mainly towards the two endpoints of the PDF range. This 
difference in the shapes of the respective PDFs justifies the relative noise immunity of the proposed HPC.  
 

4. Conclusions  
 

The phase of a signal as a function of frequency conveys meaningful information that is particularly useful for 
speech or audio signals. Accurate phase extraction is crucial in various speech processing applications, such as 
localization, synchronization, coding, etc. The major disadvantage of the computation of the phase spectrum 
via the Fourier transform is the heuristics employed of the compensation of the ‘extrinsic’ discontinuities 
(‘wrapping’ ambiguities). The effect of the ‘wrapping’ ambiguities is more severe in the case where noise is 
present. The Hartley phase spectrum, on the other hand, is advantageous as (a) it does not convey ‘extrinsic’ 
discontinuities and (b) due to its structure, it is less affected by the presence of noise, as justified through 
comparison of the shapes of the respective PDFs. As signal localization applications show, the phase content of 
a signal is encapsulated in a more efficient and easy to identify manner in the Hartley Phase rather than in the 
Fourier Phase Cepstral function. Hence, the Hartley Phase Cepstrum is proposed here as a promising and viable 
substitute to its Fourier counterpart. 
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Abstract

Classical objective criteria evaluate speech quality using one
quantity which embed all possible kind of degradation. For
speech denoising applications, there is a great need to deter-
mine with accuracy the kind of the degradation (residual back-
ground noise, speech distortion or both). In this work, we pro-
pose two perceptual bounds UBPE and LBPE defining regions
where original and denoised signals are perceptually equivalent
or different. Next, two quantitative criteria PSANR and PSADR
are developed to quantify separately the two kinds of degrada-
tion. Some simulation results for speech denoising using differ-
ent approaches show the usefulness of proposed criteria.

1. Introduction
Evaluation of denoised speech quality can be done using sub-
jective criteria such as MOS (Mean Opinion Score) or DMOS
(Degradation MOS) [1]. However, such evaluation is expen-
sive and time consuming so that, there is an increasing interest
in the development of robust quantitative speech quality mea-
sures that correlate well with subjective tests. Objective criteria
can be classified according to the domain in which they operate.
We relate for example the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and seg-
mental SNR operating in time domain [2], the Cepstral Distance
(CD) and Weighted Slope Spectral distance (WSS) operating in
frequency domain [2] and Modified Bark Spectral Distortion
(MBSD) operating in perceptual domain [3]. Perceptual mea-
sures are shown to have the best chance of predicting subjective
quality of speech and other audio signals since they are based
on human auditory perception models.

The common point of all objective criteria is their ability of
evaluating speech quality using a single parameter which embed
all kind of degradations after any processing. Indeed, speech
quality measures are basing their evaluation on both original
and degraded speeches according to the following application
C:

C : E2 −→ R
(x, y) 7−→ c

(1)

where E denotes the time, frequency or perceptual domain. x
(resp. y) denotes original speech (resp. observed speech altered
by noise or denoised speech after processing) and c is the score
of the objective measure.

Mathematically, C is not a bijection from E2 to R. It means
that it is possible to find a signal y′ which is perceptually dif-
ferent from y but has the same score than the one obtained with
y (c(x, y) = c(x, y′)). We relate for example the case of an
original signal x which is corrupted by an additive noise to con-
struct the signal y. Then, x is coded and decoded using a CELP

coder to obtain the signal y′. It is obviously that the degrada-
tion noticed in both y and y′ are not the same. Degradation of
y is heard as a background noise and the degradation of y′ is
perceptually heard as distortion of original signal. However, in
a previous work, we show that they have the same SNR [4].

In this paper, we aim improving speech quality evaluation
by separating two kinds of degradation which are the additive
residual noise and the speech distortion. Each degradation will
be evaluated using its adequate criterion so that the non bijection
C will be avoided and replaced by a bijection one characterized
by a couple of outputs instead of a single output. Moreover,
thanks to the advantage of perceptual tools in the evaluation
of speech quality, the new couple of criteria will be based on
auditor properties of human ear.

2. Study context: speech denoising
Before defining novel criteria of speech quality evaluation, let’s
define the different kinds of degradation altering speech. With-
out loss of generality, we consider the speech denoising applica-
tion and we use spectral denoising approaches. They are viewed
as a multiplication of noisy speech spectrum Y (m, k) by a real
positive coefficient filter H(m, k) (see for example [5]). The
estimated spectrum of clean speech is written

Ŝ(m, k) = H(m, k)Y (m, k), (2)

where m (resp. k) denotes frame index (resp. frequency index).
The estimation error spectrum ξ(m, k) is given by

ξ(m, k) = S(m, k)− Ŝ(m, k). (3)

We assume that speech and noise are uncorrelated. Thus,
the estimated error power spectrum is given by

E{|ξ(m, k)|2} = [H(m, f)− 1]2E{|S(m, k)|2}
+H(m, k)2E{|N(m, k)|2}, (4)

where |N(m, k)|2 denotes the noise power spectrum.
Since 0 < H(m, k) < 1, the first term of Eq. 4 expresses

the ‘attenuation’ of clean speech frequency components. Such
degradation is perceptually heard as a distortion of clean speech.
However, the second term expresses the residual noise which is
perceptually heard as a background noise. Since, it is additive,
it is possible to formulate it as an ‘accentuation’ of clean speech
frequency components.

3. Proposed perceptual characterization of
audible degradation

We aim to perceptually characterize the degradation altering de-
noised speech. Hence, auditory properties of human ear are84



considered. More precisely, the masking concept is used: a
masked signal is made inaudible by a masker if the masked sig-
nal magnitude is below the perceptual masking threshold MT. In
our case, both degradation can be audible or inaudible according
to their position regarding the masking threshold. We propose
to find decision rules to decide on the audibility of residual noise
and speech distortion by using the masking threshold concept.
If they are audible, the audibility rate will be quantified accord-
ing to the proposed criterion. There are many techniques to
compute masking threshold MT, we use in this paper Johnston
model well known for its simplicity and well used in coding
context [6].

3.1. Perceptual characterization of audible noise

According to MT definition, it is possible to add to the clean
speech power spectrum, the MT curve (considered as a ‘certain
signal’) so that the resulting signal (obtained by inverse FFT)
has the same audible quality than the clean one. The result-
ing spectrum is called Upper Bound of Perceptual Equivalence
“UBPE” and is defined as follows

UBPE(m, k) = Γs(m, k) + MT (m, k), (5)

where Γs(m, k) is the clean speech power spectrum.
When some frequency components of the denoised speech

are above UBPE, the resulting additive noise is heard.

3.2. Perceptual characterization of audible distortion

By duality, some attenuations of frequency components can be
heard as speech distortion. Thus, by analogy to UBPE, we
propose to calculate a second curve which expresses the lower
bound under which any attenuation of frequency components
is heard as a distortion. We call it Lower Bound of Perceptual
Equivalence “LBPE”. To compute LBPE, we used the au-
dible spectrum introduced by Tsoukalas and al for audio signal
enhancement [7]. In such case, audible spectrum is calculated
by considering the maximum between clean speech spectrum
and masking threshold.

When speech components are under MT, they are not heard
and we can replace them by a chosen threshold σ(m, k).
The proposed LBPE is defined as follows

LBPE(m, k) =

(
Γs(m, k) if Γs(m, k) ≥MT (m, k)

σ(m, k) otherwise .

(6)
The choice of σ(m, k) obeys only one condition σ(m, k) <

MT (m, k). During this work, we choose it equal 0 dB.

3.3. Usefulness of UBPE and LBPE

Using UBPE and LBPE, we can define three regions char-
acterizing the perceptual quantity of denoised speech: fre-
quency components between UBPE and LBPE are percep-
tually equivalent to the original speech components, frequency
components above UBPE contain a background noise and fre-
quency components under LBPE are characterized by speech
distortion. This characterization constitutes our idea to iden-
tify and detect audible additive noise and audible distortion. As
illustration, we present in Fig. 1 an example of speech frame
power spectrum and its related curves UBPE (upper curve in
bold line) and LBPE (bottom curve in dash line). The clean
speech power spectrum is, for all frequencies index, between
the two curves UBPE and LBPE. We remark that the two

curves are the same for most peaks. It means that for these fre-
quency intervals, any kind of degradation altering speech will
be audible. If it quite over UBPE, it will be heard as back-
ground noise. In the opposite case, it will be heard as speech
distortion.

Figure 1: An example of UBPE and LBPE in dB of clean
speech frame.

4. Audible degradation estimation
4.1. Audible additive noise PSD estimation

Once UBPE calculated, the superposition of denoised signal
power spectrum and UBPE leads to separate two cases.
The First one corresponds to the regions of denoised speech
power spectrum which are under UBPE. In such case,
there is no audible residual noise. In the second case, some
denoised speech frequency components are above UBPE,
the amount above UBPE constitutes the audible residual
noise. As illustration, we represent in Fig.2 an example of
denoised speech power spectrum and its related UBPE curve
calculated from clean speech. The used denoising approach is
spectral subtraction [5]. From Fig.2, we notice that frequency
regions between 1 kHz and 2 kHz are above UBPE, they
hence contain residual audible noise. In term of listening tests,
such residual noise is annoying and constitutes in some cases
the musical noise. Such musical noise is well popular and
constitutes the main drawback of spectral subtraction.

Once the UBPE is calculated, it is possible to estimate the
audible power spectrum density of residual noise using a sim-
ple subtraction when it exists. Hence, the residual noise power
spectrum density PSD is written

Γp
n(m, k) =

8><>:
Γŝ(m, k)− UBPE(m, k)

if Γŝ(m, k) > UBPE(m, k)

0 otherwise

(7)

where Γŝ(m, k) denotes the PSD of denoised speech and the
suffix p designs the perceptually sense of the PSD.

4.2. Audible speech distortion PSD estimation

We use the same methodology as the one used for residual back-
ground noise. We represent in Fig.3 an example of denoised
speech power spectrum and its related curve LBPE calculated
from the clean speech. We notice that some regions are under
LBPE (for example regions between 1.5 kHz and 2 kHz), they85



Figure 2: Superposition of a denoised speech power spectrum
and its related clean speech UBPE.

hence constitute the audible distortion of the clean speech. In
term of listening tests, they are completely different from resid-
ual background noise. They are heard as a loss of speech tonal-
ity.
It is possible to estimate the audible distortion PSD Γp

d as fol-
lows

Γp
d(m, k) =

8><>:
LBPE(m, k)− Γŝ(m, k)

if Γŝ(m, k) < LBPE(m, k)

0 otherwise .

(8)

Figure 3: Superposition of a denoised speech frame and its re-
lated clean speech LBPE.

5. Audible degradation evaluation
In this section, we detail the proposed approach to quantify sep-
arately the two kinds of degradation. The assessment of the
denoised speech quality by means of two parameters permits
to overcome the problem of non bijection of classic objective
evaluation and to better characterize each kind of speech degra-
dation. Hence, instead of the application defined in Eq. 1, we
develop a novel application from perceptual domain to R2

C : E2 −→ R2

(x, y) 7−→ (PSANR, PSADR)
(9)

where PSANR and PSADR are two parameters related re-
spectively to the residual noise and the distortion.

The definition of PSANR and PSADR is inspired from
the SNR definition which is the ratio between signal energy
and noise energy. Thanks to Parseval theorem it can be calcu-
lated in frequency domain. Moreover, since the UBPE and
LBPE are perceptually equivalent to the original signal, the
proposed definition uses the energy of UBPE and LBPE in-
stead of the energy of the clean speech. The time domain signal
related to UBPE is called “upper effective signal” whereas the
time domain signal related to LBPE is called “lower effective
signal”. In the following subsection, we define the proposed
criteria.

5.1. Perceptual noise criterion PSANR

The perceptual residual noise criterion is defined as the ratio
between the upper effective signal which is the UBPE and the
audible residual noise. The Perceptual Signal to Audible Noise
Ratio PSANR(m) of frame m is calculated in frequency do-
main (due to the Parseval theorem) and it is formulated as fol-
lows

PSANR(m) =

PN
k=1 UBPE(m, k)PN

k=1 Γp
n(m, k)

. (10)

5.2. Perceptual distortion criterion PSADR

By the same manner, we define the Perceptual Signal to Audible
Distortion Ratio PSADR(m) of frame m as a ratio between
the lower effective signal which is LBPE and the audible dis-
tortion. The PSADR(m) is given by:

PSADR(m) =

PN
k=1 LBPE(m, k)PN

k=1 Γp
d(m, k)

. (11)

5.3. PSANDR criteria

to compute the global PSANR and PSADR of the to-
tal speech sequence, we are referred to the segmental SNR
SNRseg thanks to its better correlation with subjective tests
when compared to the traditional SNR. The principle of seg-
mental SNR consists on determining the SNR for each frame
SNR(m) and then calculating their geometric mean over the

total number of frames SNRseg = N

qQN
m SNR(m) [2].

Moreover, since the SNR and SNRseg are usually expressed
in dB. The geometric mean is equivalent to the arithmetic mean
in log domain.
Using this approach, we compute the global PSANR and
PSADR for a given sequence of speech. Next, the couple
(PSANR,PSADR) defines the new criterion to evaluate both
kinds of degradation. We call it Perceptual Signal to Audible
Noise and Distortion Ratio “PSANDR”.

6. experimental results
6.1. Test signals

To show the ability of PSANDR to take into account the per-
ceptual effect of an additive noise, we add artificial noise, con-
structed from the masking threshold by multiplying it with a
factor α ≥ 0 (y(n) = s(n) + αMT (n)). In Fig.4, we repre-
sent the evolution of SNRseg , PSANR and PSADR versus
α. For the range of α between 0 and 1, SNRseg decreases
which means that there is a degradation of speech. This fact is
true in term of signal to noise ratio but not true in term of per-
ceptual sense, because the power of added artificial noise don’t
overtake MT. With PSANR, the amount of audible noise is86



null (see Eq. 7) and the PSANR is infinity which is truncated
to 35 dB in our simulations. For α > 1, the background noise
becomes audible and the PSANR decreases as α increases but
remains above SNRseg . This is explained by the ability of the
clean speech to mask a certain portion of the added noise.

We notice that for any value of α, the second term PSADR
is still constant and is equal to 35 dB. In fact, there is no distor-
tion of the clean speech and the only audible degradation is the
background noise.

Figure 4: Evolution of SNRseg , PSANR and PSADR ver-
sus α in case of additive noise.

6.2. real signals

Let’s now compare some denoising techniques by means of the
new objective criteria. We propose to denoise a corrupted sig-
nal, by gaussian noise with SNR = 0 dB, using the following
techniques:
• Classical wiener filtering [5].
• Perceptual filtering proposed by Gustafsson and al in [8]

which consists in masking the residual noise and allow-
ing a variable speech distortion.

• Modified wiener technique [9]. In this technique, the
shape of the tones is used as a selective parameter to de-
tect and eliminate musical tones.

Evaluation of denoising quality is done using classic objec-
tive criteria (segmental SNR, WSS, MBSD) and the proposed
PSANDR. Results are resumed in Tab.1. In term of SNRseg ,
the used techniques are comparable even if there is a little im-
provement noticed with perceptual technique. But, subjective
tests show that the denoised signals are completely different.
Using WSS criterion, the best score is obtained with percep-
tual technique and it is nearly equal to the noisy speech score.
Although, subjective tests show that the two signals are percep-
tually different. Indeed, the denoised speech using perceptual
technique is heard as distorted version of clean speech and not
as clean speech with background noise. In term of MBSD, the
perceptual technique is also the best. However, this technique
is characterized by a loss of the speech tonality comparing to
wiener technique. Thus, we can see that classic evaluation tools
don’t give any idea of the kind and nature of the degradation of
the signals. PSANR, giving idea about residual noise, shows
that perceptual technique is the best one regarding noise atten-
uation. PSADR, determining the distortion of the denoised
signals, shows that the important distortion is obtained using
perceptual technique. These observations are confirmed by sub-
jective tests.

Table 1: Evaluation of denoised signals.

SNRseg

dB WSS MBSD
PSANR

dB
PSADR

dB
noisy

speech -4.30 46.07 2.32 -3.90 17.27
wiener

technique 1.05 74.25 0.28 5.04 7.53
modified
wiener 1.13 69.63 0.19 5.54 7.01

perceptual
technique 1.62 45.41 0.15 12.71 6.93

7. Conclusion
The spectral and perceptual analysis of the degradation, in the
case of denoised speech, imposes to separate between residual
noise and signal distortion. We first propose two curves UBPE
and LBPE to calculate the audible residual noise and audible
distortion. Next, two parameters PSANR and PSADR char-
acterizing the two kinds of degradation are developed. Sim-
ulation results comparing different denoising approaches and
classical objective measures, show a better characterization of
degradation nature of denoised signal. The calculation of the
degree of correlation of the proposed criteria with MOS crite-
rion constitutes the perspectives of our work.
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Abstract 
In this paper, we modify the Sparse Coding Shrinkage (SCS) 
method with an appropriate optimal linear filter (Wiener filter) 
in order to improve its efficiency as a speech enhancement 
algorithm. 
SCS transform is only applicable for sparse data and speech 
features do not have this property in either time or frequency 
domains. Therefore we have used Linear Independent 
Component Analysis (LICA) to transfer the corrupted speech 
frames to the sparse code space in which noise and speech 
components are separated by means of a shrinkage function. 
Before employing SCS, Wiener filtering was applied on the 
ICA components to reduce noise energy and consequently the 
SCS shrinkage threshold. Experimental results have been 
obtained using connected digit database TIDIGIT 
contaminated with NATO RSG-10 noise data.  

1. Introduction 
The primary purpose of noise compensation methods applied 
in the context of speech processing is to reduce the effect of 
any signal which is alien to and disruptive of the message and 
to extract original speech as pure as possible. Depending on 
the application, speech enhancement methods aim at speech 
quality improvement and or speech or speaker recognition. 
Some common noise compensation methods are a) Spectral 
Subtraction, b) least mean square (LMS), adaptive filtering, c) 
filter-based parametric approaches , d) Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM)-based speech enhancement techniques. Wavelet 
transform has also been employed in speech enhancement 
systems during recent years [1].  
In this paper we focus on modifying a relatively new method 
that is Sparse Coding Shrinkage. It has been used in [2, 3] for 
image denoising and in [4] for speech enhancement. The 
advantages of this method with respect to other popular 
methods can be summarized as: 1) Most algorithms apply 
Fourier transform, discrete Fourier transform or Karhunen-
Loeve transform which facilitate the estimation of the clean 
speech model parameters. However, SCS is based on a data-
driven transformation that is highly conformed to the structure 
of clean speech data. 2) Most methods just amend the 
distorted amplitude of the speech signal leaving the phase 
unprocessed. On the other hand, experimental results have 
shown that phase parameter plays a relatively important role 
in speech quality [5].  In the SCS method, the speech frame is 
uniformly processed without need to separating the amplitude 
and phase data. Independent Component Analysis is a basic 
method for blind source separation. In Linear Independent 
Component Analysis (LICA), the goal is to transfer the 

observed data to the independent source space. Assuming that 
all independent sources are supergaussian, ICA technique will 
be equivalent to sparse coding method [2]. 
Denoising process includes an offline training stage in which 
clean speech frames are employed for estimating the ICA 
transform matrix and required parameters of the shrinkage 
function. These estimated functions can then be used to extract 
the clean components from the noisy ones. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: First we explain in 
detail each of the methods used for speech enhancement in 
section 2. Section 3 demonstrates the noise reduction 
capability of the proposed algorithm through the computer 
simulations. Finally, conclusions are given in the last section. 
 

2. Algorithms used in the proposed 
enhancement method 

Sparse Coding Shrinkage is carried out in 2 stages: 
1) Transferring data to the sparse coding space that is 

performed using ICA in this paper. 
2) Computing Shrinkage function for each sparse code that 

can be achieved through Maximum Likelihood Estimation.  
In this section we have provided details about the employed 
algorithms.  

2.1. Independent Component Analysis 

Linear Independent component analysis mixing model can be 
formulated as [6]: 

=x As  (1) 

We can rewrite the Eq. (1) as: 

i i
i

s=∑x a  (2) 

where ,ia x  and is  are basis functions , observed vector and 
independent components respectively. This ICA model is a 
generative model, i.e. it describes how the observed data are 
generated by a process of mixing the components is . After 
estimating the matrix A, we can compute its inverse, say W, 
and obtain the independent components simply by:  

1, −s = Wx W = A  (3) 

In mixing model, A and s are both unknown and should be 
solely estimated using observed data x. One estimation 
method is to use probabilistic characteristics of components 
that are assumed independent in ICA method. It has been 
shown that component independency in ICA mixing model is 
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directly related to maximum nongaussianity of the 
components. One robust criterion for nongaussianity testing is 
negetropy that can be expressed as: 

gaussJ(y) H(y ) H(y)= −  (4) 

In which H is entropy function and J(y) represents the entropy 
difference between random value y and Gaussian 
variable gaussy , which has the same covariance matrix as y. 

J(y) will be zero if and only if y is Gaussian, otherwise it has 
positive non-zero value. Using a robust estimation of 
negentropy and ascent gradient method, we can rewrite W 
matrix rows as following: 

{ } { }T TE g( ) E g ( )  + −′= −w x w x w x w     (5) 

where x is the observed vector and w- and w+  represent the 
W matrix row before update and after update respectively. 
Here g(u)=tanh(au) and a is selected so that 1<a<2. In order 
to increase the convergence speed, data is whitened in the 
first step. Hence, the searching space is limited to the space 
perpendicular to the previous vectors (rows). 

2.1.1. Parametric estimation of the probabilistic 
density function of the independent components  

Probability density of independent components is defined as a 
generalized exponential function as follows [7]: 

2 1 βω(β) x µp(x|µ,σ,β) exp c(β)
σ σ

+ −= − 
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where µ is the mean parameter, σ represents standard 

deviation and Γ  is Gamma function. iβ  is the parameter 
that controls the deviation of probability density function 
from normal distribution. The higher β gets ( 1>>β ), the 
more the super-Gaussian of the independent components PDF 
is. Assuming si components with zero mean )0( =µ and unit 

variance )( 1σ 2 = , we can estimate β  by Maximum A 
Posterior (MAP) method as follows:  
 

i

i

i β i i

β i i i

β max p(β |s )

max p(s |β )p(β )

= ∝
 (7) 

 Assuming )p(βi is uniform for 1βi > and making the 

derivative with respect to iβ  equal to zero, we can estimate 

iβ  by means of iteration methods. 
 
 
 

2.2. Shrinkage function extraction 

SCS uses Maximum A Posterior for estimating the non-
Gaussian variable contaminated with Gaussian noise.  
Suppose s is the random non-Gaussian variable and ν  is the 
Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance and y is the 
observed variable, so that: 

y s ν= +  (8) 

We want to extract s from the observed vector y. If the 
probability density function of s is shown by  p, then we can 
estimate s by: 

2
u 2

1s argmin (y u) f(u)
2σ
 = − +  

  (9) 

where logpf −= and 2σ  is the noise variance. Minimizing 
the left side of (9) and making its derivative with respect to u 
equal to zero is equivalent to the following equation: 

2

1 ˆ ˆ(s y) f (s) 0
2σ

′− + =  (10) 

For the Laplace function in the form of 

|)s|λexp(
2
λ)sp( ˆˆ −= , we have )ssign()s(f ˆˆ =′ . After 

substitution of (s)f ′  in (10), we find 2λσys −=ˆ  for 
2λσy > and the equation has no answer for 2λσy < . 

Assuming that the clean signal components are sparse, we can 

conclude that, for 2λσy < the observed component y is 

only resulted from noise and therefore 0s =ˆ . In general, 
nonlinear relationship between ŝ  and y components can be 
stated: 

2ŝ g(y) sign(y) max(0, y λσ )= = × −  (11) 

where g represents the shrinkage function. In ICA space, the 
probability density of the clean speech, p(s) , can be obtained 
as explained in section 2-1-1. Assuming generalized 
exponential distribution for s, it is unlikely to find ŝ  with 
respect to y from (10) in the closed form. The shrinkage 
function of a high sparse variable ( 1>>β ) can be 
approximated as [1]: 

2 2

ŝ sign(y)

y bd y bd
max(0, ( ) 4σ (a 3) )

2 2

= ×

− +
+ − +

   
(12) 

 
where d is the standard deviation of the independent 

components and 2σ  is the noise components variance in ICA  

space and 1)|}s{|1/d/(Ea 2 −=  , 21)a(ab += . Two 
examples of shrinkage function are illustrated in Fig.1. Since 
independent components extracted from speech have high 
sparsity, we can use the shrinkage function stated in (12). 
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Figure 1: Two example of shrinkage function. Solid 
line:  the shrinkage function of Laplace distribution 
(11), Dotted line: the shrinkage function of 
supergaussian distribution (12). 

2.3. The Proposed Method 

In previous works, SCS is used alone for speech 
enhancement. It seems that shrinkage threshold reduction can 
reduce the approximations used in solving (10) and therefore 
may result in improvement in denoising process. Shrinkage 
threshold is directly related to the noise energy. This 
relationship is apparent in the shrinkage function of Laplace 
distribution, i.e. (11). Shrinkage threshold reduction can be 
carried out by applying an appropriate preprocessing. One 
preprocessing method that can keep the Guassianity of the 
noise is a linear transform and optimal linear transform that 
causes maximum noise reduction can be a Wiener filter. 
Wiener filter applied in ICA space can be easily found [8]:  

1T
n( )−= −F I I WR W  (13) 

where I is the unit matrix and is equivalent to the covariance 
matrix of independent components. Note that independent 
components attained from ICA model have zero mean and 
unit variance. Besides, W is the unmixing matrix of ICA 
model and nR   is the noise covariance matrix in the time 
domain.  Additive noise ν  can be found by applying F 
function on ICA space components. 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ→F(s + ν) - s = ν (F - I)s + Fν = ν  
T T

ν̂ ν= +R (F - I)(F - I) FR F  
(14) 

ν  has Gaussian distribution and according to the central limit 
theorem, and employing only linear function, ν̂  can also be 
assumed  Gaussian. The σ  in (12) can be substituted with 
diagonal components of the covariance matrix ν̂R (noise 
variance) and the resultant shrinkage function can be applied 
to each noisy component. 

3. Experimental Results 
In the experimental setup, we first train the ICA model with 
22 files extracted from TIDIGIT database. For this purpose, 
we divide the speech files to the frames of 40 samples with 
one sample frame shift (sampling frequency is 8 kHz). 
After applying hamming window on the frames and 
eliminating the mean value, ICA training algorithm using 
negentropy criteria was performed. W matrix has been 
estimated in the training process and independent components 
were calculated by s = Wx . β corresponds to the probability 

density function of independent components and a, d and b 
pertaining to the shrinkage function have been also estimated. 
The estimated β  was in the range of 7-12 that verified the 
supergaussianity of the independent components. Finally, we 
found 40 shrinkage functions for 40 independent components. 
In order to test the algorithm, 30 files have been selected 
randomly and specific noises were added manually from 
NATO RSG-10 noise data. We used two parameters for 
evaluating the enhancement capability of our approach which 
are global SNR and segmental SNR. Table 1 and Table 2 
include the obtained values of global and segmental SNRs 
respectively after applying Wiener filter, Shrinkage function 
and jointly using them aimed to improving the speech signal 
quality. Segmental SNR results represent the difference 
between segmental SNR of the input noisy speech and 
enhanced speech signal. The results show that our proposed 
method (with the presumption of having only Gaussian noise) 
not only improved the SNR of the speech signal in the 
presence of white noise but also could be efficient for the 
speech signal contaminated with the colored noise. Except for 
the Volvo noise (where the Wiener filter has reduced the 
noise level considerably) it can be seen that our proposed 
method has made a significant improvement in all SNRs. 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper we proposed a new method by jointly using 
Sparse Coding Shrinkage and Wiener filtering. In general, 
each speech enhancement algorithm independently reduces 
the effect of a specific noise. Thus, combinational algorithms 
can be more efficient in various noise environments. For 
example, in the presence of Volvo noise, Table 1 shows that 
the performance of Wiener filter in reducing the noise level is 
considerable, in comparison with the SCS effect. Therefore, 
jointly use of these methods may lead to better results in the 
presence of various types of noises. On the other hand, 
Wiener filter improves the SCS method performance by 
reducing the shrinkage threshold of the shrinkage function. 
The performance of the proposed method should be further 
studied before its application in speech recognition systems. 
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Table 1: Global SNRs of enhanced signals in different enhancement algorithms.  

                      SNR(dB) 
  noise 

20 15 10 5 0 -5 Ave. 

SCS 20.92 16.39 11.98 7.74 3.73 -.26 10.08 
Wiener 20.2 15.47 10.9 6.7 3.17 .78 9.54 Babble 

SCS+Wiener 20.9 16.4 12 7.8 4.1 1.59 10.47 
SCS 21 16.59 12.24 7.95 3.8 -.3 10.21 

Wiener 20.68 16.2 11.8 7.6 4 1.3 10.26 Factory 
SCS+Wiener 21.2 17.1 13.1 8.9 4.9 2 11.20 

SCS 21.22 16.79 12.42 8.11 3.99 -.8 10.29 
Wiener 20.2 16.5 12.2 8.2 4.53 1.7 10.56 F16 

SCS+Wiener 21.5 17.5 13.6 9.6 5.6 2.49 11.72 
SCS 22.37 18 13.55 9 4.65 .2 11.30 

Wiener 20.7 16.14 12 8.25 5 2.38 10.75 White 
SCS+Wiener 22.4 18 13.8 9.9 6.2 3.2 12.25 

SCS 21.28 17.22 12.95 8.68 4.46 .16 10.79 
Wiener 25.8 24.7 23.4 20.95 17.8 16.4 21.51 Volvo 

SCS+Wiener 24 22.9 21.4 18.8 15.8 13 19.42 
SCS 22.51 18.24 13.8 9.3 4.86 .4 11.52 

Wiener 20.32 15.9 11.94 8.36 5.03 2.2 10.63 Destroyer 
Engine 

SCS+Wiener 22 18 13.9 10 6.3 2.2 12.07 
SCS 21.55 17.21 12.82 8.46 4.25 -0.10 10.70 

Wiener 21.32 17.49 13.71 10.01 6.59 4.13 12.21 Ave. 
SCS+Wiener 22.00 18.32 14.63 9.24 7.15 4.08 12.85 

 
Table 2: Segmental SNR improvemnet for different enhancement algorithms (the results are differential SNR between input 

signal and enhanced signal). 

                      SNR(dB) 
  noise 

20 15 10 5 0 -5 Ave. 

SCS 1.19 2.10 3.5 4.8 5.6 5.9 3.85 
Wiener .17 .46 .99 1.93 3.77 7.1 2.40 Babble 

SCS+Wiener 1.18 2.32 4.46 7.46 10.63 14.43 6.75 
SCS 1.18 2.14 3.32 4.37 5.1 5.6 3.62 

Wiener .56 1 1.8 2.8 4.56 7.6 3.05 Factory 
SCS+Wiener 1.42 2.9 5.2 8.1 11 14.9 7.25 

SCS 1.4 2.27 3.33 4.33 5.1 5.6 3.67 
Wiener .7 1.34 2.19 3.31 5 7.9 3.41 F16 

SCS+Wiener 1.77 3.3 5.6 8.4 11.4 15 7.58 
SCS 2.54 3.33 4.01 4.58 5.06 5.45 4.16 

Wiener .8 1.4 2.43 3.97 6.12 9 3.95 White 
SCS+Wiener 3.12 4.47 6.25 8.65 11.79 15.8 8.35 

SCS .16 1.13 1.82 2.61 3.6 4.56 2.31 
Wiener 5 8.2 11 13 15 17 11.53 Volvo 

SCS+Wiener 3.5 7 10.3 13.3 16.5 19.8 11.73 
SCS 2.97 3.9 4.56 5.05 5.43 5.74 4.61 

Wiener .4 1.13 2.34 4 6 8.8 3.78 Destroyer 
Engine 

SCS+Wiener 3.12 4.5 6.3 8.9 12 15.8 8.44 
SCS 1.57 2.48 3.42 4.29 4.98 5.48 3.70 

Wiener 1.27 2.26 3.46 4.84 6.74 9.57 4.69 Ave. 
SCS+Wiener 2.35 4.08 6.35 9.14 12.22 15.96 8.35 
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Abstract
In this paper we propose a family of Viterbi algorithms spe-
cialized for lexical tree based FSA and HMM acoustic mod-
els. Two algorithms to decode a tree lexicon with left-to-right
models with or without skips and other algorithm which takes
a directed acyclic graph as input and performs error correcting
decoding are presented. They store the set of active states topo-
logically sorted in contiguous memory queues. The number of
basic operations needed to update each hypothesis is reduced
and also more locality in memory is obtained reducing the ex-
pected number of cache misses and achieving a speed-up over
other implementations.

1. Introduction
Most of large vocabulary Viterbi based recognizers (for speech,
handwritten or other recognition tasks, although speech termi-
nology is used in this work with no loss of generality) make
use of a lexicon tree organization which has many advantages
over a linear lexicon representation [1, 2]. As it is shown in the
literature, more compact representations are possible (using a
lexicon network [3], which is a minimized Finite State Automa-
ton –FSA–) but the gain in space is accompanied with a more
complex Viterbi decoder. Therefore, lexical tree organization is
a very good tradeoff between compact space representation and
adequacy for decoding.

The search space in a recognizer can be huge and the key
to achieve practical performance is to consider only the set of
active hypothesis (those with non trivial zero probability) and
to apply pruning techniques such as beam search which only
maintain active the best hypothesis.

Large vocabulary one-step decoders [4] usually keep a set
of lexical tree based Viterbi parsers in parallel. Two common
approaches are the time-start copies and language model history
copies [5, 6]. In the time-start approach, all hypothesis com-
peting in a tree parsing share the same word start time. When
a trigram language model is used, the language model history
copies approach maintains a tree parsing for every bigram his-
tory (w1, w2). This second approach has a loss of optimality
which is known as word-pair approximation [6]. In both cases,
it is straightforward to use a specialized Viterbi algorithm for
the lexical tree model and, as the core of an automatic speech
recognizer lies in the search process, every little improvement
in performing specialized decoding of lexical tree models has
a great impact in the overall performance. Therefore, it is not
strange to find specialized algorithms which take advantage of
the properties of tree based HMM models which integrate the
tree lexicon and the acoustic HMM models.

This work has been partially supported by the Spanish Government
(TIN2006-12767) and by the Generalitat Valenciana (GVA06/302).

When the acoustic models are strict left-to-right without
skips, the resulting expanded HMM model is acyclic if loops are
ignored, and every node has only zero or one preceding state to
take into account in the dynamic programming equation. Left-
to-right units with skips are known as Bakis topology and have a
widespread use as acoustic models in most recognizers. When
those models are used in conjunction with a tree lexicon, the
number of predecessors given an active state can be zero, one
or two.

Not expanding the acoustic models in the tree lexicon and
maintaining a pure tree structure which matches a phone-graph
is another possibility. In this case, the input is no longer a se-
quence of acoustic frames but a phone-graph (a directed acyclic
graph –DAG– labelled with phones and acoustic scores). Be-
sides the capability of using a directed acyclic input, the pos-
sibility of insertions, deletions and substitutions of phones is
needed to tolerate the errors in the phone-graph generation.

In this work, three specialized Viterbi algorithms based
on contiguous memory queues (FIFO data structures) are pro-
posed. When performing a Viterbi step, a new result queue is
created with the help of one or several auxiliary queues.

The basic algorithm uses left-to-right HMM acoustic mod-
els with no skips. This algorithm can be applied whenever
acoustic left-to-right models without skips are used: it can be
used for isolated word or continuous speech recognition, either
with a one-step or a two-step approach, with time-start or lan-
guage model history copies, and also within-word or across-
word context dependent units (triphones, quinphones, etc.). A
simple extension is presented to show how to use it with across-
word context dependent models [7].

A second version of the algorithm extends the first one to
allow the use of skips in the acoustic units with a negligible
additional cost.

The last proposed algorithm performs an error correcting
Viterbi decoding and is capable of analyzing a DAG instead of
a sequence. This algorithm can be used, for instance, to obtain
a word-graph from a phone-graph.

2. Left-to-right without skips algorithm
If a lexicon tree is expanded with left-to-right acoustic HMM
models without skips, the following observations about the ex-
panded tree models are straightforward:

• Every state has at most two predecessors: itself and pos-
sibly his parent.

• If we ignore the loops, the expanded model is acyclic.
Therefore, a topological order is possible in general.

• A level traversal of the tree provides a topological order
with some additional features:92



– The children of a given node occupy contiguous
positions. The grandchildren also occupy contigu-
ous positions.

– If a subset of states is stored in topological order
and we generate the children of every active state
following that order, the resulting list also is or-
dered with respect to the topological order.

2.1. Model representation

A tree model T of n states is represented with three vectors of
size n and one of size n + 1 as follows:

• loop prob stores the loop transition probabilities.

• from prob stores the parent incoming transition proba-
bilities.

• e index stores the index of the associated emission
probability class associated to the acoustic frame to be
observed. The vector of emission probabilities can be
obtained with a multilayer perceptron in a hybrid model
[8] or with a set of mixture of Gaussian distributions in a
conventional continuous density HMM.

• first child stores the index of the first child. The last
child is deduced by looking the first child of the next
state thanks to the topological sorting. This representa-
tion allows specifying an empty set of children. A sen-
tinel in position n + 1 is needed for the last state.

2.2. Viterbi-Merge algorithm

The Viterbi-M algorithm takes a sequence of acoustic frames
as input and updates a set of active states after observing every
frame (a Viterbi step). An active state is composed by an index
state and a score (i, s). A queue α(t) (a FIFO data structure) is
used to store the set of active states at time t. The purpose of a
Viterbi step consists of creating another queue α(t + 1) given
the model T , the current queue α(t) and the vector of emis-
sion probabilities emission associated to the observed acoustic
frame.

An auxiliary queue aux child is used to store temporally
the scores of states produced by the transitions from parent to
child. The algorithm proceeds as follows (see Figure 1):

1. best prob← 0.

2. For every active state (i, s) of the queue α(t) whose
score s is above the beam threshold:

(a) s next← s · loop prob[i].

(b) While the first active state (i′, s′) of the queue
aux child satisfies i′ < i, extract it and place
(i′, s′ · emission[e index [i′]]) in α(t + 1).

(c) If the first active state (i′, s′) of the queue
aux child satisfies i′ = i, drop it and update the
score s next← max(s next, s′).

(d) s next ← s next · emission[e index [i]], insert
(i, s next) in the queue α(t + 1) and update
best prob← max(best prob, s next).

(e) For every state j from first child [i] to
first child [i + 1] − 1, add (j, s · from prob[j])
to the queue aux child.

3. For every active state (i′, s′) of the queue aux child, ex-
tract it and place (i′, s′ · emission[e index [i′]) in the
queue α(t + 1).

α (t)

α

merge

(t+1)

generate children

generate grandchildren

>= beam threshold?

*loop probability

*emission probability
update best probability

aux_child

aux_gchild

Figure 1: Viterbi-M and Viterbi-MS algorithms. The queue
aux gchild (dotted part) is only used in Viterbi-MS.
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Figure 2: HMM model for across-word context dependent units.
The general topology HMM model represents only the first con-
text dependent phones of the words.

The active states of α(t) whose score is below the beam
threshold are discarded. Whenever an active state is placed in
the queue α(t + 1), the emission probability associated to it is
applied, and the best probability is updated. This value is used
to obtain the beam threshold for the following Viterbi step.

This algorithm is linear with the number of active states
and the number of children of active states which is an upper
bound to the number of active states in the resulting queue. In
total, the global cost is linear with the number of active states,
which is the same as any reasonable implementation of a con-
ventional Viterbi implementation. The main advantage of this
algorithm is the use of contiguous memory FIFO queues to store
the active states. Therefore, a better cache performance and an
internal loop with less overhead is obtained compared to other
algorithms that use linked lists or use hash tables to store and
look up the set of active states. Therefore, the asymptotic cost
is the same but a practical speed-up is obtained.

2.3. Extension to across-word context dependent units

Since this algorithm is used on lexical tree models with ex-
panded acoustic HMM models, the use of context dependent
units is straightforward for within-word context modeling.

Across-word models consider a different context dependent
unit at the beginning of a word to take into account the last
phones of the preceding word during continuous speech recog-
nition. It would be very inefficient to use a different tree model
for every possible context since they only differ in the first con-
text dependent acoustic models. Therefore, a model which re-
sembles a tree lexicon excepting the root is used. This model
can be composed of two models: a general HMM connecting a
set of tree lexicon models (see Figure 2).93



A set of trees can be traversed by levels as if they were just
one tree and the resulting model can be used with the same al-
gorithm with no modification. Therefore, a conventional Viterbi
algorithm can be used to update the scores of the states of the
general topology HMM part of the model, and the rest of the
model (a forest) can be computed with the Viterbi-M algorithm.

3. Left-to-right with skips algorithm
This algorithm generalizes the previous one by allowing the use
of Bakis HMM acoustic models.

3.1. Model representation

The model representation is similar to the previous section.
The only difference is another vector skip prob which stores,
for every state, the incoming skip transition probabilities.
In order to iterate over the set of grandchildren of a given
state i, the algorithm loops from first child [first child [i]] to
first child [first child [i + 1]]− 1.

3.2. Viterbi-Merge algorithm with skips

The Viterbi-MS algorithm is the same of previous section but
another auxiliary queue aux gchild is used to store the active
states with scores computed by means of the skip transitions.
Every time an active state is extracted from α(t), the set of
grandchildren is used to add items to the queue aux gchild just
as the set of children is used to add items to the other auxiliary
queue. Now, the resulting queue α(t + 1) is obtained by merg-
ing the loop transition score of the processed active state with
the states from the two auxiliary queues (see Figure 1).

This algorithm is linear with the number of active states and
the number of children and grandchildren of active states. The
resulting cost is thus linear with the number of active states.

3.3. Extension to across-word context dependent units

The same observations of previous algorithm are also applicable
here.

4. Error-Correcting Viterbi for DAGs
The last proposed algorithm performs an error correcting
Viterbi decoding and is capable of analyzing a DAG instead of
a sequence.

4.1. Model representation

A tree model T of n states where symbols are placed at the
transitions is represented with two vectors of size n and other
of size n + 1 as follows:

• symbol stores the incoming transition label.

• from prob stores the incoming transition probability.

• first child stores the index of the first child as in the
previous algorithms.

A table with the costs of insertions, deletions and substitution
of every symbol is also required.

4.2. Error-Correcting Viterbi-Merge algorithm for DAGs

The Viterbi-MEC-DAG algorithm takes a DAG as input. Con-
sider the phone-graph of Figure 3. A set of active states is
associated to every vertex of the input DAG. The algorithm
applies two different procedures associated to the input DAG,
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Figure 3: Phone-graph example.
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Figure 4: Viterbi-MEC-DAG edge-step procedure.

which must be applied following the DAG topological order:
the vertex-step procedure must be applied to every vertex before
using this set of active states as the origin of an edge edge-step
procedure.

4.2.1. Edge-step

For every edge, a Viterbi step takes the set of active states of
the origin vertex and use them to update the active states of the
destination vertex. This procedure only considers the cost of
deletions and substitutions. As can be observed in Figure 4,
this algorithm is similar to the Viterbi-M algorithm where loop
probability updating is replaced by the deletion operation, the
generation of children states corresponds to the substitution op-
eration (including a symbol by itself or a correct transition).
Another difference, which can be also used in Viterbi-M and
Viterbi-MS to process a DAG as input data, is the presence of
second input queue which stores the active states already up-
dated at the destination vertex by means of other edges of the
DAG. These values are simply merged and this queue is not
needed when the input data is a sequence. The cost of this pro-
cedure is linear with the number of active states in both input
queues because the number of generated successor states grows
linearly with the number of active states.

4.2.2. Vertex-step

Once all edges arriving at a given vertex have been processed,
the insertion operation is considered. This operation updates a
set of active states without consuming any symbol. As can be
observed in Figure 5, the output of the auxiliary queue is used to
insert more active states in the same queue to take into account
the possibility of several insertion operations. The cost is not
linear with the number of active states: a sole active state at
the root could, in principle, activate all the states of the model,
but most of them are expected to be pruned by the beam search
depending on the cost of insertions and the beam width. The
cost of this operation is linear with the number of active states
before applying the procedure plus the number of active states
after the procedure, which is bounded by the number of states
in the model.94
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(compare with beam threshold at this point)

generate children with insertion operation

Figure 5: Viterbi-MEC-DAG vertex-step procedure.

Num. states Hash swap A. Envelope Viterbi-M
9 571 3.001 16.082 29.350

76 189 2.761 12.924 28.036
310 888 1.922 6.442 24.534

Table 1: Experimental results. The results are shown in millions
of active states or hypothesis updated per second.

5. Experimental results
A previous work related to lexical tree Viterbi decoding we were
aware of after our algorithms were developed is the active enve-
lope algorithm [9]. This algorithm also uses a total order which
subsumes the partial order of the states of the model and places
siblings contiguously. This algorithm is specified for left-to-
right models without skips, so it is only comparable to our first
algorithm Viterbi-M. The active envelope algorithm uses a sin-
gle linked list to perform a Viterbi step, which is an advantage
in memory usage. Since this algorithm modifies the original
set of active states, it is restricted to sequential input data and
cannot be used when the input data is a DAG. In order to use
only a list, the active hypothesis in active envelope algorithm
are traversed in reverse topological order. The “price to pay”
for this advantage is the need of linked lists instead of contigu-
ous memory arrays. Since the use of linked lists cannot assure
memory locality and the cost of traversing them is greater than
traversing memory arrays, it is expected to perform worse than
Viterbi-M algorithm. The memory occupied by an active hy-
pothesis is an index state and a score; if linked lists are used,
a pointer is also needed: so a linked list needs approximately
50% or 100% more memory per active state depending on the
computer architecture. On the other hand, the use of memory
arrays needs an estimation of the number of active states.

In order to compare the performance of our Viterbi-M al-
gorithm, two more algorithms have been implemented: a con-
ventional Viterbi algorithm based on hash tables with chaining
to store and to look up the active states and the active envelope
algorithm. All algorithms have been implemented in C++ and
use the same data structures to represent the tree based HMM
models as described in section 2.1.

The experiments were done on a Pentium D machine at
3GHz with 2 Gbytes of RAM using a Linux with kernel
2.6.18 and the gcc compiler version 4.1.2 with -O3 op-
timization. The lexical trees used in the experiments were ob-
tained by expanding 3-state left-to-right without skips hybrid
neural/HMM acoustic models in the tree lexicon. The size of
these trees varies from 9 571 to 310 888 states. Only the Viterbi
decoding time has been measured (the emission scores calcula-
tion and other preprocessing steps were not taken into account).
The result is shown in Table 1. The speed is measured in mil-
lions of active states updated per second.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, three Viterbi algorithms specialized for lexi-
cal tree based FSA and HMM acoustic models have been de-
scribed. Two of these algorithms are useful to decode a set of
words given a sequence of acoustic frames and the third one
is useful to parse a phone-graph with error-correcting edition
operations. These algorithms are based on contiguous mem-
ory queues which contain the set of active states topologically
sorted.

Although the asymptotic cost of these algorithms is the
same as any reasonable implementation of the Viterbi algo-
rithm, the experimental comparison between the Viterbi-M al-
gorithm, a conventional Hash-table swapping algorithm and the
active envelope algorithm, shows that our algorithm is approxi-
mately 10 times faster than the hash-table swapping implemen-
tation and from 2 to 4 times faster than the active envelope al-
gorithm. A decrease in speed with the size of the models is
observed in the three algorithms, which is possibly related with
the main memory and the cache relative speeds. For this reason,
more experimentation is needed in order to better understand
this behaviour and also to study the effect of other parameters
such as the beam width of the pruning during the search.
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Abstract 
We present an effective method to merge the acoustic units 
between Chinese and English to develop a 
language-independent speech recognition system. Chinese as a 
tonal language has large differences from English. An optimal 
Chinese phoneme inventory is set up in order to keep 
consistent with the representation of English acoustic units. 
Two different approaches for Chinese-English bilingual 
phoneme modeling are illustrated and compared. One is to 
combine the Chinese and English phonemes together based on 
International Phonetic Association (IPA). The other is a 
data-driven method on the basis of the confusion matrix. 
Experimental results show that all these methods are feasible 
and the data-driven method reduced the WER by 0.73% in 
Chinese and 3.76% in English relatively compared to the 
IPA-based method. As a by-product, the idea of data sharing 
across languages can obtain relative 8.7% error reduction 
under noise condition. 

1. Introduction 
With the increasing internationalization, research in 
multilingual speech recognition (MSR) has gained more and 
more interest in the last few years. But Chinese as one of the 
most important languages in the world was not considered as 
much as western languages in some present MSR systems 
[1][2][3] because of its own peculiarity. So a thorough 
research on the Chinese-English bilingual recognition is 
potentially needed, especially the groundwork of a MSR 
system: the selection of language-independent acoustic units. 

So far, there are two main frameworks when solving the 
MSR problem. One is using a language identification (LID) 
module to identify the speech as a specific language. Then the 
specific monolingual utterance can be recognized by 
language-dependant speech recognizers. The other is using a 
universal framework including multi-lingual acoustic model, 
language model and decoder. In the first framework an 
apparent weak is that the upper bound of performance is 
limited by the accuracy of LID module. Thus we use the 
second framework to study how to construct a consistent 
Chinese-English phoneme inventory and acoustic model. 

Linguistically speaking, there are many differences 
between Chinese and English since they come from two 
different language families [4]. Firstly, Chinese is a kind of 
tonal language, including 5 tones; Secondly it is monosyllabic 
mainly in CV  structure where C is consonant and V is 
vowel, whereas English is a kind of atonal language whose 
structure is more complex than Chinese. As a result in most 
cases the basic acoustic units are different largely between the 
two languages. For example, the Chinese mono phoneme is 
often represented by initials and tonal finals rather than more 
subtle units as English. So it is essential to make the acoustic 

units of the two languages uniform. This paper gives some 
experiments about how to split the phonemes of Chinese to 
make it keep consistent with English representations. 

Some phonemes across the two languages may be similar 
enough to be equated. Those resemblances must be merged 
together for decreasing the number of parameters in the 
acoustic model. At present there are two main methods of 
phoneme cluster. One is based on phonetic knowledge; the 
other is data-driven. Both of the methods are studied to find 
the most suitable universal phoneme inventory and build a 
language-independent acoustic model which keeps balance 
between the number of parameters and system performance in 
a real MSR framework. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, an approach of Chinese phone splitting to subtle 
units and two methods of bilingual phoneme clustering are 
illustrated in detail. Some experimental results on language 
independent speech recognizer with different cluster 
technologies are compared in section 3. Conclusion is given 
in section 4. 

 

2. Building Language-Independent Acoustic 
Model and MSR System 

In order to define a universal phoneme sets for the two 
languages, we firstly split original Chinese initials and tonal 
finals into subtle units consistent with the representation of 
English. If the phonemes of the two languages are put together 
directly, the final number of acoustical model parameters 
would be much large and be a burden for decoder. The cluster 
of phonemes can be performed either manually or 
automatically. A kind of most common used method of 
data-driven cluster is based on the direct distance of mono 
phoneme models. However this method does not consider the 
context of the phonemes. In order to utilize the information of 
triphones a new data-driven method based on the concept of 
confusion matrix is given. 

2.1. Setup of Chinese phoneme inventory 

In our original system the acoustic units are initials and tonal 
finals, a total number of 213, which is a characteristic of 
Chinese. In order to be compatible with English atonal 
phonemes, we discard the tones at first, as a result with the 
total number of 69. There still exist some compound vowels 
in the atonal Chinese phoneme inventory although they have 
resembled to an extent with English units. So splitting 
according to IPA [5] at various levels is attempted with a 
number of comparative experiments. Detailed results are 
shown in table 1. Finally the best Chinese inventory is given 
with a total number of 49 (including silence and short pause), 
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balanced in size with English phoneme set with the number of 
42 (including silence and short pause). 

Table 1. Results of recognition in various phoneme 
sets of Chinese 

 213 tonal 
set 

69 atonal 
set 

57 atonal 
set 

49 atonal 
set 

43 atonal 
set 

Accuracy
(%) 94.9 94.1 94.2 94.4 94.0 

In this group of comparative experiments, the training set 
includes 70 hours data and the test set is 863test set including 
9042 read utterances. From the results we could conclude that 
the set of 49 phonemes provides the best performance 
comparative with other atonal sets, although there still exists a 
disparity from the original tonal phone set. 

2.2. Experience-based phoneme cluster 

After the subtle split of Chinese phonemes, we get two sets of 
similar phoneme inventories representing the two languages. 
Then the language-dependent phonemes should be combined 
into one set in order to realize the language-independent 
phoneme modeling. A manual and direct way of building 
bilingual inventory is according to the phonetic knowledge. 
Some language-dependent phonemes which are represented 
by the same IPA symbols can be merged into one unit. Table 
2 is a list of IPA-based Chinese-English universal phoneme 
set consisting of 67 units (excluding silence, short pause and 
garbage model). In this table 19 pairs of phonemes sharing the 
same IPA symbols are merged, thus the total number of 
parameters is reduced by more than 21% comparative to the 
total number of the two sets, which is 89.  

Table 2. Phoneme cluster based on IPA 

Lang. Phonemes number

Chinese 

p_ch t_ch nn_ch k_ch z_ch c_ch sh_ch r_ch 
zh_ch ch_ch j_ch q_ch x_ch h_ch a_ch 

au_ch at_ch e_ch err_ch ix_ch iy_ch v_ch 
iaa_ch ioo_ch iee_ch iii_ch iuu_ch ivv_ch

28 

English 
b_en ch_en d_en dh_en g_en hh_en jh_en 

r_en sh_en th_en v_en w_en y_en z_en 
zh_en ah_en ao_en aw_en ay_en oy_en 

20 

Merged 

b_ch/p_en f_ch/f_en n_ch/n_en g_ch/k_en 
ng_ch/ng_en d_ch/t_en m_ch/m_en 

l_ch/l_en s_ch/s_en aa_ch/aa_en 
ee_ch/eh_en ak_ch/ae_en o_ch/ow_en 
uu_ch/uh_en u_ch/uw_en ea_ch/ey_en 

ii_ch/ih_en er_ch/er_en i_ch/iy_en 

19 

 

2.3. Data-driven phoneme cluster 

The data-driven method of cluster is based on the statistical 
similarity or distance measurement rather than phonetic 
knowledge. So far the clustering algorithm is mostly applied 
Bhattacharyya distance [6] as a theoretical similar measure 
between two Gaussian distributions. However this approach 
considers only the mono phoneme’s distance without any 
information of context. A novel method of distance 
measurement with the information of triphones, which is 
similar to [7][8], is used in this study. The phonemes’ 
distances are calculated according to confusion matrix 
between English and Chinese phonemes. The confusion is 

measured by finding the best path for test data of one 
language on the other’s triphone model. The optimization is 
realized by simple Viterbi decoding and a large number of 
training utterances are required. 

Detailed steps are as follows: 
(1)  Based on the English triphone HMM model, find the 
most possible phoneme series for every Chinese utterance 
using Viterbi decoding. That is 

),|(maxarg

),|(maxarg

trienench

trienchenen

MOP

MOP

en

en

Λ=

Λ=Λ

Λ

Λ

)

           (1) 

where enΛ means the best possible English phoneme series, 

engtriM  means the English triphone model, and 

chO represents the Chinese training utterance. Then based on 

the time information to align enΛ and the real phoneme 

array chΛ by DTW. 
(2)  A confusion matrix is build by a large number of 
training data. The degree of confusion is calculated by 

)(/)|( chichienjenjchi NNC λλλ=→               (2) 

where enjchiC → means the distance of Chinese phoneme i  

from English phoneme j , and )( chiN λ  and )( enjN λ  

represent the number of Chinese phoneme i  and the number 
of English phoneme j  respectively. Thus a matrix denotes 
the distance of Chinese phonemes from English phonemes is 
achieved. 

(3)  Vice verse. Change the places of English and Chinese 
and repeat the step 1 and 2 to calculate the distance of English 
phonemes from Chinese phonemes. 

(4)  Since the measure is asymmetrical, the average distance 
is given as follows: 

2/)( chienjenjchi CCC →→ +=                     (3) 

In order to compare with IPA-based method, we limited the 
size of data-driven cluster to 67 mono phonemes. The English 
training data come from TIMIT corpora including 6300 
utterance, and transcriptions with the time information are 
available. The Chinese data come from 863test sets, including 
9042 sentences with the time information transcriptions. 
Experimental results show that when the training data exceeds 
2000 utterances the distance of phonemes in the confusion 
matrix is stable. Thus the size of our training data can gain the 
reliable statistical measurement. Table 3 shows the result of 
bilingual phoneme inventory using data-driven method. 
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Table 3. Phoneme cluster based on Confusion Matrix 
Data-Driven 

Lang. Phonemes number

Chinese 

ng_ch l_ch t_ch nn_ch z_ch c_ch r_ch
j_ch q_ch x_ch h_ch aa_ch ee_ch ak_ch
o_ch ii_ch er_ch at_ch e_ch err_ch
ix_ch iy_ch v_ch iaa_ch ioo_ch iee_ch
iuu_ch ivv_ch 

28

English 

ng_en t_en l_en dh_en hh_en r_en th_en
v_en z_en zh_en eh_en ae_en uh_en
uw_en ih_en er_en ah_en ao_en aw_en
oy_en 

20

Merged 

a_ch/aa_en au_ch/ay_en b_ch/b_en 
ch_ch/ch_en d_ch/d_en ea_ch/ey_en 

f_ch/f_en g_ch/g_en i_ch/iy_en 
iii_ch/y_en k_ch/k_en m_ch/m_en 

n_ch/n_en p_ch/p_en s_ch/s_en 
sh_ch/sh_en u_ch/u_en uu_ch/ow_en 

zh_ch/jh_en 

19

3. Experiments and Discussion 
 The goal of the experiment is to evaluate the performance of 
our language-independent LVCSR system and compare the 
cluster method based on IPA with our proposed approach 
based on confusion matrix data-driven. 

3.1. Corpora and experiment setup 

The training data has about 340 hours Chinese speech data 
(including various dialects) and 160 hours English data 
(including TIMIT, WSJ). These data are recorded under 
relatively clean acoustic conditions. The recognizer makes use 
of continuous density HMM with Gaussian mixture for 
acoustic model. Each triphone model is a 3-state left-to-right 
with Gaussian mixture observation densities (typically 32 
components). The acoustic feature of speech is MFCC with 
39 dimensions. 

The size of vocabulary is 43K for Chinese and 50K for 
English. The bilingual dictionary is composed of the pooled 
monolingual dictionaries and consists of 93K entries. The 
training corpora of bilingual language model (BILM) are the 
combination of Chinese and English data. In order to test the 
performance of language-independent acoustic model we also 
build monolingual LM, labeled as MONOLM. 

We selected two sets of Chinese testing data in order to 
evaluate the performance under various situations. One is 
recorded under clean acoustic condition, including 341 
Chinese sentences labeled as TestCH1, while the other is 
recorded under noise condition consisting of 200 sentences 
labeled as TestCH2. The English testing data is standard 
WSJ0 testing set labeled as TestEN, including 330 English 
utterances. 

3.2. Experiments and discussion 

For the purpose of comparing the language-independent 
system with the language-dependent system, we conducted 
the experiments on the monolingual LVCSR system. Table 4 
shows the word error rates of the baseline on different testing 
sets. 

Table 4. The monolingual results on different testing 
sets 

 TestCH1 TestCH2 TestEN 
WER (%) 25.8 36.8 9.7 

In order to compare the two methods of cluster we trained the 
acoustic model on the two bilingual phoneme sets, labeled as 
IPA and CMDD. They are combined with different language 
models MONOLM and BILM. The comparative results are 
shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. The comparative results of 
language-independent models 

 TestCH1 
(%) 

TestCH2 
(%) 

TestEN 
(%) 

IPA-MONOLM 27.1 36.0 10.8 
CMDD-MONOLM 26.8 36.0 11.1 

IPA-BILM 27.4 36.4 13.3 
CMDD-BILM 27.2 36.2 12.8 

From the table 4 and table 5, we can see that the bilingual 
system can achieve comparable performance to the 
monolingual system whether in English or Chinese testing 
sets. In the worst cases the WER increased 1.6% in Chinese 
and 3.6% in English respectively. This may be due to the 
dramatic increase of the size of bilingual dictionary, with 
nearly 10K entries. 

By comparing the IPA cluster method with CMDD method 
in table 5, we can see that the CMDD method accepts 
moderate improvements in various testing conditions except 
combined with the monolingual language model in TestEN 
set. This loss may result both from the unmatchable acoustic 
and language model and from the asymmetric size of training 
data between English and Chinese. But on English testing set, 
using bilingual LM a significant improvement can be 
observed, with WER relative reduction by 3.76% than 
IPA-based method. Although the improvement is not dramatic 
as a whole, the advantage of CMDD is evident whether for 
adjusting the size of phoneme inventory or from the 
theoretical foundations. As a result, the method of confusion 
matrix data-driven gives us a promising belief that a great 
improvement can be achieved by conditioning the size of 
universal phoneme inventory and bilingual dictionary. 

It is interesting that in the universal system the performance 
is improved greatly under noise conditions TestCH2, which 
WER is from 36.8% to 36%. For confirming the contribution 
of bilingual acoustic models which share data across 
languages we put them into monolingual systems, avoiding 
the influences of merged dictionary and language model. The 
results are listed in Table 6. These results demonstrated that 
the shared data across language can deduce the WER by %8.7 
relatively, making the recognizer more robust under noise 
condition. 
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Table 6: Acoustic model performance comparison 
under noise conditions 

 Monolingual 
baseline 

IPA bilingual 
model 

CMDD 
bilingual model

WER(%) 36.8 33.6 34.2 
 

4. Summary and Future Work 
In this paper, we presented the work of setting up Chinese 
phoneme inventory and two methods of building 
language-independent MSR system. By comparing the two 
cluster sets on different testing data and language models, the 
CMDD cluster method outperforms the IPA-based approach 
as a whole. As a by-product, the sharing data across languages 
provides us a new idea to improve the performance of 
recognizer under noise condition. In future experiments, we 
will try various methods to build bilingual language model 
and select the optimal size of universal phoneme inventory. It 
is also a challenging task about how to combine the 
experience-based method and data-driven method. This 
approach proposed in this paper could be generalized to other 
languages. 
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Abstract 
This paper reports our study on tone recognition in Mandarin 
spontaneous speech, which is characterized by complicated 
tone behaviors. Real-Context is proposed as a new concept 
used in the tone modeling. First, the “error” data, which may 
bring negative influences to the tone model, are removed from 
the training data by an iterative method. Then we cluster the 
reduced training data into a few subsets to generate a more 
refined tone model. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used 
for the tone modeling. All experiments are based on the 
spontaneous speech database, Train04. Experimental results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the methods.  

1. Introduction 
Mandarin is a kind of tonal languages. Its words are 
composed of one or multiple mono-syllable units called 
characters, and each Chinese character corresponds to a 
syllable associated with a lexical tone. Syllables or words 
with the same sequence of consonants and vowels have 
different tones. Usually, Mandarin contains five tones, 
characterized by syllable-level pitch or fundamental 
frequency (F0) contour pattern: high-level (tone 1), high-
rising (tone 2), low-dipping (tone 3), high-falling (tone 4) and 
neutral (tone 5). The neutral tone often occurs in word-end or 
sentence-end contexts in continuous speech and does not have 
a stable F0 contour, which is not considered in this paper.  

Accurate tone recognition plays an important role in 
automatic Mandarin speech recognition. Although tone 
recognition has been investigated for many years, relatively 
high recognition accuracy are only obtained in isolated words 
and reading speech [1][2][3][4][5][6]. Various pattern 
recognition methods were applied to tone recognition, which 
including Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [4], Gaussian 
Mixture Model (GMM) [7], Decision-tree Classification [8], 
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9]. Approaches fall into 
two major categories, namely, embedded tone modeling and 
explicit tone modeling. In embedded tone modeling, Pitch-
related features can be added as extra dimensions in the short-
time acoustic feature vector. Tone recognition is done as an 
integral part of the existed system. On the contrary, in explicit 
tone modeling, tones are independently modeled and 
recognized in parallel to the recognition of acoustic units. 
Then the results are combined in a post-processing stage [7]. 
Since pitch is a supra-segmental feature, which is spanned 
across segments and lay on a group of voiced segments, the 
explicit tone modeling may be more effective for modeling 
tone variations. For instance, the context-tone concept and 
supra-tone are proposed to model tone explicitly.  

Spontaneous speech, as opposed to planned speech, is a 
more natural way in which people communicate with each 

other. It usually contains mispronunciations, emotional status, 
and other unlinguistic utterances. Besides, the speaking rate is 
relatively fast, leading to more serious articulation. All the 
phenomena mentioned above would cause tone contours to 
deviate from their canonical patterns and bring challenges to 
the tone recognition. Up to now, few efforts have been made 
on this respect. Recently, [10] performed some experiments to 
compare the capability between tone context independent and 
tone context dependent phoneme sets with embedded tone 
modeling. The purpose of this paper is to generate a refined 
tone model which can better describe the complex tone 
patterns in spontaneous speech. A new context unit is 
proposed to model tonal context influences, and then we 
cluster the samples so as to gain actual tone patterns. A kind 
of similar distance between two tones is also used. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We 
first describe the tone feature and the model used in this paper. 
Then, the strategy of reducing “error” data in the training data 
is illustrated in section 3. In section 4, we introduce a new 
Real-Context concept and briefly present the clustering 
process. Some experiment results are given in section 5. And 
finally, section 6 provides the conclusions and some 
discussions. 

2. Tone feature and tone model 
F0 is one of the most important features of Mandarin tone. 
Although energy and voicing also carry some cues for tone, 
the cues are not as obvious as that of F0, especially for 
continuous speech. In present analysis, we mainly use F0 and 
its first derivatives as tone features. Tone is realized primarily 
by the F0 movement across the voiced portion of a syllable. 
F0 contours of four lexical tones are shown in Fig. 1, which 
are computed by averaging over 1000 utterances spoken by 
male speakers. These utterances cover most of the tonal 
syllables used in Mandarin. 
 

 
Figure 1: F0 contour of four lexical tones 
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2.1. Pitch extraction 

Previous research suggested that the height and shape of the 
F0 contours, rather than the exact values at individual points, 
are critical for the recognition of Mandarin tones. Therefore, 
it is unnecessary to design a complex system to extract 
pitch accurately for the tone feature. A fast and robust pitch 
tracking algorithm (RAPT) [11] is used in our work. Two-
pass normalized cross correlation function (NCCF) is 
calculated to generate F0 candidates, which is expressed as: 
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s j  is a sampled speech signal; i  is the frame index; k  is 
the lag; n  is the sample number in an analysis window; m  
is the sample number in a frame. 

2.2. F0 normalization 

F0 is a highly variable acoustic feature affected by a number 
of linguistic and extra-linguistic factors. The dynamic range 
of F0 greatly depends on the speaker’s gender, age and 
physiological characteristics. It is also related to the speaker’s 
physical conditions, speaking style and emotional status. In 
Fig. 2, an example of tone contour in spontaneous speech is 
demonstrated. Within the sentence, F0 spans a range of more 
than 50Hz. [10] reported that the pitch of an individual adult 
speaker can range from 100 to 300Hz. Therefore, F0 should 
be normalized by the speaker independent system. In this 
paper, F0 is normalized by the following method: 

  *( 0 min 0 ) /(max 0 min 0 )F K F F F Fi i i i i= − −  (2)     

where
min 0F i  and 

max 0F i  are the minimum and 
maximum F0 of a sentence and K  is a constant. 
 

 
Figure 2: Pitch contour in the spontaneous speech 

2.3. Tone model 

In Mandarin syllable, the Final is regarded as voiced whereas 
the Initial is either voiced or unvoiced. Hence, F0 features for 
tone recognition are only extracted from the Final segments. 
In present study, the feature vector, which is represented by a 
fixed-length vector, contains F0 and its first derivatives. 
Every unit is divided evenly into three portions, and then the 
mean value is computed from each portion. Our tone model is 
trained by using tone labels provided by force-alignment 
results that should reflect the actual tone pronunciation by the 
speakers instead of the canonical tone marks associated with 
the character. Initial/Final boundaries are obtained by 
aligning the syllable labels with the acoustics model. 

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is employed for our tone 
modeling. It provides a probabilistic output that can be 
readily integrated into HMM based ASR systems.  

The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is used for 
the estimation of GMM parameters. 

3. Reducing the “error” data  
Except for filled pauses, repairs, hesitations, repetitions, and 
disfluencies, spontaneous speech also contains other 
unlinguistic utterances and many noises. All of these 
phenomena are the main factors that may cause a very low 
performance of our ASR recognizer and imprecise cutting of 
Initial/Final boundaries. To make the tone model less affected 
by the “error” data, we first set a proper threshold to keep the 
results with high confidence in Initial/Final segmentation, and 
then use an iterative method to remove the data with very low 
scores. The methods are presented as follows: 
 
1. Initialize the training data with high confident 

recognition results. 
2. Train the tone model using the training data. 
3. Recognize every sample in the training data. The 

sample, which is recognized to its labeled tone with the 
lowest score, will be removed from the training data. 

4. Decide whether the result satisfies convergence 
requirement. If it does not, repeat 2 and 3 until 
convergence 

4. Tone variations modeling 

As we know, the detection of tone variations is a key point in 
tone recognition. In spontaneous speech, tone variations are 
too complicated in actual pronunciations to be described by 
linguistic rules. Indeed, accurate description of tone variations 
is the precondition of the accurate tone recognition. A great 
number of works have discussed this respect [10][12]. For 
example, [12] suggested that unit selection strategy is needed 
to extend to incorporate tonal context. Their statistical results 
showed that the influence of the left tone context is greater 
than the right one. Through analyzing the results, we find that 
samples of the tone variations account for a fair proportion in 
the whole database, which would lead to confusion in tone 
recognition. In order to devise such a strategy, Model units 
from left-context (L-C) to super-tone are used in this paper. 
Further, Real-Context (Real-C) is first proposed to model the 
tone variations, which is defined as follows:  
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where α and β are set in advance, preF is the real 
pitch position of pre-tone last dimension vector. The context 
will become H-*, M-*, L-*, each of which is a real context. * 
indicates the current tone. Real-Context, which is opposite to 
the tonal context, will reflect the context influence of the pre-
tone pitch position in reality. And Real-Context has fewer 
feature vectors than supra-tone. Fig. 3 shows the difference 
among them. 1 denotes context tone model, 2 is supra-tone 
model and 3 is Real-Context model. 
 

 

Figure 3: Tone Units 
 

In current study, the method based on clustering is 
presented to model tone explicitly. Before that, we employ a 
kind of similarity measurements to compute the distance 
between two tones, which should reveal the similarity of their 
pitch contour shapes, and also include their different pitch 
height. The distance is defined: 
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In the clustering process, we first classify the tone data 

into four groups based on their labels. Second, the hierarchical 
clustering technique is used to find pitch contour patterns of 
each tone group. Initially, all samples in the group are 
assigned to their own clusters. Then the algorithm proceeds 
iteratively, joining two most similar clusters at one stage, and 
continuing until the condition is satisfied. The advantage of 
this method is that the number of clusters does not have to be 
fixed in advance. 

5. Experiments 
For all the experiments report in this paper, we use the 

Mandarin CTS data collected by Hong Kong University of 

Science and Technology in 2004, made within China and 
Hong Kong by mostly college students. The training set, a 
part of the train04, contains phonetically rich training 
utterances spoken by male and female speakers. The testing 
set comprises about utterances which are unseen from the 
training set. The contents are given in table 1.  

 
Table1: Speech database used in this paper 

Num of speakers  Num of 
sentences male female 

training 13046 50 50 

testing 2729 10 10 

 
Our recognition system is HMM-based. The acoustic 

models are Initial/Final models with both left and right 
context dependency. The acoustic feature vector is composed 
of 12 MFCC plus energy, and their first and second order 
derivatives. The recognition accuracy for base syllable is 
58.9% for all the train utterances. 

We perform experiments with different tone units. Table 
2 shows the tone recognition results of different models. The 
baseline (L-C) overall accuracy is 40.8%. The best 
performance, 43.0%, has been attained for tone 4(T4), which 
has the highest percentage of distribution among all tones. 
Tone 3(T3) gets the lowest accuracy of 36.7%. Experiments 
have also been done with right-context, and the results 
become a little worse. It is also revealed that the Real-C 
outperforms L-C with 2.3% absolutely and is slightly better 
than supra-tone models (di-tone). 

 
Table 2: Tone recognition accuracy with different models 

Unit      T1(%) T2(%) T3(%) T4(%) total(%) gain 

L-C 42.4 39.6 36.7 43.0 40.8 ref 

di-tone 45.6 40.3 38.4 45.5 42.9 2.1 

Real-C 46.2 40.5 38.1 45.8 43.1 2.3 

 
The experimental results of reducing the “error” data and 

clustering are given in Table 3. Improvement of 3.3% by 
reducing the “error” data can be attained, but clustering does 
not exhibit noticeable performance improvement. 

 
Table 3:  Reducing the “error” data and clustering 

Unit Reducing  the “error” 
data(gain) 

Clustering 
(gain) 

di-tone 45.4 (2.5%) 46.1 (0.7%) 

Real-C 46.4 (3.3%) 46.7 (0.3%) 

 

6. Conclusion and discussion 
In this paper, we have explored tone recognition in Mandarin 
spontaneous speech. The proposed new Real-Context concept 

α 
β 

3

1
2
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would be more helpful in modeling the tonal context 
influence, as shown by more than 2% improvement 
absolutely. Meanwhile, a refined tone model is generated by 
reducing the “error” data from the original data, improving 
the tone recognition accuracy of 3.3%. Furthermore, through 
clustering the training data to subsets, which may accurately 
describe the tone variations, we can achieve a tone 
recognition accuracy of 46.7%. 
Nevertheless, there are still aspects of modification for the 
proposed methods in our study. Although tone recognition 
accuracy with 5.9% has been absolutely improved, it is still 
much lower than that of base syllable. Therefore, refining the 
tone modeling still requires intensive analyses, for example, 
tone variation rules may be added into the clustering process. 
Further, additional experiments are needed by other different 
database. 
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Abstract 
 In this paper, we propose a new feature selection scheme that 
can contribute to an ICA-based feature extraction block for 
speech recognition. The initial set of speech basis functions 
obtained in independent component analysis training phase, 
has some redundancies. Thus, finding a minimal-size optimal 
subset of these basis functions is rather vital. On the contrary 
to the previous works that used reordering methods on all the 
frequency bands, we have introduced an algorithm that finds 
optimal basis functions in each discriminative frequency band. 
This leads to an appropriate coverage of various frequency 
components and easy extension to other data is also provided. 
Our experiments show that the proposed method is very 
useful, specifically in larger vocabulary size tasks, where the 
selected basis functions trained using a limited dataset, may 
get localized in certain frequency bands and not appropriately 
generalized to residual dataset. The proposed algorithm 
surmounts this problem by a local reordering method in which 
contribution of a basis function is specified with three factors: 
class separability power, energy and central frequency. The 
experiments on a Persian continuous speech corpus indicated 
that the proposed method has led to 17% improvement in 
noisy condition recognition rate in comparison to a 
conventional MFCC-based system. 

1. Introduction 
A fundamental problem in applied digital signal processing is 
to find suitable representations for image, audio or other kind 
of data for applications such as recognition and denoising. 
Data representations are often based on linear 
transformations. Standard linear transformations widely used 
in signal processing are the Fourier, Haar, cosine transform, 
etc. It would be most useful to estimate the linear 
transformation from the data itself, in which case the 
transform could be ideally adapted to the kind of data that is 
being processed  [1]. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 
is a data-driven method that can capture the higher order 
statistics from the signal. ICA can separate independent 
components from the signals which are mixtures of the 
unknown sources and it can be applied to image, speech and 
medical signal processing  [2].   
In  [3], ICA was used for feature extraction of speech signal. 
The extracted ICA-based features were then applied to an 
Isolated-word recognition task. Since the ICA algorithm finds 
the independent components corresponding to the 
dimensionality of the input, it may result in redundant 
components. However, the extracted independent components 
of speech correspond to the sources of speech production. 
Some of these sources are irrelevant sources. In reality, these 

may not be useful for speech recognition and should be 
removed. Identifying the irrelevant and redundant sources and 
their removal could be carried out by a feature selection 
method. In  [3], two measures have been used for reordering 
and selecting of basis vectors:  

1) The energy of the basis vector.  
2) The variance of the basis vector coefficient.  

 Although the basis vectors selected with these two simple 
methods outperformed mel-scale filter-bank in capturing the 
higher order structures of speech, our experiments have 
shown that two mentioned methods lead to high degradations 
of recognition rate in some conditions. In reality, the overall 
ICA-based feature extraction performance is very sensitive to 
applied feature selection method. We should, therefore, use 
an effective feature selection method that considers all 
aspects of a given problem, here speech recognition.  
We propose a new feature selection algorithm that minimizes 
the available problems in two aforementioned methods by 
obtaining a nearly optimal subset of the initial ICA-based 
filters with respect to adaptation and generalization issues. 
The considerable effect of proposed method in improving 
recognition rate has been approved by our experiments on a 
Persian continuous speech corpus. Also, the recognition 
results obtained on both Aurora 2 and Persian tasks show that 
the ICA-based features are robust in noisy conditions. It 
should be noted that in the case of Aurora 2 task, the global 
reordering method was adequate and only the effect of initial 
number of filters is evaluated.  
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly 
review the use of ICA technique in feature extraction of 
speech. The proposed feature selection method is presented in 
section 3. Experimental results are discussed in section 4 and 
conclusions are drawn in section 5.  

2. Extracting speech features using ICA  

2.1. Extracting basis vectors of speech  

The linear model of independent component analysis assumes 
that the observation is a linear mixture of the independent 
components and is represented as: 

1

,
N

i i
i

s
=

= = =∑x As a s Wx  (1) 

In this model, ia  is a basis vector that contributes to the 
generation of the observed data with source coefficient is . The 
estimation of sources and basis functions could be done by 
maximization of negentropy ( )iJ s  [1]: 
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where iw is the ith row of mixing matrix W , G is a contrast 
function and ν is a standardized Gaussian variable.  In this 
work, we take the exponential function as the contrast 
function: 

21( ) exp( )
2

G u u= − −  (3) 

To find basis vectors of speech, short-time segments from 
speech signals are constructed and using an iterative 
algorithm, negentropy is maximized. We take a fixed point 
version of the algorithm and an iterative symmetric 
decorrelation scheme. Finally, the columns of A matrix are 
obtained from the inverse of the estimated W. These columns 
are considered as the initial set of ICA-derived filter-bank.  

2.2. Selection of dominant basis vectors 

The dimension of the extracted basis vectors is equal to the 
dimension of the short-time segments [3]. It is desirable to 
select dominant basis vectors from the initial set so that the 
feature extraction method is computationally comparable with 
the conventional one. Also, irrelevant and redundant basis 
functions are eliminated. We could decide based on the L2-
norm of the basis vector or the variance of the basis vector 
coefficient  [3]. The block diagram of ICA-based speech 
recognition system has been shown in Fig. 1. 

3. Proposed feature selection algorithm 
The feature selection methods utilized in [3], may omit filters 
in some frequency bands. We face this effect in certain 
conditions. For example, most of high energy basis vectors 
are localized in low frequency bands. Thus, the feature 
selection method may suppress the high frequency basis 
vectors. However, when the dimensionality of the training 
speech frames in ICA algorithm is increased, global 
reordering methods may result in almost low frequency 
dominant basis functions. Also, the ICA-derived filters are 
highly adapted to its normally limited training dataset. It 
emphasizes on some frequency bands available in ICA 
training dataset. Thus, the feature selection algorithm may 
remove less significant filters. These removed filters may 
have very important role in extracting information from the 
non-training data. In practice, there should be a trade-off 
between adaptation and generalization. The flow diagram of 
the algorithm has been demonstrated in Fig. 2. 

3.1. Measure of comparing basis vectors 

It is preferable to choose a measure that considers the 
classification problem more strongly. Thus, we have 
introduced a weighted version of L2-norm in which L2-norm 
of a basis vector is weighted with its Proportion of Variance 
(PoV). 

( ) ( ) ( )measure = PoV L2-normj j j×  (4) 

where j indicates jth filter. PoV  [4] is calculated using the ratio 
of between-class variance to within-class variance. The PoV 
measure of a given basis vector, shows its capability in 
   

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of ICA-based speech 
recognition system 

 

Figure 2 : Proposed Feature Selection Block. 

separating different classes, and along with L2-norm directs us 
to choose those high energy basis vectors that also have high 
discrimination power. We assume that the number of classes 
is L. Then, the between-class and within-class variances for a 
given variable x, are defined as follows  [5]: 

1 1

( )( )
L L

T

W i i i i i i
i i

S PE x x w Pµ µ
= =

= − − = ∑  ∑ ∑  (5) 

1 1

( )( ) ,
L L

T

B i i i i i
i i

S P Pµ µ µ µ µ µ
= =

= − − =  ∑ ∑  (6) 

where ,i iµ ∑ and iP  are the mean, variance and the a priori 
probability of the ith class respectively. Then we write: 
 

PoV= B

W

S

S
. (7) 

The aforementioned measure in Eq. 4 is very useful when we 
want to select dominant basis vectors from a set of basis 
vectors with the same central frequencies. It is probable that a 
low-power high-frequency basis vector has more capability to 
discriminate classes than a high-power low-frequency one. In 
other words, comparing two basis vectors without considering 
their central frequencies is not correct and finally may result 
in giving more weight to a certain band in comparison to the 
others.  
This has been the main motivation behind our work on 
providing an algorithm to select dominant basis vectors 
automatically. In reality, the problem may be solved with 
local decisions instead of global ones. 
 
The proposed algorithm includes three parts: 

1) Total pruning  
2) Identifying the cut-point filters 
3) Filling gap spaces. 
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3.2. Total pruning        

In this step, each filter competes with the filters whose central 
frequencies are near its. The competition is local and the 
difference between central frequencies should be below a 
threshold value. These filters constitute a group and one or 
more filters from this group with the largest PoV-weighted 
L2-norm are selected. It should be noted that a very small 
threshold value may lead to no filter pruning. Meanwhile, a 
very large threshold value destroys the locality assumption. 
We have selected a threshold value equal to 80 Hz. This value 
is about half of the minimum bandwidth in a conventional 
mel-scale filter-bank.  

3.3. Identifying cut-point filters                  

The aim of this part of algorithm is identifying the critical 
filters. The critical filters have more distinct characteristics in 
comparison to the others and would be kept to improve 
generalization and classification. 
 The central frequency of a filter is an index that can separate 
it from the others. A hierarchical clustering algorithm is 
applied to the central frequency values to reach a certain 
number of central frequency clusters. The number of clusters 
is increased by one, if no cluster is found to have a single 
member. Single member clusters include the filters that have 
more distinct central frequencies than the other filters. These 
filters have an important role in generalization. 
Concurrently, another clustering is performed on PoV-
weighted L2-norm values to reach 3 clusters corresponding to 
low, medium and high values. In this case, the single member 
clusters have more distinct PoV-weighted L2-norm values. 
We are interested in keeping the filters with high PoV-
weighted L2-norms. These filters can improve the 
classification. The filters found from two aforementioned 
clustering approaches are cut-point filters and can divide the 
whole frequency band into sub-bands. 
 After finding the initial cut-point filters, the two explained 
clusterings are performed on each sub-band filters. Sub-band 
clustering is performed from low to high frequency sub-
bands. For the algorithm to be well conditioned, we have 
applied constraints on it. The constraints were put on: 

1) The initial number of central frequency clusters in 
the beginning of the algorithm. 

2) The maximum number of clusters in each sub-band. 
The large number of clusters in the beginning of the algorithm 
lead to fast but not accurate converging. We begin the 
algorithm with the minimum number of central frequency 
clusters, so that it can find cut-points (single-member 
clusters) gradually.  
In sub-band clustering, the low frequency sub-bands are prior 
to the high frequency sub-bands. If we do not limit the 
number of clusters in each sub-band, the algorithm finds the 
cut-points only in low frequency bands. However, the 
maximum number of clusters in each sub-band specifies the 
final number of cut-point filters found.  

3.4. Filling gap space 

According to the values of constraints, there would remain 
some gaps between the cut-point filters found. We 
heuristically fill these gap spaces. 
 
 

Table 1: The recognition results in single Gaussian 
HMM and Persian corpus. The number of filters in 

each sub-band has been selected heuristically.  

 Recognition Rate

MFCC 43.57 
Global reordering 32.22 
      4  sub-band 33.92 

8 sub-band 39.11 
13 sub-band 40.08 
18 sub-band 43.68 

ICA

Proposed method 44.52 
 

Table 2: The recognition rate in different noisy 
conditions and 15-Gaussian mixture HMM. 

 Recognition Rate 
 ICA MFCC 
Clean 72.83 76.43 
Babble 27.54 20.01 
Car 70.96 50.32 
F16 28.72 19.6 
Average 42.4 29.97 

 
Table 3: The recognition rate of ICA-based features in 
AURORA 2 task (12 Ceps.coeff+C0 in ICA features, 

12 Ceps.coeff+log Energy in baseline system) 

Recognition Rate  

35 50 baseline 
Set A 65.44 63.94 61.13 
Set B 64.85 64.1 55.57 
Set C 60.28 65.57 66.68 
Average 63.52 64.53 61.12 

4. Experiments and results 

4.1. Experiments on Farsi continuous speech corpus 

The Farsi continuous speech corpus, FARSDAT was used in 
this work  [6]. This corpus is the only continuous speech 
corpus of Farsi, which is available to public. It consists of 
6000 sentences from 300 speakers, each uttering 20 sentences 
selected from a set of 392 available sentences. We have used 
1819 sentences from 91 speakers for building a 3-state 
phoneme-based HMM system. Also, the test set includes 888 
sentences from 46 speakers. Training and test have been 
carried out using HTK  [7] and with different number of 
Gaussian mixtures in each state. The noise was then added to 
the speech in different SNRs. The noise data was extracted 
from the NATO RSG-10 corpus  [8]. We have considered 
babble, car and F16 noises and added them to the clean signal 
at 20, 15, 10, 5 and 0 dB SNRs. Our experiments were carried 
out using MFCC (for comparison purposes) and ICA features. 
The features in two cases were computed using 25 msec. 
frames with 10 msec. of frame shifts. Pre-emphasis 
coefficient was set to 0.97 and a Hamming window was 
applied. The feature vectors for the two methods were 
composed of 12 cepstral and a log-energy parameter.  
For extracting MFCC features, a 24-channel mel-scale filter-
bank was used. Also, for training the initial set of ICA-based 
filter-bank, the 100 sample short-time segments with frame 
shifts of 30 samples were used. These segments were 
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constructed using 110 sentences from 11 speakers. After 
training, the proposed feature selection block selected 24 
dominant filters from a total of 100 filters. The selected filters 
were then replaced mel-scale filters in feature extraction 
block.  
In step 1 of feature selection algorithm, threshold value was 
set to 80Hz and 50 filters were pruned. From the 50 
remaining filters, 20 cut-point filters were selected in step 2. 
This final number of cut-point filters was obtained with these 
parameters: 

•  The initial number of central frequency clusters was set 
to 4 at the beginning of the algorithm. 

•  The maximum number of clusters in each sub-band was 
set to the number of sub-band members minus one. 

•  The initial number of clusters in each sub-band 
clustering was set to the minimum value between 4 and 
half of the sub-band members. 

Finally, 4 filters filled gap spaces to get 24 filters. In all steps, 
the comparison of filters was carried out by PoV-weighted 
L2-norm measure. Also, the PoV values of 100 initial filters 
were calculated using 119 phoneme-labeled sentences.  
Table 1 lists the recognition results of ICA-based features 
using sub-band reordering methods, in which the whole 
frequency band was divided into some sub-bands and in each 
sub-band, the L2-norm measure was used for selecting 
dominant filters. The number of filters in each sub-band is 
selected according to the number of mel-scaled filters in that 
sub-band. The results have been brought from clean condition 
and 1-mixture phoneme-based HMM recognizer. Also, the 
recognition result of MFCC features is given for comparison. 
The indicated results show the considerable effect of used 
feature selection method in overall result. As seen in Table. 1, 
proposed feature selection algorithm has increased the 
recognition rate about 1.6% in comparison to MFCC.   
Table 2 lists the recognition results obtained in clean and 
noisy conditions, on a 15-component HMM-based system 
using the proposed feature selection method. As indicated in 
this table, the performance of ICA-based features is worse 
than MFCC in clean condition when we used 15-Gaussian 
HMM system. This effect is the natural result of lower-
variance ICA features. The results also show the robustness of 
ICA features in noisy conditions. The average values 
mentioned in this table are calculated over the results 
obtained from 0 dB to 20 dB SNRs , omitting the clean ones.   
The results obtained can be listed as follows: 

1) The feature selection method is very important in ICA-
based feature extraction. 

2) The ICA-based features improve the robustness of 
speech recognition system. 

3) When the number of Gaussian components is increased, 
the recognition rate of ICA-based features is degraded 
in comparison to MFCC features. 

4.2. Experiments on AURORA 2 speech task 

In this section, we briefly review the result of experiments on 
AURORA 2 task  [9], adopting global reordering method and 
various initial number of ICA-based filters. It should be noted 
that ICA training phase was carried out using 22 files from 22 
selected speakers in this task.  
The results are reported in Table 3 and the following 
conclusions can be listed: 

1) The global reordering is adequate in this smaller size 
task.  

2) The ICA-based features are more robust than MFCC 
features.  

3) The initial number of ICA-derived filters is effective 
in obtained recognition rate.  

5.   Conclusions  
In this paper, we tried to emphasize on the significant role of 
the feature selection algorithm on the overall performance of 
ICA-based speech recognition systems. The ICA-derived 
filters are adapted to processing data, specifically with data 
used in training ICA basis functions. Therefore, they are able 
to extract maximum higher-order information from data. The 
insufficient feature selection algorithm can remove some of 
the essential filters and lead to degradation of recognition 
rate. However, if an appropriate algorithm is used for 
selecting dominant filters in ICA feature extraction block, the 
recognition rate in noisy conditions shows great 
improvements in comparison to the baseline. This effect also 
originates from adapting of ICA filters with data. It seems 
that the ICA-based features contain the maximum amount of 
data information, while extract minimum information of noise 
data. The initial number of filters is also an important 
parameter in obtaining filters with appropriate frequency 
resolutions and then better recognition rate. 
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Abstract
The endpoint detection of speech is still a big problem in situa-
tions of speech recognition in noisy environments. While tradi-
tional methods concentrate on finding speech in noise, the pro-
posed technique is based on noise identification through
HMMs, associated with bothSNRand euclidean distance of the
log-energy calculated on a frame-by-frame basis. Computer ex-
periments confirm that the proposed algorithm gives rise to a
considerable improvement on the precision of endpoint detec-
tion, specially in severely adverse conditions where theSNRis
very low.

1. Introduction
In many applications of speech signal processing, determina-
tion of the endpoints of utterances is necessary. The traditional
methods of endpoints detection based on both energy and zero
crossing rate work very well with clean speech [1]. When we
have utterances with fricatives, for instance, the endpoint de-
tection might become complicated if the delimitation process
happens in a noisy environment.

Several works have been seeking to solve the subject of
the endpoint detection in noisy environments [2, 3], but the ob-
tained results are extremely sensitive to the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR).

In this article a method is proposed for endpoint detection
in utterance for speech recognition based on the principle of
identification of the noise nature that contaminates the signal,
through a classification on each frame using hidden Markov
models (HMMs), delimiting the intervals with speech starting
from the identification of frames with noise only. TheSNRand
the euclidean distance of the log-energy of each frame are also
used to accomplish a refinement in the detection. The proposed
method results in a significant precision improvement, partic-
ularly for very adverse conditions, as computer experiments
show.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the pro-
posed endpoint detection algorithm is introduced. In Section 3,
the database is described. In Section 4, results of the accom-
plished tests as well as comparisons with the traditional method
based on both energy and zero crossing rate are shown. Finally,
in Section 5, we present the conclusions.

2. Proposed method
The proposed endpoints detection method is accomplished
through three processes of decision beginning with a frame-by-
frame analysis: the identification of the noise nature [4] [5],
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Figure 1:Proposed method.

SNRand the euclidean distance of the log-energy (Figure 1). We
define that a frame with positive flag (+1) contains noise only,
while a frame with negative flag (−1) contains both speech and
noise.

2.1. Identification of the noise nature

Consider the noisy signalx(i) a composition of the clean
speechs(i) with the additive noised(i), that is,x(i) = s(i) +
d(i).

The signalx(i) is segmented intoK frames withN size
and overlap ofL samples:

x(k, i) = x(k(N − L) + i) (1)

where0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 and0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1.
The process of identification of the noise nature is accom-

plished through a classification of the frames of the noisy sig-
nal (x(k, i)), using HMMs, among the types of noise involved
in the training. The settings used on tests were 18 parameters
per subframes of 23 ms, 50% of overlap, Hamming window-
ing, left-right HMM with skip allowed, four states, four models
and 128 centroids. The stages of the identification are explained
below.

2.1.1. Extraction of parameters

The extracted parameters on each subframe were: one of spec-
tral entropy (as described in [3]), one of zero crossing rate and
16 of log-energy, described in Table 1.

The pth log-energy parameter,LogE(k, p), is defined as
the energy contained in thepth subband for framek.

2.1.2. Criterion of decision

The noisy utterances are segmented in frames of 46 ms and
overlap of 80%. The frames are identified by HMM, in agree-
ment with trained noise models. The results are registered as108



Table 1: Algorithm for extraction of log-energy parameters.

1. Consider the noisy signal spectrum,Γ(k, j), calculated by
FFT.
2. Calculate the log-spectrum (Ψ(k, j)):

Ψ(k, j) = 10 log 10
“

Γ(k,j)
fsm

”
, where0 < j < F − 1, F

is the number of frequency components,fs is the sampling
frequency andm is the number of points used in the FFT;
3. Estimate the log-spectral envelope (Φ(k, j)):
a. Initialization:
Φ(k, 0) = Ψ(k, 0)
Φ(k, F − 1) = Ψ(k, F − 1)
b. Iteration:
for j = 1 toF − 2 do

if Ψ(k, j) > Ψ(k, j − 1) and
Ψ(k, j) > Ψ(k, j + 1) then

Φ(k, j) = Ψ(k, j)
else

Φ(k, j) = 0
end if

end for
c. Interpolate the values between each pair of adjacent non-
null values by Newton’s divided difference method [6].
5. Divide the log-spectral envelope intoP subbands withF ′

frequencies in each subband.
6. ExtractP log-energy parameters (LogE(k, p)).

LogE(k, p) =
PF ′−1
j=0 Φ(k, (pF ′ + j)), where0 < p <

P − 1

noise frame. In the following, a count is accomplished to verify
which noise type received the largest number of classifications
in all signal (noise signal).

ϕHMM (k) is the flag attributed to thekth frame.

ϕHMM (k) =

 −1, if noise frame6= noise signal
+1, if noise frame= noise signal

2.2. Determination of theSNR

The SNRof each frame is calculated in accordance with the
algorithm in Table 2 and a flagϕSNR(k) is assigned.

th1 received empirically the value of 1.25, ifξ < 10dB,
and 2.50, ifξ ≥ 10dB.M andQ were attributed values 15 and
5, respectively.

ξ is the estimatedSNRfor all signal, calculated as:

ξ = 10 log 10

 PK′−1
k=0 σ̂2

x(k)−PK′−1
k=0 σ̂2

d(k)PK′−1
k=0 σ̂2

d(k)

!
(2)

where botĥσ2
x(k) andσ̂2

d(k) are calculated such asσ2
x(k) and

σ2
d(k), from algorithm in Table 2, without overlap of theK′

frames, in other words,x(k, i) = x(kN + i), for 0 ≤ k ≤
K′ − 1.

2.3. Determination of the euclidean distance

The euclidean distance is evaluated based on vectors obtained
from the log-energy parameters ofx(i). The flag assignment
algorithm can be found in Table 3.

Table 2: Algorithm for determination of the flags bySNR.

1. Calculate the variance of noisy signalx(k, i) (σ2
x(k)).

σ2
x(k) = 1

N

PN−1
i=0 [x(k, i)− µ(k)]2

a. Hereµ(k) = 1
N

PN−1
i=0 x(k, i)

2. Estimate the variance of noise using a smoothing filter [7]
(σ2
d(k)).

a. ConsideringM frames inside the initial interval of the ut-
terance, without the presence of the speech signals(i), cal-
culate the relativeSNR(Ξ(k)).

Ξ(k) =
σ2
x(k)

1
M

PM−1
n=0 σ2

x(n)

b. Calculate theα(k) parameter.
α(k) = 1−min(1,Ξ(k)−Q)
c. Estimate noise.
σ2
d(k) = α(k)σ2

d(k − 1) + (1− α(k))σ2
x(k)

3. Define flag.

ϕSNR(k) =

 −1, seσ2
x(k)/σ2

d(k) ≥ th1
+1, seσ2

x(k)/σ2
d(k) < th1

ϕED(k) is the flag attributed tokth frame by euclidean dis-
tance criterion.th2 received empirically the value of 1.4.

2.4. Determination of the endpoints

After all frames receive three flags, they are labeled again,
receiving one flag only, (ϕglobal(k)):

if ϕHMM (k) = ϕSNR(k) = ϕED(k) = +1 then
ϕglobal(k) = +1

else
ϕglobal(k) = −1

end if
The global flags are analyzed starting from frame0 in di-

rection to the last, looking for the first sequence of15 frames
with negative flags, where the first frame of the sequence char-
acterizes the ending of a possible initial interval containing only
noise. Starting from the last frame in direction to the frame0, a
sequence of15 frames with negative flag is also sought, where
the last frame of the sequence characterizes the beginning of a
possible final interval containing only noise.

3. Database
The utterances used in this article were collected of the
database described in [8], where we have 10 command and con-
trol isolated words. The sampling rate is 11025 Hz.

The noise database was collected from [9], with original
sampling rate of 19980 Hz, and resampling to 11025 Hz. Four
noise types were selected: WHITE, PINK, VOLVO (car inte-
rior) and BABBLE.

The noisy speech was formed through the addition of se-
lected noise to clean speech withSNRfrom 0 to 20dB.

4. Experimental Results
The performance could be appraised comparing the results ob-
tained in detection with obtained reference values of manual109



Table 3: Algorithm for determination of the flags by euclidean
distance.

1. Calculate the euclidean distanceEDx(k), on each frame,
between the log-energy vectors of signalx(i) and a reference
vector.
a. Calculate the reference vector,LogEref (p)

LogEref (p) = 1
M

PM−1
k=0 LogE(k, p)

b. Calculate the distance.

EDx(k) =
qPP−1

p=0 (LogE(k, p)− LogEref (p))2

2. EstimateEDd.
EDd = max0≤k≤M−1{EDx(k)}
3. Define flag.

ϕED(k) =

 −1, if EDx(k)/EDd ≥ th2
+1, if EDx(k)/EDd < th2

Table 4: Table containing average percents of error reduction
rate

BABBLE PINK VOLVO WHITE
Beginning 6.82% 12.23% −2.65% 12.05%

Ending 20.81% 26.24% 0.70% 24.88%

clipping.
Initially it was made a training of discrete HMMs of [8],

with 500 segments of 100 ms for each of the four types of noise
and 50% of overlap. An experiment was undertaken with 121
corrupted utterances, setting both theSNRand the noise, ob-
serving the percent of mistake in detection along the several val-
ues ofSNRboth at beginning (εb) and at ending (εe), whereB
andE are, respectively, the beginning and the ending by man-
ual clipping,Eb andEe are, respectively, the detected points by
the proposed system.

εb =
|B − Eb|
E −B × 100% (3)

εe =
|E − Ee|
E −B × 100% (4)

The average reduction of the error rate in detection, com-
paratively to the method described in [1], is shown in Table
4. We can see that there was a considerable error reduction in
every case, except for the car interior noise, where no significant
change was observed.

The results for each type of noise of the traditional [1] and
proposed technique can be found in Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8. It is
also noticed that the best performance of the introduced detector
happens in low-SNRzone.

Figure 2 exemplifies the endpoint detection on low-energy
sounds. We can see that the proposed method kept all useful
information signal.

5. Conclusions
In this paper a robust endpoint detection method was pro-
posed based on identification of the noise nature using

Table 5: Percentual error of the endpoint detection in babble
noise environment

SNR
Traditional Proposed

beginning ending beginning ending

0dB 40.0% 80.67% 11.96% 20.55%
5dB 15.83% 39.41% 9.38% 10.78%
10dB 8.95% 19.11% 7.28% 8.66%
15dB 6.54% 10.85% 6.87% 6.33%
20dB 5.34% 6.04% 7.04% 5.71%

Table 6: Percentual error of the endpoint detection in pink noise
environment

SNR
Traditional Proposed

beginning ending beginning ending

0dB 68.52% 114.26% 15.20% 36.55%
5dB 19.07% 53.69% 11.87% 20.35%
10dB 14.04% 34.13% 11.18% 17.32%
15dB 9.79% 14.66% 10.08% 9.95%
20dB 7.10% 6.63% 9.03% 8.04%
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Figure 2: Endpoint detection based on identification of the noise
nature. (a) Endpoint detection by the proposed method. (b)
Corrupted signal by babble noise at5dB SNRand (c) Clean
speech referring to “baixo” (which means “down”) utterance.

HMMs, associated toSNRand to euclidean distance of log-
energy parameters, that were used to adjust the detection in seg-
ments with low-energy sounds. With this method we try to de-
tect the frames that contain only noise and to separate them from
the useful information of the signal. Computer experiments
with 121 utterances corrupted by four different noise types and
with varying levels ofSNRfrom 0 to 20dB were presented. It
can be seen from the results that in severe adverse conditions,
when theSNRis very low, that the proposed method offers a
considerably more precise detection of endpoints as compared
to the traditional technique. The proposal of an algorithm that,
based on the estimation ofSNRand type of noise, can decide110



Table 7: Percentual error of the endpoint detection inside car

SNR
Traditional Proposed

beginning ending beginning ending

0dB 9.67% 15.02% 7.52% 5.64%
5dB 7.43% 10.86% 8.22% 6.08%
10dB 7.55% 6.71% 9.38% 6.16%
15dB 8.40% 5.04% 12.66% 8.24%
20dB 7.09% 4.53% 15.61% 12.53%

Table 8: Percentual error of the endpoint detection in white
noise environment

SNR
Traditional Proposed

beginning ending beginning ending

0dB 62.44% 105.94% 13.04% 29.29%
5dB 18.31% 50.79% 11.49% 21.94%
10dB 13.68% 33.22% 9.87% 16.44%
15dB 9.61% 15.19% 8.05% 9.25%
20dB 6.93% 6.57% 8.29% 10.37%

which is the most suitable technique for end point detection and
recognition in adverse conditions is subject of ongoing research.
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Abstract 

 
Like almost all natural phenomena, speech is the result 
of many nonlinearly interacting processes; therefore any 
linear analysis has the potential risk of underestimating, 
or even missing, a great amount of information content. 
Recently the technique of Empirical Mode 
Decomposition (EMD) has been proposed as a new tool 
for the analysis for nonlinear and nonstationary data. We 
applied EMD analysis to decompose speech signal into 
intrinsic oscillatory modes. Besides, the LPC analysis of 
each mode provides an estimation of formants. 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Speech signal, as with many real-world signals, are 
nonstationary, making Fourier analysis unsatisfying 
since the frequency contents changes across the time. In 
time-frequency analysis, we analyse the frequency 
content across a small span of time and then move to 
another time position [1] and [2]. The major drawback 
of most time- frequency transforms is that the 
rectangular tiling of the time frequency plane does not 
match the shape of many signals. 

On the other hand, basis decomposition techniques 
such as Fourier decomposition or the wavelet 
decomposition have also been used to analyse real 
world signals [3]. The main drawback of these 
approaches is that the basis functions are fixed, and do 
not necessarily match varying nature of signals.  

In this paper, we use the empirical mode 
decomposition (EMD), first introduced by N. E. Huang 
and al. in 1998 [4]. This technique adaptively 
decomposes a signal into oscillating components. The 
different components match the signal itself very well. 
Because the approach is algorithmic, it does not allow 
expressing the different components in closed form. The 
EMD is in fact type of adaptive wavelet decomposition 
whose sub bands are built as needed to separate the 
different components of the signal. 

EMD was applied to a number of real situations [5], 
[6] and [7], motivating us to consider work on naturally 
speech decomposition in order to delimit EMD 
limitations and possibilities.  
The out line of the present paper is as follows. Firstly 
we introduce the new non linear decomposition 
technique known as empirical mode decomposition. 
Then we apply this technique to decompose a simple  

 
signal consisting of a sum of three pure frequencies. The 
second section presents results of this approach applied 
to speech signal decomposition. Computing the LPC 
analysis of different intrinsic mode functions provides 
measure of formant speaker. Last section concludes this 
work. 
 

2. Empirical mode decomposition 
 
The empirical mode decomposition is a signal 
processing technique proposed to extract all the 
oscillatory modes embedded in a signal without any 
requirement of stationarity or linearity of the data. The 
goal of this procedure is to decompose a time series into 
components with well defined instantaneous frequency 
by empirically identifying the physical time scales 
intrinsic to the data that is the time lapse between 
successive extrema [8]. 

Each characteristic oscillatory mode extracted, 
named Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF), and satisfies the 
following properties: an IMF is symmetric, has unique 
local frequency, and different IMFs do not exihibit the 
same frequency at the same time. In other words the 
IMFs are characterized by having the number of 
extrema and the number of zero crossings equal (or 
different at most by one), and the mean value between 
the upper and lower envelope equal to zero at any point. 
 

The algorithm operates through six steps [4]: 
 

1) Identification of all the extrema (maxima and 
minima) of the series x(t). 

2) Generation of the upper and lower envelope via 
cubic spline interpolation among all the maxima 
and minima, respectively. 

3) Point by point averaging of the two envelopes to 
compute a local mean series m(t). 

4) Subtraction of m(t) from the data to obtain a IMF 
candidate d(t)=x(t)-m(t). 

5) Check the properties of d(t): 
• If d is not a IMF (i.e it does not satisfy the 

previously defined properties), replace x(t) 
with d(t) and repeat the procedure from step 1 

• If d is a IMF, evaluate the residue m(t)=x(t)-
d(t) 

Repeat the procedure from step 1 to step 5 by sifting the 
residual signal. 
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The sifting process ends when the residue satisfies a 
predefined stopping criterion. 
By construction, the number of extrema is decreased 
when going from one residual to the next (thus 
guaranteeing that the complete decomposition is 
achieved in a finite number of steps), and the 
corresponding spectral supports are expected to 
decrease accordingly. Selection of modes rather 
corresponds to an automatic and adaptative (signal 
dependent) time variant filtering [9] and [10]. 

At the end of the algorithm, we have: 
 

)()()(
1

tmtdtx n

n

i
i += ∑

=

                   (1) 
 
                             
where mn(t) is the residue and di is the intrinsic mode 
function at mode i that has the same numbers of zero 
crossing and extrema; and is symmetric with respect to 
the local mean. 

Another way to explain how the empirical mode 
decomposition works is that it picks out the highest 
frequency oscillation that remains in the signal. Thus, 
locally, each IMF contains lower frequency oscillations 
than the one extracted just before. This property can be 
very useful to pick up frequency changes, since a 
change will appear even more clearly at the level of a 
IMF [5]. 

Figure 1 shows the starting point of signal 
decomposition and the IMF candidate obtained after 
little iteration.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1: At the top: the original signal with upper and lower 
envelope. The thick line represents the point by point mean 

value of the envelopes. Below: the signal d after little 
iteration. The iteration continue until becomes IMF. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Decomposition of sum of 3 sinus signal of frequency 

100Hz, 300 Hz and 1000 Hz by 5 first IMFs. 
 
 

Figure 2, shows a signal which is the sum of three 
pure frequencies having the following frequencies: 100 
Hz, 300 Hz and 1000 Hz, and the five IMFs followed by 
the residue. The signal is composed by 1000 samples 
with a sampling frequency of 20 kHz.  

We can see that each component has the same 
number of zero crossings as extrema and is symmetric 
with respect to zero line. We note that the first mode 
which corresponds naturally to the highest frequency 
shows clearly the 1 kHz frequency present in the signal. 
Consequently the second mode depicts 300Hz 
frequency and the third one corresponds to the lowest 
frequency i.e. 100Hz. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Spectral analysis of composite signal (frequency 
100Hz, 300 Hz and 1000 Hz) and its 5 first IMFs. 
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Figure 4: LPC analysis of composite signal and its IMFs 

 
Fourier analysis of the composite signal and its IMFs 

as depicted in Figure 3, shows that the highest frequency is 
identified from the first IMF and the lowest one is given by 
the third IMF. 

We compute also the LPC analysis of signal and the 3 
IMFs using autocorrelation method. As expected, LPC 
analysis shows peaks at 1 kHz, 300 Hz and 100 Hz. 

This analysis demonstrates once again the 
efficiency of the proposed method in decomposing the 
signal in spectral domain [12]. The proposed 
decomposition detects all frequencies constituting the 
signal separetly.  

The EMD procedure, according to the above 
specifications, is used in the next section for the 
decomposition of speech signal issued from Keele 
database as described in the next section. 
 
 

3. EMD analysis of voiced speech signal 
 
In the previous section we illustrate the efficiency of the 
empirical mode decomposition of a typical signal which 
is the sum of pure frequencies in detecting these 
frequencies. This approach is used to decompose the 
speech signal in order to analyze its formant 
frequencies. 

We take as an example of speech signal, a vowel /o/ 
pronounced by a female speaker f1, extracted from the 
Keele University database and sampled at 20 kHz. 
Figure 5 shows the different modes obtained from the 
empirical mode decomposition of the vowel /o/ and the 
residue of the last algorithm step.  

In our approach, we proceed to an LPC analysis of 
the IMFs represented in figure 5 and its comparison to 
results of the same analysis operated on speech signal. 
The results are depicted in figures 6 and 7.  

The LPC analysis achieved for the first IMF shows 
a curve that fits approximately curve corresponding to 
speech signal but the peaks for IMF are sharper. The 
first analyzed IMF doesn’t depict the low frequency 
composition of the signal. In fact it concerns the highest 
frequency. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Illustration of the EMD: vowel /o/ speaker f1  
and first five IMFs 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: LPC analysis of vowel /o/ speaker f1 (dashed line)  
and of the first signal’s IMF (solid line). 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7: LPC analysis of  vowel /o/ speaker f1 and IMFs of 

the signal (second and third). 
 

 

Imf 2

Imf 3
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This result, mode by mode, in a frequency profile 
can be interpreted as the frequency response of some 
equivalent filter. As evidenced in figures 6 and 7, the 
collection of all such filters tend to estimate the different  
resonant frequencies of the vocal tract. 

An other example for speech signal is given to 
emphasize the efficiency of this method. It’s about a 
vowel /a/ expressed by a male speaker m2. The 
achieved EMD is depicted in figure 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8: Illustration of the EMD: vowel /a/ speaker m2  

and the different IMFs. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 9: LPC analysis vowel /a/ speaker m2 and the two first 
IMFs. Solid line, concerns LPC analysis of the first IMF, the 
dashed line represents vowel /a/ of speaker m2, and the third 

curve concerns the second IMF. 
 

Figure 9 depicts the LPC analysis of the 
corresponding speech signal and its 3 first IMFs. We 
note that peaks given by IMFs are more distinguishable 
than those releated to speech. 
 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
In this work, we have proposed a new methodology to 
decompose a speech signal into different oscillatory 
modes and to extract the resonant frequencies of the 
vocal tract i.e. formants from the LPC analysis of 
different intrinsic mode functions called IMFs. LPC 
analysis of IMFs shows the frequency components. 

If we represent all the LPC analysis, we may obtain a 
complete description of the speech production model. A, 
study of the residue can be considered and compared to 
the frequency representation of the glottal pulse. 
 Besides, we can look for a new time-frequency 
attributes obtained from the EMD analysis and based on 
an instantaneous frequency calculation of each 
component of the decomposition. 
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Abstract 

Analysis of speech signals can be performed with the aid of 

linear or nonlinear statistics using appropriate prediction 

algorithms. In this contribution, speech features are treated 

using the results of a nonlinear prediction based on Volterra 

series. Features are investigated representing the prediction 

gain by nonlinear statistics and representing individual 

coefficients of the nonlinear components. The features are 

estimated quasi continuously resulting in a feature signal. 

Additionally, to obtain features which are highly sensitive to 

segmentation shifting, an asymmetric window function is 

integrated into the prediction algorithm. The analyses of 

speech signals show that the estimated features correlate with 

the glottal pulses. Furthermore, the investigations show that 

using the first individual nonlinear coefficient as a feature is 

advantageous over using the prediction gain. 

 

1. Introduction 

Speech analysis is usually performed using linear models and 

statistics. However, nonlinear components are also contained 

in the speech signal [1]. The voiced excitation is caused by 

vibrations of the vocal folds which can be described by a 

nonlinear oscillator; additionally nonlinear fluid dynamics are 

effective. Nonlinear systems and operators, like the energy 

operator, can be used for speech analysis [2],[3]. In this 

contribution nonlinear components of the speech signal are 

estimated by nonlinear prediction. The nonlinear system of a 

Volterra series is used for the prediction. The estimation can 

be achieved by an adaptive algorithm like LMS or RLS [4]. 

Another approach for the estimation is to minimize the 

prediction error of individual signal segments, which can be 

applied to coding [5] or speech generation [6]. For speech 

analysis the integration of an appropriate window function can 

be relevant [7]. In [7] speech features based on the prediction 

gain are discussed. In this contribution, features of nonlinear 

coefficients of the predictor are proposed delivering feature 

signals advantageously for analysis. Additionally, a post-

processing of the feature signal is carried out accentuating the 

regions of glottal closures.   

 

2. Nonlinear Prediction 

The nonlinear predictor based on Volterra systems estimates a 

signal value  ( )x n   by a linear combination of last signal 

values  ( )x n k−   and, additionally, by a linear combination 

of products of last signal values. Here, without loss of 

generality systems are treated with the first and second order 

Volterra kernels only, leading to the prediction error 
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e is the prediction error and ˆ( )x n  is the estimation of ( )x n . 

The coefficients 1h  represent the linear components whereas 

2h′  represent the nonlinear components; 2h′  are coefficients 

of the second-order kernel 2h , which can be assumed 

symmetrically 2 2( , ) ( , )h i k h i k′ =   for i k=  and  

2 2( , ) 2 ( , )h i k h i k′ = ⋅  for  i k≠ . For speech analysis the 

speech signal is segmented in frames. Due to the 

segmentation a window function ( )w n  is integrated into the 

estimation of the nonlinear prediction. If the window function 

is applied directly to the signal ( )x n   the prediction error 

results in 
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leading to different weights of the components, especially 

between the linear and nonlinear components. For this reason 

the window function has to be applied to the error ( )e n   

yielding the weighted error ( ) ( ) ( )we n w n e n= ⋅ . Applying to 

eq. (1) results in 
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The predictor coefficients are determined by minimizing the  

weighted error 

                            2( ) minwn
e n →∑ ,                            (3) 

which is explained in the following section. 

2.1. Vector based nonlinear prediction 

The prediction is applied to a segment of the speech signal, so 

that it is convenient to describe the signals by vectors. For 
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that purpose the analyzed weighted signal ( ) ( ) ( )u n w n x n= ⋅  

is described by the vector                                              

    ( )T(0) (0), (1) (1), , ( ) ( )w x w x w K x K= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅u …  

of length 1L K= + . Since the prediction error  ( )we n  

contains last values ( )x n k− , additionally the vectors iu  and 

,i ku  containing the shifted signals with fixed weights are 

defined by 
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  (4)   

The estimation of the weighted signal values ( )u n  can be 

described by the vector û  with 

       1 2 ,
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By these definitions the prediction problem can be described 

by the vector equation ˆw = −e u u . Since the error depends on 

the order N of linear coefficients and order M of nonlinear 

coefficients, the error ,N M
w w→e e  is extended by the 

superscripts N and M: 
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Equation (6) represents a vector based description of eq. (2). 

From the equations (5) and (6) it can be seen that the optimal 

prediction û   is an expansion of  u  by the vectors iu  and 

,i ku . For this expansion the vectors iu  and ,i ku  are 

transformed into an orthogonal basis { }mv   with the dot 

products , 0m k =v v . This is performed by the Gram-

Schmidt orthogonalization. Since the vectors of the basis  

{ }mv   are orthogonal, the optimal coefficients mb  in 

description of the basis { }mv  can easily be obtained by  

                   2, | |m m mb = u v v  ,                            

yielding an expansion with the vectors mv . Finally the 

coefficients mb   of basis { }mv  are converted back into the 

original basis of { },,i i ku u . The resulting coefficients 

minimize the Euclidean norm | ,N M
we  | representing a least 

square estimation. 

Since in eqs. (2), (6) signal values outside of the frame 

appear, represented by negative arguments of n k− , the 

vector lengths are truncated in such a way that only values 

inside of the analyzed segment appear in the vectors.  

3. Speech Features 

The results of the nonlinear prediction can be utilized to 

define speech features. One approach is to consider the 

prediction gain by the nonlinear components. The gain can be 

described by the ratio between the prediction errors with and 

without nonlinear components, which is used in [7]. The 

logarithmic error ratio leads to the feature definition: 
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e
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Nonlinear coefficients 2( , )h i k′  are considered for the 

prediction error of the denominator, which can be seen from 

the superscript M. Since the nonlinear coefficients contribute 

only to a decrease of the prediction error, the feature ,
gain
N MF  

has positive values.  

Another approach for defining features is to consider 

individual values of the estimated predictor coefficients, 

especially these of the nonlinear components. Here the value 

of the nonlinear coefficients 2( , )h i k′  of the prediction of 

orders N and M are used leading to the feature  

                  ,
2, ( , )N M

i kF h i k′=  . 

3.1. Feature signals 

The feature F is obtained from the results of the nonlinear 

prediction. To consider the time-dependence of the feature, 

the speech signal is segmented into overlapping frames 

analyzed individually. Applying the nonlinear prediction to 

each segment yields the corresponding values of the speech 

feature F. To measure the features quasi continuously in time, 

the displacement of the segments is chosen to one sample. 

Hence, the sequence of the feature values which are estimated 

from the segments represents a feature signal ( )F n . Each 

value ( )F n  is obtained from the nonlinear prediction of a 

segment. The estimation is influenced by the type of the 

window function w of the prediction algorithm. If a Hann-

window is used, the feature F can be estimated smoothly in 

time, however, the time resolution of the feature estimation is 

blurred. This behaviour is caused by the shape of the window; 

the Hann window is insensitive to small changes of the 

segmentation since its values tend continuously towards zero 

to the left and right side. In contrast to that, an asymmetric 

window with a value greater one at one side is sensitive to 

small changes of the segmentation and can deliver a more 

precise time resolution. The window aw  defined by 
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delivering a strong discontinuity between the left-side values 

and values outside of the window, which can be assumed as 

zero. The asymmetric window is shown in fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1: Asymmetric window function aw . 

  

4. Analysis of Speech 

For the analysis of individual sounds and speech utterances, 

speech signals with a sampling rate of 16 kHz are 

investigated. The speech signals are segmented and analyzed 

as described in the previous section. Fig. 2 shows the 

estimated feature signals 16,1
gain ( )F n  and 16,1

1,1 ( )F n  from the 

analysis of the vowel /a/; additionally, the original speech 

waveform and the LPC-residual is shown. The main impulses 

of the residual of fig. 2(b) indicate the abrupt glottal closures, 

which are denoted as the glottal closure instances (CGI). It 

can be seen that the feature signal has peaks correlating with 

those of the residual. Hence, the peaks of the feature signals 

indicate the CGI. The high time resolution of the feature 

signal results from the asymmetric window. In the case of 

voiced fricatives often many impulses occur in the residual, 

which can be seen from fig. 3 showing the analysis of the 

voiced fricative /z/. The LPC-residual shows a more or less 

unperiodic structure and especially the high incidence of 

pulses makes it hard to detect the impulses corresponding to 

the glottal closures. In contrast to that, the feature signals are 

more periodic and have fewer pulses. The analyses show that 

the feature signal 16,1
1,1 ( )F n  shows even mostly only one 

dominant positive pulse per period corresponding to the 

glottal closure; therefore the feature 16,1
1,1 ( )F n  is advantageous 

in comparison to the prediction gain delivering often more 

potential pulses per period. One reason for that is given in the 

following: For the prediction with order 1M =  only the 

nonlinear coefficient 2(1,1)h′  is effective. The prediction gain 

depends on the absolute value of the coefficient, whereas the 

feature 16,1
1,1 ( )F n  preserves the information about the sign of 

the coefficient 2(1,1)h′ . Analysis results show that the glottal 

closures cause impulses with positive sign. Other regions of 

the feature signal show also impulses or bulges, however, for 
16,1

1,1 ( )F n  they have usually negative sign. Hence, by the 

feature signal 16,1
1,1 ( )F n  the impulses of glottal closure can be 

separated from the other regions with the aid of the sign of 

2(1,1)h′ . In comparison to that the feature 16,1
gain ( )F n  cannot 

distinguish since the information of the sign is lost in the 

prediction gain.  

 

Figure 2: Analysis of the vowel /a/: (a) analyzed speech 

signal, (b) corresponding LPC-residual, (c) feature signal 

of prediction gain 16,1
gain ( )F n , (d) feature signal 16,1

1,1 ( )F n . 

 

Figure 3: Analysis of the voiced fricative /z/: (a) analyzed 

speech, (b) corresponding LPC-residual, (c) feature signal 

of prediction gain 16,1
gain ( )F n , (d) feature signal 16,1

1,1 ( )F n . 

Overall, the analyses show that especially the feature signal 
16,1

1,1 ( )F n  is suitable for detection of regions of glottal closures 

not only for stationary speech signals, but also for speech 

utterances. A post-processing of the feature signal is useful to 

mark the regions of glottal closures. At first, fluctuations of 

the mean value differing from zero should be compensated; 

additionally, the power of the feature signal should be 

balanced achieving a constant envelope of the amplitude. 

Therefor a short-time estimation of the mean of the feature 

signal is subtracted to each feature value. After that, each 

feature value is divided by a short-time estimation of the 

power of the feature signal resulting in the modified feature 

signal 16,1
1,1 ( )F nɶ . 

Figure 4 shows the analysis of the German word [nUl]. The 

curves 4(c) and (d) show the initial feature and the modified 

feature signal 16,1
1,1 ( )F nɶ ; variations of the mean and the power 

of the feature signal are balanced. After that the modified  
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Figure 4: Analysis of word [nUl]: (a) analyzed speech 

signal, (b) feature signal of prediction gain 16,1
gain ( )F n , (c) 

feature signal 16,1
1,1 ( )F n , (d)  processed feature 16,1

1,1 ( )F nɶ , 

(e) derived feature signal ( )f n′ . 

feature signal is convolved by a finite pattern-signal g 

depicted in fig. 5 which has a pointed shape resulting in the 

signal 

            16,1
1,1( ) ( ) ( )f n F n g n= ∗ɶ ; 

the mean value of the signal g is zero. The convolution 

implies dot products with time-shifted segments. If the 

segment is similar to the pointed shape, a high value results. 

 

Figure 5: Pattern-signal g. 

Since only positive correlations with the pointed shape are of 

interest, negative values of f are set to zero by 

        '( ) ( ( ) sgn( ( )) ( )) / 2f n f n f n f n= + ⋅ . 

The curve 4(e) shows the derived feature signal '( )f n  

representing the positive values of the convolution results of 

the modified feature signal of the utterance [nUl]. The peaks 

indicate regions of glottal pulses.  

In figure 6 the analysis result for the utterance [vaIma] of the 

German word “Weimar” is shown. It can be seen that the 

corresponding feature signal ( )f n′  represents a sequence of 

pulses, which is disturbed only occasionally by artifacts. 

 

Figure 6: Analysis of word [vaIma]: (a) analyzed speech 

signal, (b) derived feature signal ( )f n′ . 

5. Conclusions 

Speech features based on nonlinear prediction are proposed 

and discussed for the analysis of speech. The features are 

correlated with the voiced excitation and especially with the 

glottal pulses. For analysis of real speech, one important 

feature of estimation algorithms is their robustness. 

Concerning this, features based on the first nonlinear 

prediction coefficient have been proven advantageously in 

comparison to the prediction gain. The deciding reason for 

this fact is that the informational content of the sign of the 

coefficient is useful. By the use of that feature signal with an 

additional post-processing the algorithm is applicable to 

analyse real speech. 
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Abstract
The emerging applications of wireless speech communication
are demanding increasing levels of performance in noise ad-
verse environments together with the design of high response
rate speech processing systems. This is a serious obstacle to
meet the demands of modern applications and therefore these
systems often needs a noise reduction algorithm working in
combination with a precise voice activity detector (VAD). This
paper presents a new voice activity detector (VAD) for improv-
ing speech detection robustness in noisy environments and the
performance of speech recognition systems. The algorithm de-
fines an optimum likelihood ratio test (LRT) involving Multiple
and correlated Observations (MCO). An analysis of the method-
ology for N = {2, 3} shows the robustness of the proposed ap-
proach by means of a clear reduction of the classification error
as the number of observations is increased. The algorithm is
also compared to different VAD methods including the G.729,
AMR and AFE standards, as well as recently reported algo-
rithms showing a sustained advantage in speech/non-speech de-
tection accuracy and speech recognition performance.

1. Introduction
The emerging applications of speech communication are de-
manding increasing levels of performance in noise adverse envi-
ronments. Examples of such systems are the new voice services
including discontinuous speech transmission [1, 2, 3] or distrib-
uted speech recognition (DSR) over wireless and IP networks
[4]. These systems often require a noise reduction scheme
working in combination with a precise voice activity detector
(VAD) [5] for estimating the noise spectrum during non-speech
periods in order to compensate its harmful effect on the speech
signal.

During the last decade numerous researchers have studied
different strategies for detecting speech in noise and the influ-
ence of the VAD on the performance of speech processing sys-
tems [5]. Sohn et al. [6] proposed a robust VAD algorithm
based on a statistical likelihood ratio test (LRT) involving a sin-
gle observation vector. Later, Cho et al [7] suggested an im-
provement based on a smoothed LRT. Most VADs in use to-
day normally consider hangover algorithms based on empirical
models to smooth the VAD decision. It has been shown re-
cently [8, 9] that incorporating long-term speech information
to the decision rule reports benefits for speech/pause discrim-
ination in high noise environments, however an important as-
sumption made on these previous works has to be revised: the
independence of overlapped observations. In this work we pro-
pose a more realistic one: the observations are jointly gaussian
distributed with non-zero correlations. In addition, important
issues that need to be addressed are: i) the increased computa-
tional complexity mainly due to the definition of the decision

rule over large data sets, and ii) the optimum criterion of the
decision rule. This work advances in the field by defining a
decision rule based on an optimum statistical LRT which in-
volves multiple and correlated observations. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 reviews the theoretical background
on the LRT statistical decision theory. Section 4 considers its
application to the problem of detecting speech in a noisy sig-
nal. Finally in Section 4.1 we discuss the suitability of the pro-
posed approach for pair-wise correlated observations using the
experimental data set AURORA 3 subset of the original Spanish
SpeechDat-Car (SDC) database [10] and state some conclusions
in section 6.

2. Multiple Observation Probability Ratio
Test

Under a two hypothesis test, the optimal decision rule that min-
imizes the error probability is the Bayes classifier. Given an
observation vector ŷ to be classified, the problem is reduced to
selecting the hypothesis (H0 or H1) with the largest posterior
probability P(Hi|ŷ). From the Bayes rule:

L(ŷ) =
py|H1(ŷ|H1)

py|H0(ŷ|H0)

>
<

P [H0]

P [H1]
⇒ ŷ↔H1

ŷ↔H0
(1)

In the LRT, it is assumed that the number of observations
is fixed and represented by a vector ŷ. The performance of
the decision procedure can be improved by incorporating more
observations to the statistical test. When N measurements ŷ1,
ŷ2, . . . , ŷN are available in a two-class classification problem,
a multiple observation likelihood ratio test (MO-LRT) can be
defined by:

LN (ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷN ) =
py1,y2,...,yN |H1(ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷN |H1)

py1,y2,...,yN |H0(ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷN |H0)
(2)

This test involves the evaluation of an N-th order LRT
which enables a computationally efficient evaluation when the
individual measurements ŷk are independent. However, they
are not since the windows used in the computation of the obser-
vation vectors yk are usually overlapped. In order to evaluate
the proposed MCO-LRT VAD on an incoming signal, an ade-
quate statistical model for the feature vectors in presence and
absence of speech needs to be selected. The joint probability
distributions under both hypotheses are assumed to be jointly
gaussian independently distributed in frequency and in each part
(real and imaginary) of vector with correlation components be-
tween each pair of frequency observations:

LN (ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷN ) =
Q

p∈{R,I}{
Q
ω

pyω
1 ,yω

2 ,...,yω
N
|H1

(ŷω
1 ,ŷω

2 ,...,ŷω
N |H1)

pyω
1 ,yω

2 ,...,yω
N
|H0

(ŷω
1 ,ŷω

2 ,...,ŷω
N
|H0)
}p (3)
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This is a more realistic approach that the one presented in [9]
taking into account the overlap between adjacent observations.
We use following joint gaussian probability density function for
each part:

pyω|Hs(ŷω|Hs)) = KHs,N · exp{−1

2
(ŷT

ω (CN
yω,Hs

)−1ŷω)}
(4)

for s = 0, 1, where KHs,N = 1

(2π)N/2|CN
yω,Hs

|1/2 , yω =

(yω
1 , yω

2 , . . . , yω
N )T is a zero-mean frequency observation vec-

tor, CN
y,Hs

is the N-order covariance matrix of the observation
vector under hypothesis Hs and |.| denotes determinant of a ma-
trix. The model selected for the observation vector is similar to
that used by Sohn et al. [6] that assumes the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) coefficients of the clean speech (Sj) and the
noise (Nj) to be asymptotically independent Gaussian random
variables. In our case the observation vector consist of the real
and imaginary parts of frequency DFT coefficient at frequency
ω of the set of m observations.

3. Evaluation of the LRT
In order to evaluate the MCO-LRT, the computation of the in-
verse matrices and determinants are required. Since the covari-
ances matrices under H0&H1 are assumed to be tridiagonal
symmetric matrices1, the inverses matrices can be computed as
the following:

[C−1
yω

]mk = [
qk

pk
− qN

pN
]pmpk N − 1 ≥ m ≥ k ≥ 0 (6)

where N is the order of the model and the set of real numbers
qn, pn n = 1 . . .∞ satisfies the three-term recursion for k ≥ 1:

0 = rk(qk−1, pk−1)+σk+1(qk, pk)+ rk+1(qk+1, pk+1) (7)

with initial values:

p0 = 1
q0 = 0

and p1 = −σ1
r1

and q1 = 1
r1

(8)

In general this set of coefficients are defined in terms of orthog-
onal complex polynomials which satisfy a Wronskian-like rela-
tion [11] and have the continued-fraction representation[12]:
�

qn(z)

pn(z)

�
=

1

(z − σ1)− ª
r2
1

(z − σ2)− ª . . .ª r2
n−1

(z − σn)
(9)

where ª denotes the continuos fraction. This representation is
used to compute the coefficients of the inverse matrices evalu-
ated on z = 0. In the next section we show a new VAD based on
this methodology for N = 2 and 3, that is, this robust speech

1The covariance matrix will be modeled as a tridiagonal matrix, that
is, we only consider the correlation function between adjacent observa-
tions according to the number of samples (200) and window shift (80)
that is usually selected to build the observation vector. This approach
reduces the computational effort achieved by the algorithm with addi-
tional benefits from the symmetric tridiagonal matrix properties:

[CN
yω

]mk =

2
4

σ2
ym

(ω) ≡ E[|yω
m|2] if m = k

rmk(ω) ≡ E[yω
myω

k ] if k = m + 1
0 other case

3
5 (5)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N and σ2
yi

(ω), rij(ω) are the variance and corre-
lation frequency components of the observation vector yω (denoted for
clarity σi, ri) which must be estimated using instantaneous values.

detector is intended for real time applications such us mobile
communications. The decision function will be described in
terms of the correlation and variance coefficients which consti-
tute a correction to the previous LRT method [9] that assumed
uncorrelated observation vectors in the MO.

4. Application to voice activity detection
The use of the MO-LRT for voice activity detection is mainly
motivated by two factors: i) the optimal behaviour of the so
defined decision rule, and ii) a multiple observation vector for
classification defines a reduced variance LRT reporting clear
improvements in robustness against the acoustic noise present
in the environment. The proposed MO-LRT VAD is described
as follows. The MO-LRT is defined over the observation vec-
tors {ŷl−m, . . . , ŷl−1, ŷl, ŷl+1, . . . , ŷl+m} as follows:

`l,N =
X

ω

1

2

(
yω

T ∆ω
Nyω + ln

"
|CN

yω,H0 |
|CN

yω,H1
|

#)
(10)

where ∆ω
N = (CN

yω,H0)
−1 − (CN

yω,H1)
−1, N = 2m + 1 is

the order of the model, l denotes the frame being classified as
speech (H1) or non-speech (H0) and yω is the previously de-
fined frequency observation vector on the sliding window.

4.1. Analysis of JGPDF Voice Activity Detector for N = 2

In this section the improvement provided by the proposed
methodology is evaluated by studying the most simple case for
N = 2. In this case, assuming that squared correlations ρ2

1 un-
der H0&H1 and the correlation coefficients are negligible under
H0 (noise correlation coefficients ρn

1 → 0) vanish, the LRT can
be evaluated according to:

`l,2 =
1

2

X
ω

L1(ω)+L2(ω)+2
√

γ1γ2

"
ρs
1p

(1 + ξ1)(1 + ξ2)

#

(11)
where ρs

1 = rs
1(ω)/(

√
σs

1σ
s
2) is the correlation coefficient of

the observations under H1, γi ≡ (yω
i )2/σn

i (ω) and ξi ≡
σs

i (ω)/σn
i (ω) are the SNRs a priori and a posteriori of the DFT

coefficients, L{1,2}(ω) ≡ γ{1,2}ξ{1,2}
1+ξ{1,2}

− ln(1 + ξ{1,2}) are the
independent LRT of the observations ŷ1, ŷ2 (connection with
the previous MO-LRT [9]) which are corrected with the term
depending on ρs

1, the new parameter to be modeled, and l in-
dexes to the second observation. At this point frequency ergod-
icity of the process must be assumed to estimate the new model
parameter ρs

1. This means that the correlation coefficients are
constant in frequency thus an ensemble average can be esti-
mated using the sample mean correlation of the observations
ŷ1 and ŷ2 included in the sliding window.

4.2. Analysis of JGPDF Voice Activity Detector for N = 3

In the case for N = 3 the properties of a symmetric and tridi-
agonal matrix come out. The likelihood ratio can be expressed
as:

`l,3 =
X

ω

ln
KH1,3

KH0,3
+

1

2
ŷT

ω ∆ω
3 ŷω (12)

where ln
KH1,3
KH0,3

= 1
2

h
ln
h

1−(ρ2
1+ρ2

2)H0

1−(ρ2
1+ρ2

2)H1

i
− ln

�Q3
i=1(1 + ξi)

�i
,

and ∆ω
3 is computed using the following expression under
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Figure 1: a) JGPDF-VAD vs. MO-LRT decision for N = 2 and
3. b) ROC curve for JGPDF VAD with lh = 8 and Sohn’s VAD
[6] using a similar hang-over mechanism.

hypotheses H0&H1:

ŷT
ω (C3

yω,Hs
)−1ŷω = 1

1−(ρ2
1+ρ2

2)

h
1−ρ2

2
σ1

(yω
1 )2 +

(yω
2 )2

σ2
. . .
i

h
+

1−ρ2
1

σ3
(yω

3 )2 − 2ρ1
yω
1 yω

2√
σ1σ2

− 2ρ2
yω
2 yω

3√
σ2σ3

+ 2ρ1ρ2
yω
1 yω

3√
σ1σ3

i

(13)
Assuming that squared correlations under H0&H1 and the

correlations under H0 vanish, the log-LRT can be evaluated as
the following:

`l,3 = 1
2

P
ω

P3
i=1 Li(ω) +

2
√

γ1γ2ρs
1√

(1+ξ1)(1+ξ2)

+
2
√

γ2γ3ρs
2√

(1+ξ2)(1+ξ3)
− 2

√
γ1γ3ρs

1ρs
2√

(1+ξ1)(1+ξ2)2(1+ξ3)

(14)

5. Experimental Framework
The ROC curves are frequently used to completely describe the
VAD error rate. The AURORA 3 subset of the original Span-
ish SpeechDat-Car (SDC) database [10] was used in this analy-
sis. The files are categorized into three noisy conditions: quiet,
low noisy and highly noisy conditions, which represent differ-
ent driving conditions with average SNR values between 25dB,
and 5dB. The non-speech hit rate (HR0) and the false alarm rate
(FAR0= 100-HR1) were determined in each noise condition.

Using the proposed decision functions (equations 14 and
11) we obtain an almost binary decision rule as it is shown in
figure 1(a) which accurately detects the beginnings of the voice
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Figure 2: a) ROC curve analysis of the jGpdf-VAD (N = 3)
for the selection of the hang-over parameter lh. b) ROC curves
of the jGpdf-VAD using contextual information (eight MO win-
dows for N = 2) and standards and recently reported VADs.

periods. In this figure we have used the same level of informa-
tion in both methods (m = 1). The detection of voice endings
is improved using a hang-over scheme based on the decision of
previous frames. Observe how this strategy cannot be applied
to the independent LRT [6] because of its hard decision rule and
changing bias as it is shown in the same figure. We implement
a very simple hang-over mechanism based on contextual infor-
mation of the previous frames, thus no delay obstacle is added
to the algorithm:

`h
l,N = `l,N + `l−lh,N (15)

where the parameter lh is selected experimentally. The ROC
curve analysis for this hang-over parameter is shown in figure
2(a) for N = 3 where the influence of hang-over in the zero
hit rate is studied with variable detection threshold. Finally, the
benefits of contextual information [9] can be incorporated just
averaging the decision rule over a set of multiple observations
windows (two observations for each window). A typical value
for m = 8 produces increasing levels of detection accuracy as
it is shown in the ROC curve in figure 2(b). Of course, these re-
sults are not the optimum ones since only pair-wise dependence
is considered here. However for a small number of observations
the proposed VAD presents the best trade-off between detection
accuracy and delay.
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6. Conclusion
This paper showed a new VAD for improving speech detec-
tion robustness in noisy environments. The proposed method
is developed on the basis of previous proposals that incorporate
long-term speech information to the decision rule [9]. How-
ever, it is not based on the assumption of independence be-
tween observations since this hypothesis is not realistic at all.
It defines a statistically optimum likelihood ratio test based on
multiple and correlated observation vectors which avoids the
need of smoothing the VAD decision, thus reporting significant
benefits for speech/pause detection in noisy environments. The
algorithm has an optional inherent delay that, for several appli-
cations including robust speech recognition, does not represent
a serious implementation obstacle. An analysis based on the
ROC curves unveiled a clear reduction of the classification er-
ror for second and third order model. In this way, the proposed
VAD outperformed, at the same conditions, the Sohn’s VAD, as
well as the standardized G.729, AMR and AFE VADs and other
recently reported VAD methods in both speech/non-speech de-
tection performance.

6.1. Computation of the LRT for N = 2

From equation 4 for N = 2 we have that the MCO-LRT can be
expressed as:

`l,2 =
X

ω

ln
KH1,2

KH0,2
+

1

2
ŷT

ω ∆ω
2 ŷω (16)

where:

ln
KH1,2

KH0,2
=

1

2
ln

 
|CN

yω,H0 |
|CN

yω,H1
|

!
=

1

2

σH0
1 σH0

2 − (rH0
1 )2

σH1
1 σH1

2 − (rH1
1 )2

(17)
and Cyω is defined as in equation 5. If we assume that the
voice signal is observed in additive independent noise, that is
for i = 1, 2:

H1 : σH1
i = σn

i + σs
i

H0 : σH0
i = σn

i

(18)

and define the correlation coefficient ρHs
1 ≡ r

H1
1q

σ
H1
1 σ

H1
2

and the

a posteriori SNR ξi ≡ σs
i

σn
i

, we have that:

ln
KH1,2

KH0,2
=

1

2

"
ln

�
1− (ρH0

1 )2

1− (ρH1
1 )2

�
− ln

 
2Y

i=1

(1 + ξi)

!#

(19)
On the other hand, the inverse matrix is expressed in terms of
the orthogonal complex polynomials qk(z), pk(z) as:

(C2
yω,Hs

)−1 =

0
@
h

q0
p0
− q2

p2

i
p0p0

h
q1
p1
− q2

p2

i
p0p1h

q1
p1
− q2

p2

i
p0p1

h
q1
p1
− q2

p2

i
p1p1

1
A

Hs

(20)
where p0 = 1, q0 = 0, p1 = −σ1/r1 and q2/p2 = σ2/(r2

1 −
σ1σ2) under hypothesis Hs. Thus the second term of equation
16 can be expressed as:

ŷT
ω ∆ω

2 ŷω = (yω
1 )2(∆ω

2 )00 + (yω
2 )2(∆ω

2 )11 + 2yω
1 yω

2 (∆ω
2 )01
(21)

where (∆ω
2 )00 =

σ
H0
2

σ
H0
2 σ

H0
1 −(r

H0
1 )2

− σ
H1
2

σ
H1
2 σ

H1
1 −(r

H1
1 )2

,

(∆ω
2 )11 =

σ
H0
1

σ
H0
2 σ

H0
1 −(r

H0
1 )2

− σ
H1
1

σ
H1
2 σ

H1
1 −(r

H1
1 )2

and (∆ω
2 )01 =

r
H0
1

(r
H0
1 )2−σ

H0
2 σ

H0
1

− r
H1
1

(r
H0
1 )2−σ

H0
2 σ

H0
1

. Finally, if we define the a

priori SNR γi ≡ (yω
i )2/σn

i (ω) and neglect the squared corre-
lation functions under both hypotheses we have equation 11.
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